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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Mount Revelstoke and Glacier National Park (MRNP and GNP) ecological (biophysical) land 
classification was developed from 1981 to 1983. The theory and methodology are similar to those of the 
ecological land classification of Banff and Jasper National Parks (Holland and Coen, eds. 1983a, 1983b; Holroyd 
and Van Tighem 1983). The classification is based on an integrated resource inventory in which all resource 
components (parent material, landform, soil, vegetation and wildlife) are dealt with together in a common land 
classification scheme and at a 1:50,000 mapping scale. 

The land resource was inventoried by the Canadian Forestry Service and the Alberta Institute of 
Pedology. Mainly soil scientists and botanists, this team collected data on landforms, soils and vegetation, 
developed the land classification, and produced the ecological maps of the Map Supplement that accompanies 
this report. 

The wildlife resource was inventoried by the Canadian Wildlife Service, working closely with the land 
inventory team. The wildlife inventory team used a variety of sampling techniques to assess the distribution, 
abundance and habitat use of wildlife in the parks, particularly with regard to wildlife use of Ecosites. 

The Map Supplement which accompanies this final report delineates the distribution of Ecosites in 
MRNP and GNP on 3 maps at a scale of 1:50,000. The Supplement includes an extended Map Legend which 
summarizes the characteristics of each Ecosite. 

Volume I of this final report includes all the information concerning methods, results and 
interpretations of the land inventory, and describes the land classification in detail. Wildlife information in 
Volume I includes: 

Methods: 
Brief descriptions of those sample methods used to provide data on the use of Ecosites by 
wildlife. 

Species Assemblages: 
Descriptions of characteristic assemblages of breeding birds and small mammals occurring in 
various habitats in the parks. 

Ecosite Accounts: 
Wildlife use of each Ecosite and management considerations regarding wildlife are included 
in each Ecosite description. 

This volume, Volume II, consists of the detailed report of the wildlife inventory team. Its contents 
and uses are described in the User's Guide below. 

1.1. USERS' GUIDE JO VOLUME II 

The purpose of this section is to direct you to the parts of our report that suit your interests or 
needs, and to show you how to use the information most effectively. As a user of this report you may be 
interested in learning about a certain species, finding out about certain habitats, or solving particular problems 
such as, "If I put a road or campground here, what effect will it have on wildlife? Where would be the 
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Table 1.1. Abbreviations used in the text. 

CD Coefricieni of Deiectability (Vol 1, Chap. 4) 
Dl Density Index (Vol II, Sec. 3.1) 
BBC Breeding Bird Community (Vol I, Chap. 4) 
BNP Banff National Park 
CPR Canadian Pacific Railway 
GNP Glacier National Park 
1CH Interior Cedar/Hemlock (Ecoregion) 
JNP Jasper National Park 
K.NP Kootenay National Park 
SMA Small Mammal Association (Vol I, Chap. 4) 
TCH Trans Canada Highway 
MRNP Mount Revelstoke National Park 
MPWSDF Mountain parks wildlife survey data forms (Vol II, Sec.2.2.15) 

place that I could do it with the least impact? How great a problem is highway or railroad mortality for 
mountain goats, or porcupines? How can I reduce this mortality?" 

In other words, this report should be a basic tool for beginning to answer any question in MRNP 
and GNP that relates to wildlife. It should also provide baseline information for park interpretation of wildlife 
and their habitats. Like any fairly technical report, though, it looks daunting to someone who did not work 
on it. It is less difficult than it looks, however. 

First, what is your interest? 

Do you wish to know about a certain species? 

If so, your first stop should be the Species Account in Volume II. Here we have summarized all our data and 
all the information we could find from other sources about each species in the parks. Each species account is 
broken down into several sections: 

* Status and distribution 
* Habitat 
* Species Attributes 
* Management Considerations 

If the detail here is not enough, check the references to which we refer; they are all listed in the Literature 
Cited section at the end of the report. 

If you are interested in mountain goats you should also review the section on Mountain Goat Surveys 
(sections 2.2.7 and 3.2.7). Additional moose information is in section 3.9 of this report. If you are interested 
in a bird species you may find useful information in the Breeding Bird Community accounts in Volume I 
(section 4.1), the Breeding Bird Census Plots results in section 3.3 of this Volume, and the Bird Migration 
accounts (section 4.1). Additional small mammal information can be found in the Small Mammal Association 
writeups in Volume I (section 5.2). 

Do you wish to know about wildlife habitat and its distribution? 

You will find that the Ecosite, the basic unit of the Ecological Land Classification, describes wildlife habitat 
very well. Each Ecosite has a characteristic pattern of landform, vegetation and microclimate, so reading the 
Ecosite Accounts in Volume I, or the abbreviated description in the Map Legend, is well worth the effort. 
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Wildlife habitat is discussed in general terms in each of the species accounts. However, much of the 
habitat data are incorporated in the various discussions of Ecosites. 

Thus, for example, if you wish to know what types of habitat are present in a given area, and what 
their importance may be to wildlife (this sort of information is frequently needed in EARP reviews of 
proposed developments), you should proceed as follows: 

1. Review the appropriate map in the Map Supplement that accompanies Volume I of this report. 
Locate your area of interest on the map and list the Ecosite names that are indicated. 

2. Read the Master Legend that accompanies the Map Supplement, or read the Ecosite accounts in 
Volume I of this report. You now have a description of the habitats in the area. Through the 
CANSIS computer facility you can also find out how extensive these habitats are and thus get an 
idea of their relative rarity. 

3. Wildlife data for each Ecosite are found in two places. The first is at the right side of the Master 
Legend where the Wildlife Legend provides a table of the relative importance of each Ecosite to 
selected wildlife species and a list of which breeding bird communities and small mammal associations 
occur there. The second is the Ecosite account section of Volume I. There the importance of the 
Ecosites to wildlife is discussed in somewhat more detail. 

Following these steps will give you a good base from which to proceed with your assessment of 
habitat and habitat values in a certain area. However, you should be aware at all times that these data are 
based on sampling over a wide area and are averaged to provide generalizations valid at our 1:50,000 scale. No 
site-specific questions can be answered, solely by the information in this report. A visit to the site is always 
mandatory since, for example, a generalization about moose use of the LR1 Ecosite may be valid only in the 
Beaver River watershed of GNP and not in the Illecillewaet watershed. There may be a coyote den, hawk 
nest, mineral lick or other important wildlife feature at a site that cannot be anticipated through this report. 

All readers may be interested in the Methods (section 2) to see the means by which the above 
information was gathered. The Results (section 3) indicate the number of samples we collected and some of 
the highlights of the sampling. Plot and transect data and all wildlife observations are stored on the Canadian 
Soil Information System (CANSIS) computer in Ottawa and are accessible through Parks Canada computers in 
Western Regional Office and most park administrative offices. 

Recommendations are presented in many of the species accounts (under Management), in the Ecosite 
accounts, and in the recommendations section (section 5). 

9 
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1.2. HISTORICAL INTERACTIONS O.F MAN AND WILDLIFE IN MRNP AND GNP 

There are only a few studies on which to base a description of the fauna of the areas that are now 
MRNP and GNP. This account is a summary of relevant information contained in John Marsh's A History of 
Glacier National Park (Volume- I, II, III) and material from the National Archives, Ottawa. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Before railway construction in the late 1800s, the Columbia Mountains were virtually unknown. The 
flora and fauna were hardly influenced by man, although a few Indians, trappers and prospectors may have 
visited the area. The problems of access and lack of game for food or commercial trade deterred all but the 
hardiest of adventurers. 

The first effort to explore the area was a survey to locate an east-west railway route through the 
mountains. During the summer of 1883, Sir Sanford Fleming, his son and his friend, Dr. G.M. Grant, became 
the first party to effect a complete crossing of the Selkirks via Rogers Pass. Fleming's accounts of the 
journey provided the first detailed description of the area as it was before development. The construction of 
the CPR railway through Rogers Pass fulfilled the motives for exploration and led to increased human use of 
the area, exerting a marked impact on the landscape, especially in the immediate vicinity of the railway. 

Establishment of Glacier National Park 

The areas around Mt. Sir Donald and Rogers Pass were reserved by Order in Council on 10 October 
1886 under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act of 1883. In October 1888 the boundaries of the two 
areas were merged to form a single park of 75.8 km2. 

While the national park was proclaimed by the Dominion Government, its establishment was largely 
due to the CPR; the railway was enthusiastic to see a series of parks along its route as potential 
revenue-earners on a stretch of line that otherwise might have generated little income. As a result, there was 
little public recognition of the park as a preserve and no wildlife management. 

Glacier National Park retained its original size until 1903 when it was expanded to 1493 km2, the 
greatest area it has ever encompassed. This expansion occurred almost equally in all directions from the initial 
reserve, making the park, centred on Rogers Pass, roughly square. The new boundary bore little relationship to 
topography, cutting arbitrarily across mountains, valleys and rivers, but always within the railway belt. It 
embraced all the recreational facilities as well as settlement, mining and lumbering areas, and some traditional 
hunting territory. 

A further boundary change occurred in 1911, when three townships, comprising the northeast, 
northwest, and southwest corners were removed, thus reducing the area to 1213 km2. 

In 1930 the park boundaries were again revised and new legislation, in the form of the National 
Parks Act, was introduced. While the legislation increased the park area from 1213 km2 to 1350 km2, the 
primary intention of boundary revision was to provide limits that conformed more realistically with the 
topography of the park. Thus, township lines were abandoned in favour of watersheds. 

Establishment of Mount Revelstoke National Park 

In 1912 a group of Revelstoke citizens approached the federal government with a recommendation to 
preserve the Mt. Revelstoke area as a national park because of the spectacular mountain scenery and 
wildflower meadows. In 1914 a 260 km2 area was established as Mount Revelstoke National Park. In 1912 
construction began on a road from the City of Revelstoke to the summit of Mt. Revelstoke but the road was 
not officially opened until 1927. Minor boundary changes were made in the late seventies when one km2 of 
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MRNP which would be affected by the building of the Revelstoke Dam on the Columbia River was exchanged 
for 1.5 km2 of provincial lands abutting MRNP along Clachnacudainn Creek. 

Human Impact 

The earlier explorers and surveyors traversing the Selkirks probably had little impact on the wildlife as 
they were few in number and only transitory. 

Changes in habitat, and the incursions of thousands of men associated with construction of the 
railroad, must certainly have had an effect on the wildlife of the area, but lack of data prevents an analysis 
of these changes. One would expect there to have been large-scale killing of ungulates and bears and a 
redistribution of animals as a result of habitat changes. Once the railway was completed and Glacier House 
established, hunting and fishing became popular activities for tourists. Literature was soon produced to tempt 
potential visitors to try their luck in the Selkirks. 

In the same way that the railway opened up new areas for exploration and climbing and offered 
alternatives to the Alps, it provided access to new hunting areas and new species. There are several accounts 
of sport hunting around Glacier, with bears being the focus of attention. W.S. Green (1895) noted: 

"There are numbers of small animals, and apparently a great number 
of bears. We came every day upon their fresh tracks. One day a 
bear was within a few yards of us in the alder scrub, and yet we 
never got the chance of a shot. Mr. Drewry's party was more 
fortunate. They shot a grizzly within 75 yards of their camp and saw 
another of huge dimensions on the slopes of Mt. Bonney" (Green 
1895, p.295). 

The success rate amongst sport hunters, judging from their accounts, would appear to have been very low. 
Possible reasons for this were suggested by early visitors: 

"We never saw or heard any grizzlies while we were at the hotel; 
but that they do exist is certain, for they get killed in the 
immediate vicinity where there are not too many tourists about to 
frighten them" (Sladen 1895, p.296). 

"Bears, black, brown and grizzly, are by no means uncommon 
in the Selkirks; but hunting for them in the vast, dense and 
trackless forests is like looking for the proverbial needle in a 
haystack" (Stutfield and Collie 1903, p.148). 

From 1887 to 1898 attendance at Glacier House averaged 1001 annually. However, the number had 
jumped some five-fold by 1906 to 4,925 due to expansion of the hotel's capacity, opening of the Nakimu 
Caves, and the increasing appeal of the mountain region for vacations. After 1899, hunting and fishing seemed 
to suffer a marked decline. This decline in hunting antedates legislation against the activity. It seems likely 
that hunting, as promoted by the CPR, was over-rated and at times, as in the case of advertising the 
presence of bighorn sheep, erroneously promoted. Areas with more game and better services were readily 
available elsewhere. Hunting became an infraction in 1920. Fishing, like hunting, was almost certainly over-rated 
in GNP, and probably the failures of aspiring anglers discouraged the CPR from promoting it. 

Increasingly, in the twentieth century, a different attitude towards animals in the national parks 
developed, the emphasis moving from hunting game to appreciation of wildlife. Although there is little 
evidence that people went primarily to see wildlife, references show that people enjoyed watching animals or 
feeding them. Sometimes there were unfortunate results, as indicated by a report of the B.C. Mountaineering 
Club at Glacier in 1950. 
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"Charles and Dick spent much of then spare time feeding and then 
trying to snare bears which roamed around the tenls. One poor fellow 
became such a pest thai he bad to be shot." (Anon. 1950). 

The general impact ol mass recreation m the paik probably caused a redistribution of animals. Marsh 
(1968, p.388) cues, as evidence of ibis, the reported return of animals to the core of GNP aflei the closure 
of Glacier House in 1925. 

The most recent distinctive change in the history of MRNP and GNP began with the opening of the 
Trans Canada Highway through Rogers Pass in 1962. Direct effects of the highway on wildlife included 
removal of habitat and higher levels of mortality from vehicle-wildlife collisions. These are discussed below 
(porcupine, beaver, bear, moose and goat species accounts) in more detail. 

Fire 

As elsewhere, fire associated with the construction and operation of the railroad was one of the most 
significant of man's contributions to habitat change in MRNP and GNP from 1880 to 1900. Prior to the white 
man's intrusion, small, high elevation fires caused by lightning were doubtless an ecological factor in the area. 
The numerous and extensive railway fires in the late 1880's can probably be attributed to engine sparks though 
some were doubtless caused by accidents during clearing of the right-of-way and by negligent railway workers, 
prospectors or hunters. Burns invariably spread out from the railroad, often being curtailed only by the tree 
line or by rock outcrops and rivers. Fires initiated successional changes that are still detectable after one 
hundred years. Fire was probably a major contributing factor in the decline of caribou in the parks (see 
caribou species account). 

Early Wildlife Management 

In the 1900's warden facilities and trails were developed, including the construction of cabins that 
enabled more effective backcountry patrolling. 

Prior to 1920, the province was responsible for game regulations in MRNP and GNP. In October 1915 
the Revelstoke newspapers published an article stating that it was not illegal to shoot game in Dominion Parks. 
It concluded that park wardens were powerless to protect wildlife. Provincial game warden A. Bryan Williams 
wrote to F.E. Maunder, superintendent of MRNP, stating that Dominion Parks were not yet game preserves 
and were therefore open to hunting. Maunder relayed this statement to J.B. Harkm in Ottawa, concluding that 
park wardens would charge hunters with having unsealed firearms in the parks. Harkin agreed with this action. 

In 1917, in response to Harkms request for statistics on the annual kill of animals in the parks, the 
superintendent of Yoho-Glacier Parks replied that the province issued licenses for trapping and hunting and 
paid bounties, and that the park staff therefore had no figures on the mortality. This correspondence indicates 
that some hunting did occur between 1915 and 1917 in the parks. 

In 1920, the National Parks Branch took over administration of game regulations and was then in a 
position to work toward the ideals it increasingly espoused concerning park wildlife. Such additional work placed 
an extra burden on the warden service, and thus, in 1928, led to the retention of wardens throughout the 
year. Increased attention was paid to enforcement of the game regulations which prohibited hunting and 
trapping. 

The initiation of park regulations caused some local concern. On 12 March 1920, R. Higett of Glacier, 
B.C. wrote to the superintendent of Yoho-Glacier requesting an extension of the trapping season from April 1 
to April 30. The superintendent replied that he could not permit an extension since there were regulations for 
all Dominion Parks. However he did state that wardens would have difficulty travelling within the park and 
would be unable to enforce the regulations until after 30 April. Local concern led to local Member of 
Parliament L.W. Humphrey complaining in 1923 that wolves and coyotes were rapidly increasing so as to cause 
deer to seek protection in the town of Revelstoke. The chief warden and the superintendent stated that the 
reports were false. They did find a local rancher who had three coyotes at a cow carcass. After this the 
parks appear to have been treated as preserves for most wildlife species. 

Poaching was a problem in the early 1920's. In 1923, firearms were seized five times from grouse 
poachers in MRNP. Deer poachers were successfully prosecuted in 1926 and a suspected trapper abandoned his 
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traps and escaped in 1929. 

Protection of wildlife concerned W.E. Saunders who visited Glacier House in 1921. He complained 
about the number of domestic cats in the park and their predation upon pikas. The chief warden believed 
that ten cats in a park of that size was not unreasonable, but three cats were destroyed in one month. 

Unfortunately, the enthusiasm to protect species, stimulated by growing national concern about 
extinction of wildlife, was exaggerated to the point that predators were seen as part of the problem of falling 
animal numbers and were therefore eliminated with zeal. 

On 30 September 1924, Harkin issued a directive that "there should be a strict tightening up in the 
matter of killing birds and mammals because these are alleged to be predatory." Most furbearers were 
protected but wolves, coyotes and cougars were still considered detrimental to other wildlife. Goshawk, Cooper's 
Hawk, Great-horned Owl, Common Crow and Black-billed Magpie were to be shot when possible. At the Park 
Superintendents' Conference in 1928, it was declared that "Cougars may be shot on sight." That year, however, 
Harkin directed that all parks should dispose of their traps and stop using poison. Only rifles were to be used 
in predator destruction. 

During this period a Revelstoke-area trapper, Peter Bergenham, was made an honorary warden, with 
the job of killing cougars. There is no record of his success but it was likely fairly low, since the MRNP 
and GNP area has never been good cougar habitat. Coyotes continued to be killed periodically by park 
wardens through the 1940's and 1950's. It was not until the late 1960's that the protection accorded other 
species was finally applied to carnivores as well (Holroyd and Van Tighem 1983, pp. 20-21). 

Wildlife Research 

Since modern man first penetrated the MRNP and GNP area there has been interest in its wildlife. 
Initially this focussed on the availability of game for trophy hunting. Concern was also expressed by early 
visitors about the presence of numerous bears. However, little was done to study the area's wildlife until after 
1900. Information on numbers and species of animals in the park is accordingly vague for the early historic 
period. 

In 1905, A.O. Wheeler, in attempting to make his book The Selkirk Range comprehensive, included an 
appendix by John Macoun on the natural history of the Selkirks. Macoun had spent some time around Rogers 
Pass in 1885. He mentioned that: 

"Since the building of the Canadian Pacific railway the larger 
mammals of the mountains have become fewer and have retired into 
the deeper recesses within them or to the more inaccessible summits" 
(Veritas 1885). 

While contributing the first overview of the area's fauna, Macoun provided little detail on the specific 
distribution, migratory behaviour, or ecological relationships of species. 

In the 1920s, conservation and protection of game in the national parks became an increasing concern 
but scientific research on fauna was still scanty. Although documentation of wildlife populations began in the 
mid 1920's not until the early 1930's were "game reports" prepared on an annual basis. These game reports 
were based more on rough estimates of population numbers than on actual censuses, but they do provide a 
glimpse of the status of large mammals during this period. The decline of caribou numbers and arrival of 
GNP's first elk and moose, as well as an apparent increase in marten numbers, are documented in this 
period. 

In 1945 the first comprehensive reports on MRNP and GNP's mammals and birds were completed 
(Cowan and Munro 1944-45, Munro 1945). These were based on two weeks of field work in each park in 
1942 and 1943 by J.A. Munro, visits to MRNP by I. McTaggart Cowan in 1937 and 1942, as well as 
examination of records and discussions with park wardens. Munro discussed the area's various life zones and 
physiographic units and provided annotated lists including 65 species of birds (35 observed personally), and 41 
species of mammals. He also listed other species he felt would likely be found in the parks. He concluded 
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that Iht' gradual invasion of some paik areas by new species could be attributed to glacier recession and 
climatic change. While the report provided some information on the distribution of species, little quantitative 
information on wildlife populations was presented. 

In 1947, Dr. V. Solman visited Glacier Park to report on the fish potential of the area. He reported 
that although Marion Lake had been stocked in 1942 and 1944, and feed was available in the summer, no fish 
appeared to have survived. Cougar Creek, Loop Brook and Bear (Connaught) Creek were found to have very 
few fish despite the fact that the latter stream had been stocked. With regard to fishing in the Illecillewaet, 
he stated: 

"Outside the boundary of Glacier Park a power dam has been erected 
across the Illecillewaet River. This dam, of cement over 20 feet high, 
is not provided with a fishway and consequently serves as a barrier 
to upstream migration of fish 
... prior to the construction of the dam, there was considerable 
angling for Dolly Varden carried on in Park waters. Two years after 
the construction of the dam the angling above the dam had become 
so poor that little angling has been done since" (Solman 1947, p.6).1 

A.W.F. Banfield conducted additional survey work in 1947 and produced distribution maps for some of 
the ungulates in his 1948 report. In 1951 he also initiated a system of recording wildlife observations on cards. 
Information included time and place of observation, number of animals observed, sex and age, their actions, 
and weather conditions. Although the cards provided fragmented data of only limited value, they represented 
the beginnings of interest in a continuing inventory of park wildlife. The data from the cards were briefly 
analysed in annual reports from 1952 to 1958 by A.W. Banfield, J.S. Tener, J.L. Ward and B. Pittaway. 

At least three wildlife inventories were conducted: in October of 1959, 1966 and 1967. The format and 
intensity of these surveys is not recorded. 

In the early 1960's, K.R.D. Mundy, a graduate student at the University of Alberta, conducted an 
ecological study of grizzly bears in GNP. This was the first detailed ecological study of a single species in the 
park. It provided information on the number and distribution of bears in the central portion of GNP. In the 
early 1970's, D. Hamer, a graduate student at the University of Calgary, studied the ecology and distribution 
of the grizzly bear and mountain caribou of the Mountain Creek watershed of GNP. In the late 1970's, W. 
McCrory, a biologist contracted by Parks Canada, studied the distribution and ecology of mountain goats 
throughout MRNP and GNP. K. Simpson, working with the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch, studied grizzly 
bears and mountain caribou in the area north of MRNP in the early 1980's and observed mountain caribou in 
MRNP that had been radio-collared north of the park. 

In 1980 preliminary field work began for the ecological land classification of MRNP and GNP of 
which the present Wildlife Inventory was a major component. While detailed understanding of the wildlife 
dynamics of MRNP and GNP will only be made possible by detailed, species-specific research, this project -
the last in a series of resource inventories in the mountain national parks - constitutes the first systematic 
inventory of wildlife and their habitats in MRNP and GNP. 

This final report, in conjunction with Volume I and the Map Supplement, represents the latest stage 
in the evolution of wildlife inventory in the western National Parks. Future needs, as yet unanticipated, will 
no doubt lead to further evolution in the theory and practise of park wildlife inventory, and to further 
refinements of our knowledge about wildlife in these parks. 

i 

The dam has since been dismantled 
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2. METHODS 

2.1. SAMPLING RATIONALE 

Methods were chosen to collect data on the seasonal abundance, distribution and habitat characteristics 
of all species of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians that occur in MRNP and GNP (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). 
The broad scope of the inventory and the large area necessitated a variety of sample methods that were fast, 
simple and quantitative. Some methods were directed specifically at relating wildlife abundance to the ecological 
land classification. Other methods were used to survey the seasonal movements of selected wildlife, to 
determine actual densities of some species and to locate less common species. In addition to these primary 
methods, described below in detail, the wildlife inventory staff lived in GNP and Revelstoke on a year-round 
basis and became familiar with the parks and with long-time park residents. 

There were three major approaches to gathering wildlife data: 

2.1.1. SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING OF ECOSITES 

In order to assess the importance of 53 Ecosites to each of 388 wildlife species we used a variety of 
sampling techniques. Because of the large area to be inventoried and the possibility that wildlife use would 
vary on the same Ecosite from one pari of the study area to another, it was necessary to be able to sample 
each Ecosite in different parts of both parks. 

The major constraints on developing these techniques were: 

- Each must sample a small enough area that it will fit entirely within the boundaries of one 
mapped polygon and one vegetation type. The maximum area sampled, therefore, was 
500m. x 500m. 

- each must require a limited amount of time, effort and equipment, to allow a small staff to 
sample numerous sites over a wide area and in very rugged terrain. 

- each must be standardized, easily taught to new staff, and based on the best techniques in the 
published literature at the time the project was initiated. 

- each must be quantitative in order to provide indices of abundance that would be directly 
comparable from one Ecosite to the others. 

The techniques which fulfilled these requirements and sampled all the major wildlife species groups 
were pellet group counts, forage use plots, track count transects, circular bird census plots and snap traplines 
(Table 2.1). 
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Tabic 2.1. The matrix of species croups sampled by each technique, and total sample sues. 
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Actual sample locations were chosen subjectively. In 1981 the wildlife inventory crew was provided with 
a set of 1:50,000 air photos of the study area but since our field work was co-termmous with the land 
inventory work, Ecosites were not delineated until 1983. Consequently, we attempted to sample as many land 
inventory sample sites as possible in order to later correlate our samples with theirs. During winter and other 
periods when the wildlife crew worked alone, we sampled as wide a range of vegetation types, landforms and 
elevations as possible. When preliminary Ecosite mapping became available in the winter of 1982/83 we 
reviewed our sampling, identified which Ecosites appeared to have been missed in each data set, and planned 
the 1983 field season to fill the gaps in our data. 

During the course of the study we tried to visit each part of the study area at least once during 
the June-July breeding bird sampling season, once during the July-October snap trapline season, and once 
during the winter. Complete coverage of all Ecosites was not possible due to the nature of the Columbia 
Mountains environment: extremely rugged topography, frequent prolonged periods of precipitation, scarcity of 
trails and frequently dense vegetation. Alder-covered avalanche slopes, in addition to being very difficult to 
travel across, presented field crews with considerable hazard from grizzly bears in summer and snow avalanches 
in winter, and travel plans had to be adjusted accordingly. 

Technique: 
Ungulate survey * 1 route 
Track count transect * * * * * 857.4 km/day 
Pellet group/forage plot * * 119 
Snow monitoring plot * 5 plots 
Mustelid live trapline * 246 trap-nights 
Snap trapline * 9500 trap-nights 
Pitfall trapline * 260 trap-nights 
Live-trap plot * 3 
Bat survey * 24 nights 
Circular bird plot * * 255 
Owl Survey * * 2 routes 
Breeding bird census plot * * 3 
Migration survey * * 4 routes 
Christmas bird count * 1 area 
Pond survey * * * * 26 sites 
River survey * » * * 2 rivers; 13 trips 
Aerial survey * * * 5 
Random observation « * » » * » » « • • » » 
Data review . « . . . * . . . . . . 
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Table 2.2. The matrix of wildlife information provided by each technique. 

Wildli fe in formation: 

Technique: 
Mountain goat survey * * * * * 
Track count transect * * * • 
Pellet group/forage plot * * * * 
Snow monitoring plot » » • * « 
Weasel live trapline * 
Snap trapline * * * 
Pitfall trapline * • 
Live-trap plot * 
Bat survey * * 
Circular bird plot * . « 
Owl survey * 
Breeding bird census plot * 
Migration survey » * « * 
Christmas bird count * * * 
Pond survey * • » • • 
River survey * * * * * 
Aerial surveys * * » » 
Random observation » * » * » « « « « * 
Literature review * » * « » » « » « 

(Ecosite importance is assessed to some extent by all methods but is directly assessed by those indicated above) 

Camps were located at warden patrol cabins where possible or near complexes of Ecosites where cabins 
were not available. From each camp, with one or two inventory staff and a variable number of volunteers, we 
sampled as many different Ecosites as possible in two or three days, before moving to another camp location. 

The main criteria for locating any of these sample types were that they had to fall entirely within 
the boundaries of one Ecosite and one vegetation type. In some complex Ecosites such as avalanche slopes or 
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alluvial areas, where vegetation was heterogeneous, this was not possible and the sample was considered to have 
been collected in the most prevalent vegetation type at that site. 

2.1.2. WILDLIFE SAMPLING INDEPENDENT OF ECOSITES 

Although ecological land classification lends itself well to the interpretation of wildlife use by most 
animal species, there are important aspects of the ecology of many species that cannot be assessed by the 
direct Ecosite sampling described above. These aspects involve such things as seasonal changes in distribution 
and habitat use, particularly by ungulates; critical habitats related to life cycle events such as breeding, nesting 
and denning; bird migration; and population characteristics of some species (Table 2.2). 

To assess these aspects of wildlife ecology it was necessary to devise sampling methods that were 
somewhat less suited to the primary goal of assessing wildlife use of and abundance on Ecosites. Such 
methods, described below in greater detail, included roadside surveys of mountain goats, bird migration surveys, 
owl surveys, bat surveys, Christmas bird counts, pond surveys and live trapping. Although all data collected by 
these methods were referenced to Ecosite and vegetation type whenever possible, no attempt was made to 
systematically sample all Ecosites by any one of these methods. 

2.1.3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE, DATA BANKS AND PARK FILES 

It was necessary to assess the amount of change to which wildlife populations had been subjected 
during recorded history in order to view their present status and distribution in the context of on-going 
processes. The history of landscape change, park management and population increases and declines all influence 
the present wildlife picture and potential management options. 

It was also necessary to review published literature to relate park wildlife populations to those in 
other areas, to gather species-specific information on productivity, food habits, natural history and mortality, 
and to review and assess various approaches to management. 
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2.2. SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

2.2.1. CIRCULAR BREEDING BIRD CENSUS PLOTS 

To assess the relative density of territorial birds, pikas and sciurids on Ecosites and vegetation types 
the wildlife inventory team used circular plots surveyed from single points, based on a modification of the 
variable circular-plot technique described by Reynolds, Scott and Nussbaum (1980). A number of refinements to 
this method were incorporated to take into account our specific needs and operational constraints, experience in 
Banff and Jasper (Holroyd and Van Tighem 1983), and recommendations from several of the authors in Ralph 
and Scott (1981). 

In 1982 and 1983 it was necessary for from two to four ornithologists to obtain at least 200 samples 
in the very rugged terrain and patchy habitats of the Selkirk and Purcell Mts. The sampling season was 
between about 1 June and 15 July, and sampling of territorial birds was limited to between 1/2 hour before 
sunrise and 10:00 AM. The goal was to sample each Ecosite at least four times (Gates 1981) and preferably 
twice that many times. Ecosite mapping was not available until the second field season and it was 
consequently necessary to collect detailed site descriptions (Fig. 2.1). 

The procedure was as follows: 

Sampling transects were located on aerial photographs prior to going in the field. Transects were 
chosen to cross a variety of reasonably extensive, homogeneous habitats. Points were sampled along the 
transects at sites at least 200m. apart from 1/2 hour before sunrise until 10:00 AM or until song activity was 
judged too low to be truly representative of bird density. Each plot had a radius of 100 m. that enclosed no 
major changes in landform or vegetation cover. 

At each sample plot the observer remained stationary one -full minute before beginning to record 
wildlife activity. During this period the site description was recorded. 

All wildlife seen or heard were recorded on a field sheet (Figure 2.2). The observer estimated the 
distance to each individual at the location where it was first seen or heard and plotted this on the field 
sheet. If the individual moved during the sampling period, an arrow was drawn to each new location. There 
were two five minute intervals comprising one ten minute sampling period. The observer used a different 
symbol to indicate sightings during the second five minute period. 

Each circular plot was sampled only once. It was assumed that ten minutes allowed most of the 
territorial wildlife on the plot to be detected. We assumed that all samples on one Ecosite or vegetation type 
are equivalent and that several samples from different tracts of an Ecosite or vegetation type represent a 
multiple sample of one habitat. 

Birds seen or calling outside the plot were recorded as random observations on the field sheet. All red 
squirrels, Columbian ground squirrels, pikas and marmots were recorded; thus this method sampled all vocal, 
territorial animals. 

Data were analyzed both by the variable-circle method and a modification of the coefficient of 
detectability (CD) method (Emlen 1971, 1977). 
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Figure 2.1. Site description form for circular bird census plots. 
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1 homogeneous : plot barely fits plot 
2 homogeneous : site much larger than plot 
3 heterogeneous : plot barely fits plot 
4heterogeneous "site much larger than plot 

REMARKS 

WEATHER ; 

Sky condition (U.S. weather bureau 4+ I I 
Wind (Beaufort Scale) I I 
Plot in shade (=0) or direct sun (=1) 

BEAUFORT SCALE: 
1 Wind direction shown by smoke drift 
2 Wind felt on face; leaves rustle 
3 Leaves a small twigs in constant motion 
4 Raises dust a leaves ; small branches move 
5 Small trees in leaf sway 5 crested wavelets on ponds 

WEATHER BUREAU NUMBERS: 
0 - Clear or < 2 / | 0 cloud 

I_ 2 / | 0 - 5/lOcloud 5-Drizzle 
2 - 6 / | 0 - , 0 / IO cloud 7- Snow 
4 - Foggy or smoky 8 - Showers 
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Figure 2.2. Field data sheet for circular bird census plots. 

SAMPLE NUMBER BC I I I I I 

OBSERVER I I I I 

DATE I • I • I • I 

START TIME I I I I I 

o -First 5 minutes S-song V-visual 
• -Last 5 minutes A-alarm C-ca l l F-flying past 
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2.2.2. BIRD MIGRATION SURVEYS 

Spring 

Spring bird migration surveys were only conducted during 1082. The GNP migration survey consisted of 
50 stops at 0.8 km. (0.5 mi) intervals along the TCH. It began at the entrance to the Mountain Creek 
campground and terminated 2.5 km. east of the west boundary of GNP. The prevalent habitat along the route 
is alder thickets along the edge of the right-of-way, but birds using adjacent natural vegetation could also be 
seen and heard. 

The route was surveyed commencing 1/2 hour before official sunrise. At each stop, the number of 
individuals of each species seen or heard was recorded during a three minute observation period. 

The MRNP migration survey consisted of 16 stops at 0.8 km. (0.5 mi) intervals along the TCH. It 
began 100 m. west of the West Gate of MRNP and terminated 100 m. west of the Woolsey Creek Bridge. 
Alder thickets bordering the highway comprised the dominant vegetation along this survey route, with birds 
seen or heard in adjacent natural vegetation also recorded. 

The route was surveyed commencing 1/2 hour before official sunrise. At each stop, the number of 
individuals of each species seen or heard during a three minute observation period was recorded. 

Autumn 

In 1081 the GNP migration survey route consisted of nine stops along the TCH. It began at the 
Hermit Pit east of Rogers Pass compound and terminated at the East Gate residential area (Table 2.3). 
Habitats at six of the stops had been affected by some form of human interference; the nine locations were 
chosen on the basis of their suitability for observing birds. The route was surveyed in the early mornings. In 
August, surveys began 1/2 hour before dawn, and in September and October at 8:00 A.M. 

At each stop, the number of individuals of species seen or heard was recorded. A minimum of five 
minutes was spent per stop. There was no maximum time limit; the duration depended on the activity and 
number of birds present. 

In 1982 the GNP migration survey route was modified to sample a wider variety of habitats more 
efficiently than in 1981. Surveys averaged about three hours and were commenced about 0800 to ensure that 
they did not extend past noon. Weather data (temperature, wind and cloud cover) and time were recorded at 
the beginning and end of each survey. 

In 1981 the MRNP migration survey route consisted of nine stops at three km. intervals along the 
road from the summit of Mt. Revelstoke (1920 m) to One Mile Gate (610 m), a distance of 24 km. The 
surveys were conducted in late afternoon/early evening during September, beginning at 1630 h. However, due 
to shortened days, surveys were started at 1500 h. in October. 

At each stop, the number of individuals of species seen and heard was recorded. A minimum of five 
minutes was spent per stop. There was no maximum time limit; the duration depended on the activity and 
number of birds present. 

In 1982 the MRNP migration survey was modified to sample a wider variety of habitats more 
efficiently than in 1981. Surveys averaged about four hours. 
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Table 2.3. Autumn bird migration survey routes: GNP and MRNP. 

Stop 
# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1982 

Location 

Hermit pit 
Tractor sheds 
Connaught east portal 
Snow wars viewpoint 
Beaver pit 
Beaver hill pond 
Beaver River 
Sedge meadow 
East gate 

UTM 

MG648849 
MG653851 
MG688865 
MG698882 
MG698901 
MG688914 
MG686931 
MG679941 
MG672957 

Stop 
# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

1983 

Location 

Mountain Cr. campground 
East gate 
Sedge meadow 
Bufflehead pond 
Beaver hill pond 
Beaver pit 
Connaught east portal 
Rogers Pass compound 
Illecillewaet campground 
Loop Brook pond 

UTM 

MG667951 
MG672957 
MG679941 
MG682935 
MG688914 
MG698901 
MG688865 
MG640835 
MG667792 
MG621788 

Mount Revelstoke National Park 

Stop 
#• 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1982 

Location 

Mt. Revelstoke summit 
3 km. from start 
6 km. from start 
9 km. from start 
12 km. from start 
15 km. from start 
18 km. from start 
21 km. from start 
24 km. from start 

UTM 

MG201556 
MG196540 
MG192532 
MG199526 
MG174529 
MG181516 
MG170515 
MG166518 
MG156528 

Stop 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

12 

1983 

Location 

same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 
same as 1982 

Mt. Revelstoke ski hill 
Skunk Cabbage nature 
trail 
Giant Cedars nature trail 

UTM 

MG164510 
MG356597 

MG365619 

2.2.3. BREEDING BIRD CENSUS PLOTS 

To determine the density of breeding birds in several representative habitats in GNP and MRNP as 
accurately as possible, the territories of singing male birds were mapped on three plots during June and July 
1982 and on one plot during June and July 1983. Sampling was conducted by the methods oulined by Hall 
(1964). Census, plots were walked by one observer and the locations of singing males plotted on a sketch map 
of the plot. Arrows were used to indicate when birds moved to new perches or to indicate birds singing 
simultaneously with others. At the end of the field season composite maps were drawn of each census plot 
showing single-species distributions of singing males with clusters of sightings interpreted as single territories. 

The plots were in: 
a. Western hemlock forest (KX1; C50) 
b. Mixed mountain bottomland (GF1; S17) 

Glacier National Park 
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c. Open subalpine fir forest in subalpme meadows (JD4; OK) and 021) 
Locations and site descriptions are in Section 3.2.3 (below). None of the plots are permanently marked but 
the blank field data-collection sheets indicate precise locations (Fig. 2.3). 

2.2.4. OWL SURVEYS 

Owl survey routes were established along the TCH in both MRNP and GNP during the spring of 
1982. These routes were initiated to provide data on the occurrence and abundance of owls in the parks. Both 
survey routes were in the Interior Cedar/Hemlock Ecoregion. 

The GNP survey consisted of 42 stops, beginning at the eastern boundary on the Heather Hill. The 
MRNP survey had 13, beginning at the West Gate. Stops were spaced at one km. intervals for both surveys. 
Surveys began at various times after sunset and were always finished at least 1/2 hour before sunrise, with 
five minutes at each stop. All owls seen or heard were recorded. 

2.2.5. POND SURVEYS 

Pond surveys were unstructured, periodic searches of water bodies for reptiles, amphibians, waterfowl 
and aquatic mammals. 

Water bodies in the highway corridor were mapped before the spring thaw. Marshes, lakes, ponds and 
sloughs of all sizes were included. Pond visits began as soon as the ice melted from the edges of the pond. 
The water bodies were checked for amphibians, birds and mammals by night and by day. During the nocturnal 
visits, amphibians which were difficult to find by day (e.g. Pacific Treefrog) were discovered. 

On each visit and for each amphibian record the following information was recorded: air and water 
temperatures, substrate type, date, time of day, numbers seen and behaviour (e.g. Vocalizing, mating). 

Ponds were also surveyed in autumn to assess beaver populations. Streams and ponds are lower and 
clearer than earlier in the year, and before freeze-up beavers make food caches for winter use near their 
lodges. Presence of a food cache was used to distinquish between active and abandoned lodges and to help 
locate bank dens. 

Two methods were used to survey ponds for beavers. After leaf-fall but before freeze-up (15 October 
1981), the Mountain Creek and Beaver River valleys were surveyed by helicopter. The locations of winter food 
caches, lodges and active dam systems were marked directly on 1:50,000 topographic maps. In the Mountain 
Creek and upper Beaver River valleys the aerial survey was the only method used due to the remoteness and 
size of the areas to be surveyed. Ground surveys of the lower Beaver River valley and the Illecillewaet River 
valley were also conducted, to augment the aerial survey. Most pond systems which looked well maintained 
from the air but appeared to have no food caches were surveyed on foot. In addition, sections of the Beaver 
River were checked for bank-dwelling beavers. During ground surveys all bird and mammal observations 
(including sign) were noted. Only ground counts were conducted in the Illecillewaet River valley in both 
MRNP and GNP. Ground counts were of varying duration and extent. Surveys were usually terminated in any 
one pond or pond system shortly after a beaver food cache was found. If no food cache was found in a 
likely area, the survey was terminated when the area had been thoroughly searched. 
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Figure 2.3. Field data forms for breeding bird census plots in MRNP and GNP. 
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2.2.6. PELLET GROUP COUNTS AND EORAGE USE PLOTS 

Ungulate pellet groups and hare pellets were counted on plots that overlapped with vegetation plots 
and soil pits (Volume I) so that ungulate and hare densities could be correlated with detailed site descriptions. 

Ungulate pellet groups were counted along four 50 m. transects running parallel to and 10 m.apart 
from one another. Transects ran along the contour of the slope, with two transects above and below a soil pit 
and vegetation plot. Each transect was two m. in width, giving an effective sampling area of 400 m!. All 
ungulate pellets were separated, on the basis of pellet morphology, into summer or winter deposition categories. 

Forage use was assessed on four 6x2 m. plots during the early part of the season of 1981, but this 
method was abandoned in favour of a "nearest neighbor" method for each shrub species present at each of 
ten stops spaced at 5 m. intervals along the middle two pellet group count transects. The amount of hedging 
(sustained use) and recent browsing of each species of shrub was assessed using a modification of Cole's 
(1963) method. Browsing was identified as ungulate, hare, or microtine by the morphology of the cuts. 

Hare use was assessed by searching for hare pellets on 1 m2 plots spaced every five metres along 
each of four 50 m. transects and recording presence or absence; the effectively sampled area was thus 40 m2. 

These data were cross-referenced to soil and vegetation sample numbers to determine relative densities 
of ungulates, snowshoe hares and microtines on various Ecosites. 

2.2.7. UNGULATE SURVEYS 

Due to the low densities of ungulates in these parks, and limited visibility in most areas, ungulate 
surveys proved unfeasible except for some goat populations. Since McCrory (1979) has already intensively 
studied the goats of both parks, our surveys were designed to monitor goat populations on Cougar Mt. and 
Mt. Tupper. 

Goats on Mt. Tupper and Cougar Mt. in GNP were surveyed at least once per month from 
November 1981 to April 1982 with binoculars and a 20-45X spotting scope on clear, sunny days when tracks 
were most visible. Stops were made along the TCH whenever the vantage point changed (distance between 
observation points varied from 100 m. to 500 m.) to attempt to observe all goats visible from any point on 
the TCH. At each observation point the entire mountainside was scanned for goats. If goats or tracks were 
seen, extra time (usually 5-10 minutes) was spent at the observation site to look for any goats that were 
temporarily out of view. The goats sighted were tallied on field data sheets (Figs. 4-9 of McCrory 1979, and 
aerial photographs of Cougar Mi. and Ml. Tupper). 

2.2.8. WINTER TRACK COUNT TRANSECTS 

To assess relative densities of ungulates, carnivores, red squirrels and snowshoe hares in different 
Ecosites and vegetation types in winter, tracks were counted along transects in the snow. Each transect was at 
least 0.5 km. long. Observers identified and recorded all tracks crossing the transect line, calculating density 
indices for each species based on the number of tracks all divided by the number of days since last snow 
times the number of kilometres of transect in that habitat (tracks per km-day). 

All birds seen or heard were also recorded but the sample size proved too small to calculate densities 
of birds. 

Snow depth was recorded on each transect to determine the range of snow depths in which each 
species occurs. 
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All transects were plotted on aerial photographs and 1:50,000 topographic maps, vegetation described,, 
and elevation recorded in order to assign transects to Ecosites when classification and mapping were completed 
in 1983. 

2.2.9. SNOW MONITORING AND MOOSE SURVEYS 

A resident population of at least 12 moose frequents the Beaver River valley of GNP, and at least 
five other moose reside permanently in the adjacent Mountain Creek valley (aerial survey data). Maximum 
snow accumulation at the East Gate of GNP, near the confluence of Mountain Creek and the Beaver River, 
averaged 172 cm. from 1968 to 1979. Average chest height of 37 mature male moose in Alberta was 106 cm. 
(Kelsall and Telfer 1974) and moose are consequently likely to be severely impeded by snow greater than 70 
cm. deep (Kelsall 1969). 

The Beaver River moose population is thus surviving in an area where snow reaches more than 2.5 
times the theoretical maximum acceptable depth for moose for about three months each winter (Fig. 2.4). In 
the winter of 1982/83 we conducted a preliminary study of snowpack characteristics at five sites in the Beaver 
River moose winter range. The purpose was to determine whether the physical features of the snowpack 
created conditions that allow moose locomotion, and whether snowpack suitability varied among habitats and 
through the winter. 

Because of time constraints and low moose densities it did not prove feasible to collect data from a 
large number of moose tracks. Observational data, however, helped to explain how moose cope with the heavy 
snow accumulation in the Beaver River valley. Five snow observation sites were established on 25 November 
1982 in the Beaver valley (Fig. 2.5). Snow depth data recorded daily at East Gate, GNP were used in 
addition to data from our snow observation sites. Sites were chosen to represent the major vegetation types 
and landforms of the Beaver valley bottom (Table 2.3). 

Snow observation sites were visited about every two weeks from 15 January 1983 to 14 April 1983. By 
14 April snow depths at all sites were about half the theoretical acceptable maximum and further 
measurements were consequently deemed unnecessary. 

At each site the following data were recorded on each visit: 

1. Snow depth at a permanent calibrated pole 
2. Ram penetrometer readings near the pole and 
3. At sites 3 and 4: a snow profile of temperature, granular structure and hardness from snow surface 

to ground within a few metres of the pole. 

On two dates (16 February and 5 March) when fresh moose tracks were found, notes were made on 
moose habitat use and ram profiles were taken of several moose hoofprints and the snow in the immediate 
vicinity of the prints. Aerial surveys (Hatler 1983, LGL Ltd. 1981, this study) and random observations of 
moose and moose tracks during the 1981/82 and 1982/83 winters provided other data on moose population size 
and habitat use. 

2.2.10. AERIAL SURVEYS 

Aerial Surveys of MRNP and GNP and a few adjacent areas were flown during the winter of 1982 
to look for ungulates (particularly moose and caribou) and large carnivores. A Bell Jet Ranger helicopter was 
used with up to three observers. We covered most of the otherwise inaccessible parts of GNP and MRNP, 
which were not covered by winter track-count transects. These surveys were not systematic, generally being 
made while flying to backcountry destinations. Wildlife observations were recorded directly on 1:50,000 
topographic maps and the data later transformed to MPWSDF's. 
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Figure 2.4. Average snow depth at East Gate, GNP, 1966-1980. 
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Figure 2.5. Locations of snow monitoring sites for moose study, Beaver valley, GNP. 
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Table 2.4. Snow monitoring plots in the Beaver valley, GNP. 

Plot 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
East Gate Station 

Location 
(LITM) 

MG688918 
MG689918 
MG677942 
MG698908 
MG692905 
MG672959 

Elev. 
(m.) 

848 
845 
840 
850 
880 
840 

Ecosite 

LR1 
GF1 
GF1 
GF2 
CT1 
LR1 

Vegetation 

spruce-cedar forest 
alder thicket 
sedge meadow 
spruce-cedar forest 
cedar-hemlock forest 
disturbed meadow 

Microsite* 

snow window 
thicket 
meadow edge 
beneath canopy 
beneath canopy 
snow window 

•see text 

2.2.11. SMALL MAMMAL TRAPPING 

The relative density of small mammals and the composition of small mammal associations in MRNP 
and GNP were sampled by snap, pitfall and live trapping. Hares, squirrels and large rodents were sampled by 
other means (ie. random observations, winter track transects, hare pellet counts and circular breeding bird 
census plots). 

Snap Trapping 

Museum Special snap traps were placed in lines of 50 stations with two traps per station and a 10 
m. interval between stations. Snap traplines were placed within Ecosites, usually in uniform habitat. Lines were 
set for two nights; thus, most samples consisted of 200 trap nights. In three cases, lines were set out with 
only 25 stations resulting in samples consisting of 100 trap nights and treated as 1/2 traplines. 

Specimens were collected each morning and assigned a unique field number. Specimens were identified 
to species, age and sex, and then usually prepared as a skin and skeleton or skull, or frozen for later 
preparation. Relative density is expressed in terms of individuals captured per 100 trap-nights (TN) with 
corrections made for sprung traps, including traps in which specimens were captured. 

Pitfall Trapping 

For pitfall trapping, 1.36 1. juice tins with one end cut out were buried flush to the soil surface. 
Pitfall traps were placed in lines of 10 stations with two traps per station and a 10 m. interval between 
stations or in lines of 20 stations with one trap per station. Pitfall lines were set for three to five nights. 
Specimens were handled as described above. 

Live Trapping 

The primary sampling method for small mammals was snap trapping. Because densities of small 
mammal populations can vary widely from year to year, live trapping was conducted to establish a reference 
for the relative densities determined by snap trapping. Live trapping grids are more time and labour-intensive 
than snap trapping and are consequently not well suited to sampling a wide variety of habitats. 

Data from aerial surveys by wardens in GNP (kept on file at Rogers Pass, Wardens office) were also 
reviewed. 
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Small mammals were trapped with folding Sherman live traps (7.5cm x 7.5cm x 23cm) set in a 10x10 
station grid with 10m. spacing between stations and one trap per station. Traps were checked every day in the 
morning and also in the evening in high-capture circumstances. Traps were set for five nights or until the 
minimum number known alive (MNK.A) approached the Lincoln mark-recapture index. Species, sex, weight (on 
a 100 g. Pesola scale), externally visible reproductive status and station of capture were recorded for each 
mammal captured. Each new mammal caught was marked for future identification. 

The absolute density of a species was the number of individuals trapped divided by the 
eff ectively - trapped area. The eff ectively - trapped area was the size of the plot, plus a border area to account 
for small mammals trapped on the plot but having most of their home ranges off the plot. The size of the 
border was the maximum distance that individuals moved between captures on the grid. 

2.2.12. MUSTELID TRAPPING 

Live traplines were used to determine the species and relative abundance of small to medium-size 
mustelids inhabiting the lower Beaver River valley in GNP. Much of the work was carried out as a volunteer 
project by Mario Perez during November and December 1981. 

Four large (76 cm. x 16.5 cm. x 15 cm) wooden box traps and six smaller ones (59 cm. x 13.5 cm. 
x 12.5 cm) were used to catch mustelids. Traps were filled with Terylene nest material and were set in lines 
with an inter-trap spacing of approximately 100 m. Traps were set under logs or overhanging banks wherever 
possible to protect them from the snow. The traps were left set for seven nights, checked each morning and 
evening and picked up on the seventh afternoon. Mustelids captured were identified to species and released. 
Scats were collected from traps. 

Five sites were sampled. Ten traps were used in lines 1 and 2 and nine in line 3. On line 3, traps 
were only checked in the morning because of the low number of afternoon catches (two in 12 days) on the 
first two lines and also the difficulty of travel in the deep snow. The traps on line 3 were picked up on the 
fourth morning. 

Lines 4 and 5 were sampled in March 1982 (Beaver Pit) and November 1982 (Beaver Bog Complex). 

2.2.13. BAT SURVEYS 

Spring: 

In spring 1982, a QMC bat detector set at 20 or 40 KHz was used for varying periods of time to 
determine when bats arrived. Surveys were made at East Gate, GNP, on 21 May, 1 June and 17 June and at 
Rogers Pass Summit area on 17 June. Time and number of bat passes were recorded on each visit. 

In spring 1983, a single pond site (Mannix ponds, MG576776, elev. 1030 m.) in the Illecillewaet River 
valley of GNP was surveyed with a QMC detector for bats on 2, 8, and 18 May. The pond site was an old 
stream channel approximately 7-10 m. wide and 50 m. long, dammed by beaver and contained an active 
beaver lodge. The pond was surrounded by mature spruce-cedar bottomland forest and beaver-alder swamps. 
Each survey began in the evening before there was any bat activity so that the first bats and the "burst" of 
bat activity shortly after sunset (Fenton et al. 1983) could be detected. 

Summer: 

The September 1981 route along the TCH in GNP was surveyed on 1 July and 18 July 1982 to 
measure summer bat activity. Insight gained during the intensive bat surveys undertaken by Fenton et al. 
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(1983) indicated that this was not a good way to monitor bat activity and the survey was discontinued. 

Random checks of sites were made for bats subsequently. The only additional site was the pond at 
20-mile cabin, Beaver River valley, GNP (MG773713, elev. 1175m) on 21 August. 

Autumn: 

In autumn 1981 the highway survey method adopted by Fenton el al.was modified. Rather than stop 
every 5.0 km. for three minutes to listen for bats, we stopped every 3.0 km. for five minutes. This change 
increased our effective coverage, and the probability of detecting bats. Only QMC mini bat detectors were used 
to record bat activity; thus, it was not possible to distinguish bat species (see Fenton et al. 1983). 

Two surveys each were conducted in MRNP and GNP In MRNP, one route consisting of nine stops 
between the base and summit of Mt. Revelstoke was surveyed on 23 September, and another between West 
Gate and the park's eastern boundary was surveyed on 26 September. In GNP, a single route consisting of 14 
stops between the East Gate and west park boundary was surveyed on 20 and 30 September. 

In 1982, the single pond site (Mannix ponds) in the Illecillewaet valley of GNP was surveyed for bats 
on 29 July and at irregular intervals thereafter until bat activity was no longer recorded. 

2.2.14. RIVER SURVEYS 

To determine wildlife use of rivers, trips were made by canoe or raft down the Illecillewaet River at 
MRNP and the lower Beaver River within GNP. Either one or two observers went on each trip. All wildlife 
observations were recorded. Trips were made at irregular intervals when weather and water levels permitted and 
were usually only a few hours in duration. 

2.2.15. RANDOM OBSERVATIONS 

All wildlife observations were recorded on the Mountain Parks Wildlife Survey Data Forms (MPWSDF) 
and added to the computer file of park wildlife data stored in the Canadian Soil Information System 
(CANS1S) computer in Ottawa. Information recorded includes: 

watershed 
topographic position 
aspect 
elevation 
habitat (based on vegetation type) 
snow depth (where applicable) 
proximity to water 

2.2.16. DATA REVIEW 

Literature searches were conducted manually at the naturalists' library at Rogers Pass, GNP, the 
Canadian Wildlife Service library in Edmonton, the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch library in Victoria, the 
University of British Columbia library, and the B.C. Provincial Museum. A computer search was conducted 
through the Environment Canada Data Base Services in Ottawa. 
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In addition to published and unpublished reports and books located through the above sources, much 
park-specific wildlife information was obtained through the Parks Canada computerized wildlife sighting card 
system referred to in section 2.2.15 above (henceforth referred to as Park wildlife cards); warden files, 
especially the monthly warden diaries and Chief Wardens' reports; and wildlife sighting files maintained by the 
interpretive service (referred to as naturalists' files). 

Further information, in the form of correspondence, annual reports and summaries by superintendents 
and park wardens, and old files, was summarized by Geoff Holroyd in the Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa: 
Reading Group 84, Volumes 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 34b, 39, 49, 83, 114 to 122, 144, 155, 156, 157, 166, 167, 179, 
180, 190, 229, 477, 585 and 586. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. CIRCULAR BREEDING BIRD CENSUS PLOTS 

A total of 505 circular bird census plots was sampled in MRNP and GNP. The total number of 
species recorded was 123, and of individuals was 4842. Highest counts were of Varied Thrush (650), Townsend's 
Warbler (333), Dark-eyed Junco (298) and Hermit Thrush (297). 

Coefficients of Detectability (CDs) (Emlen 1971) were calculated for each species, using all 
observations within 100m of observers on all samples (CD100), and using all observations to beyond 250m. 
from observers on all samples (CD250). Effective sampling radius was calculated for each species based on all 
samples (Reynolds et at. 1980). 

Based on these three methods, three density indices (DIs) were calculated for each species on each 
Ecosite and vegetation type. It was determined that CD100 gives the most useful DI. It incorporates more 
records for each species than does effective sampling radius, which was 50m. or less for almost 75% of species 
recorded. It also excludes birds in adjacent habitats which were recorded at the distances involved in 
calculations of CD250. 

All subsequent analyses, then, were based on the DIs derived with CD100. These analyses include 
cluster analyses of vegetation types to derive Breeding Bird Communities, and calculations of DI's for all 
species on each Ecosite (methods and results are in Volume I). In this Volume, DI is referred to in the 
habitat section of species accounts for species that were effectively sampled by this method. 

3.2. MIGRATION SURVEYS 

Spring 

A total of 59 species was observed during the 1982 spring migration surveys in MRNP, and 97 species 
in GNP. Migrants arrived in a series of waves, with several species appearing at about the same period. The 
following groups of species arrived at about the same period of time: 

Late March and early April: 
American Crow (Fig. 3.1) 
Varied Thrush (Fig. 3.1) 
American Robin (Fig. 3.2) 
Dark-eyed Junco (Fig. 3.2) 
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Mid April: 

Late April: 

White-crowned Sparrow (Fig. 3.3) 
Song Sparrow (Fig. 3.4) 
Rosy Finch (Fig. 3.5) 

Golden-crowned Kinglet (permanent resident) (Fig. 3.6) 
Yellow-rumped Warbler (Fig. 3.7) 
Canada Goose (Fig. 3.8) 
Winter Wren (Fig. 3.9) 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet (Fig. 3.10) 
Red-tailed Hawk 
Red-winged Blackbird 

Early May: 

Mid Mav: 

Fox Sparrow (Fig. 3.4) 
Water Pipit (Fig. 3.5) 

Hammond's Flycatcher (Fig. 3.6) 
MacGillivray's Warbler (Fig. 3.7) 
Rufous Hummingbird (Fig. 3.8) 
Western Tanager (Fig. 3.9) 
Townsend's Warbler (Fig. 3.11) 
Wilson's Warbler (Fig. 3.11) 
Chipping Sparrow (Fig. 3.12) 

In late May and early June a few remaining species arrived. These included Swainson's Thrush, Hermit 
Thrush, Veery, Cedar Waxwing, Black-headed Grosbeak and Yellow Warbler (Fig. 3.12). 

The dates of arrival and peak migration times of most species were similar in both GNP and MRNP. 
Habitats at lower elevations tended to support more migrants than habitats at higher elevations. 

Autumn 

Autumn bird migration surveys were conducted during 1981 and 1982 (Table 3.1). During 1982, the 
two 1981 survey routes were expanded and surveyed more frequently; thus results are not comparable between 
1481 and 1982. Only the 1982 results are analyzed here. The 1981 data were too incomplete to analyze in the 
same manner and were used only to check for concurrence of patterns. Many uncommon birds were not 
adequately sampled in these migration surveys (some common summer resident birds such as Townsend's 
Warbler were not observed during the 1982 surveys) and comments are thus limited to common or notable 
species. 

A total of 84 species were recorded on the autumn migration surveys. Twelve species recorded in 1981 
were not among the 72 species recorded in 1982. Results in autumn are more variable and less readily 
presented in graphs than spring because numbers of birds recorded are generally lower in autumn as birds tend 
to be quieter and less conspicuous. 

Three migration patterns were observed (Fig. 3.13). 

1. Permanent residents and finches which stay in the area all winter were observed throughout the 
surveys (24 species, Table 3.3). 

2. Many summer residents which leave the parks in late summer or autumn did not exhibit any 
marked increase in numbers before departing (35 species, Table 3.4). 

3. Migrants from higher altitudes or higher latitudes and some low-altitude summer residents increased 
to distinct peak migration numbers, often in large flocks (25 species, Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3.1. American Crow and Varied Thrush spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.2. Dark-eyed Junco and American Robin spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.3. White-crowned Sparrow spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 

Figure 3.4. Song Sparrow and Fox Sparrow spring migration in MRNP and GNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.5. Rosy Finch and Water Pipit spring migration in GNP, 1982. 

Figure 3.6. Hammond's Flycatcher spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.7. Yellow-rumpcd Warbler and MacGillivray's Warbler spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.8. Canada Goose and Rufous Hummingbird spring migration in MRNP, 1982. 

Figure 3.9. Winter Wren and Western Tanager spring migration in MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.10. Golden-crowned Kinglet and Ruby-crowned Kinglet spring migration in GNP and MRNP, 1982. 
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Figure 3.11. Townsend's Warbler and Wilson's Warbler spring migration in GNP, 1982. 

Figure 3.12. Chipping Sparrow and Yellow Warbler spring migration in GNP, 1982. 
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Table 3.1. Survey periods and numbers of individuals and species counted on autumn bird migration surveys in 
MRNP and GNP. 

Survey route 

GNP 

GNP 

MRNP 

MRNP 

Year 

1981 

1982 

1981 

1982 

Dates surveyed 

12 Aug.-28 
Oct. 

24 Aug.-8 
Nov. 

23 Sept.-28 
Oct. 

25 Aug.-10 
Nov. 

# of 
surveys 

8 

16 

6 

15 

Individuals 
counted 

460 

1586 

107 

2659 

# of 
species 

45 

55 

19 

57 

Table 3.2. Dates of autumn bird migration surveys in MRNP and GNP. 

Survey route/Year 

GNP/1981 
GNP/1982 
MRNP/1981 
MRNP/1982 

M 

1 
0 
0 
0 

August 
L 

1 
2 
0 
1 

E 

0 
1 
0 
1 

September 
M 

0 
2 
0 
1 

L 

1 
2 
2 
3 

E 

2 
3 
1 
2 

October 
M 

1 
2 
1 
2 

L 

2 
2 
2 
3 

Nov. 
E 

0 
2 
0 
2 

E= 1st to 10th of month 
M = llth to 20th of month 
L= 21st to last of month 

There are four local trends evident in regard to time of migration and elevation. In some cases 
(Mallard, American Robin, Varied Thrush, Dark-eyed Junco, Chipping Sparrow and Song Sparrow) migrants left 
the higher elevation Beaver valley (850m) in GNP before they left the lower elevation Illecillewaet valley 
(600m) in MRNP. For instance, Mallards were last recorded on surveys in the Beaver valley on 28 September 
but were last observed on surveys in the Illecillewaet valley on 25 October. Other species left both areas at 
about the same time (e.g. Common Snipe and most passerines). Only in the case of the Barn Swallow did 
migrants leave low elevations first. Young Barn Swallows fledged earlier in the Beaver valley (850m) than at 
Rogers Pass (1300m) so that almost all Barn Swallows had left the Beaver valley while parents were still 
feeding young at Rogers Pass in early September. Some migrants stay until very late in the autumn (into 
November) and may overwinter in the region in small numbers. These include American Robin, Varied Thrush, 
Northern Flicker and Winter Wren. 
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Figure 3.13. Autumn migration of representative species of birds in MRNP and GNP, 1982. 
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Table 3.3. Numbers and frequency of resident species on MRNP and GNP autumn migration surveys, 1982. 

G= GNP survey route 
M= MRNP survey route 

Species 

Pine Siskin 
Golden-crowned Kinglet 
Chestnut-backed Chickadee 
Steller's Jay 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 
Black-capped Chickadee 
Evening Grosbeak 
Red Crossbill 
White-winged Crossbill 
Common Raven 
Brown Creeper 
Mountain Chickadee 
Boreal Chickadee 
Clark's Nutcracker 
American Dipper 
Winter Wren 
Gray Jay 
Ruffed Grouse 
Pileated Woodpecker 
Hairy Woodpecker 
Pine Grosbeak 
Downy Woodpecker 

Routes 

GM 
GM 
GM 
GM 
GM 
GM 
GM 
GM 
M 
GM 
GM 
M 
M 
G 
GM 
GM 
M 
G 
GM 
GM 
GM 
G 

Mean # 
per survey 

31.5 
17.9 
6.0 
5.9 
5.0 
4.8 
1.7 
1.5 
2.2 
1.8 
1.0 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 

Frequency 
(% of 

surveys) 
(N=31) 

74.2 
23.5 
58.1 

100.0 
74.2 
54.8 
16.1 
35.5 
12.9 
83.9 
41.9 
9.7 

16.1 
9.7 

25.8 
25.8 
6.5 
3.2 

19.4 
16.1 
12.9 
3.2 

Waterfowl 

Very few waterfowl were observed during autumn migration. GNP and MRNP are not on major 
flyways and are not important staging areas. The major flyways and staging areas in the region are in areas 
outside the parks: in the Columbia River valley both in the Rocky Mountain Trench and near Revelstoke. The 
Purcell Trench, which includes the Beaver valley of GNP, is a major staging area south of GNP near Creston 
but not within GNP. On the autumn migration survey routes within the parks, the ponds and backwaters of 
the Beaver and Illecillewaet valleys provided the best habitat for migratory waterfowl. Mallards were the 
commonest of the eight species observed (55 observed of a total of 69 waterfowl), followed by the Common 
Goldeneye (six observed). 

Raptors 

Very few raptors breed in the parks and few were observed on the migration surveys. Few Red-tailed 
Hawks or American Kestrels were seen after late August, and the latest records were in late September. 
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Table 3.4. Duration and numbers of autumn migrants in MRNP and GNP, 1982. 

G= GNP survey route. 
M= MRNP survey route. 

Species 

American Redstart 
Western Tanager 
Cassin's Finch 
Spotted Sandpiper 
Yellow Warbler 
Red-tailed Hawk 
Band-tailed Pigeon 
Vaux's Swift 
Warbling Vireo 
Nashville Warbler 
American Kestrel 
Barn Swallow 
Swainson's Thrush 
Red-winged Blackbird 
Cooper's Hawk 
Empidonax (unid.) 
Cedar Waxwing 
Chipping Sparrow 
Great Blue Heron 
Canada Goose 
Belted Kingfisher 
Northern Flicker 
Mallard 

Common Snipe 
Song Sparrow 

Routes 

G 
M 
M 
G 
GM 
GM 
M 
M 
GM 
M 
G 
GM 
G 
G 
M 
GM 
GM 
GM 
G 
M 
GM 
GM 
GM 

M 
GM 

Average 
# while 
present 

0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
2.7 
0.6 
1.0 
39.5 
0.6 
1.0 
0.8 
15.5 
0.5 
0.6 
1.0 
0.6 
14.5 
5.6 
0.5 
1.0 
0.4 
0.8 
2.8 

0.4 
3.3 

# surveys 
present 

(max. = 31) 

1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
4 
6 
6 
1 
1 
8 

14 
11 

4 
22 

Latest 
observation 

24 Aug. 
25 Aug. 
25 Aug. 
30 Aug. 
30 Aug. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
13 Sept. 
13 Sept. 
13 Sept. 
13 Sept. 
14 Sept. 
14 Sept. 
14 Sept. 
14 Sept. 
20 Sept. 

3 Oct. 
17 Oct. 
17 Oct. 

28 Sept.(G) 
25 Oct.(MR) 

3 Nov. 
3 Nov. 

Species observed only in 1981 

Lewis' Woodpecker G 
Eastern Kingbird G 
Western Wood-Pewee G 
Olive-sided Flycatcher G 
Northern Waterthrush G 
Lincoln's Sparrow G 
Northern Harrier M 
Osprey M 

12 Aug. 
12 Aug. 
12 Aug. 
12 Aug. 
12 Aug. 
24 Aug. 
23 Sept. 
23 Sept. 

Shorebirds 

Only two species of shorebirds were observed regularly. Spotted Sandpipers left the parks in late 
August. Common Snipes stayed until ponds froze (early November). 
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Table 3.5. Duration, numbers and peak times of autumn migrants in MRNP and GNP,1982. 

Species 

Commonly observed species: 

Solitary Vireo 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 

(2nd peak) 
Townsend 's Warbler 
MacGillivray 's Warbler 
Dark-eyed Junco 

(2nd peak) 
American Crow 
Water Pipit 
Common Yellowthroat 
Wilson's Warbler 
Savannah Sparrow 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 
White-crowned Sparrow-
Common Goldeneye 
American Robin 

Varied Thrush 

Earliest obs 'n 

25 Aug. 
24 Aug. 

10 Sept. 
24 Aug. 
24 Aug. 

24 Aug. 
10 Sept. 
24 Aug. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
10 Sept. 
28 Sept. 
24 Aug. 

24 Aug. 

Average # obs'd 
at peak 

7.0 
9.0 
8.0 

29.0 
7.5 

26.5 
29.S 
6.3 

10.7 
13.7 
7.0 
2.3 

14.6 
2.8 
0.8 

19.0 

8.6 

Peak period 

early Sept. 
early Sept. 
early Oct. 
early Sept. 
early Sept. 
early Sept. 
late Sept. 
mid Sept. 
mid Sept. 
mid Sept. 
mid Sept. 
mid Sept. 
late Sept. 
late Sept. 
mid Oct. 
early Oct. 

early Oct. 

Latest obs'n 

10 Sept. 

08 Oct. 
14 Sept. 
13 Sept. 

21 Oct. 
12 Oct. 
08 Oct. 
25 Sept. 
24 Sept. 
13 Sept. 
25 Sept. 
05 Oct. 
17 Oct. 
17 Oct.(G) 
03 Nov.(MR) 
17 Oct.(G) 
03 Nov.(MR) 

Uncommonly observed species 

Wood Duck early Sept. 
Vesper Sparrow mid Sept. 
American Wigeon late Sept. 
Hooded Merganser late Sept. 
Fox Sparrow late Sept. 
Green-winged Teal early Oct. 
Rusty Blackbird early Oct. 
Common Merganser mid Oct. 
Lapland Longspur mid Oct. 
Brown-headed Cowbird early Sept. mid Oct. 

Passerines 

The first insectivorous species to depart from the parks did so before mid August when surveys 
commenced and were not recorded on the autumn surveys. These included species such as Tree Swallow and 
Violet-green Swallow. Other species left in mid August (Table 3.4, 3.5) and by late September all flycatchers, 
swallows, swifts and most species of warblers had departed. The Yellow-rumped Warbler is the latest migrant 
warbler, recorded in large numbers as late as early October, with the latest record being on 8 October. 

Among the sparrows, several different migration patterns were evident. Some species departed early 
(e.g. Lincoln's Sparrow in late August) while others departed late (e.g. Song Sparrow, in late October or 
November). Some showed a migration peak, passing through the parks in large numbers (e.g. Dark-eyed 
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Junco) while others passed through in small numbers (e.g. Fox Sparrow, Vesper Sparrow). 

Most finches occur in flocks during the autumn migration period. Large flocks remain throughout the 
winter in some years. The Pine Siskin was the most abundant species during the 1982 autumn surveys (975 
observed of a total of 4245 birds) and was common throughout the winter in 1982/83, although they had been 
much less common during the autumn and winter of 1981/82. Red Crossbills were also much more common in 
autumn 1982 than autumn 1981. 

3.3. BREEDING BIRD CENSUS PLOTS 

Results of breeding bird census plot studies presented below are based on the standard format of 
American Birds in which these results have been previously published (Jan.-Feb. 1983, vol 37; Jan.-Feb. 1984, 
vol 38). Specific locations of census plots are indicated on the field data sheets. 

INTERIOR WESTERN HEMLOCK FOREST - Ecosite: KX1 Vegetation Type: C50 
Location: British Columbia; Kootenay Land District; Glacier National Park; 8 km. (5 mi.) NE of Rogers Pass; 
51°21'31"N, 117°25'30"W; Canadian National Topographical System, Map Sheet 82N/6. Continuity: New. Size 10.3 
ha = 25.5 acres (irregular rectangle, tape-measured, 600m. x 150 to 180m). Description of Plot: Western 
Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) forms a closed canopy. The forest is homogeneous and continuous over the 
entire plot. Other tree species found in very small numbers include Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesti). 
Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) and Western White Pine (Pinus montlcola). The sparse shrub layer is 
primarily young Western Hemlock. Ground cover consists of Mountain Lover (Pachisttma myrstnites). 
Huckleberry (Vaccinium membranaceum), Prince's Pine (Chimaphila umbellata), Bunchberry (Cornus canadensis), 
One-sided Wintergreen (Pyrola secunda), Large Wintergreen (Pyrola asarifolia), Twinflower (Llnnaea borealis) 
and mosses. There is a 3 m. wide fire-access road running through the center for the length of the plot but 
it does not create breaks in the canopy. Edge: The same forest type is continuous on all sides. A steep-sided 
ravine and a steep bank are found 10-50 m. away on the two long sides of the rectangular plot but both 
have the same forest cover. Topography: Flat, on a glacial terrace at 910 m, 30 m. above the Beaver River 
valley bottom, with ravines dissecting about one-sixth of the plot. Weather: Temperatures 7-13°C at dawn. Full 
overcast on one census day, other days with clear or nearly clear skies; winds usually calm, never more than 7 
mph. Coverage: June 11, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25; 0415 - 0626 hrs. PDT. Total man-hours 12. Census: 
Swainson's Thrush 5.5 territories on plot (53/km2, 22/100 acres); Chestnut-backed Chickadee 3.5 (34, 14); 
Golden-crowned Kinglet 2.5; Townsend's Warbler 2; Red-breasted Nuthatch 1; Hairy Woodpecker 0.5; Dark-eyed 
Junco 0.5; Barred Owl + [less than half a territory]; Hammond's Flycatcher +; Varied Thrush +. Total: 10 
species; 15.5 territorial males (150/km\ 61/100 acres). Visitors: Gray Jay Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. Remarks: 
Gray Jay juveniles were observed once on the plot and may have been fledged up to several weeks before the 
census period. Pileated Woodpecker workings were common throughout the plot. Four Winter Wrens kept 
territories in the Western Hemlock forest on the steep ravines and banks adjacent to the plot. 

MIXED MOUNTAIN BOTTOMLAND - Ecosite: GF1 Vegetation Type: S17 
Location: British Columbia; Kootenay Land District, Mt. Revelstoke National Park, 1 km. (0.6 mi.) NW of 
Lauretta Station; 51°5'20"N, 117°55W; Canadian National Topographic System, Map Sheet 82N/4. Continuity: 
New. Size: 6.4 ha = 15.8 acres (approximately 470 - 500 m. X 90 - 160 metre rectangle; area had been 
previously surveyed for nature boardwalk). Description of Plot: The vegetation is complex consisting of Western 
Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) groves, Black Cottonwood (Populus trlchocarpa) groves, wet Mountain Alder (Alnus 
incana) groves with an understory of Skunk Cabbage (Lysichitum amerlcanum), drier Mountain Alder groves 
with an understory of Elderberry (Sambucus racemosa), Honeysuckle (Lonicera tnwlucrata), Red-osier Dogwood 
(Cornus stolonlfera), Willows (Salix spp.) and open areas of Swamp Horsetail (Equisetum fluviattle), and 
Small-flowered Bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus). .The heterogeneity of vegetation communities is typical of wet 
valley bottoms in the area. Western Red Cedar groves were on drier sites with a shrub layer of young cedar 
and Douglas Maple (Acer glabrum var. douglasii). Black Cottonwood groves varied from early successional with 
a very dense shrub layer to later successional stages with a very open shrub layer of young cottonwood and 
Red-osier Dogwood. Alder groves with Skunk Cabbage were characterized by standing water, as were the open 
areas of Swamp Horsetail, and Small-flowered Bulrush. Alder groves with Skunk Cabbage were generally late 
successional with a varying canopy cover and with an open shrub layer of Red-osier Dogwood and Willows. 
Alder groves with an understory of Willows, Elderberry, Honeysuckle, and Red-osier Dogwood varied in 
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successional age and extent of canopy cover. Drier, open Alder groves had an extremely thick and nearly 
impenetrable shrub layer of alder and willow, with a ground cover of Nettles (Urtica dioica), and 
Touch-me-not (Impatlens noli-tangere), which reached heights of 1.8 m. Edge: Bordered on E by similar 
vegetation patterns, N by a 20 m. wide clearing for a paved highway (cleared of brush but not mowed). W 
by a 4.5 m. wide rushing stream with a grassy mowed area on the W edge of the stream, and S by the 
Illecillewaet River (fast-flowing river with alder habitat continuous up to river's edge). Topography: The plot is 
in a 450 m. wide valley bottom with sleep mountain slopes on both sides. The E side of the plot is 
essentially flat and poorly drained with the water level kept constant by beaver activity at a level about 1 m. 
above the Illecillewaet River at high water. The W side is drier with several ridges and hummocks covered in 
groves of trees. Elevation: 594 - 607 m. 

1982 

Weather: Temperatures at dawn: 7-14°C. Sky fully overcast on 2 census days, clear on 2 census days, and 
variably cloudy within census periods on 4 census days. Coverage: June 18, 22, 26, 28-30, July 1, 7; 0410 -
0700 hrs. PDT; Total man-hours: 18. Census: Song Sparrow 13.5 territories on plot (211/km2, 85/100 acres); 
Yellow Warbler 11 (172, 70); MacGillivray's Warbler 8.5 (133, 54); Common Yellowthroat 6 (94, 38); American 
Redstart 4 (62, 25); Warbling Vireo 3 (47, 19); Northern Waterthrush 3 (47, 19); Rufous Hummingbird 2.5; 
Veery 2; Red-eyed Vireo 2; Hammond's Flycatcher 1.5; American Crow 1; Black-capped Chickadee 1; Pileated 
Woodpecker + [less than half a territory]; Yellow-bellied Sapsucker +; Hairy Woodpecker +; Swamson's 
Thrush +; Orange-crowned Warbler + . Total: 18 species; 59 territorial males or females (922/km2 373/100 
acres. Visitors: Mallard, Belled Kingfisher, Steller's Jay, American Robin, Varied Thrush, Cedar Waxwing. 
Remarks: One Black-capped Chickadee nest located. A pair of American Crow, fledged 2 young on the plot 
before the census period. Song Sparrow and Common Yellowthroat territories were associated with areas having 
standing water. The Yellow Warbler territories were -in a small area of the plot which had an open alder 
canopy and a very dense alder and willow shrub layer with or without standing water being present. For 10 
of the 11 Yellow Warbler territories there was approximately 30 m. between centres of territories of adjacent 
males. MacGillivray's Warbler established territories in all vegetation types on the plot. American Redstart 
territories were associated with a tall canopy of Alder or Black Cottonwood with varying shrub layers. The 
Swainson's Thrush and Orange-crowned Warbler established territories adjacent to the plot but were each only 
recorded once on the plot. Cedar Wax wings were flocking and it is not known if they nested on the plot. A 
lkm. loop nature trail/boardwalk was under construction during the census period but activity of singing males 
was still high in its immediate vicinity and it did not appear to affect establishment of territories and nesting. 

1983 

Weather: Temperatures at dawn: 9-15°C. Sky completely overcast on 2 days and with varying cloud cover on 7 
census days. Coverage: June 1, 7, 15, 17, 21-24, 27; 0410-0640 hrs, PDT. Total man hours: 14. Census: Song 
Sparrow 12 (188 territories per km.2, 76 territories per 100 acres); Common Yellowthroat 9 (141,57); 
MacGillivray's Warbler 7.5 (117,47); Yellow Warbler 7 (109,44); Rufous Hummingbird 2.5; Veery 2; Warbling 
Vireo 2; American Redstart 2; Northern Waterthrush 1.5; American Crow 1; Black-capped Chickadee 1; 
Swainson's Thrush 1; Red-eyed Vireo 1; Pileated Woodpecker + ; Hammond's Flycatcher +; Golden-crowned 
Kinglet +; Orange-crowned Warbler +; Magnolia Warbler + . Total: 18 species; 49.5 territorial males or 
females (773/knr, 313/100 acres). Visitors: Mallard, American Kestrel, Vaux's Swift, Hairy Woodpecker, Willow 
Flycatcher, Western Wood-Pewee, Steller's Jay, Cedar Waxwing, American Robin, European Starling, 
Brown-headed Cowbird, Pine Siskin. Remarks: A pair of American Crows fledged 1 young on the plot during 
the census period. 

SCATTERED SUBALPINE FIR FOREST IN SUBALPINE MEADOWS - Ecosite: JD4 Vegetation Type: 
O10 and 021 
Location: British Columbia; Kootenay Land District, Mt. Revelstoke National Park, Summit of Mt. Revelstoke, 
6 km. (3.7 mi.) NW of Revelstoke; 51°03'N, 118°08'30"W; Canadian National Topographic System, Map Sheet 
82M/1. Continuity: New. Size: 12.25 ha = 30.3 acres (square, measured from aerial photos taken 3000 ft. 
above plot, Canada Dept. of Energy Mines and Resources, series A23456 - #179.). Description of Plot: The 
canopy tree is Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa) which occurs in a clumped distribution on rocky outcrops 
within the subalpine meadows. The understory consists of young Subalpine Fir. The ground cover consists of 
heathers (Cassiope mertensiana and Phyllodoce empetriformis). Creeping Spiraea (Luetkea pectinata), Glacier 
Lily (Erythronium grandiflorum), Valerian (Valeriana sitchensis). Huckleberry (Vaccinium membranaceum), White 
Rhododendron (Rhododendron albiflorum) and sedges (Carex spp.). Wet depressions where snowbanks lie late 
are dominated by sedges. A one-lane dirt road runs from S to N through the western-half of the plot but 
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was snow-covered and unusable during census period. Edge: Vegetation type is continuous on all sides. 
Topography: Terrain slopes from a high of 1944 m at NW corner to a low of app. 1900 m. at the SW 
corner. The plot is on the rolling summit of Mt. Revelstoke. Weather: Temperatures were appr. 0-5°C. at 
dawn. Sky clear for one census day, partly cloudy to full overcast 4 census days and snowing on July 15 
when only an incomplete census was undertaken. Winds below 20 kph on each census day except July 15. 
Average snow depth of 1.6 m. on 80% of the plot on July 8. Tree clumps were generally snow-free on July 
8. Coverage: July 8-11, 13, 15; 0400-0800 hrs. PDT; Total man-hours: 5.8. Census: Dark-eyed Junco 4 
territories on plot (32/km!, 13.2/100 acres); Fox Sparrow 2.5; Chipping Sparrow 1; Hermit Thrush 0.5. Total: 4 
species, 8 territorial males (65/km\ 26/100 acres). Visitors: Blue Grouse, Gray Jay, Boreal Chickadee, Pine 
Siskin. Remarks: All territorial birds on the plot were associated with clumps of Subalpine Fir trees, either at 
ground level (Dark-eyed Juncos) or singing from perches within or at the tops of trees (all territorial species). 
Juvenile Gray Jays were observed and they may have fledged several weeks previous to census. They are 
known to breed in the vicinity of the plot but it is not known if they nested on the plot. 

3.4. OWL SURVEYS 

In GNP, 20 individuals of four species were recorded during ten survey runs. Barred Owls accounted 
for 16 (80%) of the observations. Northern Pygmy-Owls were recorded twice and Boreal and Northern 
Saw-whet Owls once each (Table 3.6). The lower Beaver valley section of the route had 14 observations 
(70%). The Rogers Pass section and the Illecillewaet valley section each had three sightings (15%). 

The results in MRNP were very different. During the nine runs of the survey the only verified 
species was a single road-killed Barred Owl on 18 April. However, Barred Owls were observed on three 
occasions outside of the regular surveys during May. On 8 May one was observed in mixed forest on Mt. 
Revelstoke, on 15 May two were recorded on Woolsey Creek fan, and on 18 May two were heard during mid 
day near Giant Cedars. A Flammulated Owl may have been heard on 9 April and a Northern Saw-whet Owl 
was possibly heard on 14 March. 

The major reason for the lack of owl records in MRNP was the noise level along the highway. The 
Illecillewaet River runs right beside the survey route and several streams add to the clamor. Truck traffic is 
also very heavy at night. There were several nights, especially when runoff was high, when it was virtually 
impossible to hear owls. In GNP, stream noise was less significant, though traffic noise remained a problem. 

3.5. POND SURVEYS 

Autumn Surveys 

One aerial survey was flown, lasting 1.6 hours, on 15 October 1981. Ground surveys were conducted on 18 and 
20 October and 2 and 3 November 1981. 

During the aerial survey twelve beaver food caches were found: four in the Meadows area of 
Mountain Creek valley, six in the lower Beaver River valley and two in the upper Beaver River valley. Flood 
debris in the Beaver River made an aerial survey of the river impractical. 

During ground surveys in the lower Beaver valley, seven food caches that had not been detected from 
the air were found. Five of these were in the Beaver River and two were in floodplain ponds. The aerial 
surveys for food caches in ponds were no better than 75% efficient, compared to the 80% efficiency estimated 
by Payne (1981). Muskrats were seen in two locations. 

In the Illecillewaet River valley of GNP, two lodges and winter food caches were found and two 
areas which have now apparently been abandoned, possibly due to the TCH and CPR encroachment on pond 
habitat. 
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Table 3.6. Results of CNP owl surveys. 1982. 

Ii= Heaver section of route. 
R= Rogers Pass section. 
1= Illecillewaet section 

Date Barred Owl Northern Northern Boreal Owl Total 
Pygmy-Owl Saw-whet Owl 

Mar 5/6 0~ 
Mar 10/11 3(B) 3 
Mar 16/17 2(B) 2 
Mar 23/24 4(B) 4 
Apr 2 0 
Apr 14/15 1(R) 1 
Apr 20/21 KB),1(I) 1(B) 1(R) 4 
Apr 29 0 
May 6 1(B) 1 
May 13/14 2(B),2(I) 1(R) 5 

Totals 16 2 1 1 20~ 

In the Illecillewaet River valley of MRNP, one lodge and food cache were found in the pond system 
adjacent to the TCH across from Giant Cedars picnic ground. Beavers are also active in the Skunk Cabbage 
trail area but no lodge or food cache was found. 

Spring Surveys 

Four sites in MRNP and 18 in GNP were surveyed repeatedly from April until early July 1982. Accessible 
ponds were surveyed more frequently than remote ones. The summaries below are based on 1982 data. Most 
sites were also visited in spring 1983 but checked less thoroughly. Significant new records from 1983 are 
included. Snow melt, open water and amphibian phenology were from two to three weeks earlier in 1983 than 
in 1982. 

Results of pond surveys were incorporated into the species accounts (Section 4, below). 

Ml. Revelstoke National Park 

Ponds and standing water in MRNP are mostly confined to the floodplain of the Illecillewaet River. Irregular 
visits to waterbodies at Revelstoke (Illecillewaet River delta ponds and Revelstoke golf course water traps) 
contributed to our data on the phenology of amphibians at low elevations outside the park. Phenology data are 
presented in the species accounts, below. 

GIANT CEDARS NORTH (MG367618) elevation: 640m. 

This small pond lies against the uphill (west) side of the TCH grade and has been created 
by the highway construction. Periodic damming of the culvert outlet causes fluctuations in its levels. 
A small area of flooded alders and skunk cabbage at the upstream end provide the only shoreline 
vegetation. The site was visited six times between 22 April and 13 July 1982. The pond was partly 
melted on 22 April and still had an ice rim on 5 May. 
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Mallards, Blue-winged Teal and Barrow's Goldeneye visited the pond briefly on migration, 
but none remained to nest. No amphibians were observed. 

GIANT CEDARS SOUTH (MG369617) elevation: 635m. 

Immediately south of the TCH is an extensive complex of beaver ponds, well covered with 
alder and willow and some tall spruce spars. These ponds are on the main creek and have a 
considerable flow of cold (4-6°C) water. There are some shallow sedge beds at the north side of 
the pond complex. The site was visited four times between 22 April and 13 July 1982. 

These ponds support a considerable diversity of birds including such uncommon species as 
Belted Kingfisher, Eastern Kingbird and Black-headed Grosbeak. Very few amphibians were observed, 
however, possibly because of the limited extent of the sedge beds and the coldness of the water. A 
single western toad tadpole was observed on 13 July. No waterfowl nests or broods were seen. 

GIANT CEDARS SE (MG369619) elevation: 635m. 

East of, and connected by a small stream to the beaver ponds is a narrow sedge meadow 
fed by flow from the culvert that drains Giant Cedars North. There are small pools of standing 
water in the centre and downstream end of this sedge meadow. The site was visited three times 
between 13 May and 13 July 1982. 

Although few waterfowl were observed here and none nested, a pair of Wood Ducks was 
seen on 13 May. Three amphibian species were found and evidently bred here. On 13 May spotted 
frog and long-toed salamander egg masses were found and two western toads were seen, both in 
emaciated condition. On 13 July hundreds of spotted frog tadpoles, some with legs, were seen along 
with a single long-toed salamander larva. A toad tadpole was seen in the sedge margin of the 
adjacent Giant Cedars South. 

SKUNK CABBAGE NATURE TRAIL (MG357598) elevation: 600m. 

The Skunk Cabbage trail extends through a floodplain marsh complex of sedge meadows, 
alder/skunk cabbage stands and beaver ponds. The site was visited nine times between 15 April and 
I July 1982. 

Mallards and Canada Geese were seen on most visits although no nests or broods were 
found. A pair of Wood Ducks was seen on 5 May. Dippers were seen regularly on the adjacent 
Illecillewaet River until 1 June. 

No amphibians or reptiles were seen before June 1982 but five to ten Pacific treefrogs 
were vocalizing in the highway ditch north of the Skunk Cabbage area on 18 May. A spotted frog 
was seen on 1 July and by late July they were abundant. Carpenters building the boardwalk saw 
garter snakes (probably common (red-sided) garter snake) on several occasions in the marsh. 

In 1983, spotted frog eggs were seen as early at 27 April. The first larvae were present on. 
II May and adults were seen as late as mid September. 

Glacier National Park 

The highway corridor of GNP transects two major valley systems; the Illecillewaet and the Beaver. Both of 
these valleys lie within the ICH Ecoregion. Most of the ponds in these valleys are fairly accessible and, 
therefore, well surveyed. Only a few waterbodies outside this zone were inspected. 

Most ponds in GNP are in the Beaver River valley. Due to their low elevation (about 850m) they 
are the first ponds to open up in the spring. All of the park's reptile and amphibian species can be found 
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in the valley, including the Pacific treefrog which was unknown in the park prior to these surveys. The ponds 
in the Illecillewaet valley are from 185-245 metres higher than the Beaver valley ponds. There was ice on 
them for about two weeks longer. The western toad was the only amphibian observed in any of these ponds. 
Whereas the Beaver valley ponds were as warm as 10-15°C, the Illecillewaet ponds were rarely more than 
5-7°C. 

/ . BEAVER BOG COMPLEX (MG692916) elevation: 853 m 

This is a set of small bogs with a fairly large beaver pond located at one end. Western 
toads are abundant breeders in this pond system. The site was visited four times between 11 May 
and 9 June 1982. 

On 11 May the ponds were three quarters ice-covered and no amphibians were seen but 
nine days later there were hundreds of toads engaged in a mid day mating frenzy. By 9 June there 
were thousands of tadpoles lining the shores of the beaver pond. 

Three adult spotted frogs were observed on 20 May. On 9 June large tadpoles with hind 
limbs were sighted further out from shore than the much smaller toad tadpoles. The stage of 
development of the tadpoles indicated that the eggs must have hatched sometime in May. Water 
temperature was about 10°C when breeding activity was first recorded for these species. 

Several species of waterfowl used this pond in the spring but no nests or broods were 
found. The highest count was on 20 May: nine Mallards, ten Blue-winged Teal, one male 
Green-winged Teal, a pair of Common Goldeneyes, three Canada Geese, three Buffleheads, and an 
American Coot. Five Spotted Sandpipers, a Solitary Sandpiper, and four Common Snipe were also 
seen on 20 May. This area contained good nesting habitat for snipe although no evidence was found 
of breeding. Ten muskrat push-ups were seen on 11 May but no muskrats were observed. At least 
eight pairs of Red-winged Blackbirds were seen on 9 June; these probably bred in this pond 
complex. 

2. BEAVER HILL POND (MG688914) elevation: 853 m 

This pond was formed by a beaver dam. The beavers are still active and there is a lodge 
in the pond. The site was visited nine times between 16 April and 9 June 1982. 

Although both western toad and spotted frog adults were found here in moderate numbers 
there was no indication of breeding. On 9 June a search of the pond revealed no eggs or tadpoles 
of either species, possibly due to the dearth of shallow, grassy areas. 

Waterfowl were fairly common on this pond during the spring. From two to four Mallards 
were seen on every survey. Others included a pair of Buffleheads on 9 June, three Green-winged 
Teal on 10 May, Canada Geese in small numbers, and a Snow Goose on 10 and 11 May. This bird 
was far from its normal migration route and constitutes the first record of the species for GNP. 

3. BEAVER PICNIC SITE POND (MG670972) elevation: 853 m 

This small, shallow, heavily-vegetated pond was well surveyed. Its source is a spring near 
the TCH. The site was visited 11 times between 16 April and 7 July 1982. The pond became 
completely ice-free by late April. 

On 11 May at least 50 adult Western Toads took part in a frenzied mating display. They 
continued this activity for about a week. On 21 May several strings of eggs were found in shallow 
water and by 31 May they were all hatched. Also on 11 May, 18 spotted frog egg masses were 
seen. In six days these single-celled eggs had advanced to the multi-cellular level and by 21 May 
some of the eggs had hatched. The abundance of toads and frogs may have been due to the warm 
water (15°C on 11 May) and abundant vegetation. 
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In 1983 spotted frog eggs were found on 25 April and had hatched by 11 May. Toad eggs 
were not hatched until 16 May. 

Small numbers of Mallards were seen in late April and a pair of Blue-winged Teal was 
seen on 31 May. A muskrat was observed on 3 May. A male Rusty Blackbird was observed on 3 
May and a male Red-winged Blackbird on 11 May. A Killdeer on 3 May was the only shorebird 
observed here. 

4. BEAVER PET POND (MG698901) elevation: 853 m 

This pond runs parallel to the Beaver River and is artificially isolated from the floodplain 
by a levee between it and the river. The hydrology of the pond is linked to the river because as 
the river rises so does the pond. The site was visited six times between 29 April and 9 June 1982. 

There is no vegetation in the pond, which may account for the absence of amphibians. On 
11 May a pair of Mallards and three Blue-winged Teal were present and on 20 May three female 
Buffleheads and a female goldeneye were observed. 

5. AiT. SHAUGHNESSY PICNIC SITE SLOUGH (MG688928) elevation: 853 m 

This small slough was full of water during the spring but dried up rather rapidly towards 
the end of May. The site was visited six times between 7 May and 31 May 1982. 

A single spotted frog was seen on 31 May and two Western Toads were observed. On 4 
May Pacific treefrogs were heard calling. They continued calling until 29 May but daytime searches 
failed to locate any adults or eggs; unidentified small egg masses found in May 1983 may have 
been of this species. 

During spring migration this slough was used by several species of waterfowl including a 
Blue-winged Teal, a few Mallards, a pair of Canada Geese, two pairs of Green-winged Teal, a 
Bufflehead, and a Northern Shoveler. A Solitary Sandpiper was observed on 7 May. Red-winged 
Blackbirds were present in early spring but did not remain to breed. Muskrats and beavers were also 
observed. 

6. BUFFLEHEAD POND (MG683935) elevation: 853 m 

This small beaver pond is adjacent to the Beaver River. Beavers were observed on several 
occasions. The site was visited ten times between 22 April and 31 May 1982. 

Two spotted frogs were seen on 31 May but no breeding evidence was found, western toads 
had laid a few strings of eggs in 13°C water at the shallow end of the pond by 21 May. On 31 
May three adult toads and many hatched eggs were found but only one tadpole. 

A pair of Canada Geese started a nest on a small island in the pond but it was destroyed 
by an unknown predator between 11 May and 21 May. Other waterfowl included small numbers of 
Mallards throughout April and May, a Blue-winged Teal on 31 May, a Bufflehead on 21 May, a 
pair of Common Goldeneyes from 28 April to 10 May, a pair of Barrow's Goldeneyes on 22 April 
and a Northern Shoveler on 21 May. 

Belted Kingfishers and Great Blue Herons were each seen twice. 
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7. OTTER PONDS COMPLEX (MG666955) elevation: 853 m 

This area is comprised of a few beaver dams, an old oxbow and two small sloughs. The 
site was visited four times between 5 May and 5 June 1982. 

On 5 May, the first amphibians of the year were found there - both spotted frog and 
western toad. On 14 May at least 300 toads were observed in a prelude to breeding activity. No 
eggs were observed but on 5 June there were many thousands of tadpoles. The spotted frogs had 
laid eggs by 14 May but no evidence of their tadpoles were found on 5 June. 

A river otter, the first for the park, was observed on 26 and 27 April, before the ponds 
were completely free of ice. The otter was not seen on subsequent visits Two or three beaver were 
seen and a muskrat house was found in the oxbow. 

Several species of waterfowl were noted but none are known to have bred. Up to five 
Mallards were present during late April and May and on 5 June. Others included: a pair of 
Common Goldeneyes from 26 April to 5 May, seven Ring-necked Ducks on 14 May, three 
Blue-winged Teal on 14 May; four Common Mergansers on 19 May, a Redhead on 5 June, a pair 
of Canada Geese from 26 April to 19 May, and an American Coot on 19 May. Three Great Blue 
Herons were present throughout the surveys. 

Common Snipe were seen regularly and probably bred in the grassy sloughs. Several 
Red-winged Blackbirds were sighted from 26 April to 19 May and probably bred here. 

8. SEDGE MEADOW PONDS (MG677944) elevation: 853 m 

These ponds are spring-fed and the whole system is heavily vegetated by sedges and rushes. 
Like most of the others in the Beaver valley, they were completely ice-free by late April. The site 
was visited ten times between 16 April and 7 July 1982. 

Pacific treefrogs were heard at both sides of the sedge meadows in mid to late May. A 
few small egg masses were found attached to vegetation in shallow waters on May 31 but in 
subsequent visits no tadpoles were seen. Western toads bred in very small numbers and only a few 
tadpoles were seen (31 May). No eggs were found. Spotted frogs were the commonest amphibian, 
with five large egg masses seen. On 31 May there were a few tadpoles and by 17 June there were 
hundreds. The water temperature when breeding activity was first recorded was 13°C. 

For two weeks in early May a pair of Common Goldeneyes visited the ponds. A pair of 
American Wigeon were seen on 3 May and three Mallards on 17 May. 

A Killdeer and a Common Snipe were observed on 21 April. Snipe were again observed in 
the summer and probably bred. 

9. STONEY BOG COMPLEX (MG696933-MG673944) elevation: 853 m 

This large complex of beaver ponds and bogs was only visited once, on 7 June. 

Adult spotted frogs were abundant throughout the wet areas and several hundred tadpoles 
were also seen. A few clusters of unidentified small eggs were found. All the larvae and eggs were 
in very shallow (10 cm.) water in grassy areas. The water was very warm (21°C). 

Five Canada geese, three Mallards, and a Barrow's Goldeneye were seen, and two Common 
Snipes. An osprey was seen hunting near a beaver pond. 
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10. BEAVER MEADOWS PONDS (MG741787-750764) elevation 1130m. 

This series of three wetlands adjoining the Beaver River in the upper Beaver valley was 
visited only on 17 May 1983. At the north end of this complex (MG741787) there is an old beaver 
channel and bog; no amphibians nor waterfowl were observed here. At the center of the complex 
(MG744780) there was an active beaver lodge. Adjoining channels and marshes contained adult 
western toads and spotted frog eggs, and four Mallards and a Barrow's Goldeneye. A large wetland 
and open lake at the south end (MG750764) also contained adult western toads and spotted frog 
eggs. Two Mallard nests with clutches of 10 and 5 eggs were found. Other waterfowl included 11 
Barrow's Goldeneyes, three male Mallards, and two male Ring-necked Ducks; Canada Goose droppings 
were abundant but no geese were seen. Shorebirds seen in the Beaver meadows were Solitary 
Sandpiper, Killdeer and Common Snipe. 

11. TWENTY-MILE CABIN POND (MG773713) elevation: 1180 ra 

A small grassy slough in the upper Beaver valley near Twenty-Mile Cabin was visited once 
on 13 June. Spotted frogs were common and several tadpoles were observed, none having any limb 
development. In the same small pond there was a cluster of long-toed salamander eggs almost ready 
to hatch. Two western toads were seen but no breeding activity was recorded. The water 
temperature was approximately 15°C. 

12. THIRTY-MILE CABIN WETLANDS (MG805594) elevation: 1500 m 

Small wetlands and seepages on the Beaver River floodplain were visited once on 12 June. 
Thirty to 40 western toads were mating and calling in the wet sedge meadow behind the cabin in 
14-16°C water. A spotted frog was found in a small 5°C spring, sitting at the edge in water that 
had been warmed by the sun to 7°C. Amphibian phenology was considerably farther behind here 
than at lower elevation sites. No waterfowl were seen. 

13. COUGAR BROOK POND (MG608789) elevation: 1100 m 

This pond was formed beside the highway when beavers plugged a culvert. Park 
maintenance staff broke up the dam on 25 June and drained the pond. The site was visited four 
times between 17 May and 25 June 1982. 

Single western toads were observed on 16 and 25 June. The water temperature was 7°C. A 
male Blue-winged Teal was seen on 17 May and Mallards were present in small numbers until mid 
June. 

14. LOOP BROOK POND (MG621788) elevation: 1100 m 

This artificial water body fills a man-made pit beside the Illecillewaet River. It was 
completely ice-free in very late May. The site was visited five times between 17 May and 25 June 
1982. 

An adult toad was seen on 30 May and tadpoles were found in abundance on 17 June. 
Waterfowl seen on the pond were: Mallards on 3 and 17 June, a pair of Harlequin Ducks on 3 
June, a Lesser Scaup on 6 June, and two Blue-winged Teal on 6 June. 
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15. MANN1X PONDS (MG576776) elevation: 1035 m 

This small pond is fed by a cool stream and dammed by beavers. The water in the pond 
ranged from 5-7°C. The site was visited five times between 17 May and 29 July 1982. 

Two masses of western toad eggs in the process of hatching were seen on 16 June. On 25 
June no tadpoles were seen. A female Mallard with three flightless young was seen on 29 July. 

In 1983 spotted frog eggs were found on 8 May; some were hatched by 19 May. The pond 
was drained in early June 1983 by Maintenance staff. 

16. SCAUP POND (MG588780) elevation: 1067 m 

A culvert plugged by beavers created the water body. The water is several metres deep and 
cold with no vegetation other than flooded shrubbery. The site was visited four times between 17 
May and 25 June 1982. 

No amphibians were noted during the visits, likely because there was no shallow shoreline 
and aquatic vegetation. On 17 May a Lesser Scaup was recorded, the first for the park. 

77. MARION LAKE (MG643785) elevation: 1720 m 

This stream-fed natural lake was thoroughly checked on 23 July for amphibians. None were 
observed. Five Mallards and four Solitary Sandpipers were sighted. 

18. ROGERS PASS SEWAGE LAGOON (MG640837) elevation: 1320 m 

This man-made lagoon drains into Connaught Creek. The site was visited four times 
between 3 June and 25 June 1982. 

western toads were common on 3 June and hundreds of tadpoles were seen on 25 June. 
Pairs of Harlequin Duck, Mallard and Blue-winged Teal were seen; none bred. Three Spotted 
Sandpipers were seen from 3 to 16 June. 

79. SCNUSS LAKE (MG505705) elevation: 1890 m 

This glacier-fed lake drains into the Bostock valley and is much later in amphibian 
phenology due to its high altitude. During visits from 8 to 10 August three adult toads and a few 
tadpoles were observed in shallow, sedge meadow pools adjacent to the lake. A pair of Solitary 
Sandpipers was observed. Richardson's water vole sign was abundant and two were trapped at the 
lakeshore. 

3.6. PELLET GROUP COUNTS AND FORAGE USE PLOTS 

Ungulate and hare pellets were counted on a total of 119 sites from 1981 to 1983. Forage use was 
not examined on all of these plots. Ungulate browse use was examined from all available plots from all years 
but hare and microtine use was only analyzed on the 54 plots done in 1982-83 because the methodology was 
changed after 1981. 
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Table 3.7. Percentage browsed plants by ungulates in the ICH Ecoregion. 

A plant was considered browsed if there was any evidence of present or past year's browsing. 
The number of browse plots in each Ecosection is presented after its name. 
The number of plants sampled is presented beside the percentage. 

PLANT SPECIES 

Cornus stolonifera 
Lonicera tnvolucrata 
Salix spp. 
Menilesta glabella 
Amelanchter alntfolla 
Pachystima myrslnttes 
Populus balsamifera 
Lonicera ulahensis 
Vaccinium ovalifolium 
Taxus brevifolia 
Thuja plicata 
Vaccinium membranaceum 
Rosa actcularis 
Betula glandulosa 

AVERAGES (TOTALS) 

CT(15) 

33.3 (18) 
33.3 (6) 
12.2 (49) 

9.9 (203) 

6.3 (16) 
4.3 (46) 
6.3 (16) 
1.6 (61) 
1.8 (169) 

100.0 (1) 
100.0 (1) 

7.5 (586) 

GF(5) 

71.1 (45) 
28.0 (50) 
41.7 (24) 

0.0 (1) 

0.0 (1) 
0.0 (10) 
0.0 (1) 

16.6 (1) 

41.3 (138) 

ECOSECTION 
KX(2) 

0.0 (10) 

0.0 (39) 

0.0 (13) 
0.0 (3) 
0.0 (1) 
0.0 (19) 
0.0 (27) 
0.0 (2) 

0.0 (114) 

LR(10) 

100.0 (4) 
11.1 (9) 
0.0 (1) 

15.4 (13) 
33.3 (3) 
4.0 (25) 
0.0 (1) 
9.6 (31) 
3.3 (30) 
0.0 (13) 

11.1 (18) 
2.4 (124) 

6.6 (272) 

NC(3) 

0.0 (1) 
0.0 (1) 
0.0 (6) 
0.0 (32) 

0.0 (5) 
0.0 (1) 

0.0 (7) 
0.0 (8) 

0.0 (61) 

SN(1) 

7.7 (26) 

6.8 (44) 

7.1 (70) 

Total 

73.5 (49) 
27.8 (77) 
20.6 (68) 
12.7 (63) 
10.0 (10) 
7.0 (299) 
6.7 (45) 
6.1 (66) 
3.3 (90) 
3.2 (31) 
2.7 (111) 
1.8 (328) 

33.3 (3) 
100.0 (1) 

Table 3.8. Percentage hedged plant species by microtines by Ecoregion. 

A plant was considered utilized if there was any evidence of hedging. 

PLANT SPECIES 

Rhododendron albiflorum 
Vaccinium membranaceum 
Vaccinium ovalifolium 
Menziesta glabella 
Sorbus silchensis 
Ledum groenlandicum 
Salix spp. 
Abies lasiocarpa 
Rtbes lacustre 
Picea engelmannii 
Tsuga helerophylla 
Thuja plicata 

% 

18.2 
30.5 
35.0 
14.7 
0.0 

10.5 
2.4 
2.4 
0.0 
2.6 
2.4 
1.3 

ICH 
(N) 

(11) 
(164) 
(60) 
(34) 
(6) 

(19) 
(41) 
(42) 
(28) 
(39) 
(41) 
(77) 

ECOREGION 

Lower Subalpine Upper Subalpine 
% 

63.7 
57.6 
64.0 
45.8 
60.0 

30.0 
3.8 

100.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

(N) 

(99) 
(172) 
(25) 
(24) 
(5) 

GO) 
(52) 
(1) 
(4) 

(14) 
(1) 

% 

78.9 
61.3 

12.2 

0.0 

(N) 

(57) 
(191) 

(82) 

(1) 

% 

65.9 
50.5 
43.5 
27.6 
27.3 
10.5 
7.8 
7.4 
3.4 
2.3 
1.8 
1.3 

TOTAL 

(N) 

(167) 
(527) 
(85) 
(58) 
(11) 
(19) 
(51) 

(176) 
(29) 
(44) 
(55) 
(78) 
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PELLET COUNTS 

MRNP and GNP contain generally very low ungulate densities compared to the other Canadian 
mountain national parks. As a result the reliability of the results given the small number of samples per 
Ecosite is quite low. These results have been incorporated into the wildlife legend of Volume I and the species 
accounts to assist in assessing the distribution of ungulates in the two parks. The assessment of Ecosite 
importance for the ungulates was based on both the pellet count results and the information from the Park 
wildlife cards. 

The results of hare pellet counts have been incorporated into the map legend and along with winter 
tracking was the only method for assessing snowshoe hare abundance on Ecosites. 

FORAGE USE PLOTS 

Ungulate Browsing 

Of the 54 forage use plots in 1982-83, none in the Subalpme or Alpine Ecoregions showed any use 
of browse by ungulates. In the forage use plots done in 1981, only one (Ecosite: BU4) showed any browsing 
at all and even then on only one single plant (Pachystima myrsinites). Problems observed in the assessment 
of browse use on these plots included high breakage particularly of huckleberry and subalpine fir from 
snowloadmg and avalanches. Mountain goats are known to browse on these species (McCrory 1979) on subalpine 
slopes but browse could not be reliably separated from winter breakage of stems. The browse use analyzed 
here is therefore only for the ICH Ecoregion and was due mostly to winter moose browsing. In the past few 
years a few elk have wintered in the Beaver valley but it is not known how much these contributed to the 
observed browse use. 

The highest levels of browsing (in terms of numbers of stems browsed) occurred in Ecosites GF1, 
GF2 and CT6. These Ecosites are the main wintering habitats for moose in GNP and most browsing is due to 
moose. Species showing high browse use (Table 3.8) (greater than 20% of stems browsed) are: red-osier 
dogwood (73.5% stems browsed), bracted honeysuckle (27.8%) and willows (20.8%) These species are all common 
in vegetation type's S17 and C51 which occur in valley bottoms in mature or open forest. Willows and black 
cottonwood were important browse species in Ecosite SN1 which is important to wintering ungulates but very 
limited in area. Species very common in mature forest (huckleberry, oval-leafed blueberry and mountain lover) 
show very Utile browse use. Some common shrub species (western hemlock, Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, 
alder, devil's-club and currant) showed no evidence of browsing at all. 

Hare and Microtine Hedging 

Browsing of shrubs by voles was found at all elevations below the Alpine in MRNP and GNP. In the 
Subalpine, the microtines used all common species of shrubs to approximately the same extent (Table 3.8). In 
the ICH Ecoregion the diversity of shrub species is much higherand overall shrub hedging is lower with some 
species never showing signs of hedging. The most commonly hedged species by microtines in the ICH Ecoregion 
were huckleberry and oval-leafed blueberry. The most commonly hedged species in the Subalpine were the 
above two, as well as white rhododendron and menziesia. 

The use of shrubs by hares was extremely low and bite samples were found on only four shrub 
species (high-bush cranberry, bracted honeysuckle, huckleberry and buffaloberry) and is not quantifiable by 
Ecosite. Most of the hedging occurs in winter when the shrubs are flattened and buried by snow and are 
therefore available to mice living in the subnivean layer but unavailable to hares living above the snow. 
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3.7. UNGULATE SURVEYS 

Counts of all visible mountain goats on Cougar Mtn. and Mt. Tupper in GNP were conducted 
monthly from the TCH from November 1981 to May 1982. The maximum counts for the period were 16 on 
Cougar Mtn. and 39 on Mt. Tupper. Goats began moving onto winter range during November and started 
leaving winter range in April although many stayed on winter range into early May. On Cougar Mtn. the 
following numbers of goats were observed: 24 on pre-winter range, 38 on winter range and 3 on post-winter 
range; and on Mt. Tupper: 66 on pre-winter range, 83 on winter range and 14 on post-winter range. No 
large groups of goats were seen in areas other than those outlined by McCrory (1979) and the majority of 
goats used the same areas he outlined. In the following summaries we present our best counts for goat ranges 
on Cougar Mtn. and Mt. Tupper. These counts represent minimum numbers wintering in these particular areas 
although there may be overlap since goats may have moved between January and April. For location of gun 
target sites refer to McCrory (1979). 

Cougar Mtn. 

During November, goats were widely spread in small groups over the south aspect of Cougar Mtn. 
Most were using small grasslands, either on avalanche slopes or above treeline. Goats moved onto winter range 
in late November and December. During the winter, goats used either the high, open meadows above treeline 
or the low, timbered rock-bluffs along the entire mountain. Five were seen on the low bluffs across from 
Generals Gun Position (G.P.). Two were on the low bluffs below Gunners-3 target and one in the bluffs 
below Cougar Corners-2 target. Eight goats were seen all together at the cave noted by McCrory (1979: Fig. 
5). On other days, tracks led out from this cave area to alpine areas from Gunners-2 to Cougar Corners-lb 
indicating that this same group probably used this entire alpine area as one range. Two were seen above 
treeline to the west of this area above Mannix slidepath. No goats or sign were seen in the vicinity of 
Cougar Corners-2 to 4 targets but one was seen on Cougar Kitten. Few goats were seen during April and 
May. Those were generally in low areas along the entire length of the mountain, using timbered rock-bluffs 
or open rock faces that had been recently opened by snow slides, exposing vegetation. 

Mt. Tupper 

During November, goats were widely dispersed over the entire south aspect of Mt. Tupper from 
Hermit Meadows to Stone Arch. The major range was the open, grass slopes from Mounds to Double Bench 
where 24 were seen at once. By 26 November, males and females had paired up for the rut and goats had 
generally moved off the open slopes in the Mounds-Double Bench area and were scattered in small groups 
from Benches Unconfined to Stone Arch. During winter, goats concentrated in areas below treeline from 
Benches Unconfined to Tupper 2 slidepaths. The following are maximum counts over the winter: from west to 
east, no goats were seen wintering on Lonepine; 1 goat was seen wintering in the area of Double Bench 
targets where McCrory saw as many as 7 in the winter of 78/79; 11 were seen wintering in the area of the 
Benches Unconfined targets where McCrory saw 10-12; 11 were seen foraging on Lens slidepath; no goats were 
regularly seen above the treeline on Lens where McCrory saw 6; 5 were seen in the area of Tupper Minor 
slidepath; 13 were seen in the Pioneer-Tupper 1 slidepath areas over Tupper 1 snowshed; and 8 were seen in 
the bluffs above Tupper 2 slidepath. No goats were seen wintering east of Tupper 2 slidepath. Beginning in 
April, goats moved lower into areas cleared by snowslides from Single Bench to Tupper 3 slidepaths. 

Discussion 

Because of the great distance at which observations were made, the sex and age of many goats could 
not be identified and no accurate estimation of population structure was possible. Difficulties were also 
encountered on the east end of Mt. Tupper where the snowsheds prevent viewing of certain parts of the 
mountain from the TCH. When the top of Tupper 2 snowshed was visited in November and May a few goats 
were added to the total count on both occasions. 

Total numbers of goats do not appear to be greatly different from those counted by McCrory (1979) 
and goats wintered in the same areas. 
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Table 3.9. Maximum unduplicatcd counts of mountain goats in GNP, 1977-1982. 

Table 3.10. Population structure of mountain goats in GNP, 1981/82. 

3.8. WINTER TRACK COUNT TRANSECTS 

During the winters of 1981/82 and 1982/83 in MRNP and GNP, 703 winter track count transects were 
tallied, representing 834.4 km.-days of track counts (Table 3.11). The track count season extended from late 
October to mid April at high elevations but most transects were sampled from December to March. All 
Ecosites were not sampled equally by track transects. Ecosues were sampled in proportion to their relative area 
and accessibility. Thus colluvial Ecosites were undersampled since these are usually avalanche zones in the 
winter and are not safe to sample on skis. Some transects were conducted in these open areas from 
helicopter. Tracks, but not birds, were counted on these transects. 

Densities were calculated as tracks per km-day by Ecosite. Ecosites were ranked in order of increasing 
track count densities for each species. The Ecosites in the lowest third of this range were considered of low 
importance to the species, and those in the upper third were considered of high importance. Exceptionally high 
densities on one or two Ecosites were considered as very high importance values. These rankings were used in 
the Map Supplement and Ecosite accounts (see Volume I). 

Source: McCrory 1979 Present study 

Year: 1977/78 1978/79 1981/82 (actual date) 

Cougar Mountain 

November - - 7 5 Nov. 
December - 21 16 26 Nov. 
January 12 - 11 2/ Jan. 
February 15 12 11 9 Feb. 
March 14 18 10 15 Mar. 
April - 4 / 9 Apr. 
May 17 - 3 / 0 May 

Mounl Tupper 

November 27 24 27 5 Nov. 
December 41 27 39 25 Nov. 
January - 46 14 5 Jan. 
February - 32 21 9 Feb. 
March 36 37 29 27 Feb. 
April 46 - 19 6 Apr. 
May 33 - 14 10 May 

Total Unknown F M YOY YLY 

Cougar Mountain 16 8 3 3 2 
Mounl Tupper 39 15 9 5 9 1 
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Table 3.11. Number of winter track-count transects in MRNP and GNP by Ecoregion. 

Ecoregion # of transects # of km-days 

Alpine 
Upper Subalpine 
Lower Subalpine 
ICH 

35 
160 
219 
289 

41.1 
166.6 
253.0 
373.7 

Total 703 834.4 

Table 3.12. Winter tracking results in MRNP and GNP by species. 

Species 

Marten 
Snowshoe hare 
Red squirrel 
Weasel (unid.) 
Deer mouse 
Coyote 
Vole (unid.) 
Moose 
Wolverine 
Shrew (unid.) 
Porcupine 
Fisher 

# of transects 

325 
163 
152 
126 
35 
22 
21 
24 
25 
6 

17 
4 

# of tracks 
counted 

1168 
1060 
893 
414 
128 
69 
69 
49 
32 
26 
19 
5 

Tracks per 
km-day 

1.400 
1.270 
1.070 
0.496 
0.153 
0.083 
0.083 
0.059 
0.038 
0.031 
0.023 
0.006 

3.9. SNOW MONITORING AND MOOSE SURVEYS 

1. Snow Accumulation 

During most winters in the Beaver valley, snow begins to accumulate during the first two weeks of 
November (Fig. 3.66). By 25 November 1982 there were already pronounced differences in snow accumulation 
among the snow observation sites, with depths ranging from 11 to 54 cm. (Fig. 3.14). Greatest snow depths 
were in the open sedge meadow (54 cm) and alder swamp (43 cm). Minimum snow depths were at the two 
forested sites where snow depth poles were most directly beneath the canopy. These differences reflected the 
influence of the tree canopy in intercepting falling snow. 

This pattern remained constant until mid February when snow reached its maximum depths. The sedge 
meadow had the greatest snow accumulation (143 cm) followed by the alder swamp (121 cm). The two most 
heavily forested sites accumulated only 81 and 85 cm. of snow. 

Snowpack ablation, however, was more rapid on the more open sites, possibly due to higher solar 
radiation in exposed locations, such that by 14 April snow depth was 35 or 36 cm. at four sites, 48 cm. in 
the sedge meadow and zero at the East Gate. 
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Figure 3.14. Snow depths at snow monitoring sites for moose study, Beaver valley, GNP, 1983. 
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Figure 3.15. RAM penetrometer profiles for snow monitoring site No.3, open sedge meadow, GNP, 1983. 
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Figure 3.16. RAM penetrometer profiles for snow monitoring site No.5, closed cedar-hemlock forest, GNP, 1983. 
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Figure 3.17. RAM penetrometer profiles for moose-snow study, Beaver valley, GNP, 16 February 1983. 
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Figure 3.18. RAM penetrometer profiles for moose-snow study in the Beaver valley, GNP, 5 March 1983. 
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2. Snowpack characteristics 

There were two basic snowpack types found in the Beaver valley and these were represented by the 
two sues chosen for detailed observations. We found open areas to have snowpack characteristics and evolution 
very different from areas under heavy coniferous cover. Open areas include: open meadows, alder or willow 
shrub areas, open forest types and even tree windows in forests where the snowpack was not directly 
influenced by melting snow from coniferous trees. Snow accumulation is greatest in the open meadows and 
somewhat lower in areas of deciduous shrubbery. 

Winters in the Beaver valley are characterized by heavy snowfall during December, January and 
February with periodic warming trends increasing in late winter such that the snowpack may undergo 
melt-freeze cycles with rain falling in the warmer periods. Since snowpack observations during the winter of 
1982/83 were begun on 15 January, we have a good idea of snowpack accumulation and metamorphosis only 
from then onwards. Snowpack observations were made on 15 January, 3 and 16 February, 5 and 22 March and 
14 April 1983. 

On 15 January and 3 February, temperature gradients through the snowpack were sufficiently high 
(0.05 to 0.13°C/cm) to cause the formation of depth hoar (10-12 cm. in the sedge meadow and 3-5 cm in 
the closed forest) at the ground surface. The snowpack during this period remained largely unconsolidated in 
all areas with layers in the snowpack remaining distinct (Figs. 3.15 and 3.16). These layers had been formed 
by short warm spells and new snowfalls in the open area and by lumps of snow shed from the boughs of 
coniferous trees in the closed forest. In neither area was there any consistent layer in the snowpack which 
would support the weight of a moose. 

By 16 February, a warming trend had hit the Beaver valley and the temperature gradients through 
the snowpack had been reduced to 0.01°C/cm or less and the snowpack was consolidating (equitemperature 
metamorphism). Depth hoar was no longer found in any of the snowpacks. The closed area was characterized 
by variable hardness in the surface layer from water dripping and snow dropping from tree boughs and the 
daily melt-freeze cycle. Snow lumps in the surface layer of the closed forest could be distinguished and had 
not consolidated into a layer solid enough to support moose; nor could the snowpack beneath support the 
weight of a moose. 

By 5 March the snowpack in open areas had the same consolidated lower layers as on 16 February 
but the upper layers which had been only slightly settled new snow on 16 February, were undergoing 
equitemperature metamorphism and the snow crystals were enlarging. The snowpack in closed areas remained 
much the same as on 16 February except with a stronger melt-freeze layer at the surface which was still not 
consistently stong enough to support moose. 

By 22 March the snowpack had become more simple. In both open and closed areas the lower layers 
of the snowpack had become "rotten" with large weakly-bonded individual snow crystals. The top layer of the 
snow was undergoing strong daily melt-freeze cycles such that it formed a very dense and hard surface layer 
which could often support the weight of a moose. 

By 14 April the snowpack had considerably diminished in depth but the characteristics of the overall 
snowpack were the same as on 22 March with a top layer that was undergoing strong daily melt-freeze cycles. 

Two other very localized snowpack types were found but long-term measurements were not made on 
these areas. The first is that of the qamaniq - the area directly under coniferous trees where snow 
accumulation is low (Pruitt 1959). Even accumulated snow falling from the houghs of coniferous trees falls 
outside this small shadow and influences the snowpack in the vicinity of the tree but not the qamaniq directly 
beneath the tree. During melt-freeze cycles, however, the meltwater from snow on the trees usually falls most 
heavily on the qamaniq thus melting this area faster than surrounding areas and giving the qamaniq a 
uniformly large-crystal, water-soaked (rotten) snowpack unable to support moose even when frozen. 

The second localized snowpack type is that of the Beaver River itself. It forms a virtually snow-free 
corridor which did not freeze over for most of its length during the winter of 1982/83 and even when it 
freezes over almost entirely as in the winter of 1981/82 snow accumulation remains low on the surface because 
of the short period for which it remains frozen. No measurements were taken of this snowpack type. The 
areas in the Beaver valley that are kept free of snow periodically (e.g.the TCH, East Gate compound, Beaver 
Pit Road and parts of the Mountain Creek Campground Road) may be considered variants of this snowpack 
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lype . 

1. Moose observations 

No detailed observations of moose track depths were made until 16 February. During January and 
early February only random observations were made of moose habitat use and the depths to which they sank 
in the snowpack. In the largely unconsolidated snowpack of this period, moose sank very deeply (often to the 
bottom of the snowpack). Moose were observed to use cleared corridors to a great extent and to make forays 
from these areas. These areas included: 
1. the frozen surface of the Beaver River 
2. the TCH 
3. the East Gate compound 
4. the Beaver Pit road (whether it had been cleared or not) 
5. uncleared roadways including: 

- Mountain Creek Campground road 
- road to the logpile near Mountain Creek 
- Stoney Creek access road to the new CP Rail grade 
- the new CP Rail grade. 

It appeared that the moose used these areas because of the consistency of the depth they sank into the snow 
in • preference to floundering in the snow-buried windfall, shrubs and hummocks in other areas. Another 
important factor may have been the proximity of shrub forage to some of these corridors. 

On 16 February, some detailed observations were made of moose tracks and the microhabitats that 
moose were using. Moose appeared to prefer open shrub areas and open areas within forests, and to avoid 
closed forests and qamaniqs in the forests. They did not use open meadows. The open snowpack type at that 
lime had no single hard layer which would support moose but it appeared that the newer snow on top of the 
harder, consolidated lower layers compressed under the hoof of the moose in such a way that the harder snow 
beneath could then support the enure load. In qamaniqs moose were observed to be sinking all the way to 
the ground - often 60 cm. In closed forests there were no snowpack layers which were strong enough to 
support moose and there were no new layers, because virtually all of the new snow had been intercepted by 
tree boughs (Fig 3.17). 

By 5 March, habitat use by moose appeared to have changed Moose tracks were found only in closed 
or semi-closed forests. At the edge of these forests, moose would venture usually no more than 10 m. into 
open or shrubby areas before turning back Into the forest. In the open areas, the upper layers of the snow 
had formed large weakly-bonded crystals and would not compress underfoot to support the moose on the 
harder lower layers. In the forests, the moose were using qamaniqs extensively. The qamaniqs were still deep 
by 5 March (20-60 cm) and the moose were still sinking to the ground surface on every step in the 
qamaniqs but they appeared to be going as directly as possible from qamaniq to qamaniq in the forest 
because they were sinking to variable depths in the forest, sometimes walking on top of the snow and in the 
very next step sinking 90 or 100 cm. to the ground. No consistently hard layers could be found in the 
snowpack in the forests (Fig. 3.18). 

By 22 March, the lop layer of snow had been affected by melt-freeze metamorphism and on many 
days was hard enough to support moose on or very near the surface of the snow in the lower Beaver valley. 
Moose were observed using the Beaver River itself as a corridor near 30-mile Cabin on 16 March 1983 and 
making forays into the forest from the river and were also observed browsing on willows in the open areas of 
avalanche run-out zones on 5 March 1982, and 16 and 25 March 1983 in the upper Mountain Creek and 
Beaver valleys. 

By 14 April the melt-freeze layer on the surface was even harder than in March and moose could 
easily walk on the surface in open or closed-canopy areas. At this time snow depths were low enough (40-50 
cm) to not be critically limiting to moose even when the melt-freeze layer occasionally broke down on rainy 
or very warm days when the snowpack was saturated with water. 
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3.10. ALKIAL SURVEYS 

Three survey flights were made: on 24 February, 5 March and 16 March 1982. Notable results include 
high moose use of the lower Beaver valley, at least six moose wintering in the Mountain Cr. Valley, a wolf 
sighting in the lower Beaver valley, wolverine use of Mountain Cr. valley, caribou sign at the head of St. Cyr 
Creek in MRNP and the absence of ungulate sign in the Incomappleux valley (GNP), Tangier valley (west of 
and adjacent to GNP) and Maunder, Woolsey and West Woolsey valleys (MRNP). 

Records of four aerial surveys made by warden personnel are filed at the Glacier warden office. 
These flights were made in early spring 1975, 21 March and 4 April 1980 and 18 March 1981. The first was 
a general game survey and the last three were specific searches for bear dens and caribou. Significant 
observations include winter moose use of the upper Mountain Cr. watershed and Beaver Meadows area, one 
grizzly den (see grizzly bear species account), three wolverine dens (see wolverine species account) and one 
caribou on Corbin Ridge just west of the park boundary (1980). 

3.11. SMALL MAMMAL TRAPPING 

Snap and Pitfall Trapping 

A total of 934 small mammals was captured (Table 3.13) on 47.5 snap traphnes and three pitfall 
traplmes from 1981 to 1983. Trapping began as early as 18 July in 1983 and ended as late as 7 November in 
1981. Thirteen species of small mammals were considered to be accurately sampled using these methods. Deer 
mouse and Gapper's red-backed vole together accounted for 68.8% of all captures. Two species (pikas and 
golden-mantled ground squirrels) are generally not captured in Museum Special snap traps and have been dealt 
with separately (see Species Accounts). Samples were taken from all Ecoregions although not all Ecosites were 
sampled. To derive importance ratings in the map legend (Volume I) for Ecosites that were not sampled, 
species composition was estimated using the species composition of vegetation types known to occur in the 
Ecosite. 

The results are incorporated in the Species Accounts and the Small Mammal Association descriptions in 
Volume I. 

Live Trapping 

Three small mammal live trapping plots were set out in 1981 and 1982: two in forest in the ICH 
Ecoregion and one in the Upper Subalpine. The first plot (Lauretta) was set in cedar-hemlock forest (LR1; 
C51: MG362067) on 18 August 1981 for five nights and 7 August 1982 for three nights. The second (Mt. 
Revelstoke) was set in open subalpine fir forest (JD4; OK), 021: MG200552) on 22 September 1981 for three 
nights and 13 September 1982 for three nights. The third (Beaver) was set in western hemlock forest (CT5; 
C52: MG699880) on 29 September 1981 for four nights and on the same date in 1982 for three nights. 

The form of the Mt. Revelstoke plot was changed in 1982. Experience in snap trapping in subalpine 
areas showed that no voles or mice use the open sedge areas where snowbanks lie late. Therefore, only tree 
and rock "islands" were trapped in the 1-ha plot with 62 traps set irregularly, thereby giving better coverage 
to those areas than in a strict 10x10 station grid. 

Between 1982 and 1983 there was little significant change in densities of deer mice on the Lauretta 
plot (8.3/ha and 11.9/ha, respectively) and of red-backed voles on the Beaver plot (7.1/ha and 6.6/ha, 
respectively). The long-tailed voles caught in the hemlock forest on the Beaver Plot were caught in alder 
brush which had invaded the forest along an old, abandoned road and they would probably not be found in 
pure hemlock forests. The alder "corridor" was no wider than 20 m. More species were caught on the Mt. 
Revelstoke plot in 1982 than in 1981 when the traps were covered with snow by an early snowfall. Density of 
all species on Mt. Revelstoke is very low. 
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Figure 3.19. Aerial surveys conducted by Canadian Wildlife Service in MRNP and GNP, 1982 1983. 
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Table 3.13. Total numbers of small mammals captured in snap trap lines and pitfall trap lines in MRNP and 
GNP. 

Numbers in parentheses represent pitfall trap captures or data. 

SPECIES 

Dusky shrew 
Masked shrew 
Wandering shrew 
Water shrew 
Shrew (unid.) 
American pika 
Yellow-pine chipmunk 
Golden-mantled ground squirrel 
Deer mouse 
Northern bog lemming 
Heather vole 
Gapper's red-backed vole 
Meadow vole 
Long-tailed vole 
Richardson's water vole 
Western jumping mouse 

TOTAL 

Number of traplines 

E 
Interior 

Cedar 
Hemlock 

5 (1) 
43 (6) 
11 (5) 
1 
5 
1 

13 
0 

271 (1) 
1 

26 
234 (1) 
18 (4) 
30 
12 
8 (3) 

679 (20) 

24 (2) 

COREGION 
Lower 

Subalpine 

11 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 

41 
8 

26 
74 
0 

14 
2 
6 

190 

12 

Upper 
Subalpine 

0 (1) 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
2 

12 
1 
6 

10 
0 
2 
2 (3) 
2 

43 (4) 

10 (1) 

Alpine 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

1.5 

TOTALS 

16 (2) 
47 (6) 
12 (5) 
1 
5 
1 

22 
2 

324 (1) 
10 
58 

318 (1) 
18 (4) 
46 
16 (3) 
16 (3) 

912 (24) 

47.5 (3) 

3.12. MUSTELID TRAPPING 

Mustelid live trapping lines 1 and 2 followed the course of the Beaver River and line 3 ran 
perpendicularly from the river through dense alder shrubbery to an open sedge meadow and slough. On these 
three lines nine marten and four short-tailed weasels were captured and a further 22 mustelids that were 
caught escaped before they could be checked (Table 3.15). Where mustelids were trapped but escaped before 
the traps were checked their identities were determined when possible from tracks and scats. Two martens were 
found dead in the traps and were given to park interpretive staff for preparation and display. 

Lines 4 and 5, set out specifically to capture mink near pond edges, yielded no captures. 
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Table 3 . 1 4 . Minimum number of small mammals known alive on three live-trap plots in M R N P and G N P . 

Locat ions of plots arc described in tex t . 

Table 3 . 1 5 . Results of mustelid live trapping, Beaver valley, G N P , November-December 1981. 

3 . 1 3 . BAT SURVEYS 

Studies on bats undertaken in MRNP and GNP in the summers of 1981 and 1982 have been 
published elsewhere (Fenton et al. 1983). The following describes results of other surveys not published there. 

1981 

Autumn: No bats were recorded on any of the four surveys in September 1981 conducted along the TCH and 
the Mt. Revelstoke Summit Road. However, the surveys were conducted in late September, and had 

SPECIES LIVE TRAP PLOT 
Lauretta Beaver Ml. Revelstoke 

1981 1982 1981 1982 1981 1982 

Deer mouse 24 3(1 3 4 
G a p p e r ' s r e d - b a c k e d vole 2 1 14 14 1 
Hea the r vole 1 
Long- ta i l ed vole 2 
Yellow -p ine c h i p m u n k 1 1 
Masked shrew 1 
Wande r ing shrew 3 
Dusky shrew 1 
Shrew (unid.) 4 1 
Least weasel 1 
Short-tailed weasel 1 

Totals 31 36 18 20 1 4 

LINE 1 2 3 
TRAP NIGHTS 70 70 36 

CAPTURES 
Short-tailed weasel 1 2 1 
Marten 5 2 2 

ESCAPES 
Short-tailed weasel 1 3 
Marten 2 4 4 
Unknown - 4 4 

DISTURBED TRAPS 2 5 
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Table 3.16. Spring and autumn bat surveys at Mannix Ponds, GNP. 

N/R= not recorded. 

they been done in the early part of the month, some bat activity might have been detected. The 
surveys were started at 10:00 PM, and the air temperature at that time on the four survey dates 
ranged from 6°C to 9°C. Fenton (pers. comm.) believes temperatures of less than about 10°C inhibit 
bat activity. 

Before the two surveys in MRNP were started, a quick check was made of some 
street-lights in Revelstoke, to determine if any bats were flying about. None were found, even 
though there was considerable insect activity around the lights. .During the second survey in 
Revelstoke on 26 September, a stop was made at Giant Cedars Trail, where, in early August, high 
bat activity had been recorded. Again, no bats were present. 

1982 

Spring: Bats were not detected on 21 May at East Gate nor on 17 June at Rogers Pass. Myotis spp. bats 

Date Time of No. of bats Temp. Weather 
survey after (°C) 

sunset at sunset 
(minutes) 

Burst Post-Burst 
_ _ 

29 July 10-80 10+ 2-3 N/R N/R 
13 Aug 25-45 10+ 2-3 N/R rain 
28 Aug 25-85 N/R 2 10 overcast 
09 Sept 30-60 5-10 3 10+ rain 
15 Sept 10-60 5± 3 11 clear 
24 Sept 0-75 0 1 10 light rain 
27 Sept 20-60 1 0 10 overcast 
02 Oct 0-30 0 N/R 7 rain 
03 Oct 0-80 0 0 5 overcast 

1983 
02 May 0-80 5-10 0 6 light rain 
08 May 0-80 0 0 6 clear 
18 May 0-30 3-4 N/R 4 partial overcast 

Date Stop # Passes Location (elev.) 
per 5 mtn. 

01 July - nil — — — — 
18 July 1 7 East Gate (850m) 
18 July 9 2 Loop Brook (1130m) 
18 July 13 2 MG520740 (980m) 

Table 3.17. Summer bat activity, TCH survey route, 1982. 
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were detected at East Gate on 1 and 17 June. Coverage was too spotty and incomplete to 
determine when bats arrived in spring. On 21 May a short check after sunset revealed no bats and 
on 1 June a short check at the same hour revealed no bats, but bats arrived at a later hour on 1 
June. The arrival of bats at East Gate was later in the evening and less predictable in magnitude 
than their arrival at certain pond sites in the parks. Perhaps after the first activity at ponds the 
bats disperse to other sites, which in the Beaver valley would include the concentration of insects at 
the lights at East Gate. 

Summer: The highway surveys undertaken in GNP did not give a good indication of bat activity (Table 3.17). 
At the pond in front of 20-mile cabin. Beaver River, GNP there were an estimated 7 bats active 
in the period 20-30 minutes after sunset and no bat activity 80-90 minutes after sunset, typical of 
the burst type of activity. The pond was a very slow-flowing segment of a clear stream, 5-10 m. 
wide and 20 m. long, completely surrounded by conifers. 

Bat activity in the summer at the Mannix pond site was too heavy to record quantitatively 
during the initial burst after sunset. Up to 10 bats were probably active at any single moment 
within the range of the QMC detector and passes could not be distinguished well. After the initial 
burst, low numbers of bats returned at varying periods (Table 3.16). All bats detected were species 
of Myotis. 

Autumn: Bat activity declined sharply after 9 September at the Mannix pond site but some bats remained until 
the end of September. The largest drop in bat activity in mid September coincided with the exodus 
of aerial-foraging insectivorous birds (swallows, swifts and flycatchers) and probably indicates that 
most bats were dormant or had left the park at this period. The results in 1982 were probably 
more indicative of when bats migrate than the 1981 autumn results. 

1983 

Spring: Bats were present at the Mannix ponds in GNP when spring surveys began on 2 May 1983 even 
though air temperatures were well below 10°C (Table 3.16) and the ground and some of the pond 
site was still snow covered. Bat activity in the spring may be temperature dependent since no 
activity was observed on 8 May when the sky was clear and air temperatures cooled very rapidly to 
2°C shortly after sunset. The earliest dates that bats are active in GNP still has yet to be 
determined. A survey conducted at Mannix ponds on 14 June 1983 indicated no bat activity because 
on 8 June the beaver dam had been destroyed and the ponds drained because of culvert blockage 
under the TCH. Future comparative surveys will require a site less subject to human intervention. 

3.14. RIVER SURVEYS 

River surveys were conducted along the entire Illecillewaet River where it adjoins MRNP on 1 June 
1982 and along the Beaver River in GNP from the East Gate (MG672956) to Mountain Cr. Campground 
(MG667995) on 3 and 29 June 1982, 17 and 19 August 1982 and 2 June and 3 July 1983. The most 
commonly observed bird was the Spotted Sandpiper (Table 3.18). Other birds seen included the Canada Goose, 
Barrow's Goldeneye, Great Blue Heron, Osprey and Red-tailed Hawk. Deer and moose (adult and calf) sign 
were common along the exposed sandbars and gravelbars of the Beaver River although only one white-tailed 
deer was ever observed on a survey. American Dippers were commonest near rapids. 

Results from river surveys have been incorporated into the species accounts. 
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Table 3.18. Wildlife observations from MRNP and GNP river surveys, 1982 and 1983. 

•Only one 13.5 km Illecillewaet survey was floated. 

Survey routes 
A. East Gate GNP, to Mountain Creek C.G. bridge (6.5 km) 
B. East Gate GNP, to Rogers Siding (11.7 km) 
C. Beaver Pit to East Gate GNP (7.5 km) 
D. TCH bridge to East Gate GNP (5.0 km) 

Beaver River Illecillewaet 

1982 1983 1982 
June August May June July June 
3 29 17 19 1 3 4 5 2 6 8 3 1 

Great Blue Heron 1 
Canada Goose 13 2 2 1 7 
Mallard 2 1 1 2 
Green-winged Teal 4 
Barrow's Goldeneye 19 1 1 
Bufflehead 2 2 
Harlequin Duck 1 
Common Merganser 3 2 
Red-tailed Hawk 1 1 1 1 
Osprey 1 
Northern Pygmy-Owl 1 
Killdeer 1 
Common Snipe 1 1 
Spotted Sandpiper 9 8 2 6 4 4 4 6 
Belted Kingfisher 2 
Northern Rough-winged Swallow 7 2 1 
American Dipper 6 1 7 3 
Beaver 1 3 
Coyote 1 
White-tailed deer 1 

Route Surveyed A A A A B C B C A D A A 
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4. SPECIES ACCOUNTS 

All available information on wildlife species recorded in MRNP and GNP is summarized below. Habitat 
information is based on data collected during this inventory. Ecosite and vegetation type abbreviations refer to 
detailed descriptions in Volume I of this report. Volume I also contains descriptions of small mammal 
associations, breeding bird communities, and wildlife use of Ecosites; all of these provide further information 
on the species discussed below. 

The order in which the species accounts are presented, and the scientific nomenclature, are based on 
Stebbins (1966), American Ornithologist's Union (1982) and Banfield (1974). Species names which are enclosed 
in brackets indicate hypothetical species for which no verified records yet exist. 

4.1. AMPHIBIANS 

LONG-TOED SALAMANDER Ambystoma macrodactylum LOSA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Long-toed Salamander is widely distributed in western Canada, from western Alberta through all of 
southern British Columbia to the coast (Clark 1959). 

In spring of 1972 a Long-toed Salamander was collected by school children "in the vicinity of 
Revelstoke", but outside the Park boundary (SAR, 1971/72). Prior to 1982 there were no records from either 
park. 

There are two possible records of long-toed salamanders in GNP. What were believed to be 
salamander egg clusters were found at two sites in the Beaver River valley. In June 1982 a cluster of 11 eggs 
was found near hatching in a marsh near Twenty-mile Cabin. In 1983 egg clusters may have been found at 
Mt. Shaughnessy Slough. These salamanders may occur in other locations in the Beaver valley but they are 
difficult to detect. Their eggs are usually not numerous and the adults are elusive. 

In MRNP larval long-toed salamanders were observed in a marsh near Giant Cedars picnic site (KVT) 
and along the Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail (MJD). 

HABITAT 

Breeding ponds where larval salamanders and egg masses have been observed in the parks are small, 
shallow and dominated by sedges. These ponds are all associated with river floodplains (Ecosites GF1 and GF2) 
in the ICH Ecoregion. After the early Spring breeding season long-toed salamanders disperse into moist forest 
and thickets where they dwell in soil and rotted logs. 
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Figure 4.1. Amphibian distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards. 



Figure 4.2. Amphibian distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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Table 4.1. Long-toed salamander Phenology, 1982. 

Table 4.2. Long-toed salamander Phenology, 1983. 

PACIFIC TREEFROG Hyla regilla PAFR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

In Canada, Pacific treefrogs are found only in southcentral and southwestern B.C. (Clark 1959). 

Prior to 1981, there were two records of Pacific treefrogs, both in MRNP. Singing males were heard 
at low elevations on Mount Revelstoke on 11 June 1980 (610 m) and on 29 April 1981 (580m) (Naturalist 
files). In 1982 Pacific treefrogs were heard calling at Mt. Revelstoke ski hill and Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail 
in late May. All observations have been of fewer than three frogs at any one location, and no breeding 
evidence was found. 

This species was not recorded in GNP until the springs of 1982 and 1983 when it was observed in 
three areas of the lower Beaver watershed. It has not been recorded upstream from the Beaver Pit area, and 
all observations were of fewer than five individuals. 

HABITAT 

Treefrogs occur in the ICH Ecoregion (GF1 and GF2 Ecosites) in shallow ponds with abundant 
aquatic vegetation dominated by sedges. At night treefrogs call from clumps of sedges in these wet areas. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

There are insufficient data to accurately describe the treefrog's life cycle in these parks. Males begin 
calling sometime in early to mid May and females probably lay eggs around the end of May (Tables 4.3, 
4.4). 

Location First seen First mating First eggs First larvae N* 

Twenty-mile Cabin N/A June 13 1 
Revelstoke KOA Apr 27 May 10 4 
Giant Cedars Pond N/A July 13 10 

- SE 

• N = number of visits to location 

Location First seen First mating First eggs First larvae N* 

Mt. Shaughnessy Slough May 11 May 11 4 

* N = number of visits to location 



Table 4.3. Pacific treefrog Phenology, 1982. 
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Table 4.4. Pacific treefrog Phenology, 1983. 

This species was rarely located during daytime visits but was often heard calling in May and early 
June at night. The diagnostic "rtblt" of this amphibian is unmistakable. 

Location First seen First mating First eggs First larvae N* 

Mt. Shaughnessy Slough May 6 10 
Sedge Meadows May 29 May 31 10 
Stoney Bog Complex N/A June 7 1 
Revelstoke Golf May 8 2 

Course 
Giant Cedars Pond N/A May 13 10 

- SE 
MRNP Ski Hill May 30 1 
Revelstoke KOA Apr 27 4 

* N = number of visits to location 

Location First seen First mating First eggs First larvae N* 

Beaver Bog May 5 3 
Mt. Shaughnessy Slough May 8 4 
Sedge Meadows Apr 25 4 
Illecillewaet floodplain, Apr 13 3 

Revelstoke 

* N = number of visits to location 
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WESTERN TOAD Bufo boreas NOTO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The western toad occurs in west central and southwestern Alberta and almost the entire province of British 
Columbia; it is absent in the extreme northeast. Within its range it occurs from sea-level to over 3000m. 
(Clark 1959). 

This amphibian is widespread and common in MRNP and GNP. It has been observed at elevations 
from 610m. to 1900m. 

The earliest record of western toad was collected by Cowan in 1937 on Mt. Revelstoke, at an 
elevation of 1800m. From 1975 to present, there have been numerous records; these range from sightings of 
single individuals to breeding swarms of many hundreds of toads. 

HABITAT 

The western toad breeds in shallow, still water but is uncommon in grassy ponds. Breeding western 
toads have been recorded on GFl, GF2, LRl, LR2, AB1 and JD3. Toad tadpoles frequent shallower water 
than do frog tadpoles. Wherever toad and frog tadpoles occur together, toad tadpoles line the shore while frog 
tadpoles swim further out. Toad tadpoles are usually more abundant than frog tadpoles. 

Following the breeding season toads disperse into a variety of terrestrial habitats. They occur from the 
ICH to the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion in a variety of Ecosites, usually where lush understory vegetation or 
small streams and ponds are present. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

This species is at least a week behind the Spotted Frog in its reproductive cycle even though both 
appear about the same time in the spring (late April). The timing of reproductive events seems to be related 
to the timing of the spring thaw. In 1982, following a winter of heavy snow accumulation, spring was about 
three weeks later than it was the following year. Toad eggs were not observed until 20 May in 1982, 
compared to 30 April in 1983 (Tables 4.5, 4.6). Western toad tadpoles metamorphose into adults within two 
months of hatching. At Rogers Pass sewage lagoon hundreds of adults were seen leaving the water on 25 
August 1983 after having hatched as tadpoles in late June. These toads breed by day or night and their 
high-pitched trills during breeding are distinctive. 

SPOTTED FROG Rana pretiosa SPFR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Canadian distribution of this frog includes most of western Alberta and B.C. east to the coast ranges 
(Clark 1959). 

The Spotted Frog has been recorded from both MRNP and GNP over a wide altitudinal range. In 
1942, Munro collected a specimen from Black Lake near Rogers Pass (Naturalist files); and two spotted frogs 
were observed at Lauretta Picnic site in 1976 and 1980 (an elevation of 610 m). During the inventory it was 
recorded throughout the Beaver and Illecillewaet floodplains. 

HABITAT 

The spotted frog frequents shallow water with emergent sedges or horsetails, mostly in the ICH 
Ecoregion but locally in the Lower Subalpine. Most Subalpine areas, being higher in elevation, have shorter 
growing seasons and colder water, both factors which may limit the distribution of this frog in GNP. The 
species occupies small ponds and seeps on stream floodplains and lower slopes of valleys. Most records are 
from GFl and GF2; there are also records from ponds in LRl and LR2. Earliest spring observations are 
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Table 4.5. Western toad Phenology, 1982. 

Location 

Beaver Bog Complex 
Beaver Hill Pond 
Beaver picnic area 
Mt. Shaughnessy Slough 
Bufflehead Pond 
Otterpond Complex 
Sedge Meadows 
Thirty-Mile Cabin 
Twenty - Mile Cabin 
Sewage Lagoon 
Cougar Creek Pond 
Loop Brook Pond 
Mannix Pond 
Schuss Lake 
Revelstoke Golf 

Course 
Giant Cedars Pond 

- SE 
Revelstoke KOA 

* N = number of visits to 

First seen 

May 20 
May 11 
May 11 
May 11 
N/A 
May 5 
N/A 
June 13 
June 13 
June 3 
June 16 
May 30 
N/A 
N/A 
May 8 

May 13 

May 10 

location 

First mating 

May 20 

May 11 

May 14 

June 13 

May 8 

May 10 

First eggs 

May 21 

May 21 

May 10 

First larvae 

June 9 

May 31 

May 31 
June 5 
May 31 

June 25 

June 17 
June 16 
Aug 8 

July 13 

N* 

4 
9 

11 
10 
10 
8 

10 
1 
1 
4 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 

10 

4 

Table 4.6. Western toad Phenology, 1983. 

Location 

Beaver Meadows 
Beaver Bog Complex 
Beaver picnic area 
Sedge Meadows 
Stoney Bog 
Eastgate, GNP 
Illecillewaet floodplain, 

Revelstoke 

First seen 

May 17 
May 5 
May 8 
May 8 
May 5 
Apr 30 
Apr 27 

First mating 

May 5 

First eggs 

May 8 
May 8 

Apr 30 
Apr 27 

First larvae 

May 16 
May 11 

N* 

1 
3 
7 
4 
2 
3 
3 

* N = number of visits to location 

usually in about 15 to 20 cm. of water where dark bottom sediments absorb heat and raise the water 
temperatures well above the ambient air temperatures (to as high as 25°C). Although spotted frogs occupy 
seeps and springs as cold as 4°C, they appear to use these solar-heated micro-sites to avoid temperature 
extremes. 



Table 4.7. Spotted frog Phenology, 1982. 
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Location 

Beaver Bog Complex 
Beaver Hill Pond 
Beaver picnic area 
Mt. Shaughnessy Slough 
Bufflehead Pond 
Otterpond Complex 
Sedge Meadows 
Stoney Bog Complex 
Thirty-Mile Cabin 
Twenty-Mile Cabin 
Revelstoke KOA 
Giant Cedars Pond 

- S 

First seen 

May 20 
May 11 
May 11 
May 31 
N/A 
May 5 
N/A 
N/A 
June 13 
N/A 
Apr 27 
N/A 

First mating First eggs 

May 11 

May 14 

May 10 
May 13 

First larvae 

June 9 

May 21 

May 31 

May 31 
June 7 

June 13 

July 13 

N* 

4 
9 

11 
10 
10 
8 

10 
1 
1 
1 
4 

10 

• N = number of visits to location 

Table 4.8. Spotted frog Phenology, 1983. 

Location 

Beaver Meadows 
Beaver Bog Complex 
Beaver picnic area 
Sedge Meadows 
Stoney Bog 
Mannix Pond 
Skunk Cabbage 

First seen 

May 17 
Apr 25 
Apr 13 
May 8 
May 5 
May 8 
Apr 27 

First mating 

Apr 13 

First eggs 

May 17 
May 5 
Apr 13 
May 8 
May 5 
May 8 
Apr 27 

First larvae 

May 8 
May 11 

May 19 
May 11 

N* 

1 
3 
7 
4 
2 
5 
5 

* N = number of visits to location 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Spotted frogs are active soon after open water appears (usually late April at lower elevations), lay 
eggs in early May, and hatch into tadpoles during late May (Tables 4.7 and 4.8). This schedule seems to be 
at least a week ahead of the western toad where the two species breed in the same pond (e.g. Beaver Picnic 
site and the Otterpond complex). Toads are just starting to mate at the time the spotted frogs are laying 
their eggs. Spotted frog eggs are deposited on the bottom of shallow ponds but after a few days the egg 
mass fills with gas bubbles, turns green with algae, rises to the surface and flattens. The large, heat-absorbing 
egg mass apparently provides young tadpoles with a warm, food-rich micro-environment in which to develop 
while surrounding water is still very cold (Mary Dyer, pers. comm.). These frogs breed by day or night and 
their chorus of hoarse quacking noises is distinctive. 
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4.2. REPTILES 

NORTHERN ALLIGATOR LIZARD Gerrhonotus coeruleus NOLI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Alligator Lizard is restricted in Canada to southern British Columbia, from the Rocky Mountains 
in the east to southern Vancouver Island in the west (Clark 1959). In MRNP and GNP the species reaches 
the northern-most extent of its known range. 

The northern alligator lizard has been recorded only from the ICH Ecoregion of MRNP. Single lizards 
were recorded in June 1976 and 1977 on the Clachnachudainn Cliffs (760 m), and up to three were seen 
above the West Gate at 1000 m, and Five-mile picnic site (670 m) on the Summit Road (Naturalist files). 

In 1982 an individual was found again at Five-mile picnic site. This was the only observation during 
the wildlife inventory. 

HABITAT 

The records suggest that alligator lizards prefer steep, south-facing slopes with rocky outcrops (or 
rock-slides) and deciduous vegetation. All records are from the NC6 and CT4 Ecosites in the ICH Ecoregion. 
They may be found on rocks, in brushpiles, under debris and in rotten bark. The best days to search for this 
lizard are warm, sunny ones. When the sun first hits the slopes the lizards are sometimes observed basking in 
the morning sun to raise their body temperatures. 

COMMON (RED-SIDED) GARTER SNAKE Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis RESN 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The red-sided garter snake is widely distributed across Canada, and represented by many subspecies (Clark 
1959). 

The first record of the red-sided garter snake was a specimen collected at the residential area at the 
base of Mt. Revelstoke in June 1981 and sent to the National Museum, Ottawa (Naturalist files). The Skunk 
Cabbage trail crew saw several garter snakes, probably this species, while building a the Skunk Cabbage nature 
trail in 1982. 

A red-sided garter snake was collected near Mountain Cr. Campground in 1982; there are no other 
records from GNP. 

HABITAT 

The red-sided garter snake occurs only in the ICH Ecoregion where it favours moist deciduous areas 
with lush understory vegetation. The three records are from the GF1, GF2 and CT4 Ecosites. 
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WESTERN TERRESTRIAL (WANDERING) GARTER SNAKE Thamnophls elegans vagrans WASN 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The wandering garter snake is found across southern mainland B.C. as far east as the Rocky Mountains (Clark 
1959). 

The first record of this snake was reported by Cowan in 1937, at an elevation of 1036 m. on Mt. 
Revelstoke. In June 1977, three individuals were found on the Clachnachudainn Cliffs (Naturalist files). More 
recently, one was observed at the base of Mt. Revelstoke in May 1981 (Naturalist files) and another at the 
West Gate in June 1982. 

HABITAT 

The habitat of this species appears to overlap with that of the northern alligator lizard. It occurs in 
the ICH Ecoregion in well-drained deciduous areas (Ecosites NC6, CT5). 

4.3. BIRDS 

The avifauna of MRNP and GNP includes 177 species. The following species accounts are based on 
several sources of information. Cowan and Munro visited MRNP in the summers of 1937, 1942 and 1943, and 
Munro spent August 1942 at Glacier Station, GNP (Cowan and Munro 1944-45; Munro 1945). Data have also 
been taken from Parks Canada Naturalist and Warden files, and observations made by Canadian Wildlife 
Service wildlife inventory staff from 1981 to 1983. Waterfowl records for the Columbia River at Revelstoke are 
from R. Bonar, B.C. Hydro Biologist, Revelstoke. 

Density indices (DI) in the Habitat sections of some species accounts refer to estimated density of 
the species per hectare during the breeding season. These values are derived by the circular bird census plot 
method described in Sections 2.2.3 and 3.2.3. Further information on estimated densities of several species is 
available in Section 3.3. 

COMMON LOON Gavia immer COLO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Loon breeds throughout British Columbia on suitable lakes and rivers; some winter on the coast 
of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

There are only three records, all recent. An adult was observed flying up the Illecillewaet River in 
MRNP on 26 April 1980. The second sighting was a bird which landed on the TCH just west of Rogers Pass 
on 30 April 1981. Two were seen on the large pond at Beaver Meadows on 11 June 1982 (KVT). The species 
is regularly seen on the Columbia River at Revelstoke. 

HABITAT 

Outside the two parks Common Loons occur on large lakes and rivers which sustain fish populations. 
Since these habitats are rare in MRNP and GNP, loons occur in the parks only as accidental stragglers in the 
large ICH valleys. 



HORNED GREBE Podtceps aurltus HOGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Horned Grebe breeds across interior British Columbia, and winters mainly along the coast. It migrates 
through much of southern British Columbia, where some remain to winter in the southern interior (Godfrey 
1966). Horned grebes are regularly observed during spring and autumn migration in small numbers on the 
Columbia River at Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

There is only one park record. An adult in breeding plumage was seen on Giant Cedars Pond in 
MRNP on 11 May 1981 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The Horned Grebe frequents shallow ponds with emergent vegetation. The only park record was in 
the ICH Ecoregion. 

GREAT BLUE HERON Ardea herodtas GRHE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Great Blue Heron breeds along coastal British Columbia and locally in the interior along the Columbia and 
Kootenay Rivers. The main part of this species' breeding range extends across southern Canada from the 
eastern slopes of the Rockies to the Maritimes. Great Blue Herons are regularly observed on the Columbia 
River at Revelstoke in all seasons including a few in winter. There is a heronry on the Columbia River south 
of Revelstoke and a few nests north of Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. comm.) but it appears that there is no 
suitable breeding habitat in the parks. 

Great Blue Herons were recorded only four times in MRNP and GNP from 1976 to 1981 and all 
were summer records (Naturalist files). Up to three herons were seen regularly in the lower Beaver valley 
from 14 April to 20 September 1982 and again through the early summer of 1983. 

HABITAT 

Great Blue Herons occur along the edges of rivers and lakes where there are fish, amphibians, insects 
and rodents upon which they feed. All park records have been from rivers and bogs in the ICH Ecoregion 
(GF1, GF2). 

CATTLE EGRET Bubukus ibis 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species, native to Africa, has gradually extended its range in the last century into all the tropical and 
subtropical - and many of the temperate - regions of the world. Its range continues to expand; the species 
was first recorded in B.C. only during the last decade. 

Between 12 and 27 November 1981 up to twelve Cattle Egrets remained at Revelstoke. The first and 
only park record was an individual observed 5 November 1983 at Rogers Pass (J. Woods, pers. comm.). 

HABITAT 

Both observations were in the ICH Ecoregion, in disturbed areas. 
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SWAN (UNIDENTIFIED) Cygnus spp. 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Tundra Swans are regular migrants in the Columbia valley at Revelstoke and occur periodically along the 
Rocky Mountain Trench east of GNP (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). Trumpeter Swans are uncommon migrants. 
Neither species has been definitely recorded in either park although there is a sighting on file of a small 
flock of swans in the Beaver valley in 1975 (Warden files). 

HABITAT 

On migration both species are usually seen on large ponds, rivers and lakes. The Trumpeter Swan 
nests in ponds and lakes with extensive beds of emergent vegetation. Little habitat is available in MRNP and 
GNP. 

GREATER WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE Anser albifrons WHGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species nests in arctic Canada and Alaska and migrates through parts of southern Canada (Godfrey 1966). 
Small numbers occur sporadically in spring and autumn on the Columbia River at Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. 
comm.). There is a single record for GNP; a flock of 51 was seen flying along the lUecillewaet valley on 30 
May 1982 (RMW). 

SNOW GOOSE Chen caerulescens SNGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Snow Goose nests in the tundra regions of northern Canada and migrates along the coasts and across the 
plains of southern Canada. Small numbers are observed along the Columbia River near Revelstoke in spring 
and autumn each year (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). There is a single park record: one Snow Goose was observed 
on 10 and 11 May 1982 in the lower Beaver River valley (RMW). A record of a Ross' Goose (3 May 1971) 
in the CANSIS wildlife sighting file was probably a stray Snow Goose. 

HABITAT 

Snow geese are usually seen on large lakes and rivers during migration. The only GNP record was on 
a small pond in the ICH Ecoregion. 

CANADA GOOSE Branta canadensis CAGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Canada Goose is commonly and widely distributed throughout western Canada. Canada Geese are observed 
on the Columbia River at Revelstoke regularly in large numbers except in late January and February; about 
130 to 150 pairs nest each year between Arrow Lakes and the Mica Dam along the Columbia (R. Bonar, pers. 
comm.), and thousands migrate through the area each spring and autumn. 

Canada Geese were recorded nesting near Revelstoke by Macoun in 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 
Nine were seen at Revelstoke West Gate, flying south on 26 May 1943, and a flock of 14 was recorded over 
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Asulkan Pass in May 1941 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45,Munro 1945). 

The species is a regular summer visitor to the parks, being common on migration and uncommon 
during the breeding season. There are several breeding records for GNP. In May 1977 and 1981, pairs of geese 
were found nesting in the Beaver valley of GNP. The largest group seen in GNP was a flock of 50 flying 
over Rogers Pass in June 1976 (Naturalist files); in MRNP a flock of 80 geese was seen in April 1982 over 
the Illecillewaet valley (Warden files). 

During the inventory up to three pairs of Canada Geese nested on the Beaver River and at least one 
pair nested on the Illecillewaet each year. The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in 1982 in MRNP 
and GNP were 17 on 20 May and 12 on 13 May, respectively. 

HABITAT 

Canada Geese occur along rivers and in wetlands of the GF1 and GF2 Ecosites, in the ICH 
Ecoregion. 

WOOD DUCK Aix sponsa WODU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Wood Duck breeds in southern British Columbia from Victoria east to the Kootenay valley (Godfrey 
1966). 

The earliest recorded occurrence of the species was a male seen in May 1977 on a small pond near 
the Beaver Pit (Naturalist files). Another was seen in the same vicinity in May 1982 (LWG) and a pair was 
seen on 25 April 1983 at the GNP east gate (LWG). Wood Duck pairs were seen in May 1982 and 1983 in 
the ponds south of Giant Cedars but they appear to have been migrants since subsequent searches failed to 
reveal either adults or broods. 

There is only one autumn record: one was seen on 10 September 1982 at Giant Cedars. 

HABITAT 

The Wood Duck frequents shallow ponds and slow-moving streams with wooded margins. All park 
records were from the ICH Ecoregion (GF2 and LR1). 

GREEN-WINGED TEAL Anas crecca GRTE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Green-winged Teal breeds throughout British Columbia. It winters commonly on the B.C. coast, and in 
small numbers in the Okanagan valley (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). Green-winged Teal are common on 
the Columbia River at Revelstoke during spring and autumn migration and breed regularly near the Revelstoke 
airport (R. Bonar pers. comm.). 

There are relatively few records of this small duck in MRNP and GNP. Prior to this inventory there 
were two spring records on the Beaver River: four seen in April 1976, and two in 1978. A pair was observed 
at Loop Brook in June 1976. The only autumn record was three on the Beaver River marshes in September 
1976 (Naturalist files). 

The species appears to be an uncommon migrant; there is no evidence yet that it breeds in either 
park. No more than four were seen at any one time during the inventory and all records were in April, May 
and October. 
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HABITAT 

All records are from rivers and ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. The absence of Subalpine records is 
probably more a factor of the scarcity of ponds in the Subalpine than indicative of an upper elevational limit. 

MALLARD Anas platyrhynchos MALL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Mallard is common and widely distributed over all of western Canada. It breeds throughout British 
Columbia and winters in the southern districts of the province (Godfrey 1966). Mallards are regularly observed 
in large numbers on the Columbia River at Revelstoke in all seasons except mid winter (R. Bonar pers. 
comm.). 

Mallards were not recorded by Cowan and Munro (1946) in MRNP, but Munro (1945) reported them 
"... to nest along the Beaver River, and have been seen on ponds at the summit of Bald Mountain." 

The Mallard is a regular summer visitor to both parks in small numbers. It arrives in early April and 
some remain until freeze-up in November or December. Flocks of up to 60 have been recorded during spring 
migration, but fewer than five adults have been recorded during the breeding season on most occasions. There 
are breeding records from the Beaver valley and the Illecillewaet valley near Cougar Brook and Lauretta. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 3 on 11 May and 
9 on 13 May, respectively. 

HABITAT 

Mallards occur along streams and in ponds in the ICH Ecoregion, most frequently in the GF1, LR2 
and GF2 Ecosites. Records from the Subalpine are few, probably due to the scarcity of ponds in that 
Ecoregion. 

NORTHERN PINTAIL Anas acuta PINT 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The breeding range of the Northern Pintail includes all of British Columbia. Northern Pintails are common 
winter residents along southern coastal B.C., and very common migrants along most of the B.C. coastline 
(Godfrey 1966). Northern Pintails are common on the Columbia River at Revelstoke during spring and autumn 
migration (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

There is only one record: a pair on a pond near Loop Brook in May 1976 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The only observation is from a disturbed area in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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BLUE-WINGED TEAL Anas discors BLTE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Blue-winged Teal is a summer vistor to Canada, breeding over much of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). Blue-winged 
Teal are common during spring and early autumn migration on the Columbia River at Revelstoke, and breed 
near the Revelstoke airport (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

The Blue-winged Teal is an annual spring migrant in both parks. It has been recorded as early as 7 
May and as late as 9 June. The largest single count was ten on 20 May 1982. All records are from the 
Beaver River marshes, Loop Brook, Mountain Cr. campground, Giant Cedars pond and Skunk Cabbage Nature 
Trail (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The species occurs in wetlands and ponds of the ICH Ecoregion. 

CINNAMON TEAL Anas cyanoptera CITE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Cinnamon Teal is an uncommon and locally distributed summer visitor to southwestern Canada; it breeds 
at scattered localities in southern B.C. north to Williams Lake, and west to Victoria (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 
1954-72). Cinnamon Teal are common on the Columbia River at Revelstoke during spring migration and may 
breed there (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

Cinnamon Teal have been recorded twice in GNP. In May 1977 ten were counted throughout the 
month on the Beaver River marshes (Naturalist files). A pair was observed in May 1982 in the same area 
(LWG). 

HABITAT 

The park' observations of Cinnamon Teal were in small ponds in sedge meadows of the GF1 Ecosite. 

NORTHERN SHOVELER Anas clypeala SHOV 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Shoveler is a common spring and autumn migrant through British Columbia, where it breeds in 
shallow, muddy fresh water lakes and marshes. It winters in southern coastal B.C. (Godfrey 1966). This species 
is regularly observed during spring and autumn migration on the Columbia River at Revelstoke(R. Bonar, pers. 
comm.). 

The first Park record of this species was in May 1980, when a pair was observed on a small pond at 
Mountain Cr. campground (Naturalist files). A male was observed on 21 May 1982 in the Beaver valley 
(LWG). 

HABITAT 

This species frequents shallow ponds and lake edges with emergent vegetation. Both GNP records were 
from small ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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AMERICAN WIGEON Mas amertcana AMWI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Wigeon breeds over much of western Canada; in British Columbia, it has been found nesting at 
Swan Lake (Peace River Area), Nulki Lake, and in the Okanagan Valley (Godfrey 1966). American Wigeon 
are common along the Columbia River at Revelstoke except in winter when it is rare (R. Bonar, pers. 
comm.). There are six records for MRNP and GNP, two of autumn migrants (September) and four of spring 
migrants (April and early May). No more than two have been recorded at any one time. 

HABITAT 

All records have been in the GF1 Ecosite. 

REDHEAD Aythya americana REDH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Redhead is widespread over much of western interior Canada. This species is regularly observed in small 
numbers as spring and autumn migrants on the Columbia River at Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

The only record of this species in either park is a single male observed in the lower Beaver valley 
on 5 June 1982 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

The Redhead frequents deep water lakes and rivers, particularly in the vicinity of large beds of 
standing vegetation. Suitable habitat does not occur in the parks and the species is likely to occur only as a 
rare migrant in the ICH Ecoregion. 

RING-NECKED DUCK Aythya collaris RIDU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Ring-necked Duck breeds in southern and central B.C. (Cariboo parklands); some winter in the Gulf 
Islands (Godfrey 1966). This species is common during spring and autumn migration on the Columbia River at 
Revelstoke. There are several breeding records in the Revelstoke area (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

This species has been rarely recorded in the parks, however. The first record was of a single male 
seen in MRNP, on a small pond near Giant Cedars Trail on 13 May 1981 (Naturalist files). Ring-necked 
Ducks were seen on several occasions in GNP during the spring migration in 1982, including a flock of seven 
seen on 14 May and two males on 17 May. The species does not appear to nest in the parks. 

HABITAT 

All park records have been on ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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LESSER SCAUP Aythya a/finis LESC 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Lesser Scaup is a summer visitor to interior B.C., mainly in the Cariboo and northwards. It occurs as far 
south as Columbia Lake and Vernon (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). Lesser Scaup are common during spring 
and autumn migration on the Columbia River (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

Single males of this species were recorded twice in 1982 in the Illecillewaet valley; once on 17 May 
and once on 6 June. There are no other park records. 

HABITAT 

Lesser Scaups occur on open water in lakes and ponds. The GNP records were in ponds in the ICH 
Ecoregion. 

HARLEQUIN DUCK Histrionlcus hlstrlonicus HADU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

During the breeding season this species occurs throughout the mountainous regions of B.C. and Alberta; it 
winters commonly along the west coast (Godfrey 1966). 

The Harlequin Duck was recorded by Munro (1942) as a regular nesting species on the Illecillewaet 
River at Glacier. A female with a brood of young was observed near Glacier Station on 20 July 1942. 
Another brood was seen in early June 1942 on Flat Creek. The species is most common in May, when pairs 
gather along the Illecillewaet and Beaver Rivers prior to dispersing, the females to breed along the rivers and 
smaller streams of the parks and the males to return to the Pacific Coast. No more than 10 pairs have been 
recorded on a single day on either river. The species probably breeds in small numbers throughout the parks 
but the only recent observation of a female with a brood was one seen in 1981 on Connaught Cr. (KVT). 

HABITAT 

During May both sexes occur along large rivers and streams in the ICH and Lower Subalpine 
Ecoregions. Females breed along small turbulent streams in the highest elevations of the ICH and in the 
Subalpine Ecoregion. 

WHITE-WINGED SCOTER Melanltta fusca WHSC 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

White-winged Scoters breed mainly in interior B.C. (Peace River, Cariboo Parklands), and winter on the west 
coast (Godfrey 1966). Small numbers of White-winged Scoters occur during spring and autumn migration on 
the Columbia River at Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

There is only one record. An unhealthy scoter was found walking on the highway at Rogers Pass in 
May 1969 (Naturalist files). It was caught and released on the Illecillewaet River. Another was observed in 
autumn 1983 at Loop Pond (J. Woods, pers. comm.). 
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COMMON GOLDENEYE Bucephala clangula COGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Goldeneye breeds mainly in northern B.C., but has also bred in the Okanagan valley. It winters 
mainly on the coast (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). Common Goldeneyes are common on the Columbia 
River at Revelstoke during spring and autumn migration. Small numbers are present in summer and winter but 
the breeding status is uncertain since identification of female goldeneyes in summer is difficult (R. Bonar, 
pers. comm.). 

The first park record was in April 1979 when three were seen on a small pond adjacent to the TCH 
at Giant Cedars Trail (Naturalist files). 

During the inventory Common Goldeneyes were observed regularly on spring and autumn migration in 
the Beaver River valley in small numbers. Most records were in late April and early May, and from late 
September until early December. Maximum single count was four on 23 April 1982 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

All observations of Common Goldeneye in MRNP and GNP have been in lakes and ponds of the ICH 
Ecoregion. 

BARROW'S GOLDENEYE Bucephala islandica BAGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Barrow's Goldeneye is mainly a western species, breeding throughout B.C. and the Rocky Mountains of western 
Alberta but a small population also breeds in Labrador. It winters mainly on the B.C. coast, and sometimes in 
the southern interior (Godfrey 1966). Small numbers are present all year on the Columbia River at Revelstoke 
(R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

Prior to 1982 there were only three records: a pair along Mountain Creek on 28 May 1972 (WC), a 
pair on the Beaver River marshes, 30 April 1976, and a male on Giant Cedars Trail pond on 26 April 1978 
(Naturalist files). During the inventory Barrow's Goldeneyes were seen regularly on ponds and river backwaters 
in the Illecillewaet and Beaver valleys from mid April to July. Highest single count was 11 on 17 May 1982 
(LWG). Two females raised broods in 1983 in a pond one km. north of the Beaver Pit (MJD). 

During the summer, identification of female goldeneyes is difficult. Female goldeneyes were recorded 
in May and June 1977 in GNP, and a female with four young was observed on the Beaver River marshes on 
23 June 1976 (Naturalist files) but the species was not confirmed. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in ponds and backwaters of the ICH Ecoregion, particularly in the GF2 and LR1 
Ecosites. Standing dead trees with cavities are important to Barrow's Goldeneyes as they are hole-nesters. 

BUFFLEHEAD Bucephala albeola BUFF 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Buffleheads breed in the forested regions east of the Coast Range through interior B.C. They winter commonly 
on the west coast (Godfrey 1966). Buffleheads are common during spring and autumn migration on the 
Columbia River at Revelstoke; a few remain to winter (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 
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The Bufflehead occurs regularly in MRNP and GNP in small numbers during late April and May. 
Prior to this inventory it was recorded near Skunk Cabbage picnic area in May and April, at Giant Cedars 
pond in April and at Loop Brook in May. The largest number recorded at one time was two pairs on 25 
April 1983 in the Beaver valley (LWG). There are two autumn records: two males on the Illecillewaet River 
(MRNP) in November (Naturalist files)and a single male on the Beaver River on 21 November 1981 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

All park records are from rivers and ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 

HOODED MERGANSER Lophodytes cucullatus HOME 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Hooded Merganser nests in favourable localities in southwestern B.C. The northern limits of its breeding 
range in B.C. are poorly-known. It winters on the west coast from Vancouver Island southwards (Godfrey 
1966). Hooded mergansers are regularly observed in small numbers on the Columbia River at Revelstoke during 
spring and autumn migration, and there are several breeding records (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

The Hooded Merganser was first reported breeding at the mouth of the Illecillewaet River in May 
1890 by Macoun (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). It was not recorded in either park until 27 September 1976, 
when three were observed in the Beaver River marshes (Naturalist files). A single female was seen in the 
same location in spring 1977 (Naturalist files) and two more on 19 October 1982 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

All park records are from rivers and ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 

COMMON MERGANSER Mergus merganser COME 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Merganser nests throughout B.C. north to the tree-line, and winters along the coast and on 
coastal rivers (Godfrey 1966). Next to the Canada Goose, this is the commonest breeding waterfowl species on 
the Columbia River at Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 

This species was first referred to by Munro (1942) as probably nesting along the Beaver River. It was 
subsequently recorded in. the Beaver River marshes in June 1970 and on the Illecillewaet River (MRNP) in 
May 1977 (Naturalist files). It occurs regularly along the major rivers of both parks in small numbers, with 
the largest single count during the inventory being four on 23 August 1982 on Mountain Cr. (DMP); these 
were likely a family group and, as such, would represent the only breeding record for either park. Common 
Mergansers have been recorded as early as 31 March and as late as 1 November. 

HABITAT 

Common Mergansers frequent large rivers and ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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(TURKEY VULTURE) Catharles aura 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Turkey Vulture nests sparingly in southern B.C., and has wintered occasionally in the southern Okanagan 
Valley (Godfrey 1966). 

There is only one record; a single bird was reported at the ski hill in MRNP in April 1956 
(Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

Turkey Vultures occur in arid regions with abundant livestock or ungulates and semi-open vegetation. 
They are unlikely to occur in MRNP and GNP. 

OSPREY Pandion haliaetus OSPR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Osprey is found in the vicinity of lakes, large rivers and coastal bays throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 
Ospreys are uncommon each year along the Columbia River at Revelstoke and commonly nest in the Columbia 
River Valley in the Rocky Mountain Trench. The first record for GNP was one seen along the Beaver River 
near the East gate in July 1975 (Naturalist files). Ospreys were seen three times in the same area from 5 
June to 17 August 1982 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

Ospreys require large lakes and rivers with abundant fish. The only GNP records were in the ICH 
Ecoregion along the Beaver River and it is doubtful either park could sustain breeding Ospreys. 

BALD EAGLE Haliaeetus leucocephalus BAEA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This eagle is locally but widely distributed along the sea coast and in interior B.C. along the larger rivers and 
lakes. It winters throughout the province, especially along the coast (Godfrey 1966). 

Bald Eagles are regularly seen in small numbers on the Columbia River at Revelstoke and nest along 
the Columbia River in the Rocky Mountain Trench but relatively few observations of this species have been 
made within Park boundaries. One was seen on the Illecillewaet River, at Skunk Cabbage picnic area on 15 
January 1977; and there were three observations, two in March and one in August, on Mt. Revelstoke 
(Naturalist files). The first GNP record was an adult seen in the Prairie Hills in March 1982. Seven were 
observed later the same month feeding on a roadkill near Stoney Creek, and one was seen on 22 April 1982. 

HABITAT 

Most records are of migrants following major valley slopes at various elevations. 
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NORTHERN HARRIER Circus cyaneus MAHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Harrier breeds throughout interior B.C. and winters in small numbers in the southern regions of 
the province (Godfrey 1966). 

Northern Harriers were recorded in both Parks during the summer of 1942 at high elevations (Cowan 
and Munro 1944-45, Munro 1945). 

Recent records of this species are few; one was seen in September and November 1975 in GNP, and 
one near the top of Mt. Revelstoke in June of the same year. Another individual was recorded on Bald Ridge 
in August 1977, and autumn migrants were observed in October 1981 in the Beaver valley and August 1983 on 
Bald Ridge. 

HABITAT 

Northern Harriers frequent shrubby meadows and open wetlands. It is found at all elevations from the 
ICH to the Alpine Ecoregions during migration. The Northern Harrier is regularly seen along the Columbia 
River at Revelstoke in small numbers. 

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK Accipter striatus SHHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Sharp-shinned Hawk breeds throughout the province. It winters in small numbers on the southern coast 
and in the southern interior (Godfrey 1966). 

The Sharp-shinned Hawk was recorded by Macoun at the turn of the century as ".. common at 
Revelstoke.." (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but was not recorded during Cowan and Munro's field-work there 
in 1943. There are no pre-1970's records for GNP, and nine records since then, all during summer 
(May-August). There were five observations of single Sharp-shinned Hawks during spring migration surveys in 
GNP in 1982. The Sharp-shinned Hawk appears to be an uncommon summer resident of both Parks but 
breeding evidence is lacking. 

HABITAT 

The Sharp-shinned Hawk occurs in deciduous and mixed forest or forest edges, in the ICH and 
Subalpine Ecoregions. 

COOPER'S HAWK Acciptter coopertt COHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Cooper's Hawk breeds in the forested, southern third of the province from the west coast across to Alberta, 
and winters in the southern parts of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

One was first collected by Macoun on 5 May 1890 in Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In 
July 1937, a single bird was observed at Eight Mile on Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). One was 
seen on Lookout Mountain on 10 September 1979 (Naturalists files). On 3 May 1982 three were seen along 
the GNP spring migration survey route, and one was seen on 14 September 1982 in MRNP. 
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HABITAT 

Cooper's Hawk has been recorded in I he 1C11 and Lower Subalpine Kcoregions. ll frequents open 
loiesl, slopes and alluvial areas. 

NORTHLRN GOSHAWK Acclpter gentllis GOSH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Northern Goshawks breed throughout forested B.C., and generally winter in the same range (Godfrey 1966). 

The Northern Goshawk was first recorded in MRNP by Cowan and Munro (1945) at Fifteen Mile Cr. 
on 25 August 1943. There were no further records until 1976, when a pair of adults was observed on 
Avalanche Mountain on 21 June 1976 (Naturalist files). The most exciting observation was on 11 August 1977, 
when two adults and a juvenile were seen on Bald Ridge, GNP. The hawks may have bred somewhere in the 
Park (Naturalist files). An adult Northern Goshawk was observed on Mt. Revelstoke in September 1981, and 
one was seen feeding on a snowshoe hare along Copperstain Cr. in late February 1982 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

The Northern Goshawk occurs in the Upper Subalpine, Lower Subalpine and ICH Ecoregions, 
frequenting open coniferous and mixed forest, forest edges and steep semi-open slopes. 

SWAINSON'S HAWK Buteo swainsoni SWHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

A buteo of the open country of western Canada, Swamson's Hawk occurs sparingly in the dry interior of B.C. 
in summer (Godfrey 1966). 

There are but two widely separated records for this species in MRNP. A specimen was collected at 
Revelstoke in May 1890 by Macoun (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), and one was observed mobbing a Bald Eagle 
on the top of Mt. Revelstoke on 21 August 1975 (Naturalist files). Swainson's Hawk can only be considered a 
casual visitor to the mountain parks. 

RED-TAILED HAWK Buleo jamaicensis REHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red-tailed Hawk is a common and widespread species, breeding throughout B.C. Small numbers winter in 
the southern regions of the province (Godfrey 1966). 

Red-tailed Hawks are regularly but uncommonly recorded in both Parks from May to September, at 
all elevations below timberline. Macoun regarded Red-tailed Hawks as common at Revelstoke in spring (Cowan 
and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro (1946) reported seeing this species from the base to summit of Mt. 
Revelstoke during July 1937. They further report a fully-grown juvenile near Ten-Mile in August 1943. During 
the inventory Red-tailed Hawks were uncommon and widespread. Spring migration begins as early as the end 
of March. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 2 on 17 April 
and 7 on 22 April, respectively. In 1982 and 1983 pairs apparently bred near East Gate, Copperstain burn, 
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Flat Creek siding and Beaver Pit; no nests were found, however. 

HABITAT 

Although most Red-tailed Hawks occur in the LR and GF Ecosections of the ICH Ecoregion, there is 
one breeding record from the JD4 Ecosite (Upper Subalpine) and sight records from the JD1 Ecosite. 
Red-tailed Hawks prefer semi-open forest and forest edges where they can nest in the tree canopy and hunt 
in the adjacent openings and meadows. The abundance of Columbian ground squirrels and voles in the 
Copperstain burn may be a factor in the presence of Red-tailed Hawks during the breeding season. 

ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK Buteo lagopus ROHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Rough-legged Hawk is an irregular winter visitor to southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). Only one record exists 
for the parks; a light-phase bird was observed flying along Mt. Revelstoke on 21 April 1978 (Naturalist files). 
This raptor is occasionally observed during spring and autumn migration along the Columbia River at 
Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. coram.). 

GOLDEN EAGLE Aquila chrysaetos GOEA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The golden eagle is a rare permanent resident, locally distributed east of the Coast Range in B.C. It usually 
prefers montane habitats and cliffs (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro (Cowan and Munro 1944-45) recorded golden eagles almost daily during their 
fieldwork at the summit of Mount Revelstoke in the summer of 1937. In Glacier, Munro received reports that 
a pair of eagles possibly nested on Mt. Fidelity (Munro 1945), and aerial displays (courtship behaviour) have 
been observed in spring at Asulkan Pass (Naturalist files). From 1975 to 1981, there were about 20 
observations of Golden Eagles, all between March and September, and all but one in GNP (Warden files). 
This species is an uncommon but regular summer visitor to the two Parks, being more common in GNP than 
in MRNP, and most regular in the Purcells. Golden Eagles were observed during this inventory near Farm 
Pass, Moonraker Peak, Copperstain Cabin, in the Prairie Hills and at the summit of Mt. Revelstoke; no 
evidence of nesting was observed. 

HABITAT 

Golden Eagles nest on cliffs or, rarely, tall trees, most frequently in the Lower Subalpine and Upper 
Subalpine Ecoregions. They hunt in a variety of habitats but open Upper Subalpine and Alpine Ecosites (eg. 
WR1; JD1, 2, 4; JN2) that sustain colonies of hoary marmot and Columbian ground squirrel are particularly 
important to this species. 

AMERICAN KESTREL Falco sparverius KEST 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

A common summer resident across most of B.C., it is absent from the heavily forested northern coast. It 
winters regularly in small numbers in the southern parts of the province. 
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The American Kestrel is a regular summer visitor to both Parks. It was recorded by Cowan and 
Munro in July 1943 at the base of Mt. Revelstoke and there are also records in August for GNP (Munro 
1945). 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 3 on 17 May and 
7 on 6 May, respectively. Only two were observed on 505 circular bird census plots. 

HABITAT 

The American Kestrel frequents wetlands, burns and forest edges from the ICH to the Upper 
Subalpine Ecoregion, being commonest in the GF1, GF2 and LR1 Ecosites. 

MERLIN Falco columbarius MERL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The merlin is widely distributed in summer throughout B.C. It is uncommon in winter in southern parts of 
the province and on the southern coast (Godfrey 1966). 

A merlin was recorded on Mt. Revelstoke in August 1942 by Cowan and Munro. A male was seen in 
the spring of 1975 and 1976 at Skunk Cabbage Trail area; and another male at mile 4 on the Summit Road 
in July 1978 (Naturalist files). A pair was seen on several occasions in spring 1982 near the GNP east gate. 

HABITAT 

All park records are from mixed forest in the ICH Ecoregion. 

(PEREGRINE FALCON) Falco peregrtnus 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The peregrine occurs throughout B.C. but is far commoner on the coast than it is farther inland. It is rarely 
seen far from large rivers or lakes. 

There is an unconfirmed observation by Cowan and Munro in July 1937, of a large, dark falcon 
flying over Mount Revelstoke. They suspected that the bird was a Peregrine, but the possibility that it may 
have been a young Prairie Falcon or Gyrfalcon cannot be ruled out. A Peregrine Falcon was reported in the 
Prairie Hills in July 1983 (MJD). 

HABITAT 

The MRNP and GNP records were of migrants following Upper Subalpine ridge crests. 

PRAIRIE FALCON Falco mexlcanus PRFA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Prairie Falcon occurs throughout the arid and semi-arid parts of southern Canada, including south-central 
B.C. (Godfrey 1966). It occurs rarely in the Rocky Mountains in mid to late summer (Holroyd and Van 
Tighem 1983). 
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There are two records of Prairie Falcons in GNP, both during 1983. An individual was seen on 
Fortitude Mtn. on 31 July, and one was seen flying along Bald Mtn. on 8 August (LWG). The species does 
not breed in the MRNP and GNP area and both these records were probably of wandering non-breeders. 

HABITAT 

Both records were along Upper Subalpine ridges. The species normally frequents dry open habitats 
along prairie and dry interior river valleys and coulees. 

SPRUCE GROUSE Dendragapus canadensis SPGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Spruce Grouse occurs throughout the coniferous regions of Canada. It is found at higher elevations in the 
southern parts of its range (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). Five specimens of Spruce Grouse have been 
collected from Revelstoke and deposited in National or Provincial Museums. The first of these, which 
constitutes the first Park record, was collected by Spreadborough in 1890, and sent to the National Museum, 
Ottawa (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Three individuals shot in July 1937 by Cowan were deposited in the B.C. 
Provincial Museum; one collected by Munro on 13 August 1943 was sent to the Royal Ontario Museum 
(Naturalist files). 

The Spruce Grouse was recorded in MRNP by Cowan and Munro in 1937. A female was collected on 
Mt. Revelstoke on 20 July. In their subsequent 1942 and 1943 surveys, only two birds were seen. Munro 
(1942) records Spruce Grouse in GNP as follows: one, Hermit Mountain, 27 July 1942; a pair with a brood 
on Nakimu Caves road, 1 August 1942; brood of seven at Rogers Pass on 2 August. He considered the species 
"...common along the Beaver River trail above 4000 feet ..", and saw,"., six broods during July 1942 in the 
Flat Cr. area." The Spruce Grouse is regularly observed in both parks from June to October. It has been 
found nesting in July and August; and females with young have been seen as late as September (Naturalist 
files, Warden files). 

HABITAT 

This grouse occurs in coniferous forest of the Lower Subalpine and ICH Ecoregions. 

BLUE GROUSE Dendragapus obscurus BLGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Blue Grouse is widely distributed throughout B.C., from the coastal islands in the west, east to the 
Alberta border and north to the Yukon (Godfrey 1966). In 1890 Macoun regarded Blue Grouse to be abundant 
in Revelstoke, and collected a clutch of six eggs from a nest on 22 May (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan 
and Munro, however, found Blue Grouse to be scarce. Only a single male was seen near the summit on 3 
July 1937, and one was collected at Eva Lake on 11 July. None were observed by Cowan and Munro in 1942 
and 1943. 

The Blue Grouse is a year-round resident of the two parks, most frequently seen at high elevations. 
There are five winter records, at relatively high elevations on Mt. Fidelity and Mt. Abbott. There are many 
records of Blue Grouse along the Summit Road of Mt. Revelstoke between May and September. Although 
observations of Blue Grouse are fewer in GNP, three of the four recent breeding records are from there. A 
nest containing three eggs was discovered on Silent Mountain at 2245 m. on 18 June 1981, and females with 
young were recorded at Mountain Cr. on 6 July 1979, and on Farm Pass, 28 July 1977 (Naturalist 
files,Warden files). The only recent record of Blue Grouse breeding in MRNP was a female with two young 
observed on the summit road on 21 August 1975 (Naturalist files). 
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HABITAT 

The Blue Grouse frequents the edges of mixed and coniferous forest in summer, from the Upper 
Subalpine to the ICH Ecoregion. In winter it appears to be confined to open coniferous forest in the Upper 
Subalpine Ecoregion. 

WHITE-TAILED PTARMIGAN Lagopus leucurus WHPT 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

White-tailed Ptarmigan occur in the high mountains throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). 

White-tailed Ptarmigan were first recorded in the Parks on 24 August 1885 by Macoun when he 
observed broods on Avalanche Mountain (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Munro (1945) reported that ".. this 
species of grouse is very plentiful in the Selkirks, and may be seen on nearly all the higher summits." Two 
were seen on Hermit Mountain 27 July 1942; also at the summit of Bostock Range, August 1942, and at the 
summit of Bald Mountain. Winter flocks were observed along the CPR at Stony Cr., Glacier, Flat Cr. and 
Rogers Pass (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 

Specimens of White-tailed Ptarmigan were collected by Dippie and Cowan (Naturalist files). The 
former shot two birds at Glacier on 20 April 1901 and sent them to the Royal Ontario Museum; Cowan 
collected a female at Eva Lake on 12 July 1937, and it was deposited with the B.C. Provincial Museum. 

White-tailed Ptarmigan have been recorded during the summer in both Parks, but there were few 
winter observations. Small numbers of Ptarmigan have been seen in the Rogers Pass area from Illecillewaei 
Campground to the snowsheds during December and January and wintering flocks have been observed along 
East Grizzly and Copperstain Creeks. There are several records of females with young in MRNP and GNP. A 
total of seven was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

In summer the White-tailed Ptarmigan frequents rocky open meadows in the Alpine and Upper 
Subalpine Ecoregions. It does not occur below timberline. In winter, however, flocks of White-tailed Ptarmigan 
occur as low as the ICH Ecoregion, on avalanche slopes and shrubby valley bottoms (CE1, CM2, HR5, HR6, 
LR2 and NC5 Ecosites). 

RUFFED GROUSE Bonasa umbellus RUGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Ruffed Grouse is common throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The earliest record of Ruffed Grouse in MRNP was a collection of two males and two females in 
April 1890 by Spreadborough (Naturalist files). These were deposited in the National Museum. Macoun found 
two nests with eggs at the base of Mt. Revelstoke on 13 and 18 May 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 
Cowan and Munro (1945) considered the species "fairly common" at lower elevations on Mt. Revelstoke. In 
GNP Munro (1942) felt the Ruffed Grouse was common only in the Beaver valley. 

The Ruffed Grouse is an uncommon permanent resident of both parks, restricted primarily to the 
lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke and the larger valley bottoms such as those of the Beaver and Hlecillewaet 
Rivers. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 2 on several 
occasions and 3 on 17 May, respectively. 
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HABITAT 

Ruffed Grouse are more dependent on deciduous growth than the other two forest grouse in the 
Parks, and hence their preference for lower elevations. They are largely limited to the ICH Ecoregion, 
occurring in the LR1, GF2 and CT5 Ecosites, generally where deciduous vegetation predominates. 

SORA Porzana Carolina SORA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Sora nests in central and southern B.C. It winters in southern United States and Mexico (Godfrey 1966). 

The first park record was a male heard calling at a pond in the Beaver River marshes on 15 June 
1977 (Naturalist files). During the inventory Soras were found to occur regularly in small numbers in this 
area. They probably breed but no nests or young have been found. 

HABITAT 

The Sora occurs only in the ICH Ecoregion, being confined to wet sedge meadows (Hll) in the GF1 
Ecosite. 

AMERICAN COOT Fullca americana COOT 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Coot breeds in southern and central B.C. It winters commonly in the Okanagan and along the 
coast (Godfrey 1966). Coots are common during spring and autumn migration on the Columbia River at 
Revelstoke (R. Bonar, pers. coram.). 

There are only three Park records. One was seen in May 1976 and another on 20 May 1982 in the 
Beaver River marshes; and one was seen in May 1977, on Loop Brook Pond (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

American Coots have been observed only in ponds in the ICH Ecoregion. 

(SANDHILL CRANE) Grus canadensis 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Sandhill Crane breeds (or formerly bred) in southern and coastal B.C., the Cariboo Parklands and 
northern Vancouver Island. It winters mainly south of the United States (Godfrey 1966). 

Up to three Sandhill Cranes were reported in the lower Beaver River marshes from June to August 
1975. There was no evidence of breeding. These are the only records of the species in either park (Naturalist 
files), and may have been Great Blue Herons. Further records are unlikely. 

HABITAT 

The only record was in the ICH Ecoregion (GF1). This species normally frequents extensive sedge 
marshes and muskegs, usually in areas relatively remote from disturbance. 
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KILLDEER Charadrius voctferus KILL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Killdeer is a common breeding summer resident over much of southern and eastern B.C. It winters in 
small numbers in the milder parts of the province, notably Vancouver and the Okanagan valley (Godfrey 
1966). 

There are few records, all from GNP. In June 1975, a pair was observed along the Beaver River near 
Mountain Creek. They may have nested in the area (Naturalist files). During the inventory up to four were 
seen regularly in the Beaver valley, but none were seen later than May. 

HABITAT 

All records are from gravel bars and backwaters of the ICH Ecoregion. 

GREATER YELLOWLEGS Tringa melanoleuca GRYE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Greater Yellowlegs occurs in northern B.C. (Godfrey 1966), wintering in South America. There is a single 
record for GNP: a pair was seen on 14 May 1982 in an oxbow pond complex in the lower Beaver valley. 
They were not observed on subsequent visits. 

HABITAT 

This species breeds in sedge wetlands and muskegs in forested areas. The only GNP record was in the 
ICH Ecoregion, in a pond complex on the GF1 Ecosite. 

SOLITARY SANDPIPER Tringa solilaria SOSA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Solitary Sandpiper is a spring and autumn migrant through B.C., breeding in the northern, timbered 
regions of the province, south to Peace River (Godfrey 1966). 

The Solitary Sandpiper was recorded at Balsam Lake by Cowan and Munro in July 1937, and a pair 
was observed at Eagle Lake on 29 July 1975 (Naturalist files). In GNP one was seen at Loop Brook pond on 
2 June 1977 and one on Bald Ridge on 11 August (Naturalist files). 

There were several records during the inventory, but other than agitated behaviour, no evidence of 
breeding was found. Solitary Sandpipers were seen three times in May 1982 in the lower Beaver valley. A 
flock of four was seen at Marion Lake on 23 July 1982, and in August one was seen at Schuss Lake. Two 
were seen on 11 May and one on 17 May 1983 in the Beaver valley. One was reported near Mt. Revelstoke 
summit on 23 August 1980 (Warden files) and one was seen near Giant Cedars en 13 July 1982. 

HABITAT 

All but two Solitary Sandpiper observations in GNP were in spring in ICH ponds and wetlands, in the 
GF Ecosection. Three of the late summer records were at the edges of Upper Subalpine ponds and one was 
in GF1. 
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SPOTTED SANDPIPER Actltls macularla SPSA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Spotted Sandpiper is common throughout B.C. in summer. It occasionally winters in southern B.C. 
(Godfrey 1966). 

This sandpiper is a regular and common summer resident in both parks. The species was first 
collected in Revelstoke by Spreadborough in May 1890 and the two specimens are in the National Museum 
(Naturalist files). Cowan and Munro did not record the Spotted Sandpiper in Revelstoke during the 1940's, but 
Munro referred to this species frequenting the Beaver River in GNP (Cowan and Munro 1944-45, Munro 
1945). Park naturalists found a nest with four eggs near the headwaters of the Beaver River in June 1980 
(Naturalist files). 

The Spotted Sandpiper occurs throughout both parks from mid May until late August. It occurs along 
all the major rivers. 

HABITAT 

This species frequents stream floodplains, lakeshores and sedge wetlands in the ICH and Subalpine 
Ecoregions. 

(UPLAND SANDPIPER) Bartramia longicauda 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Upland Sandpiper is known to breed in B.C. in the Peace River District only; otherwise it is a rare 
migrant through the province (Godfrey 1966). A single bird was reported at an elevation of 1850m in GNP 
(no location given) on 25 August 1970 (Naturalist files). 

WESTERN SANDPIPER Calidris mauri WESA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Western Sandpiper is a scarce migrant (mainly autumn) through interior B.C., breeding in Alaska. It is 
more common on the coast (Godfrey 1966). There is a single record from GNP. One was observed on Bald 
Mountain, 10 August 1977 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The only park record was at a pond in the Alpine Ecoregion. 

BAIRD'S SANDPIPER Calidris bairdti BASA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Baird's Sandpiper occurs in B.C. only as a spring and autumn migrant; it breeds in arctic Canada (Godfrey 
1966). There is one record from GNP: one seen on Bald Mountain, 7 August 1981 (KVT). 
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HABITAT 

The only park record was at a pond in the Alpine Ecoregion. 

COMMON SNIPE Gallinago gallinago COSN 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Snipe breeds throughout B.C. Small numbers winter in southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

A male Common Snipe was collected at Rogers Pass by K. Mundy on 10 May 1962 and sent to the 
National Museum (Naturalist files). Two males were observed performing their aerial displays over the Beaver 
River marshes in June 1976 (Naturalist files). During the inventory, snipe were observed regularly in the 
wetlands of the lower Beaver valley. Although no nests were found, males were seen displaying and agitated 
adults were observed. A total of seven was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species is strongly associated with the GF Ecosection, occurring in sedge (Hll) meadows in 
poorly-drained areas along major floodplains. 

WILSON'S PHALAROPE Phalaropus tricolor WIPH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Wilson's Phalarope nests in east-central and southeastern B.C. It migrates mainly east of the province through 
the prairies. It is uncommon on migration on the B.C. coast (Godfrey 1966). Two females were seen on Loop 
Brook pond on 23 May 1976, the only record from either park (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The single record was in a pond in the ICH Ecoregion. 

RED-NECKED PHALAROPE Phalaropus lobalus NOPH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red-necked Phalarope breeds in the extreme northwest corner of B.C. It migrates commonly along the 
Pacific coast, with lesser numbers passing through the interior (Godfrey 1966). 

There are only two records, both from GNP: three were observed on 25 May 1977 at Junction Pond 
(Naturalist files), and one may have been seen on 29 August 1983 in Glacier Circle (LWG). 

HABITAT 

Migrating Red-necked Phalaropes occur on lakes and large rivers. 
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BONAPARTE'S GULL Larus Philadelphia BOGU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Bonaparte's Gull breeds in the coniferous forest region of northern B.C., wintering on the Pacific coast. There 
are two park records, both from GNP. One was seen in the lower Beaver valley on 20 May 1982 (RMW), 
and a flock of 37 was seen on 8 May 1983 in the same area (LWG). 

HABITAT 

This species breeds in forested muskegs and wetlands, and along wooded lakeshores, but occurs in a 
variety of lake and wetland habitats on migration. Both GNP records were in the ICH Ecoregion, in open 
GF1 wetlands. 

RING-BILLED GULL Larus delawarensts RIGU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Ring-billed Gull breeds on large lakes east of the Rocky Mountains but migrants and non-breeding adults 
wander extensively. There are two records from GNP: an adult was observed on 17 April 1982 at Rogers Pass 
and an immature on 21 July 1983 at the east gate (LWG). 

HABITAT 

This species breeds and roosts on large lakes but forages in a variety of habitats including garbage 
dumps and developed areas. The GNP record was in a developed area in the ICH Ecoregion. 

BLACK TERN Chlldonias niger BLTN 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Black Tern is a summer visitor to interior central and southern B.C. It occurs in the Columbia valley 
marshes both east and west of MRNP and GNP (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). There a single record from MRNP. 
An adult was seen on the Illecillewaet River at Skunk Cabbage picnic area on 11 July 1978 (Naturalist files). 

ROCK DOVE Columba livta RODO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Rock Dove is an introduced species and widely domesticated. Feral Rock Doves are permanent residents of 
most cities, towns and farms across the southern parts of the province. 

A Rock Dove was collected by Spreadborough in April 1890, in Revelstoke (Naturalist files). The 
earliest Park record was one seen at Rogers Pass in June 1977 (Naturalist files). One was observed along the 
TCH near Skunk Cabbage Trail in October 1981. A white domestic bird remained around the East Gate 
residential area (GNP) for about ten days in January 1982 and one was observed along the TCH near Stone 
Arch in October 1982 . 
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HABITAT 

Rock Doves nesl on buildings, bridges and oihei slruciures, and feed on weed seeds and spilled grain. 
There is no reliable winlei food supply for this species in MRNP and GNP, and records are probably mostly 
of domestic homing pigeons. 

BAND-TAILED PIGEON Columba fasciata BAPI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Band-tailed Pigeon is generally restricted to the western side of the Cascade Range, the bulk of the 
population centred on southern Vancouver Island. During summer some may wander widely into the interior 
(Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). 

Three Band-tailed Pigeons observed on 29 June 1976 on Mt. Revelstoke (Naturalist files) significantly 
extended the known range of this species eastwards in B.C. Further observations followed in July of the same 
year. Since then small numbers have been seen each year during the summer in MRNP and the species 
probably breeds here. In June 1983 Band-tailed Pigeons were observed twice in the Illecillewaet valley of GNP 
and once near Donald, east of GNP (KVT). 

HABITAT 

In MRNP and GNP this species occurs in the ICH Ecoregion in mixed forest of cedar, white birch, 
Douglas fir and poplar, especially on the south aspect of Mt. Revelstoke. Most observations are from the CT4 
and CT5 Ecosites. 

MOURNING DOVE Zenaida macroura MODO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Mourning Dove is common only in the arid southern interior of the province (Osoyoos, Okanagan Lake) 
where a few remain each winter (Guiguet 1954-72). 

There are scattered records of this species in both Parks between May and September. No nests have 
been found, although a pair of doves was believed to be nesting near the base of Mount Revelstoke in May 
1973 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

This species occurs on disturbed areas and floodplains in the ICH Ecoregion, particularly where 
deciduous trees predominate. 

(FLAMMULATED OWL) Otus flammeolus 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Flammulated Owl is a very rare and local breeder in southern British Columbia On 9 April 1982 during a 
MRNP owl survey, a possible Flammulated Owl was heard calling (KVT). This owl is uncommon in the 
province and its status in the park is still questionable. 
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HABITAT 

This species characteristically occurs in dry Ponderosa pine (Plnus ponderosa) forest, a habitat that 
does not occur near MRNP and GNP. The MRNP record was on a dry, south-facing slope of second-growth 
western white pine and hemlock in the ICH Ecoregion. 

GREAT HORNED OWL Bubo virgtnianus GHOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Great Horned Owl is a permanent resident throughout much of the forested areas of B.C. (Godfrey 1966, 
Guiguet 1954-72). 

Cowan and Munro never saw this species in Revelstoke, but heard one calling at Eva Lake on 10 
July 1937. Munro later reported that the Great Horned Owl occurred at Stoney Creek and Glacier, but was 
probably not resident at the latter (Munro 1945). 

There were no further records until February 1980 when a road-killed specimen was brought in to 
Revelstoke from near Mannix Gun position, GNP (Naturalist files). None were recorded during owl surveys in 
1982 or 1983, .but another roadkill was found at the Mt. Tupper snowsheds in May 1983. 

HABITAT 

The Great Horned Owl frequents alluvial habitats and semi-open forest. Except for Cowan and 
Munro's observation in the Upper Subalpme all records have been in the ICH Ecoregion. 

(SNOWY OWL) Nyctea scandiaca 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Snowy Owl occurs in B.C. only as a winter visitor. It breeds in arctic Canada (Godfrey 1966). Munro 
recorded the Snowy Owl as "an occasional winter visitant" to GNP (Munro 1945). There have been no recent 
records. 

NORTHERN HAWK-OWL Surnia ulula HAOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Hawk-Owl nests in the forested areas of northern and northeastern B.C. And winters from its 
breeding range south irregularly across most parts of the province. It is a rare breeding resident and winter 
visitor to MRNP and GNP. 

There have been regular sightings of Hawk-Owls at the summit of Mt. Revelstoke since 1975. In July 
1976, a pair was suspected of nesting in a hollow stump near the summit and in August 1980 an adult with 
two flying young was observed on Eva Lake Trail (Naturalist files). The most recent Hawk-Owl record at the 
summit was an individual on 16 September 1982 (LWG). 

During migration surveys in September/October 1981, an adult was recorded at the summit of Mt. 
Revelstoke. For about three weeks, beginning in early December 1981, a Hawk-Owl was resident at the West 
Portal of Connaught tunnel. There have been no subsequent records in GNP. 
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HABITAT 

The Northern Hawk-Owl frequents open coniferous forest on stream floodplams and burns and at 
timberline, from the upper elevational limit of the ICH Ecoregion to the Upper Subalpine. The only breeding 
record is from subalpine fir-mountain hemlock/heather-luetkea (O20) open forest at timberline. 

NORTHERN PYGMY-OWL Glaucidium gnoma PYOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This owl is a permanent resident of southern and central B.C. Some individuals wander beyond the breeding 
areas in winter (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). 

Prior to 1982 most records of Northern Pygmy-Owls were for the months December and January 
(Naturalist files,Warden files). Three were observed on the December 1981 Revelstoke Christmas Bird Count. 

Although this species was only observed twice during GNP owl surveys (15 April and 14 May 1982) it 
was found commonly during early morning migration surveys. From one to four individuals were recorded 
during most of these surveys. Northern Pygmy-Owls probably nest in the park but no nests or young have 
been recorded. 

In MRNP this bird was not observed on owl surveys and was only seen once (9 April 1982) on 
spring migration surveys. 

HABITAT 

All records in both parks have been from coniferous and mixed forest in the ICH Ecoregion (LR2, 
GF2, CT1). Northern Pygmy-Owls are often seen in April perched on the tops of dead spars in successional 
hemlock-cedar and Douglas fir-western white pine forest in areas that were burned around the turn of the 
century. 

BARRED OWL Strix varta BAOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Barred Owl is a woodland species occurring from eastern central and southern B.C., eastwards across 
southern Canada. It is usually not migratory (Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). 

Prior to 1982 there were six records, all in summer (Naturalist files,Warden files). Of these records, 
four were roadkills, two each in MRNP and GNP. 

Surveys in 1982 indicated that Barred Owls occur in both parks, being most commonly observed in 
GNP. At least four pairs were regularly heard calling in the lower Beaver valley during May 1982, indicating 
that the species probably breeds there. No nests or young have been found. In addition, four Barred Owls 
were heard calling in the upper Beaver valley between Twenty mile Cabin and Grizzly Cr. in late March 1983. 
A pair of Barred Owls was resident in 1982 on the Woolsey Cr. fan in MRNP. 

HABITAT 

Most Barred Owl records are from alluvial habitats in the ICH Ecoregion (LR1, GF2). The Barred 
Owl seems to prefer areas with mature mixed forest of cedar, spruce and black cottonwood. These forest have 
small openings and dense herbaceous understones and the old trees have large cavities that may be used as 
nest sites. Thirteen of 16 barred owls observed during 1982 surveys were in this habitat; the rest were in 
mature hemlock-cedar forest. 
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LONG-EARED OWL Asio otus LOOW 

STATUS ANT) DISTRIBUTION 

The Long-eared Owl breeds in eastern and southern B.C. Birds near the northern limit of the species' 
breeding range move southward in winter (Godfrey 1966). 

There is one Park record: a roadkill at the eastern boundary of MRNP, 23 August 1977 (Naturalist 
files). 

HABITAT 

The only Long-eared Owl recorded in MRNP was on a hemlock-cedar alluvial fan (LR1). The species 
generally occurs in dense coniferous or mixed forest and shrubbery (Godfrey 1966). 

BOREAL OWL Aegolius funereus BOOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Boreal Owl breeds in Canada throughout the boreal forest zone (Godfrey 1966). 

The earliest park record of this species was on 21 April 1982, when one was heard in Rogers Pass 
during a GNP owl survey (RMW). A road-killed Boreal Owl was found in the same vicinity in early May. 
These records were during the breeding season so it is possible that this owl bred in GNP. 

HABITAT 

Both park records were in Lower Subalpine coniferous forest adjacent to an avalanche slope (NC5). 

NORTHERN SAW-WHET OWL Aegolius acadicus SAOW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Saw-whet Owl breeds across most of southern B.C. from the Queen Charlottes to the Rockies. 
The species is migratory in much of its range. 

The earliest park record was in January 1974, at the western boundary of MRNP (Naturalist files). 
One was killed on the highway outside the park at Albert Canyon in October 1981 (Naturalist files). 

During a GNP owl survey on 9 March 1982, a Northern Saw-whet Owl was heard calling in the 
lower Beaver valley (RMW). On 13 April another was heard near Mountain Cr. campground. In MRNP an owl 
heard on 14 March 1982, may have been of this species. The Northern Saw-whet Owl appears to be a rare 
summer resident of the parks. 

HABITAT 

All park records have been in the ICH Ecoregion. Two were in mixed coniferous-deciduous forest and 
one in hemlock-cedar forest. 
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COMMON NIGHTHAWK Chordelles minor COM 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Nighthawk is a summer visitor to Canada, breeding over most of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

In MRNP Cowan and Munro observed one at Eight Mile cabin on 24 June 1937, and several were 
seen near the park gate on 30 June 1943. The only recent record is one seen on 3 June 1982 at the 
Revelstoke ski hill (KVT). Nighthawks are regularly seen in Revelstoke (Naturalist files), but occur only as 
occasional visitors in MRNP. There are no GNP records. 

HABITAT 

This species breeds in well-drained open or disturbed areas. Such habitats are rare in MRNP and 
GNP. 

BLACK SWIFT Cypsehides niger BLSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Black Swift is a local summer resident throughout B.C. Although widely distributed, very few nesting 
locations have been found (Godfrey 1966). 

The Black Swift was recorded at Balsam Lake in July 1937 by Cowan and Munro, and later by 
Munro at Flat Cr. in August 1942. Large flocks (up to 100 birds), have been observed in Revelstoke during 
the summer, and presumably the species breeds nearby. 

Though less common than Vaux's Swift, this species is widespread in the Columbia Mountains and 
may breed in MRNP and GNP. In July 1981, four Black Swifts were observed on several occasions at Rogers 
Pass in company with a small flock of Vaux's Swifts (MJD). Two Black Swifts were observed over the 
30-mile Cabin in late June 1980 (Naturalist files). During the wildlife inventory small numbers of Black Swifts 
were seen in the Illecillewaet and Beaver valleys, with the highest single count being four on several occasions. 

HABITAT 

Black Swifts nest in canyons and cliffs where rock walls are kept wet by waterfall spray. They are 
commonest in the 1CH Ecoregion but may range considerable distances and as high as the Upper Subalpine 
during their daily feeding forays. 

VAUX'S SWIFT Chaetura vauxi VASW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This swift is a summer resident of much of western and southern B.C. east of the Rocky Mountains. It is 
less restricted to mountainous areas than the Black Swift (Godfrey 1966). 

Vaux's Swift was recorded by Macoun in Revelstoke on 12 May 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45) and 
later by Cowan and Munro 10 miles north of Revelstoke on 15 July 1937. The latter observation was of two 
birds flying around a dead snag in which they were probably nesting. Munro recorded this species at Glacier 
on 30 July 1942. 

Vaux's Swift is regularly observed in both parks between May and August. Latest record is 10 
September 1982 in MRNP. Normally flocks of fewer than ten are seen at any one time. The highest recorded 
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single counts in GNP were 40 on 5 May 1982 and 36 on 17 May 1983, both counts being flocks of spring 
migrants in the lower Beaver valley. A post-breeding flock in the Illecillewaet valley of MRNP on 25 August 
1982 was estimated at 75 (RMW). 

HABITAT 

Vaux's Swifts feed and apparently nest in the canopies of mature hemlock-cedar forest in the ICH 
Ecoregion. They occur mostly on alluvial fans and terraces (LR1, GF2, KX1). They wander widely to forage 
but are rare in the Subalpine. 

CALLIOPE HUMMINGBIRD Stellula calliope CAHU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species is a summer resident of the southern interior of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Calliope Hummingbird was not recorded by Cowan and Munro in MRNP and GNP. The first 
record for either Park was a male observed at the West Gate on 30 May 1972 (Naturalist files). Subsequently 
a female was observed near Five Mile picnic area on 5 August 1976, and a male beside the Ski Chalet on 14 
May 1981 (Naturalist files). The Calliope Hummingbird appears to be a rare but regular inhabitant of the 
lower elevations of Mount Revelstoke. It has also been observed above the West Gate of MRNP but there are 
no records from GNP. 

HABITAT 

All records are from well-drained sites with deciduous or mixed vegetation in the ICH Ecoregion. 
Disturbed areas with deciduous shrubbery (Revelstoke ski hill, Five Mile picnic area; CT5) and dry, 
south-facing colluvial slopes with open deciduous forest and shrubbery (Clachnacudainn Cliffs; NC6) are 
preferred habitats. 

RUFOUS HUMMINGBIRD Selasphorus rufus RUHU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Rufous Hummingbird is a common breeding summer visitor to all parts of B.C. where flowers are 
available. It occurs from coastal islands to alpine areas of mountains (Godfrey 1966). 

Rufous Hummingbirds were first recorded in Revelstoke by Macoun on 30 April 1890 (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro observed them at Balsam Lake in July 1937, and at Eva Lake in August 
1943. The latter observation was of a female with two fledged young, the only breeding record for either 
Park. Munro reported the Rufous Hummingbird at Rogers Pass on 1 August 1942. 

The species is a common summer resident of both Parks, most frequently recorded from the middle 
of May to early August (Naturalist files,Warden files). 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 10 on 25 May 
and 13 on several occasions, respectively. It is very common in the vicinity of Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail 
and other open valley-bottom areas. A total of 41 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Rufous Hummingbird occurs in open shrubby habitats in the ICH and Subalpine Ecoregions and 
in open meadows in the Subalpine and Alpine Ecoregions. Highest densities were recorded on the following 
Ecosites: GF1 (DI = 2.75), HR6 (DI = 2.55) and NC6 (DI = 1.70). 
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BELTED KINGFISHER Ceryle alcyon BEKI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Belted Kingfisher breeds throughout the province where there are clear, fish-inhabited lakes and streams; 
and also in coastal, salt-water bays and lagoons. It winters on the coast and in the southern interior where 
water-bodies remain ice-free (Godfrey 1966). 

Prior to 1981 there were few records of this bird for the Parks. None had been recorded in GNP, 
and there were only five records for MRNP, all along the Illecillewaet River near Skunk Cabbage picnic area 
(Naturalist files). During the inventory it was found to be a scarce but regular summer resident along the 
Illecillewaet and Beaver Rivers and along Mountain Creek. Nest holes were observed along the Beaver River. 

HABITAT 

The Belted Kingfisher occurs along streams and ponds throughout the ICH Ecoregion. It is most 
commonly associated with the GF Ecosection. 

LEWIS' WOODPECKER Melanerpes lewis LEWO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Lewis' Woodpecker is confined to western Canada, breeding throughout most of southern B.C. from Vancouver 
Island eastwards to Alberta. A part of the population winters in extreme southern B.C., notably in the 
Okanagan valley (Godfrey 1966). 

The early records show that Lewis' Woodpecker was found at Revelstoke and along the Columbia 
River valley, but not in the park itself. Macoun collected a specimen in May 1890 in Revelstoke (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45), and Cowan and Munro saw Lewis' Woodpeckers along the Columbia River which occasionally 
entered the park during their aerial foraging flights. 

Recently, the species has been found to be a regular summer visitor to Revelstoke. The first MRNP 
record was one seen near the West gate in June 1982 (KVT). In August 1981, the first Lewis' Woodpecker 
was recorded for GNP, at the Beaver Pit (RMW). 

HABITAT 

Lewis' Woodpecker frequents open coniferous forest and burnt-lands, most commonly in the drier parts 
of B.C. All park records have been in the ICH Ecoregion, on south aspects at low elevations (NC6, CT5). 

YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER Sphyrapicus varius YESA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker is a summer visitor to Canada, and in B.C. breeds throughout the province 
except in the extreme northwest. A few sapsuckers winter in coastal B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker was reported by Macoun to be common in Revelstoke during June 1890 
(Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but Cowan and Munro did not record the species during their studies in MRNP. 
The species was reported to Munro from Glacier Station and Stoney Cr., but he did not record the bird 
himself (Munro 1945). 
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From 1974 to 1981 there were only scattered records of this species during summer in both parks 
(Naturalist files, Warden files). 

During the inventory it was found to occur locally in suitable habitat along the Illecillewaet and 
Beaver Rivers. It arrives in the parks in late April. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 2 on 30 April 
and 4 on 25 April, respectively. 

HABITAT 

The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker frequents aspen and white birch stands or mixed forest. All park records 
have been in the ICH Ecoregion, most on alluvial sites (GF1, GF2 and LR1). 

DOWNY WOODPECKER Picoides pubescens DOWO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Downy Woodpecker is a permanent resident of most of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

A male Downy Woodpecker was collected by W. Spreadborough at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Naturalist 
files), and another was collected by Macoun in the same month of the following year (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). The species was not recorded in MRNP by Cowan and Munro. In GNP, Munro failed to detect the 
species, but he was told that it occurred at Glacier Station and Stoney Cr. There are few recent records. One 
was seen at the base of Ml. Revelstoke in May 1974 (WC) and another at Giant Cedars on 26 January 1981 
(Naturalist files). Five individuals were seen during the inventory and it appears that this species is a rare 
permanent resident of MRNP and GNP. 

HABITAT 

The Downy Woodpecker occurs in deciduous and open coniferous habitats with shrubbery. All park 
records are from the ICH Ecoregion. 

HAIRY WOODPECKER Picoides vlllosus HAWO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Hairy Woodpecker is a widespread resident of B.C. Birds in the northern parts of their range move 
southwards in winter (Godfrey 1966). 

Four specimens of this woodpecker were collected by W. Spreadborough in April and May 1890 
(Naturalist files), and Macoun found the species to be common in burnt-over forested areas near Revelstoke 
in April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro only recorded a single bird at Balsam Lake in 
July 1937. In GNP, Munro reported the species from Glacier and Stoney Cr. (Munro 1945). 

During the inventory this species was found to be an uncommon permanent resident, recorded 
regularly in all months. A total of four was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Hairy Woodpecker frequents open forest, burns and forest edges in the ICH Ecoregion, 
particularly areas having much dead, standing timber. It occurs infrequently in the Subalpine. 
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THREE-TOED WOODPECKER Picoides tridactylus NOWO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Three-toed Woodpecker occurs throughout most of B.C. It breeds throughout its range, and birds in the 
northern areas may move southwards during winter (Godfrey 1966). 

This woodpecker was observed by Cowan and Munro in MRNP during July 1937, at Balsam Lake but 
not in 1943, although in that year they observed the characteristic workings of Three-toed Woodpeckers along 
Eva Lake Trail (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 

The Three-toed Woodpecker is uncommon and widespread in MRNP and GNP at all seasons. A nest 
with unfledged young was observed near Beaver Pit in June 1982 and 1983. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in mature coniferous forest comprised, at least in part, of spruce or pine. 
Wetlands with standing dead timber and the edges of burns are favoured habitats. It occurs throughout the 
ICH and Subalpine Ecoregions. 

NORTHERN FLICKER Colapies auratus COFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Flicker is a common summer visitor to all parts of B.C. A few flickers winter in the southern 
areas of the province, especially the Okanagan valley and on the coast (Godfrey 1966). 

During April and May 1890, W. Spreadborough collected three flickers from Revelstoke, and sent them 
to the National Museum in Ottawa (Naturalist files). These early records were later followed by those of 
Cowan and Munro who found Northern Flickers on the summit of Mt. Revelstoke in August 1942, and at 
Fifteen Mile Creek in August 1943. In GNP, Munro considered the species to be at the limit of its "biotic 
tolerance" at Rogers Pass and Glacier Station, and presumed the population of flickers there to be low. 

The Northern Flicker is common in the Parks between April and October, and there are records of it 
wintering in Revelstoke. Earliest spring records in 1982 were in mid April. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 4 on 27 April 
and 10 on 13 and 20 May, respectively. AH records are of C. a. cafer, the Red-shafted Flicker. A total of 
ten was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Northern Flicker occurs in open forest and forest edges, in deciduous or mixed-wood vegetation. 
It also frequents burns and wetlands with standing dead trees. In MRNP and GNP it occurs throughout the 
ICH and Subalpine Ecoregions, being commonest at lowest elevations. Highest densities were recorded on the 
following Ecosites: GF1 (DI = 0.15) and GF2 (DI = 0.14). 

PILEATED WOODPECKER Dryocopus pileatus PIWO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Pileated Woodpecker breeds throughout northeastern, central and southern B.C. It generally winters within 
its breeding range, but birds in the northern parts may retreat southwards (Godfrey 1966). 
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This woodpecker was reported to Munro at Glacier Station and Stoney Cr., but the only evidence that 
Munro himself found was fresh excavations in the trunk of a White-bark Pine on Mt. Abbott in August 1942. 
In MRNP, Cowan and Munro saw only one Pileated Woodpecker during July 1937. 

The species has been observed in each month of the year. The only breeding record is an adult seen 
emtering a nest hole in May 1982 in the lower Beaver valley (RMW). It is one of the commonest 
woodpeckers in the two parks. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 5 on 20 May and 
7 on 22 April, respectively. A total of 16 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Pileated Woodpecker occurs in mature coniferous and mixed forest in the ICH and Subalpine 
Ecoregions. Highest densities were recorded on the following Ecosites: NCI (DI = 0.11), CT5 (DI = 0.10), BUI 
(DI = 0.08) and KX1 (DI = 0.07). 

OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHER Contopus borealis OLFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Olive-sided Flycatcher is a summer visitor to B.C., occurring throughout the province. 

In 1890, Spreadborough collected an adult male Olive-sided Flycatcher in Revelstoke; the specimen is 
deposited with the National Museum, Ottawa (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In August 1943, this flycatcher was 
frequently heard in the subalpine forest around Balsam Lake (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). During the 1970's, 
Olive-sided Flycatchers were recorded on Mt. Revelstoke three times, and on Woolsey Creek trail once 
(Naturalist files). 

In GNP, the presence of this flycatcher at Stoney Cr. was reported to Munro (1945). A male was 
heard singing at Rogers Pass in July 1977. During the inventory Olive-sided Flycatchers were recorded 
irregularly throughout both parks. A total of 25 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Olive-sided Flycatcher frequents wooded wetlands, burns and open forest on steep mountain slopes 
and at timberline. Highest densities were recorded on the following Ecosites: GF2 (DI = 0.14), HR6 (DI = 0.14) 
and BU2 (Dl = 0.11). 

WESTERN WOOD-PEWEE Contopus sordidulus WEPE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Western Wood-Pewee occurs as a summer resident throughout B.C., inhabiting open mixed, deciduous or 
coniferous forest, and other areas where tall trees are present (Godfrey 1966). 

In 1890, Macoun found the Western Wood-Pewee to be common at low elevations on Mt. Revelstoke 
(Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but Cowan and Munro only heard one in MRNP during May 1943. It is an 
uncommon but regular summer resident of the lower elevations of both parks. A total of 11 was recorded on 
505 circular bird plots. 
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HABITAT 

The Western Wood-Pewee occurs in mixed forest and wetlands in the ICH Ecoregion. Highest densities 
were recorded on the following Ecosites: GF2 (DI=0.29) and GFl (DI=0.15). 

ALDER FLYCATCHER Empidonax alnorum ALFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The distribution of the Alder Flycatcher has not been clearly defined since it was not until the late 1970's 
that Traill's Flycatcher was split into this and the following species. The Alder Flycatcher is apparently most 
prevalent in the northern part of B.C. (WEG). Both species occur in the MRNP and GNP area but the 
Willow Flycatcher occurs more commonly in the parks. Only two Alder Flycatchers were recorded on 505 
circular bird census plots. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in wetlands and shrubby meadows dominated by alders and willows. The two 
recorded on circular bird census plots were in an alder wetland (GFl) and the base of a shrubby alder 
avalanche slope (NC6). 

WILLOW FLYCATCHER Empidonax tralllii WIFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species is widespread in southern B.C. and occurs in the same areas as the Alder Flycatcher - a species 
which was formerly considered conspecific with this one - in many areas. Both species occur in MRNP and 
GNP but the Willow Flycatcher is more common. A total of seven was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Willow Flycatcher occurs in shrubby wetlands. In MRNP and GNP it is confined to the ICH 
Ecoregion where it was recorded during the inventory on the GFl (DI=0.46) and LR1 (DI=0.03) Ecosites. 

LEAST FLYCATCHER Empidonax minimus LEFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species occurs throughout the eastern half of B.C. (Godfrey 1966) but is rare in MRNP and GNP. There 
were no historical records of the species in the park and only three were recorded on 505 circular bird census 
plots during the inventory. 

HABITAT 

The Least Flycatcher occurs in poplar and mixed forest at low elevations. The MRNP and GNP 
records were in deciduous thickets in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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HAMMOND'S FLYCATCHER Empldonax hammondti HAFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Hammond's Flycatcher occurs throughout the mountains and interior valleys of B.C. It is widespread and 
common in MRNP and GNP, arriving in the parks each spring about 10 May. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 22 on 25 May 
and 24 on 25 May, respectively. A total of 98 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in mature coniferous and mixed forest and forest edges, and is less common in 
deciduous forest and tall shrubbery. It is most abundant in the ICH (DI=0.34) but also occurs in the Lower 
Subalpine Ecoregion (DI=0.05). Highest densities were recorded on the following Ecosites: LR1 (DI = 0.90), NC6 
(DI = 0.81), SN1 (DI = 0.67), GF1 (DI=0.46) and GF2 (DI = 0.43). 

DUSKY FLYCATCHER Empidonax oberholseri DUFL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Dusky Flycatcher occurs throughout much of B.C. from the Rocky Mountains westward. It is commonest 
in the drier interior valleys. In MRNP and GNP it is uncommon and local. A total of ten was recorded on 
505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in open deciduous shrubbery and thickets. It generally occupies drier habitats than 
the similar Hammond's Flycatcher and, consequently, is only locally distributed in the ICH and Lower Subalpine 
Ecoregions of MRNP and GNP. South-facing slopes with aspen thickets (015) and rocky avalanche slopes at 
low elevations are favoured. Highest densities were recorded on the following Ecosites: NC4 (DI = 0.89), HR6 
(DI = 0.51) and NC6 (DI = 0.19). 

WESTERN KINGBIRD Tyrannus verticalis WEKI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Western Kingbird is a summer visitor to southern B.C., nesting in the southern interior eastwards to the 
Rocky Mountains. There is only a single park record: on 11 June 1981 an adult was observed on the lower 
slopes of Mt. Revelstoke near the ski chalet (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

The Western Kingbird occurs in open forest and forest edges in dry habitats at low elevations. The 
MRNP record was in a disturbed open area in the ICH Ecoregion. 
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EASTERN KINGBIRD Tyrannus lyrannus EAKI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species is a summer visitor to B.C., breeding throughout the southern, southwestern and eastern parts of 
the province (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro saw one pair just outside the MRNP boundary in July 1937. Prior to 1982 there 
were only two other records, both for Glacier: a bird seen feeding over the Beaver River marshes in July 
1970, and another in the same pan of the valley in June 1977 (Naturalist files). During the inventory fewer 
than ten Eastern Kingbirds were observed in either park. All records were in the wetlands of the lower Beaver 
and Illecillewaet Rivers. A total of only one was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

In MRNP and GNP Eastern Kingbirds occur in wetlands in the ICH Ecoregion (GF1). 

HORNED LARK Eremophila alpestris HOLA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Horned Lark breeds in suitable habitat throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). Horned Larks winter in southern 
B.C. 

Macoun collected a Horned Lark at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), and 
reported the species as common in that month. Cowan and Munro did not record the species, but suggested it 
may breed on the higher ridges above timberline in MRNP. There are, however, no subsequent records from 
MRNP. 

In GNP, Horned Larks have been reported from Bald Mt. and Silent Mt. during the summer. Up to 
eight were observed on the former on 10 August 1977, and a pair with two young on 21 July 1980 
(Naturalist files). In June 1981, several (number unspecified) were recorded at an elevation of 2250m. on 
Silent Mountain (Naturalist files). The species breeds in small numbers in the Pureed Mts. A total of only 
one was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species breeds in the Alpine Ecoregion on well-drained dryas or heath meadows. It is most 
abundant on the HE3, JN2, AK6 and RD3 Ecosites. 

TREE SWALLOW Tachycineta bicolor TRSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Tree Swallow breeds widely across B.C., preferring areas close to water (Godfrey 1966). 

Prior to 1982, Tree Swallows had been recorded from in or near MRNP and GNP on only three 
occasions. Macoun found them to be not uncommon at Revelstoke on the Columbia River in April 1890; 
breeding in the old trees in the river valley (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro saw one on 15 
July 1937 in Revelstoke. In GNP the first record was in the lower Beaver valley on 30 May 1977 (Naturalist 
files). 
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During the inventory from two to 15 Tree Swallows were observed regularly in the Beaver valley and 
adults were observed in June flying into holes in trees, apparently nesting. There are no records for MRNP. 

HABITAT 

The Tree Swallow breeds in wetlands in the ICH Ecoregion where it nests in standing dead trees and 
feeds over sedge meadows, ponds and other open areas. It occurs primarily in the GF Ecosection. 

VIOLET-GREEN SWALLOW Tachycineta thalassina VISW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Violet-green Swallow breeds throughout most of B.C. It is a common summer visitor to the province 
(Godfrey 1966, Guiguet 1954-72). It occurs throughout MRNP and GNP at low elevations, arriving in the 
parks during the second week of May. A maximum count of 12 was recorded on the 17 May 1982 GNP 
spring migration survey. 

On 5 August 1981, two nests with young were found on the sides of buildings in Rogers Pass 
compound. At least eight pairs nested in the Beaver Berms in 1983 (MJD). 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in wetlands in the ICH Ecoregion where it nests in standing dead trees or in rock 
crevices in nearby highway cuts and fills. It feeds over sedge meadows, ponds and other open areas. It occurs 
primarily in the GF Ecosection. 

NORTHERN ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW Stelgidopteryx serrlpennts ROSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Northern Rough-winged Swallows breed in southern and central B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

This species was collected by Macoun on 6 May 1890 at Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 
Recent records include "several" at Bear Cr. in July 1973; one at Glacier Station in May 1976, and five in 
the Beaver valley the same month; a small flock (6-8) in the lower Beaver valley on 15 June 1977, and a 
few (unspecified number) entering nest-holes in cliffs on the Beaver River Hill on 6 July 1981 (Naturalist 
files). Up to ten were seen during the 1982 and 1983 breeding seasons in the Beaver valley, and adults were 
seen emerging from nest holes in the river bank (LWG). 

The Northern Rough-winged Swallow occurs locally along large rivers throughout the parks in small 
numbers. 

HABITAT 

Northern Rough-winged Swallows nest in undercut banks along streams, road cuts and quarries in the 
ICH Ecoregion and feed in open habitats. 
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BANK SWALLOW Riparia rlparia BKSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species occurs across southern Canada (Godfrey 1966). A pair of Bank Swallows was seen in the lower 
Beaver valley on 5 May 1982 (RMW). Nesting colonies are found along the Columbia River outside the park 

HABITAT 

The only park record was in a wetland in the ICH Ecoregion. 

CLIFF SWALLOW Hirundo pyrrhonota CLSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Cliff Swallow is a summer visitor to B.C., breeding in colonies throughout the province. 

Cliff Swallows were reported nesting under the eaves of the CPR station at Glacier (date unknown) 
by Munro, and one was seen at Rogers Pass on 17 May 1977 (Naturalist files). An individual was seen on 10 
May 1982 in the Beaver valley (RMW). 

Although the species occurs in the Columbia valley outside MRNP and GNP, it is only a rare spring 
migrant in the parks. 

HABITAT 

All records have been in the ICH Ecoregion. The Cliff Swallow nests on cliffs, bridges and buildings 
and feeds in open areas. 

BARN SWALLOW Hirundo rustica BNSW 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Barn Swallow is a common and well-known summer visitor to all parts of B.C. It often associates with 
man, breeding singly or in loose colonies in barns and under the eaves of buildings. 

The earliest record of the Barn Swallow comes from Macoun on 25 May 1890 at Revelstoke 
(Naturalist files). None were recorded by Cowan and Munro in MRNP. In GNP, Munro reported that a pair 
of Barn Swallows nested under the eaves of Glacier House in 1901 and 1907, but none were observed by him 
in 1942. 

Barn Swallows are now regularly recorded in both Parks, especially GNP, between early May and late 
September. A maximum spring migration survey count of 24 was recorded on 30 May 1982. 

In June 1977, four nests with young were examined on buildings in Rogers Pass compound. By late 
July, many adults and free-flying young were present in the area (Naturalist files). During the inventory at 
least three pairs nested each year at Rogers Pass, up to eight pairs at the East Gate Residential Area, GNP, 
and at least one pair at the MRNP Residential Area. 

HABITAT 

The Barn Swallow has evidently become more abundant in MRNP and GNP during the last century as 
a result of creation of nesting habitat (buildings, bridges and snowsheds) and feeding areas (disturbed 
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openings). 

GRAY JAY Perisoreus canadensis GRJA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Gray Jay is a permanent resident throughout B.C. It generally winters within its breeding range, but some 
individuals wander south of their normal range (Godfrey 1966). 

Otherwise known as the "whiskey-jack", the Gray Jay is a fairly common permanent resident of both 
Parks. It was recorded by Cowan and Munro at their camps by Eva and Balsam Lakes in 1937. In August of 
1942 and 1943 adults with young were observed in the Subalpine on Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). Munro reported Gray Jays from Glacier Station in August 1942, and he was informed they were 
more common and widespread in winter (Munro 1945). During the inventory, Gray Jays were observed mainly 
in the Subalpine Ecoregion and most frequently in October, November and December. They are most 
commonly seen along the highway corridor in winter; the latest record on 1982 GNP spring migration surveys 
was on 3 May. A total of 19 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Gray Jays frequent mature forest in the Subalpine Ecoregion. Densities are highest in the Lower 
Subalpine (.06), followed by the Upper Subalpine (.05) and ICH (.02) Ecoregions. They appear to prefer 
forest with spruce and fir; highest densities were recorded in vegetation types C47, 021 and O20. Fifteen of 
the 19 Gray Jays observed on circular bird census plots were in the BU and JD Ecosections, both of which 
are characterized by coniferous forest on glacial till slopes. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

At present, a small study is being conducted by J. Woods, Chief Park Naturalist, to determine the 
movements of Gray Jays on Mt. Revelstoke. 

STELLER'S JAY Cyanocitta stelleri STJA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Steller's Jay is a permanent resident of western and southeastern B.C. and a common and characteristic bird of 
MRNP and GNP. 

In 1890, Macoun found it in large flocks during April at Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but 
the species was not recorded by Cowan and Munro in 1937 or 1942 (presumably because their field studies 
were conducted on Mt. Revelstoke above the ICH Ecoregion). During July and August 1942, Munro recorded 
one to three Steller's Jays at Glacier Station. 

Steller's Jay is recorded in all months of the year and breeds in both parks. Its abundance varies 
seasonally, with highest counts in early April and mid October (Figure 4.3). Although Steller's Jay is considered 
a permanent resident throughout its range it appears that at least a portion of the MRNP and GNP 
population is migratory. A long-term banding study of a population of Steller's Jays at Giant Cedars Trail and 
Skunk Cabbage picnic area being conducted by J. Woods, Chief Park Naturalist, may clarify the seasonal 
movements of this species in MRNP. 

HABITAT 

Where the Gray Jay is primarily a Subalpine species, the Steller's Jay is most heavily associated with 
the ICH Ecoregion, occurring there at twice the density (DI = 0.06) of the Lower Subalpine (DI = 0.03). Highest 
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Figure 4.3. Steller's Jay survey results, Revelstoke to Rogers Pass, 1983 (J. Woods study data) 
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elevation at which this species has been recorded is 1675m, at Marion Lake (J. Woods, pers. comm.). Highest 
densities were recorded on the following Ecosites: GF1 (Dl = 0.27), GF2 (DI = 0.20), CM2 (DI = 0.19), CT1 
(DI = 0.08) and NCI (DI = 0.08). It occurs in cedar-hemlock forest and forest edges and in wooded wetlands. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Steller's Jay studies by J. Woods, Chief Park Naturalist, have yielded considerable information on the 
species' biology in MRNP and GNP. The following summarizes some of his unpublished observations. 

Average weight of MRNP and GNP Steller's Jays is 128g (range lll-142g; N = 57). Although the 
Steller's Jay populations of Interior B.C. are characterized by conspicuous white 'eyebrow' markings, only 89% 
of Steller's Jays captured (N = 54) in MRNP and GNP had these markings. 

Autopsies of four road-killed jays yielded the following stomach contents: mouse hair and bones, grit, 
wheat, beetle and mollusc remains, grass seeds and fish bones. Steller's Jays have also been observed feeding 
on road-killed finches and taking handouts at picnic sites. 

Nesting is in late May and June. An adult female found dead near Rogers Pass on 27 May 1981 had 
four well developed eggs in its ovary and an enlarged oviduct. 

Seven road-killed Steller's Jays were collected between June 1980 and June 1983. 

CLARK'S NUTCRACKER Nucifraga columbiana CLNU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Clark's Nutcracker is a permanent resident of the mountainous regions of central and southern B.C. (Godfrey 
1966). 

Macoun reported Clark's Nutcracker to be common in spring at Revelstoke in 1890 (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45). It was later recorded by Cowan and Munro on Mt. Revelstoke in July 1937 and August 1942 
and 1943 at the summit. In GNP, Munro regularly saw two or three birds daily on Avalanche Mountain and 
in Rogers Pass in the early part of August 1942. It was reported to him that nutcrackers were more plentiful 
in winter (Munro 1945). 

Clark's Nutcracker is a permanent resident of both Parks, being largely limited in summer to the 
Upper Subalpine Ecoregion. In winter it is more widespread. Families of newly-fledged young were observed 
during the inventory near timberline on Copperstain Creek and in the Prairie Hills. A total of 21 was 
recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Clark's Nutcracker frequents open coniferous forest at high elevations in summer, particularly on steep 
slopes and avalanche paths near timberline. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Alpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.09), 
followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.05). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: AK6 (.39), AK2 (.26), JNl (.26), RD3 (.22). Clark's Nutcrackers appear to have a preference for 
forest containing some whitebark pine. 
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BLACK-BILLED MAGPIE Pica pica BLMA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Black-billed Magpie is a permanent resident of open habitats of interior B.C. It is generally absent from 
mountainous areas (Godfrey 1966). 

There are no recent records of magpies for MRNP and GNP, but Macoun reported seeing them in 
"numbers" during March 1890 at Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In GNP, a magpie was reported at 
Stoney Cr. in April 1938, and the species was listed among the birds seen at Rogers Pass by Wheeler and 
Parke in 1912 (Munro 1945). 

HABITAT 

This species usually occurs in semi-open country where there are domestic livestock or wild ungulate 
populations. 

AMERICAN CROW Corvus brachyrynchos COCR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Crow breeds in the eastern half of B.C., being replaced west of the coast range by the 
Northwestern Crow Corvus caurinus. It is absent from the extreme northwest of the province. American Crows 
winter in southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The American Crow was considered rare along the Columbia River at Revelstoke in 1890 (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45), and an unspecified number were recorded near the West Gate, MRNP by Cowan and Munro 
in May 1943. In GNP, Munro found crows to be summer visitors to the valley bottoms, particularly the 
Beaver and Illecillewaet valleys (Munro 1945). 

At present, the American Crow is common, breeding at low elevations from mid May to late June; 
there are nesting records from Skunk Cabbage nature trail in 1982 and 1983 (LWG). It arrives in mid March 
and most crows have left the parks by late September. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 24 on 20 April 
and 57 on 29 April, respectively. A total of ten was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Crows nest in tall conifers on river floodplains and forage in a variety of open habitats including 
wetlands and roadsides. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.02), 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF1 (.28) and NC5 (.14). 

COMMON RAVEN Corvus corax CORA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Raven breeds throughout B.C. in forested, mountain areas, as well as on sea-coasts and remote 
hill-country. It generally winters within its breeding range (Godfrey 1966). 
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Macoun reported a pair of ravens at Revelstoke in May 1890, and in the same year, Spreadborough 
collected a female in the same locality (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In 1943, Cowan and Munro did not see 
ravens on Mt. Revelstoke, but heard one near MRNP West Gate in May. Ravens were not recorded in GNP 
by Munro. 

The Common Raven is a permanent resident of both Parks, and is commonly seen along the TCH 
where it scavenges on road-kills. There is only one nesting record, a nest observed in a Douglas fir at the 
base of Mt. Revelstoke in early April 1982 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

Ravens nest in tall trees and on cliff faces, and forage in a variety of habitats in the ICH and 
subalpine Ecoregions. 

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE Parus atricapillus BCCH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Black-capped Chickadee is a common and familiar bird, widespread throughout B.C. 

The Black-capped Chickadee was recorded by Macoun in April and May 1890 at Revelstoke, and he 
considered it common. Spreadborough collected three in April and May 1890 at Revelstoke (Naturalist files). 

The species is widespread but uncommon in both Parks at low elevations. A total of 12 was recorded 
on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in deciduous forest and shrubbery. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.02). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: NC6 (.21) and GF1 (.05). 

The most important vegetation types are: aspen-western white pine/mountain lover (015) open forest 
(DI = 0.23) and beaverpond shrubbery-forest complex (DI = 0.21). 

MOUNTAIN CHICKADEE Parus gambeli MOCH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Mountain Chickadee is a permanent resident of northwestern, central and southern interior B.C. (Godfrey 
1966). 

Several specimens of this species have been collected in MRNP. Spreadborough collected one at 
Revelstoke in April 1890, K. Racey collected five during July 1937 (MRNP) and Munro collected two in 
August 1943 (Naturalist files). 

Cowan and Munro frequently heard and saw Mountain Chickadees in the Upper Subalpine forest on 
Mt. Revelstoke in July 1937, and they collected a pair at Balsam Lake on 5 July. In August 1943, they saw 
families of this chickadee on Mt. Revelstoke. 

The Mountain Chickadee is a permanent resident of the Parks, more widespread and abundant than 
the Black-capped Chickadee (Naturalist files). A total of 16 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 
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HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.05), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.04). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: LK1 (.14), GH1 (.13) and BU4 (.11). 

The most important vegetation types are: western red cedar/oval leaf blueberry (C42) forest 
(DI=0.16), subalpine fir-whitebark pine (Engelmann spruce)/tall bilberry- heather (022) open forest (DI = 0.13) 
and subalpine fir-mountain hemlock/heather-luetkea (020) open forest (DI=0.11). 

BOREAL CHICKADEE Pants hudsonicus BOCH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Boreal Chickadee is resident in the coniferous forest zone of B.C., east of the coast ranges (Godfrey 
1966, Guiguet 1954-72). 

Cowan and Munro found Boreal Chickadees to be uncommon inhabitants of the subalpine forest on 
Mt. Revelstoke, encountering only two small flocks. 

This species occurs throughout both parks at all elevations and at all times of the year. It is most 
common in Subalpine areas. A total of 21 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.12), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.03). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: BU4 (.41), BU3 (.22) and HR2 (.16). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest 
(DI = 0.33), mountain hemlock-subalpine f ir/rhododendron - tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI = 0.20) and mountain 
hemlock-subalpine fir forest (DI = 0.19). 

CHESTNUT-BACKED CHICKADEE Pants ntfescens CBCH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Chestnut-backed Chickadee is a permanent resident of western British Columbia. 

Cowan and Munro recorded Chestnut - backed Chickadees only three times in MRNP during July 1937, 
and Munro encountered a flock of six birds which he thought to be a family group, in GNP on 29 July 
1942. 

Inventory records indicate that this species is a year-round resident, being seen more commonly in late 
summer and winter when family groups and small flocks forage widely. It rarely occurs far above the major 
valley bottoms. A total of 56 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This chickadee, like the Black-capped Chickadee occurs at low elevations in the two Parks; however, it 
shows a preference for moist coniferous forest. 
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The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.35). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: CTl (Dl=0.92), CT2 (DI = 0.75) and KXl 
(DI = 0.59). 

The most important vegetation types are: mountain hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann 
spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) forest (DI = 0.87), western hemlock-western red cedar/western yew/oak 
fern (C50) forest (DI = 0.55), and western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) forest 
(DI = 0.46). 

RED-BREASTED NUTHATCH Sttta canadensis RENU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red-breasted Nuthatch is a permanent resident of mixed wood and coniferous forest throughout B.C. 
(Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro observed Red-breasted Nuthatches from the base of Mt. Revelstoke to the summit, 
where they were common (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In July 1937 and August 1943 they observed adults 
and juveniles at the summit. In GNP, Munro did not see nuthatches, but the species was reported to him in 
spring 1942. He said it was "apparently scarce at Glacier" (Munro 1945). 

The Red-breasted Nuthatch has been recorded in all months in MRNP and GNP. It is widespread and 
common. Although the species winters in the two parks, there appears to be a spring influx beginning in early 
May. A total of 99 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.18), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.10). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: CT6 (DI = 0.39), BU3 (DI = 0.34) and CT4 (DI = 0.33). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest 
(Dl = 0.31), western hemlock-western red cedar (Douglas fir)/mountain lover (C52) forest (DI=0.30) and moun
tain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI = 0.27). In winter it occurs in various 
types of coniferous forest where it forages in the canopy often in mixed flocks with chickadees and kinglets. 

WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH Sitta carolinensis WHNU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The White-breasted Nuthatch is a permanent resident of interior southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

On 12 May 1890 Macoun reported the White-breasted Nuthatch to be uncommon at Revelstoke 
(Naturalist files). There is one record for MRNP: at One-mile compound in summer 1975 (Naturalist files). 

HABITAT 

This species frequents open Ponderosa pine forest and riparian poplar woodland. The only MRNP 
record was in mixed forest at the lowest elevations of the ICH Ecoregion. 
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BROWN CREEPER Cerihia americana BRCR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Brown Creeper breeds in western, central and southern B.C., in mature coniferous and deciduous woods. It 
generally winters within its breeding range (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported seeing only two Brown Creepers at Revelstoke in 1890, and Cowan and Munro did 
not record the species in MRNP in 1937, 1942 and 1943. It was not recorded by Munro in GNP. This species 
is widespread and common during the breeding season in both parks, occurring most regularly below 1500 m. 
elevation. In winter it is scarcer and more local, but frequents the same areas. A total of 31 was recorded on 
505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.09), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.06). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: CT2 (DI = 0.39), BU2 (DI = 0.23) and CT4 (DI = 0.22). 

The most important vegetation types are: mountain hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann 
spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) forest (DI = 0.38), western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak 
fern (C51) forest (DI = 0.34) and mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron -tall bilberry (C47) forest 
(DI = 0.15). 

ROCK WREN Salpinxes obsoletus ROWR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Rock Wren occurs locally throughout the southern part of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). It breeds in the Rocky 
Mountain Trench from Radium Hot Springs southwards and in the Okanagan. There is only a single record 
from GNP: one was seen and heard singing at Glacier Circle in early July 1983 (KVT). 

HABITAT 

The only park record was or, a poorly-vegetated moraine (AB1) in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion. 

HOUSE WREN Troglodytes aedon HOWR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The House Wren is a summer visitor to southern and central B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun collected a House Wren on 3 May 1890 at Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), and 
Cowan and Munro thought the species might occur along the base of Mt. Revelstoke. 

In July 1966 and June 1970 nests were found at Revelstoke (Naturalist files). A male was heard 
singing in June 1982 at Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail (KVT); it was only heard once and was probably not 
resident. 
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HABITAT 

The House Wren inhabits dense thickets and shrubbery in woodland clearings and mountain valleys; 
also, it is often found near human dwellings. The MRNP record was in an alder thicket in the ICH Ecoregion 
(GE1). 

WINTER WREN Troglodytes troglodytes WIWR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Winter Wren is mainly a summer visitor to most of B.C., but is absent from the dry interior. Small 
numbers winter in the southern parts of the province. 

The Winter Wren was first recorded by Macoun at Revelstoke in April 1890; he stated that it became 
more common later and nested in nearby woods (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro found it 
uncommon in 1942 and 1943, although they saw three along the Eva Lake Trail in May 1942. In GNP, Munro 
recorded four Winter Wrens in July and August 1942 at Glacier. 

The Winter Wren is a common breeding resident in both Parks. Most records are of singing males in 
May, June and July, but there are also six winter records, four from MRNP and two from GNP. Earliest 
spring records in 1982 were in the second week of April. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 17 on 15 May 
and 9 on 20 May, respectively. A total of 202 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.36), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.17). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HR1 (DI=0.76), GH1 (DI = 0.64) and HR2 (DI = 0.55). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest 
(DI = 0.64), mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI = 0.46) and mountain 
hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) forest (DI=0.37). 

AMERICAN DIPPER Cinclus mexicanus DIPP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Dipper is an inhabitant of fast-moving mountain rivers and streams in B.C. and is a permanent 
resident of those rivers and streams which remain ice-free in winter (Godfrey 1966). 

The earliest record of American Dipper for the parks is a nest with five young in 1908 near Glacier 
(Munro 1945). He reported that dippers wintered regularly on Asulkan Brook. 

The American Dipper occurs throughout both parks as high as timberline in summer. There are nest 
records from Asulkan Brook (Naturalist files), and newly-fledged young were seen on Lauretta Cr. in July 
1981 (RMW). In winter it occurs wherever there is open water; there are records from the Illecillewaet River 
from the mouth of Asulkan Brook downstream to the City of Revelstoke. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 2 on several 
occasions and 5 on 16 April and 5 May, respectively. 
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HABITAT 

This species frequents turbulent streams and rivers and, in spring, beaver ponds. 

GOLDEN-CROWNED KINGLET Regulus satrapa GOKI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Golden-crowned Kinglet breeds throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

In 1890, Macoun found Golden-crowned Kinglets to be common at Revelstoke in April, but the 
species was absent in the area after that month (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). However, Cowan and Munro 
reported many mated pairs on the lower slopes of Mount Revelstoke in May 1943, and later in August, 
kinglets were abundant in the subalpine forest. In GNP, Munro found the Golden-crowned Kinglet to be one 
of the commonest birds at Glacier (Munro 1945). 

The Golden-crowned Kinglet is common at all seasons throughout both Parks; the numbers of resident 
birds may be supplemented by migrants in spring and autumn. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 19 on 23 April 
and 41 on 6 May, respectively. A total of 197 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.74), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.47). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: LR2 (DI = 1.65), CT6 (DI = 1.32) and CT1 (DI = 1.32). 

The most important vegetation types are: western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern 
(C51) forest (DI = 1.40), willow-mountain hemlock-subalpine frr/tall bilberry (S14) shrubbery (DI = 1.32) and 
mixed coniferous/deciduous forest (DI = 0.99). In winter, kinglets may descend from higher slopes to the valleys 
but they continue to frequent coniferous forest where they forage in the canopies with mixed flocks of 
chickadees. 

RUBY-CROWNED KINGLET Regulus calendula RUKI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Ruby-crowned Kinglet is mainly a summer visitor to B.C., breeding throughout the province. Small 
numbers winter in southwestern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

In April 1890, Macoun found Ruby-crowned Kinglets to be common at Revelstoke, and Spreadborough 
collected six specimens there (all deposited with the National Museum, Ottawa) (Cowan and Munro 1944-45, 
Naturalist files). Cowan and Munro found these kinglets to be fairly common in the subalpine forest near 
Balsam Lake in summer of 1937. In 1943, Ruby-crowned Kinglets were not seen on the lower slopes of Mt. 
Revelstoke in the early summer, nor at the summit in August (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). The 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet was not recorded in GNP by Munro. 

This species is most commonly observed between late April and mid May when singing migrants move 
through the valley bottoms in both parks. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 25 on 30 April 
and 39 on 3 May, respectively. In June and July the species is common at timberline, particularly in the 
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Purcells, but is rare elsewhere in MRNP and GNP. A total of 22 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 
Autumn migration is during September, with a maximum survey count of 38 on 21 September 1982 in MRNP. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(Dl = 0.06), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.06). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: BUI (DI = 0.15), JD1 (DI = 0.14), and BU3 (DI=0.13). 

The most important vegetation types are: subalpine fir-whitebark pine (Engelmann spruce)/tall bilberry-
heather (022) open forest (DI = 0.11), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/heather (O10) open forest (DI = 0.10), 
and Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (021) open forest (DI = 0.10). 

MOUNTAIN BLUEBIRD Sialic currucoides MOBL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Mountain Bluebird summers throughout most of interior B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported the Mountain Bluebird to be quite common along mountain slopes at Revelstoke in 
May 1890. Six specimens were collected by Spreadborough in April 1890. Cowan and Munro found the species 
to be scarce in MRNP. They observed a pair feeding over an alpine meadow on the summit of Mt. 
Revelstoke on 1 July 1937, and saw three more bluebirds at Eight Mile Cabin on 19 July. Munro did not 
observe Mountain Bluebirds in GNP in 1942, but it was reported to him that the species was a spring 
transient at Glacier (Munro 1945). 

There were four records of Mountain Bluebirds between 1975 and 1976, all in GNP. Small flocks were 
recorded near Copperstain Cabin in September 1975 and 1976. One was observed at Glacier Station on 26 May, 
and two were seen above 2000m. on the west shoulder of Mt. Macdonald on June 1976 (Naturalist files). 

Few were seen during the inventory and most records were of no more than three migrants at a 
time in April and early May. A total of only one was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. Fledged young, 
however, were seen in June 1983 above Van Home Brook (MJD), so the species may breed locally at 
timberline. 

HABITAT 

Spring migrants are usually seen in open floodplam or disturbed areas in the ICH Ecoregion (GF1, 
CT3). In summer all records are from open Upper Subalpine forest at timberline. 

TOWNSEND'S SOLITAIRE Myadestes townsendi TOSO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Townsend's Solitaire is widely distributed throughout the interior of B.C. during summer (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported Townsend's Solitaire as common at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45), and Spreadborough collected three specimens there that month (Naturalist files). The species was 
considered by Cowan and Munro to be rare in MRNP in 1937, when only one or two individuals were 
observed. However, they found it more common in May 1943, and a nest with four eggs was discovered on 31 
May. Munro recorded Townsend's Solitaire only once in GNP, on 7 August 1942 near timberline on Mt. Abbott 
(Munro 1945). There were only five recent records prior to the inventory. In May 1974 and 1978, an 
unspecified number of solitaires was observed on the cliffs above the West Gate in MRNP, and in May 1976, 
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three were recorded on the summit of Ml. Revelstoke (Naturalist files). In GNP single, singing males were 
recorded in June 1976, one at 2300m. near Eagle Peak, and the other at 2000m. on Mt. Macdonald west 
shoulder (Naturalist files). 

During the inventory this species was found to be fairly common at timberline, particularly in the 
eastern half of GNP. A total of 20 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Townsend's Solitaire prefers steep slopes with open coniferous forest and patches of juniper. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.02), followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: BUI (DI = 0.05), AK1 (DI = 0.05), RD3 (DI = 0.05) and GF2 (DI = 0.05). 

The most important vegetation types are: recent burn (DI = 0.09), western red cedar/oval leaf blueberry 
(C42) forest (DI = 0.06), and yellow dryad-willow herb (H8) meadows (DI = 0.06). 

VEERY Calharus fuscescens VEER 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Veery is a summer resident of B.C., breeding in the southern interior of the province. Cowan and Munro 
(1944-45) cite Macoun as stating that the Veery was common at Revelstoke in May 1890. 

Prior to 1982 there were only three records of Veeries on file. A male was collected at Revelstoke on 
31 May 1890 by Spreadborough (Naturalist files); several were heard singing at the park gates in June 1943 
(Cowan and Munro 1944-45); and a male was heard and observed at Skunk Cabbage Trail on 31 May 1981 
(Naturalist files). During the inventory this species was uncommon but regular during the breeding season on 
the Illecillewaet floodplain in MRNP and along the Beaver River downstream from the Beaver Pit. It occurs at 
the base of Mt. Revelstoke just outside the park. A total of four was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species was found only in the ICH Ecoregion and its occurrence there is patchy. On circular bird 
census plots it was found only on GF1 (DI = 0.04). It occurs in wetland alder thickets, often with a scattered 
canopy of black cottonwood, spruce and cedar. 

GRAY-CHEEKED THRUSH Catharus minimus GRTH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Gray-cheeked Thrush nests in northern Canada near treeline, migrating through the provinces each spring 
and autumn (Godfrey 1966). It may breed rarely in the Rocky Mountains (Haddow et al. 1979) but had 
never been recorded in the Columbia Mountains prior to this inventory. A singing male was observed for two 
days at Glacier Circle in early July 1983 (KVT). 

HABITAT 

The only GNP record was in open moist coniferous forest (C21) in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(LK1). 
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SWAINSON'S THRUSH Catharus uslulalus SWTH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Swainson's Thrush is a summer resident throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro found Swainson's (Olive-backed) Thrushes to be common at Eight Mile Cabin on 
Mt. Revelstoke in July 1937, and four adults were collected there between 18 and 23 July. In GNP, Munro 
reports that Chapman regarded the Swainson's Thrush to be more common than the Hermit Thrush at Glacier, 
1907. Munro himself did not record the species there in summer 1942. 

It occurs throughout MRNP and GNP from late June until early September, being most common at 
low elevations. A total of 229 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.17), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.02). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: NC5 (DI = 0.41), LR2 (Dl = 0.32), and CT6 (DI = 0.27). 

The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI = 0.64), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest (DI = 0.42), and western red cedar-western 
hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) forest (DI = 0.32). None were found in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion. 

HERMIT THRUSH Catharus guttatus HETH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Hermit Thrush is a summer visitor to B.C. It occurs throughout the province in mixed or pure coniferous 
forest, burns and clearings (Godfrey 1966). 

The first record for Revelstoke was a specimen collected by Spreadborough in May 1890 (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45). During July 1937, 11 Hermit Thrushes were collected in MRNP and sent to the B.C. 
Provincial Museum (Naturalist files). Cowan and Munro refer to the Hermit Thrush as an "Abundant summer 
visitant to the semi-open summit country". In 1937, they considered it the most abundant species at tree-line. 
In GNP, Munro found it equally abundant at Glacier in summer 1942, where it was observed up to 1950m. 
(Munro 1945). 

The Hermit Thrush is one of the commonest and most widespread species in MRNP and GNP. It 
occurs throughout both parks from late May until early September. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 5 on 20 May and 
17 on 25 May, respectively. A total of 297 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.15), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.12). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: AK2 (DI = 0.42), BU4 (DI = 0.34), BU2 (DI = 0.23), and CT6 (DI = 0.22). 

The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI = 0.32), mountain hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) forest 
(DI = 0.23), and mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI = 0.22). 
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AMERICAN ROBIN Turdus migratortus ROBI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The familiar American Robin is mainly a summer visitor to B.C. It occurs throughout the province in a wide 
variety of habitats, but is much less common in heavily forested areas. Some robins remain in southern B.C. 
during the winter (Godfrey 1966). 

In mid April 1890, Spreadborough collected three American Robins at Revelstoke (Naturalist files). 
Macoun first observed the species on 10 April in that year (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro 
did not find American Robins particularly common on the lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke during their visits. 
They observed one bird at Balsam Lake in July 1937, and another two on Eva Lake trail in August 1943. 
Munro did not record robins at Glacier during the summer of 1942, but it was reported to him that ".. a 
small population had raised young about the settlement (Glacier) in the summer.." (Munro 1945). 

The American Robin is common and widespread in MRNP and GNP. It is commonest along open 
floodplains and at timberline, occurring throughout both parks from early March until late October. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 37 on 23 April 
and 418 on 29 April, respectively. A total of 83 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.14), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.13). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: AK1 (DI = 0.36), GF1 (DI = 0.32), and LR1 (DI = 0.30). It is most common in open forest and 
forest edges in these areas. 

The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI = 1.27), GF1 wetland vegetation mosaic (DI = 0.84), and Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad 
(023) open forest (DI = 0.34). 

VARIED THRUSH Jxoreus naevius VATH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Varied Thrush breeds throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

This species was recorded at Revelstoke in early April 1890 by Macoun, who noted that the species 
became more common after April (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Cowan and Munro did not find Varied 
Thrushes particularly common in July 1937, but recorded them from the base to timberline on Ml. Revelstoke. 
In late May 1943, a recently-fledged Varied Thrush was observed at 700m. on Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45). Munro heard several Varied Thrushes singing on Avalanche Mountain in GNP during August 
1942, and observed a full-grown brood there on 8 August. Munro cites Chapman (1908) as referring to about 
50 Varied Thrushes singing at Glacier from 18 to 20 July 1907. 

This is one of the commonest breeding birds in MRNP and GNP; its distinctive song is heard 
throughout both parks from late March until July and the latest sightings are in November (some wintered in 
the parks during 1983/84: J. Woods, pers. comm.). 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 82 on 27 April 
and 220 on 3 May, respectively. A total of 650 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 
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HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.30), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (Dl = 0.23). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HR2 (DI = 0.59), BU3 (DI = 0.56), BU4 (DI = 0.48) and GH1 (DI = 0.48). 

The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI = 0.64), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest (DI=0.59), mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/ 
rhododendron-tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI=0.56) and mountain hemlock-subalpine fir forest (DI = 0.40). 

SAGE THRASHER Oreoscoptes monlanus 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Sage Thrasher is a local summer resident of the dry sage brush plains in hilly areas of the Okanagan 
valley of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

On 17 April 1981, a Sage Thrasher was reported at Skunk Cabbage picnic area in company with a 
flock of migrating American Robins (J. Woods, pers. comm.). This record must be considered extremely 
unusual since the Sage Thrasher's typical habitat is absent in MRNP. The species is not likely to occur again. 

WATER PIPIT Anthus spinoletta WAPI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Water Pipit breeds in alpine, treeless areas in B.C. A few winter in the extreme southwest area of the 
province. It is a common migrant throughout the area (Godfrey 1966). 

Three Water Pipits were collected by Spreadborough at Revelstoke in April/May 1890 (Naturalist files). 
Cowan and Munro recorded Water Pipits once on Mount Revelstoke, in July 1943, and Munro cites from 
Macoun and Macoun (1909): "A single specimen was heard singing on Avalanche Mountain, June 24, 1906". In 
August 1942, six pipits were seen on an alpine slope on Mt. Abbott (Munro 1945). 

Water Pipits are regularly recorded in small numbers at higher elevations during summer and autumn 
(Naturalist files). An adult with recently-fledged young was observed in Hermit Meadows in 21 July 1977 
(Naturalist files). Earliest spring records are in early May. The largest number of Water Pipits recorded in 
either park during spring migration (late April and May) was 83, on 17 May 1982 in the Beaver valley. 
Autumn migration is in September and early October; highest single count is 30 on Mt. Revelstoke on 14 
September 1982 (RMW). A total of 85 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Alpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.55), 
followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.44). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HE3 (DI = 1.58), WR1 (DI = 0.79), and CE1 (DI = 0.79). 

The most important vegetation types are: mountain avens-snow willow-moss campion (HI) mats 
(DI = 1.58), heather-everlasting (L5) meadows (DI = 0.95), and willow (S15) avalanche slopes (DI = 0.79). 
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BOHEMIAN WAXWING Bombyctlla garrulus BOWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Bohemian Waxwing nests in interior B.C. During winter, it frequents area with abundant berry- and 
fruit-producing trees and shrubs (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro saw 10 Bohemian Waxwings near Eight Mile Cabin in July 1937; but Munro failed 
to record the species in GNP during summer 1942. Warden Mann reported to Munro that waxwings wintered 
occasionally at Stoney Cr. (Munro 1945). 

The Bohemian Waxwing is uncommon in MRNP and GNP. There are no breeding records, and its 
occurence is sporadic in summer. It has been recorded on the summit road of Mt. Revelstoke in July and 
November, and on the Cougar valley Trail in October (Naturalist files). 

Small flocks (10-30) of Bohemian Waxwings were recorded in the Illecillewaet valley in November 1981 
and in the Beaver valley in February 1982 . None were seen between March and August. On 26 December 
1981, 562 Bohemian Waxwings were counted in Revelstoke (Christmas bird count). 

HABITAT 

This species occurs in wetlands and alluvial areas in the ICH and Lower Subalpine Ecoregions during 
the breeding season, and is widespread at other seasons in forest edge and deciduous habitats. 

CEDAR WAXWING Bombyctlla cedrorum CEWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Cedar Waxwing breeds across much of southern B.C., north of Skeena River, and winters in the extreme 
southern regions of the province (Godfrey 1966). 

A pair of Cedar Waxwings was reported by Cowan and Munro at Eight Mile Cabin on July 1937, and 
Munro observed one at Rogers Pass on 3 August 1942. 

The Cedar Waxwing is an uncommon summer resident of MRNP and GNP. It returns to the parks in 
early June and small numbers remain until mid September along the major valley bottoms. There are no nest 
records although the species no doubt breeds. The largest single flock on record is 35 on 10 and 14 September 
1982 at Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail. A total of seven was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.03), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: SN1 (DI=0.42), GF1 (DI=0.20), and NC6 (DI = 0.18). 

The most important vegetation types are: willow (S15) shrubbery (DI = 1.27), alder/skunk cabbage (S17) 
wetland (DI = 0.85), and Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad (023) open forest (DI = 0.42). 
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NORTHERN SHRIKE Lantus excubitor NOSH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Shrike breeds in extreme northern B.C., and migrates across the province to winter in the south 
(Godfrey 1966). 

Three specimens were collected by Spreadborough at Revelstoke in April 1890, but the first record for 
MRNP was on 2 April 1981, when one was observed at Skunk Cabbage Picnic area (Naturalist files). In 
October and November 1981, the first observations of this species in GNP were recorded. An adult was seen 
at the East Gate residential area on 9 October, and another along the TCH near Loop Brook on 23 
November. 

HABITAT 

This species occurs on open floodplains in the ICH Ecoregion. 

EUROPEAN STARLING Slurnus vulgaris STAR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The European Starling is an introduced species from Europe now widespread in southern Canada. It breeds in 
north-central, central and southern B.C., and occupies a wide variety of habitats, especially those associated 
with human habitations (Godfrey 1966). 

The European Starling probably breeds among the buildings at Rogers Pass, as there is a record of an 
adult carrying food, presumably to a nest, in June 1977 (Naturalist files). In September 1975, a group of five 
was observed along the TCH in MRNP (Naturalist files). 

European Starlings were recorded at the East Gate residential area, GNP, on 9 October and 13 
November, 1981, and during March and April each year of the inventory. Highest count was 12 on 26 April 
1982. 

HABITAT 

All records are from wetlands and disturbed areas in the ICH Ecoregion. 

SOLITARY VIREO Vireo solilarius SOVI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Solitary Vireo is a summer visitor to B.C., breeding in the southern and central interior, and the 
northeast (Godfrey 1966). 

The Solitary Vireo is fairly common during the breeding season in both parks, but it is only of local 
occurrence. It arrives in mid May and leaves in early September. A total of 13 was recorded on 505 circular 
bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.03). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF2 (DI = 0.20) and NC6 (DI = 0.17). 
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The most important vegetation types are: aspen-western white pine/mountain lover (015) open forest 
(DI=0.20), western red cedar/oval leaf blueberry (C42) forest (DI=0.14) and mixed aspen-birch-cedar-western 
white pine forest (DI=0.07). 

WARBLING VIREO Vireo gibus WAVI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Warbling Vireo is widely distributed throughout B.C. in summer (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun collected a specimen of Warbling Vireo at Revelstoke in May 1890. Cowan and Munro found 
the Warbling Vireo to be common on the lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke, in the same location as the 
Red-eyed Vireo, in May 1943. 

Munro recorded Warbling Vireos on migration at Rogers Pass in August 1942, and collected a young 
bird there on 3 August. 

The Warbling Vireo is common and widespread in both parks from mid May until mid September. A 
total of 113 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.18), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI=0.07). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: NC4 (DI = 1.26), NC5 (DI=0.92), and NC6 (DI=0.87). 

The most important vegetation types are: aspen-western white pine/mountain lover (015) open forest 
(DI = 1.12), subalpine fir-willow (S2) avalanche scrub (DI=0.69), and Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow 
dryad (023) open forest (DI=0.63). 

RED-EYED VIREO Vireo olivaceus REVI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red-eyed Vireo breeds across eastern and southwestern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Red-eyed Vireo was recorded by Cowan and Munro in July 1937 at Eight Mile Cabin. They felt 
it was commonest on the lower slopes in May 1943, presumably because of the larger proportion of deciduous 
trees in the forest there. 

During the inventory the Red-eyed Vireo was found to be rare and locally distributed in MRNP and 
GNP. The few records were at the base of Mt. Revelstoke and on the floodplains of the lower Beaver and 
Illecillewaet Rivers. A total of two was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Red-eyed Vireo is found only in the ICH Ecoregion on GF1 and LR1 Ecosites in alder/skunk 
cabbage (S17) shrublands and western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) forest. 
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TENNESSEE WARBLER Vermhora peregrlna TEW A 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Tennessee Warbler is a summer visitor to B.C. breeding widely in forest areas in all but the extreme 
southern regions of the province (Godfrey 1966). 

The first record for either park was a male heard singing near the snowsheds at Rogers Pass on 20 
June 1981 (KVT). The species was found during the inventory to be rare and local with one record at Flat 
Creek, one on Mt. Tupper, and four along the lower Beaver River. This species is common east of GNP near 
Donald (KVT). A total of one was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Tennessee Warblers occur in mixed deciduous-coniferous forest on floodplains in the ICH Ecoregion. 
There is one Lower Subalpine record, on a well-drained deciduous avalanche slope (HR6). 

ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER Vermhora celata ORWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Orange-crowned Warbler is a summer resident of B.C. occurring throughout the province in deciduous 
areas (Godfrey 1966). 

The Orange-crowned Warbler is commonest during spring migration in May. It arrives in the parks in 
the first week of May, being one of the earliest spring warblers. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 6 on 20 May and 
14 on 13 May, respectively. It is widespread but uncommon and limited to its deciduous habitat during the 
breeding season, and has left the parks by early September. A total of 50 was recorded on 505 circular bird 
plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.10), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: NC5 (DI = 0.79), NC4 (DI = 0.62) and SN1 (DI = 0.41). 

The most important vegetation types are: green alder/fern (S13) shrubbery (DI = 0.62), aspen-western 
white pine/mountain lover (015) open forest (DI = 0.49) and Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad 
(023) open forest (DI = 0.41). 

NASHVILLE WARBLER Vermhora ruficapilla NAWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Nashville Warbler breeds in a limited area of southern interior B.C., from Pemberton to Trail (Godfrey 
1966). 

The Nashville Warbler was first recorded at Revelstoke by Macoun on 6 May 1890 (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). In June 1943, Cowan and Munro observed a singing male near the Park Gates (MRNP). 
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Prior to 1981, this species was known only from the Mt. Revelstoke ski hill area. During the 
inventory it was found to be locally common there and on the slopes above the MRNP West Gate. There are 
no GNP records. A total of 13 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.03). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: NC6 (DI = 0.35) and CT5 (DI=0.04). 

The most important vegetation types are: aspen-western white pine/mountain lover (015) (DI = 0.46), 
and the mixed birch-aspen-conifer forest at the base of Mt. Revelstoke (Dl = 0.06). 

YELLOW WARBLER Dendrotca petechia YEWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Yellow Warbler is a common and widespread summer resident of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Yellow Warbler was found to be common at Revelstoke by Macoun in May/June 1890, and 
Spreadborough collected four males during that month (Cowan and Munro 1944-45, Naturalist files). 

During this inventory this species was found to be widespread at low elevations in the parks, being 
commonest along the Illecillewaet and Beaver valley bottoms. A total of 45 was recorded on 505 circular bird 
plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.11), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: GF1 (DI = 1.27), SN1 (DI=0.75) and NC5 (DI=0.55). 

The most important vegetation types are: alder/skunk cabbage (S17) and green alder/fern (S13) 
shrubbery. 

MAGNOLIA WARBLER Dendroica magnolia MAWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Magnolia Warbler is a summer visitor to B.C., nesting in north-central, central and south-central regions 
(Godfrey 1966). 

A Magnolia Warbler was collected by Spreadborough at Revelstoke on 23 July 1890 (Naturalist files), 
but the only Park record prior to 1982 was a singing male at Skunk Cabbage Swamp on 10 June 1981 
(Naturalist files). 

During the inventory small numbers of Magnolia Warblers were found breeding on alluvial fans 
tributary to the Illecillewaet and Beaver Rivers. A total of four was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Magnolia Warblers were found only in the ICH Ecoregion on LR1, CT2, NCI and NC6 where they 
occur in mixed deciduous-coniferous forest, particularly adjacent to wetlands and streams. 
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YELLOW-RUMPED WARBLER Dendroica coronata YRWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Yellow-rumped Warbler breeds throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Yellow-rumped Warbler was reported at Revelstoke on spring migration on 12 April 1890 (Cowan 
and Munro 1944-45); during April and May of that year, Spreadborough collected five specimens at the 
townsite (Naturalist files). Cowan and Munro found the species to be uncommon on Mt. Revelstoke in 1937, 
but in 1943 they found it to one of the most abundant birds from the lower slopes up to timberline. The 
migration of juveniles in first winter plumage was noted along Eva Trail at the end of August, 1943. In 
GNP, Munro recorded the species only once, in an alder thicket in the Asulkan valley, 5 August 1942. 

The Yellow-rumped Warbler is the earliest warbler to arrive in the spring and the latest to leave in 
the autumn, being common in both parks between early May and the beginning of October. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 16 on 20 May 
and 59 on 17 May, respectively. A total of 157 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(Dl = 0.12), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.09). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: SN1 (DI = 0.42), HR6 (DI = 0.36), AK2 (DI = 0.32) and JD4 (DI = 0.27). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad (023) open 
forest (Dl = 0.42), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (021) open forest (DI = 0.32) and 
recent burn (DI = 0.27). 

TOWNSEND'S WARBLER Dendroica townsendi TOWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Townsend's Warbler is a summer visitor to western, southern and east central B.C., inhabiting coniferous forest 
during the breeding season, but occurring in other types of woodland and shrubbery on migration (Godfrey 
1966). 

Spreadborough collected two specimens of Townsend's Warbler in May 1890 at Revelstoke (Naturalist 
files), but the species was not recorded by Cowan and Munro in 1937, 1942 and 1943, nor was it recorded in 
GNP by Munro in 1942. 

Townsend's Warbler is one of the commonest warblers in MRNP and GNP, occurring throughout both 
parks between mid May and mid September. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 4 on 25 May and 
39 on 30 May, respectively. A total of 333 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.57), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.26). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: CT1 (DI = 1.21), CT6 (DI = 1.16) and NCI (DI = 1.06). 
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The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI=1.36), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) open forest (DI = 1.07) and mixed 
cedar-birch-white pine forest (DI=0.72). 

BLACKPOLL WARBLER Dendrolca striata BPWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Blackpoll Warbler is uncommon and local in GNP; it has not been recorded in MRNP or the west half 
of GNP. The first park record was one seen on 14 May 1982 near the East Gate, GNP (LWG). There are 
single records from 30-Mile Cabin, Casualty Cr. and the lower Beaver valley. A total of five was recorded on 
505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species prefers dense spruce woodland at the edge of wet areas; most records are from the 
upper elevational limit of the ICH Ecoregion. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.03). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF1 (DI = 0.24) and LR1 (DI=0.12). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) forest 
(DI = 0.23). 

AMERICAN REDSTART Setophaga mticllla AMRE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Redstart is a summer visitor to all of B.C., except the west coast. (Godfrey 1966). 

American Redstarts were recorded at Revelstoke in May 1890, and two were seen near the town on 
15 July 1937 by Cowan and Munro (1944-45). 

The first record in the Parks was a male seen on the lower part of Mt. Revelstoke road, in June 
1972 (Naturalist files). During the inventory this species was found to occur locally in both parks, mostly 
along the bottoms of the lower Beaver and IlleciUewaet valleys. A total of 14 was recorded on 505 circular 
bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.05). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF1 (DI=0.77) and GF2 (DI=0.57). 

The most important vegetation types are: alder/skunk cabbage (S17) and green alder/fern (S13) 
shrubbery. 
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NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH Selurus noveboracensis NOWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Northern Waterthrush is a summer visitor to B.C., breeding throughout the north, southcentral and 
southeastern regions of the province. 

THe earliest park record was several males heard singing near the Beaver Pit on 30 May 1976 
(Naturalist files). During the inventory the species was found throughout both MRNP and GNP at low 
elevations. A total of 19 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

As its name suggests, this species prefers water-associated habitats, particularly those found in thickets 
of alder and willow along streams and pools, and the wet parts of woodlands and forest (Godfrey 1966). 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.04), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.004). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: GF1 (DI = 0.50), GF2 (DI = 0.12) and LR1 (DI = 0.04). 

The most important vegetation types are: green alder/fern (S13) shrubbery (DI = 1.13), spruce/Labrador 
tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest (DI = 0.85) and alder/skunk cabbage (S17) shrubbery (DI = 0.57). 

MACGILLIVRAY'S WARBLER Oporonis tolmiei MCWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

MacGillivray's Warbler breeds throughout B.C., except the extreme northeast (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun first recorded MacGillivray's Warbler at Revelstoke on 21 May 1890 (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). Cowan and Munro found it to be fairly common at lower elevations on Mt. Revelstoke. A male was 
observed carrying food near the Park gates on 7 June 1943. In GNP, Munro observed a male near the CPR 
station house on 30 July 1942, and during early August saw several individuals at Roger Pass. 

During the inventory this was found to be one of the commonest warblers in MRNP and GNP. It 
occurs throughout the parks but is most common at low elevations, from mid May until mid September. 
Maximum count on the GNP 1982 spring migration survey was 41 on 30 May. A total of 109 was recorded 
on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.22), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (Dl = 0.08). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: LR2 (DI = 1.20), NC4 (DI = 0.68) and HR6 (DI = 0.59). 

The most important vegetation types are: willow-mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/tall bilberry (S14) 
shrubbery (DI = 1.17), alder/skunk cabbage (S17) shrubbery (DI = 0.82) and Green alder/fern (S13) (DI = 0.75). 
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COMMON YELLOWTHROAT Geothlypis trichas YELL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Yellowthroat is a common and widespread summer resident throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Common Yellowthroat was recorded at Revelstoke on 15 May 1890 (Macoun in Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). Cowan and Munro did not record the species in MRNP, and neither did Munro in GNP. 

The Common Yellowthroat occurs at low elevations in both MRNP and GNP. It is common in areas 
of suitable habitat in the Illecillewaet and Beaver valleys. A total of 17 was recorded on 505 circular bird 
plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.11). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF1 (DI=1.45), GF2 (DI=0.81) and LR2 
(DI=0.10). 

The most important vegetation types are: spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open forest 
(DI = 3.77), water sedge-beaked sedge (Hll) meadow (DI = 3.15) and alder/skunk cabbage (S17) shrubbery 
(DI = 1.89). 

WILSON'S WARBLER Wilsonia pusilla WIWA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Wilson's Warbler is a common summer resident throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Wilson's Warbler was recorded at Revelstoke by Macoun on 15 May 1890. Cowan and Munro found 
this warbler on the lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke in May 1943, and they considered it fairly common in 
much of the forested areas of MRNP. Munro observed that Wilson's Warbler was one of the commonest birds 
in GNP in August 1942. He recorded a female feeding newly-fledged young on 30 July. 

During the inventory Wilson's Warbler was found throughout both parks as high as timberline, from 
mid May until mid September. A total of 82 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species frequents deciduous and coniferous shrubbery and the edges of coniferous forest. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI=0.21), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI=0.10). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HR5 (DI = 1.01), GF2 (DI = 0.83) and HR6 (DI=0.72). 

The most important vegetation types are: subalpine fir-willow (S2) avalanche scrub (DI = 1.45), green 
alder/fern (S13) shrubbery (DI = 0.72) and willow-mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/tall bilberry (S14) shrubbery 
(DI=0.52). 
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WESTERN TANAGER Plranga ludovlclana WETA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Western Tanager is widely distributed in summer throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Western Tanager was considered one of the commonest species of the mixed coniferous-deciduous 
woods at low elevations in MRNP in the summers of 1937, 1942 and 1943 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 

During the inventory it was locally common at low elevations, particularly in MRNP. Most observations 
were in May, and there were no records later than late August. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 9 on 25 May and 
5 on 25 May, respectively. A total of 29 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.02). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: NCI (DI = 0.11), GF2 (DI = 0.09) and NC6 
(DI = 0.08). 

The most important vegetation types are: aspen-western white pine/mountain lover (015) open forest 
(DI = 0.11) Cottonwood -conifer/alder forest (DI = 0.07) and mixed coniferous-deciduous forest (DI=0.06). 

BLACK-HEADED GROSBEAK Pheucticus melanocephalus BHGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Black-headed Grosbeak is a summer resident of southern B.C., from Vancouver Island to the Rockies 
(Godfrey 1966). 

The Black-headed Grosbeak was heard at Revelstoke by Macoun, on 26 May 1890, and an adult 
female was collected there by Spreadborough on 31 May of that year (Naturalist files). Cowan and Munro did 
not record the species in MRNP. 

During the last week of May 1981, a pair of Black-headed Grosbeaks was regularly heard and 
observed at Skunk Cabbage Picnic area, and may have bred there (Naturalist files). During the inventory it 
occurred locally in small numbers along the floodplains of the lower Illecillewaet and Beaver Rivers. In 
summers 1982 and 1983 at least five males were singing on territories along the Illecillewaet River in MRNP. 
The only GNP records are one seen on 11 September 1982 and a singing male in June 1983, both near the 
Beaver Pit. A total of six was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.06). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF2 (DI = 0.91), GFl (DI = 0.49) and LRl 
(DI = 0.08). 

The most important vegetation types are: Open Cottonwood-cedar forest along the Illecillewaet River in 
MRNP (DI = 3.18) and western red cedar/oval leaf blueberry (C42) forest (DI=0.64). 
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LAZULI BUNTING Passerina amoena LZBU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Lazuli Bunting is a summer visitor to the southern interior and south-eastern parts of B.C. (Godfrey 
1966). 

The first records for the Parks were on 17 June 1980, at 30-mile Cabin, Beaver River (singing male), 
and on 7 July 1980 at the base of Mt. Revelstoke (male and female) (Naturalist files). During the inventory 
Lazuli Buntings were regular but uncommon breeding residents of MRNP and GNP. Singing males were 
observed at the base of Mt. Revelstoke, Clachnacuddain Cliffs, along the Illecillewaet River in GNP, and near 
the confluence of Casualty and Mountain Creeks. A total of three was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Lazuli Bunting is found only in the ICH Ecoregion It occurs at shrub/meadow interfaces at the 
bases of avalanche slopes or in deciduous disturbed areas such as the Mt. Revelstoke ski hill. 

AMERICAN TREE SPARROW Spizella arborea TRSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Tree Sparrow breeds only in the extreme northwest corner of B.C., but winters in southern 
areas of the province (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported that American Tree Sparrows were quite common in April 1890 at Revelstoke, but 
left the area soon after that date (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). The first record of the American Tree 
Sparrow in the Parks was on 14 October 1981 when four were seen near Illecillewaet Campground (MJD). One 
was seen at Skunk Cabbage on 13 April 1983 (LWG). A flock of about 10 American Tree Sparrows was 
observed in Revelstoke on 13 December 1981 (Christmas bird count). 

CHIPPING SPARROW Spizella passerina CHSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Chipping Sparrow is a widespread summer resident of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

An adult Chipping Sparrow was collected by Spreadborough at Revelstoke in April 1890. Cowan and 
Munro found the species uncommon in 1937 on Mt. Revelstoke. Adults and young (numbers unspecified) were 
recorded at the summit on 20 and 24 August 1942. In GNP, Chipping Sparrows were seen in small numbers 
at various levels up to 2100 m, and three were observed at Rogers Pass on 8 August 1942 (Munro 1945). 

The Chipping Sparrow is a regular and fairly common resident of both Parks between mid May and 
mid September (Naturalist files). 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 4 on several 
occasions and 45 on 30 May, respectively. A total of 94 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species frequents open forest and forest edges, especially on river floodplains, in deciduous areas, 
and at timberline. 
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The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI=0.23), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.13). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: HR6 (DI = 0.81), CM2 (DI = 0.51), AK1 (DI = 0.46) and LK1 (DI=0.43). 

The most important vegetation types are: subalpine fir-willow (S2) avalanche shrubbery (DI = 0.65), 
mixed poplar-cedar floodplain forest (DI = 0.65) and Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/green alder (C25) 
(DI=0.58). 

VESPER SPARROW Pooecetes gramineus VESP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Vesper Sparrow is a summer resident of B.C., breeding in central and southern regions of the province 
(Godfrey 1966). 

Munro refers to a report of a Vesper Sparrow singing at Rogers Pass in summer in 1902. There are 
three recent records in GNP, all of migrants. One was seen on 3 May 1982, one on 18 July, and one on 13 
September 1982, both at the East Gate (RMW, LWG). 

HABITAT 

This species prefers open grassy habitats at low elevations. All GNP records have been in disturbed 
areas in the ICH Ecoregion. 

SAVANNAH SPARROW Passerculus sandwichensts SASP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Savannah Sparrow is a common and widespread summer visitor to all parts of B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Five adult Savannah Sparrows were collected in 1909 at Revelstoke by Spreadborough (Naturalist files), 
and in August 1942, Cowan and Munro observed a single individual in a meadow along Eva Lake Trail. 

During the inventory this species was very locally distributed during the breeding season, being 
confined to the Beaver River marshes. During migration in late April and May, and again in September, it is 
more widespread but still uncommon; the highest count is 15 on 29 April 1982 on the GNP migration survey 
route. A total of three was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The Savannah Sparrow was found only in the ICH Ecoregion (GF1, DI = 0.54; water sedge-beaked 
sedge (Hll) meadows, DI = 0.32). 

FOX SPARROW Passerella illaca FOSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Fox Sparrow is a summer resident of B.C., breeding throughout the province (Godfrey 1966). 

A specimen was taken at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), and Cowan and 
Munro found it prominent amongst the birds singing at timberline, on Mt. Revelstoke, in July 1937. A 
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recently-fledged Fox Sparrow was collected at Balsam Lake on 10 July, and eight others (adults) were taken 
at various places in MRNP (Naturalist files). In 1942 and 1943, Fox Sparrows were not common in MRNP 
(Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but a moulting juvenile was collected on 6 August 1943 at the summit of Mt. 
Revelstoke. Munro only heard one singing male in GNP, on Avalanche Mountain, 3 August 1942 (Munro 
1945). 

The Fox Sparrow is common and widespread in both MRNP and GNP between early May and late 
September. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 4 on 4 and 15 
May and 45 on 13 May, respectively. A total of 209 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI=0.28), followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI=0.07). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: JD4 (DI=0.73), JD3 (DI=0.64) and AK2 (DI=0.53). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry 
(021) open forest (DI=0.57), subalpine fir-mountain hemlock/heather-luetkea (O20) open forest (DI=0.38) and 
subalpine fir-whitebark pine (Engelmann spruce)/tall bilberry- heather (022) open forest (DI=0.32). 

SONG SPARROW Melospiza melodia SOSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Song Sparrow is mainly a summer resident of B.C., although some winter in coastal and southern regions. 
It is widespread in summer across the province, except in the northeast (Godfrey 1966). 

Song Sparrows were present at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Macoun, in Cowan and Munro 1944-45), but 
Cowan and Munro did not observe the species in MRNP in 1937, 1942 and 1943. In GNP, Munro collected a 
juvenile at Rogers Pass on 3 August 1942, and observed three others there (Munro 1945). 

The Song Sparrow is present at low elevations in both MRNP and GNP but is only locally common, 
being dependent on a limited habitat. It arrives in both parks in the second week of April, earlier than most 
other sparrows. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 15 on 30 April 
and 18 on 13 May, respectively. A total of 18 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.03). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GFl (DI = 0.44), SNl (DI=0.21) and GF2 
(DI=0.18). 

The most important vegetation types are: beaverpond shrubbery-forest complex shrubbery (DI = 1.06), 
shrubby avalanche slope shrubbery (DI = 0.42) and beaverpond shrubbery-forest complex open forest (DI = 0.32). 
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LINCOLN'S SPARROW Melosptza lincolnti LISP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Lincoln's Sparrow breeds over much of B.C., but is apparently absent from Vancouver Island, the southwest 
mainland and the extreme southern interior (Godfrey 1966). 

Lincoln's Sparrow was reported as quite common at Revelstoke in May 1890 by Macoun (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45), but was not recorded by Cowan and Munro in MRNP, or by Munro in GNP. The first 
record in either park was one observed in the Beaver River valley (location unspecified) in June 1977. Another 
was heard singing at Skunk Cabbage Swamp in May 1981 (Naturalist files). 

During the inventory Lincoln's Sparrow was present at low elevations in both MRNP and GNP, from 
early May until late August. Maximum count on 1982 GNP migration surveys was 11 on 30 May. A total of 
six was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Lincoln's Sparrow is confined in MRNP and GNP to wetlands in the ICH Ecoregion. It has been 
recorded only in GF1 (DI = 0.51) and GF2 (DI = 0.47), where it occurs at the edges of shrub thickets where 
there is dense herbaceous understory. 

GOLDEN-CROWNED SPARROW Zonotrichia atricapilla GOSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Golden-crowned Sparrow is a widespread summer visitor to most of northern B.C., and in the southern 
areas of the province from the coast ranges eastwards. It is absent from the extreme south (Godfrey 1966). 

Golden-crowned Sparrows have only been recorded recently in GNP. The first record was of males 
singing at Glacier Station pond on 28 May and 1 June 1976. It was observed in Glacier Circle and the Cougar 
valley by naturalists in recent years. During the inventory Golden-crowned Sparrows were widespread at 
umberlme in both parks, but they occur only locally and in small numbers, limited by the extent of available 
habitat. A total of 16 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.04), followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: AK1 (DI = 0.18), HR5 (DI = 0.13) and JD1 (DI = 0.11). 

The most important vegetation types are: subalpine fir-willow (S2) avalanche shrubbery (DI = 0.21), 
Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/heather (OlO) open forest (DI = 0.10) and Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/ 
rhododendron-tall bilberry (021) open forest (DI = 0.05). 

WHITE-CROWNED SPARROW Zonotrichia leucophrys WCSP 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The White-crowned Sparrow is mainly a summer visitor to B.C., breeding over much of the northern, central 
and southeastern portions of the province (Godfrey 1966). 
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Macoun recorded White-crowned Sparrows as abundant at Revelstoke in April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). However, Cowan and Munro never recorded this species in MRNP, a fact they considered surprising, 
since ".. to the east in the Rockies and westwards in the Cascades ..(they)., are characteristic of the 
timberline biota." Munro recorded the species once, in the Asulkan valley, GNP, on 5 August 1942. 

The White-crowned Sparrow is a common migrant along the highway corridor in both parks in late 
April and May and again in late September and early October. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 39 on 30 April 
and 61 on 3 May, respectively. During the breeding season it occurs in small numbers in both parks. It has 
been recorded in June along the Purcell Range and on the Incomappleux floodplain. A total of six was 
recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

This species prefers clumps of low shrubbery on river floodplains or near timberline. 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI=0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: CE1 (DI=0.11), SN1 (DI=0.11) 
and LK1 (DI=0.06). 

The most important vegetation types are: subalpine fir-whitebark pine (Engelmann spruce)/tall bilberry-
heather (022) open forest (DI=0.11), Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad (023) open forest 
(DI = 0.11) and willow (S15) shrubbery (DI=0.11). 

DARK-EYED JUNCO Junco hyemalis DAJU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Dark-eyed Junco is mainly a summer visitor to BC, breeding throughout the province. It winters in small 
numbers in southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Five specimens were collected by Spreadborough at Revelstoke in April/May 1890, and six more from 
MRNP by Racey in July 1937 (Naturalist files). Dark-eyed Juncos were common throughout MRNP in the 
1930's and 40's (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In GNP, Munro found Dark-eyed Juncos to be one of the 
commoner species. 

This species is abundant throughout both parks from mid April until mid October. 

The maximum counts on spring migration surveys in MRNP and GNP in 1982 were 264 on 30 April 
and 711 on 3 May, respectively. There are numerous breeding records. A total of 298 was recorded on 505 
circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.55), followed by the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion (DI=0.54). Ecosites on which the highest densities of 
this species occur are: JD4 (DI = 1.46), HR6 (DI = 1.04) and SN1 (DI = 0.97). 

The most important vegetation types are: recent burns (DI = 1.25), well-drained avalanche slope 
shrubbery (DI = 1.17) and Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (021) open forest 
(DI = 1.10). 
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LAPLAND LONGSPUR Cakarius lapponicus LALO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Lapland Longspur breeds in arctic Canada only, migrating through most parts of southern Canada 
including B.C. It winters in small numbers in the Okanagan valley and southwest mainland (Godfrey 1966). 

There are two records, one from each park. A female was seen in the grassy clearing at Giant Cedar 
Trail in October 1981 (MJD), and another was seen the following October at Illecillewaet campground (LWG). 

SNOW BUNTING Plectrophenax nivalis SNBU 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Snow Bunting is another arctic species which winters in southern Canada, including most areas of B.C. 
(Godfrey 1966). 

The first record of this species was an unspecifed number observed at Rogers Pass on 2 December 
1976 (Naturalist files). During the inventory up to four Snow Buntings were seen on four occasions in each 
park. Five records were in late October and early November, one was in mid March and one on 29 April 
1982. 

HABITAT 

All records have been in the ICH Ecoregion in disturbed areas like roadsides and picnic areas. 

RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD Agelaius phoeniceus REBL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red-winged Blackbird is mainly a summer visitor to B.C., breeding throughout the province around ponds, 
lakes and other water bodies (Godfrey 1966). 

The first record was on 30 May 1976 in GNP, along the TCH by the Beaver River. Small numbers 
breed each year in wetlands along the Beaver River. Redwings migrate through both parks in late April and 
early May (maximum count 8, GNP spring migration survey, 29 April 1982) and again in September and early 
October. A total of seven was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

Red-winged Blackbirds were only recorded in the ICH Ecoregion on GF1 (DI = 0.61). 

WESTERN MEADOWLARK Sturnella neglecta WEME 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Western Meadowlark breeds in central and southern B.C. Some meadowlarks winter in the extreme south 
of the province (Godfrey 1966). 
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Macoun reported a Weslcrn Meadowlark al Revelsloke in 1890 (no dale given) (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45), but the species was no! recorded by Cowan and Munro in MRNP. The nexl record was 14 March 
1972 when one was seen al the One-mile Compound (WC). Two adults were observed at Rogers Pass 
compound on 25 May 1976, and a single bird at Illecillewaet Campground on 10 July 1976 (Naturalist files). 
During the inventory single meadowlarks were seen in the Beaver valley once in late March, three times in 
May, and once in late July. One was also seen in late April in the Illecillewaet valley. It is unlikely that the 
species breeds here. 

HABITAT 

All records have been in open or disturbed areas in the ICH Ecoregion. 

YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus YEBL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Yellow-headed Blackbird is a summer visitor to B.C., breeding in interior-central and southern regions of 
the province, amongst the emergent vegetation of marshes, lakes edges and sloughs (Godfrey 1966). 

The first Park record was a male observed at Rogers Pass monument on 15 June 1978 (Naturalist 
files). A migrant female was seen at Rogers Pass in spring of 1982. 

RUSTY BLACKBIRD Euphagus carolinus RUBL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Th Rusty Blackbird breeds in the boreal regions of Canada west to northeastern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

In MRNP two pairs were reported at the One-Mile Compound on 23 March 1972 (WC). The first 
record in GNP was one seen on 17 May 1981 in the lower Beaver valley (LWG). Up to three were seen 
between 26 April and 9 June 1982 beside ponds near the GNP East Gate and may have bred there (RMW). 

HABITAT 

All records have been from low elevations in the ICH Ecoregion. During the breeding season Rusty 
Blackbirds were seen only in wetlands (GFl, GF2); at other seasons they occur in disturbed areas, horse 
pastures and roadsides. 

BREWER'S BLACKBIRD Euphagus cyanocephalus BRBL 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Brewer's Blackbird breeds across central and southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported Brewer's Blackbird at Revelstoke on 4 April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45), and 
Cowan and Munro thought it was probably a summer resident of the open habitat around the base of Mt. 
Revelstoke. 

The first record in either park was on 21 April 1982 when two were seen in the lower Beaver valley 
(RMW, LWG). Up to two were seen on three other occasions until 14 May, and one was seen the following 
year on 17 May. None have been recorded in MRNP and there is no evidence to suggest that the species 
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breeds in either park. 

HABITAT 

All records were in the ICH Ecoregion in shrubby wetlands (GF1, GF2) and disturbed areas. 

COMMON GRACKLE Quiscalus quiscula COGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Grackle's breeding range barely extends into east-central B.C. from Alberta (Godfrey 1966), and 
the species is regarded as uncommon in the province. 

The only record for either park is a single grackle at the East Gate residential area, GNP, on 9 
October 1981 (K.VT, MJD). 

BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD Mololhrus ater BRCO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Brown-headed Cowbird breeds in central and southern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

The Brown-headed Cowbird was observed at Revelstoke by Macoun in May 1890 (Cowan and Munro 
1944-45). Cowan and Munro reported three cowbirds below the Park gates on 30 June 1943. In GNP, a 
female cowbird was observed daily during the first week of August 1942 at Glacier Station (Munro 1945). On 
8 June 1961, an adult female was collected at Flat Creek by K. Mundy (Naturalist files). 

This species is uncommon between May and early September in both parks, occurring along major 
valley bottoms. A total of nine was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.50). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GF1 and NC5. 

ROSY FINCH Leucosticte arctoa GRFI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Gray-crowned Rosy Finch (L. a. tephrocotis) breeds throughout the mountains of B.C. In winter, flocks 
of Rosy Finches descend to valley bottoms, coastal areas and foothills (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro found Rosy Finches nesting in small numbers east of Eva Lake in July, 1937. 
They observed three pairs feeding young on 12 July. In August 1943, small flocks of Rosy Finches were seen 
at lower elevations, around Balsam Lake. In GNP, Munro reported that 30 Rosy Finchs had been observed on 
the slopes of the Sir Donald Range on 3 August 1942 (Munro 1945). 

Rosy Finches have been recorded in all seasons in both Parks, but records in January, February and 
March are rare. They occur throughout MRNP and GNP. Highest spring migration survey count in GNP in 
1982 was 421 on 3 May. Large flocks have also been recorded at the snowsheds near Rogers Pass in December 
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and April (Naturalist files). A total of 8(1 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Alpine Ecoregion (1)1 = 0.77), 
followed by the Uppei Subalpine Ecoregion (Dl = 0.39). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are :RD3 (DI = 1.67), AK1 (DI = 0.84) and AK6 (DI = 0.84). 

The most important vegetation types are: everlasting-heathers (H18) meadow (Dl = 1.05), heather-ever
lasting (L5) meadow (DI = 0.73) and Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/heather (O10) open forest (DI = 0.48). 

PINE GROSBEAK Pinicola enucleator PIGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Pine Grosbeak is a permanent resident throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported Pine Grosbeaks to be common in Revelstoke in April 1890, and Cowan and Munro 
found them abundant in the Subalpine forest on Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In GNP, Munro 
observed only two or three Pine Grosbeaks in August 1942, on Mt. Abbott and at Glacier Station. 

Pine Grosbeaks are widespread but uncommon in MRNP and GNP. There are no breeding records 
although they probably nest here. Flocks of up to 80 Pine Grosbeaks have been seen in December and 
January. A total of 11 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.02), 
followed by the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion (DI = 0.02). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HR6 (DI = 0.20), BU2 (DI = 0.08) and NCI (DI = 0.08). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry 
(021) (DI=0.10), western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) (Dl = 0.08) and mountain 
hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) (DI=0.07). 

PURPLE FINCH Carpodacus purpureas PUFI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Purple Finch breeds across eastern Canada west to northeastern B.C. (Godfrey 1966). It occurs in Yoho 
and Kootenay National Parks but is rare west of the Rocky Mountains. There is a single record from GNP. 
Three males and a female were seen and photographed on 7 May 1982 at the GNP east gate (RMW, LWG). 
They remained in the area several days. 

HABITAT 

This species normally frequents mixed forest but may occur in a variety of habitats on migration. The 
only park record was of a group of migrants feeding in a garden plot in a disturbed area in the ICH 
Ecoregion. 
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CASSIN'S FINCH Carpodacus cassinli CAFI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Cassm's Finch breeds throughout the drier portions of southern B.C. north at least as far as Golden and 
Revelstoke. 

The first Cassin's Finch reported from MRNP was a male on 28 May 1978 on the Mt. Revelstoke 
road. During this inventory Cassin's Finch was seen regularly in small numbers near the Mt. Revelstoke ski 
hill and above the MRNP West Gate. The earliest record was 15 May and the latest was 25 August. The 
species probably breeds in MRNP; it has not yet been recorded in GNP. 

HABITAT 

The usual habitat of this species is open dry coniferous and mixed forest. In MRNP it occurs on 
well-drained south aspects at the lowest elevations of the ICH Ecoregion, in mixed forest of aspen, birch, 
western white pine and Douglas fir. 

RED CROSSBILL Loxla curvirostra RECR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Red Crossbill is a highly nomadic permanent resident of B.C., occurring throughout the province in 
coniferous forest (Godfrey 1966). Its status in any one area varies from year to year. 

Cowan and Munro saw eighteen Red Crossbills in July 1937 at Balsam Lake. In 1942 and 1943 they 
felt that the species was virtually absent from the area. In GNP Munro heard only a single crossbill near 
Marion Lake on 5 August 1942. 

This species occurs at low elevations throughout both MRNP and GNP. Its abundance varies from one 
year to the next. It occurs all year round and flocks are abundant along the TCH some years. Large flocks 
were present during the winters of 1976/77 and 1982/83. There are no breeding records but singing males have 
been recorded. A total of 18 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(Dl = 0.05), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.03). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: HR6 (DI = 0.27), NCI (DI = 0.21) and BU2 (DI = 0.16). 

The most important vegetation types are: Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron -tall bilberry 
(021) (DI = 0.20), western hemlock-western red cedar (Douglas fir)/mountain lover (C52) (DI = 0.16) and moun
tain hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine fir-Engelmann spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) (DI = 0.15). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Many crossbills are killed on the TCH during winters. Flocks land repeatedly on the road surface to 
pick gravel or salt off the road surface and are hit by vehicles. Levels of mortality are being studied by J. 
Woods, Chief Park Naturalist. Based on long-standing concern about this high mortality, the Warden Service 
intends to address the problem in the Park Conservation Plan (J. Turnbull, pers. comm.). 
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WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILL Loxta leucoptera WMCR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The White-winged Crossbill is a permanent resident throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro found White-winged Crossbills to be more numerous than Red Crossbills during 
1937 on Mi. Revelstoke, but none were recorded there in 1942 and 1943. Four specimens were collected in 
July 1937 on Mt. Revelstoke (Naturalist files). Large flocks of White-winged Crossbills were reported in MRNP 
in February 1961 (Warden files). 

The abundance of wintering White-winged Crossbills varies from year to year; observations generally 
involve small groups (up to 15 individuals) feeding along the TCH or on the Summit Road, Mt. Revelstoke 
(Naturalist files). 

During the inventory White-winged Crossbills were observed at all seasons in low numbers. They are 
widespread but local in both parks in summer, generally at higher elevations than Red Crossbills. A total of 
five was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Upper Subalpme Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.01). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: BU4 (DI=0.05), JD1 (DI = 0.03) 
and JD2 (DI = 0.03). 

The most important vegetation types are: mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry 
(C47) open open forest (DI = 0.09), Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/heather (O10) open forest (DI = 0.02) and 
mountain hemlock-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C47) forest (DI = 0.02). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Many crossbills are killed on the TCH during winters. Flocks land repeatedly on the road surface to 
pick gravel or salt off the road surface and are hit by vehicles. Levels of mortality are being studied by J. 
Woods, Chief Park Naturalist. Based on long-standing concern about this high mortality, the Warden Service 
intends to address the problem in the Park Conservation Plan (J. Turnbull, pers. comm.). 

COMMON REDPOLL Carduelis flammea CORE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Common Redpoll breeds only in the extreme northwest corner of B.C., but winters commonly throuhout 
the province. The numbers and distribution of wintering birds varies irregularly (Godfrey 1966). 

Macoun reported that flocks of Common Redpolls remained in the Revelstoke area at least until the 
end of April 1890 (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). In GNP, redpolls were common in the winter of 1941-42 at 
Glacier (Munro 1945). 

The Common Redpoll is a winter visitor to MRNP and GNP; its numbers vary from year to year 
(Naturalist files). A flock of more than 100 was seen near Rogers Pass on 22 January 1977, and flocks of 
this size were encountered in the lower Beaver valley January and February 1982. . In the winter of 1982/83, 
however, redpolls were seldom observed. Common Redpolls remain in the parks from early December until 
early May. 
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HABITAT 

Redpolls are commonest in alder thickets along floodplains (GF1, GF2) and at avalanche slope bases 
(LR2, NC5), in the ICH Ecoregion. 

HOARY REDPOLL Carduelts hornemanni HORE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Hoary Redpoll breeds in arctic Canada, and appears in B.C. only as an irregular winter visitor (Godfrey 
1966). 

The first record of this species in either park was one in November 1976 in a flock of Common 
Redpolls at Mile 6 on the Mt. Revelstoke Summit Road (Naturalist files). Three Hoary Redpolls were observed 
in a flock of 30 Common Redpolls feeding on alder catkins along the Beaver River valley on 5 February 
1982. 

PINE SISKIN Carduelis pinus , PISI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Pine Siskin breeds throughout B.C. (Godfrey 1966). It winters in the southern parts of its breeding range, 
but is very patchy in distribution. 

Pine Siskins were very common near timberline on Mount Revelstoke in 1937 and 1943 (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45); four hundred birds were counted in two weeks in 1937, and on 6 August 1943, 30 were 
counted in small flocks. Munro did not observe Pine Siskins in GNP during August 1942, but a flock of 
about 10 siskins was reported to him from Glacier Station in the early part of the month (Munro 1945). 

Warden monthly summary reports for 1961 mention numerous Pine Siskins in MRNP during January 
and February. The species winters occasionally in MRNP and GNP, sometimes in very large numbers. In the 
winter of 1981/82 few were present; in 1982/83 flocks of hundreds were regularly seen along the TCH and 
more than a thousand died during the winter from collisions with motor vehicles (J. Woods, unpubl. field 
notes). 

The Pine Siskin is one of the commonest summer birds in MRNP and GNP, occurring at all 
elevations throughout both parks. A pair was seen near Copperstain Cabin on 24 June 1982 carrying nest 
material (RMW); there are no other breeding records. A total of 285 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the Lower Subalpine Ecoregion 
(DI = 0.68), followed by the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.62). Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species 
occur are: JD3 (DI = 2.51), HR6 (DI = 1.69) and CT2 (DI = 1.19). 

The most important vegetation types are: mixed deciduous-coniferous (DI = 1.46), Engelmann 
spruce-subalpine fir/rhododendron-tall bilberry (021) (DI = 1.38) and mountain hemlock-Douglas fir-subalpine 
fir-Engelmann spruce/rhododendron-tall bilberry (C49) (DI = 1.07). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

During winters when siskins winter in MRNP and GNP they sustain very high mortality from 
collisions with vehicles on the TCH. One such collision in January 1983 killed 129 siskins (KVT) and more 
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than a thousand died that winter by actual count. A collision on 19 December 1983 killed 208 (Naturalist 
Files). Based on long-standing concern about this high mortality, the Warden Service intends to address the 
problem in the Park Conservation Plan (J. Turnbull, pers. comm.). J. Woods, Chief Park Naturalist, is 
currently documenting mortality of siskins and other finches on the highway. 

AMERICAN GOLDFINCH Carduelis tristis AMGO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The American Goldfinch breeds across most of southern BC. It winters within its breeding range, but flocks 
may wander from one place to another (Godfrey 1966). 

Munro received reports that goldfinches visited Rogers Pass and Glacier Station. No date or numbers 
of birds were given (Munro 1945). 

More recently, flocks of American Goldfinches have been recorded twice on the Summit Road, Mt. 
Revelstoke, on July 1972 and on 1 March 1980 (Naturalist files). Goldfinches nest at Revelstoke but not in 
either park. 

HABITAT 

This species frequents dry brushy or weedy areas and deciduous edges. Both MRNP records were at 
the lowest elevations of the ICH Ecoregion in disturbed areas. 

EVENING GROSBEAK Coccothraustes vespertinus EVGR 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Evening Grosbeak is resident all year in B.C., and breeds in north-central and southern parts of the 
province (Godfrey 1966). 

Cowan and Munro observed Evening Grosbeaks in MRNP only twice. A group of four was seen near 
Balsam Lake on 5 July 1937, and one at Eight Mile Cabin on 19 July. The species was not recorded in 1942 
in GNP by Munro, but it was reported to him as being observed at Stoney Cr. (Munro 1945). 

This species occurs throughout the two parks from late April to early November, with one or two 
occasionally staying all winter in mixed flocks of finches. It is uncommon at all seasons; the largest single 
count is 18. A total of 26 was recorded on 505 circular bird plots. 

HABITAT 

The highest density, based on circular bird census plot samples, is in the ICH Ecoregion (DI = 0.08). 
Ecosites on which the highest densities of this species occur are: GH1 (DI=0.16), LR1 (DI = 0.15) and KX1 
(DI = 0.14). 

The most important vegetation types are: western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern 
(C51) forest (DI = 0.22), western red cedar/oval leaf blueberry (C42) forest (DI = 0.20) and western 
hemlock-western red cedar/western yew/oak fern (C50) forest (DI = 0.16). 
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4.4. MAMMALS 

The mammal fauna of MRNP and GNP includes 54 species. The species accounts below are based on 
wildlife inventory data in addition to several other sources of information. General distribution and habitat 
information is from Banfield (1974) and Cowan and Guiquet (1965). Regional status information is from 
Annual Reports of the B.C. Game Commission and from B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch Preliminary 
Management Plans. Historical park status of most species is poorly documented, but two reports (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45; Munro 1945) based on field work in the parks in 1937, 1942 and 1943 provide a benchmark 
for most species. Other data are from Parks Canada Naturalist files, Warden files, and the park wildlife card 
information stored in the Ottawa CANSIS computer facility. 

Habitat information is largely based on sampling conducted for this inventory. Ecosite and vegetation 
type symbols (eg. LR1, C50) refer to detailed descriptions in Volume I of this report. Complete habitat 
importance rankings, and descriptions of small mammal associations, are in Volume I. 

MASKED SHREW Sorex ctnereus MASH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The masked shrew is widespread and abundant throughout Canada and in all of mainland B.C. 

Munro (1945) recorded this species as abundant in GNP. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) found it 
common at Balsam Lake on Mt. Revelstoke but not present elsewhere. 

This species is common in MRNP and GNP. During the inventory 47 (5.3% of captures) were snap 
trapped on 15 of the 47.5 snap traplines and six (25% of captures) were pitfall trapped on all three of the 
pitfall traplines. The highest density snap trapped was 7.2 captures per 100 trap nights during mid October 
(Ecosite: LR1; vegetation type: C50). The highest average density was in avalanche complexes (small mammal 
association 11A: 1.5 captures per 100 trap nights) followed by coniferous forests (small mammal association 10: 
1.4 captures per 100 trap nights). 

HABITAT 

Forty-eight of the 53 masked shrews caught were in the ICH Ecoregion and four were caught in the 
Lower Subalpine Ecoregion as high as 1900 m. The masked shrew occurs in many different habitats in the two 
parks including coniferous forest (C50, C51), mixed coniferous-deciduous forest, shrub areas on avalanche slopes 
(S2, S13, S14), wet shrub and herbaceous areas in valley bottoms (S17, Oil , Hll) and open, wet subalpine 
meadows (H16). 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Adult male masked shrews were still in breeding condition in August. Juveniles were also present in 
the population at that time at all elevations indicating that the breeding season probably lasts from before 
snowmelt (at least at high elevations) until September. 
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DUSKY SHREW Sorex monttcolus DUSH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The dusky shrew is common and occurs throughout the forests, shrublands and mountains of western Canada. 

This species is moderately common in GNP and MRNP. During the inventory 16 (1.8% of captures) 
were snap trapped on 11 of the 47.5 snap traplines and two (8.3% of captures) were caught on two of the 
three pitfall traplines. The highest density based on snap trapping was 1.7 captures per 100 trapnights in mid 
August (Ecosite: HR6; open-forested lithic avalanche slope - undefined vegetation type). The highest average 
density was in avalanche-complexes (small mammal association 11A; 0.6 captures per 100 trapnights). 

HABITAT 

Eleven of the 21 dusky shrews captured were in the Lower Subalpine, 9 in the ICH Ecoregion and 
one in the Upper Subalpine at 1950 m. The dusky shrew occurs in many different habitats including open or 
closed forests, avalanche slopes (S2, S13), regenerating burns (S14) and Subalpine meadows (H8, H16, H12). It 
is the only shrew found in the closed subalpine fir forests (C21, C25, C47, C48) of the Lower Subalpine 
Ecoregion. 

WANDERING SHREW Sorex vagrans VASH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The wandering shrew occurs in Canada only on the southern coast and in the southern interior of B.C. 

Munro (1945) and Cowan and Munro (1944-45) reported the wandering shrew as widespread but 
uncommon in MRNP and GNP. Since then, the dusky shrew and the wandering shrew have been found to be 
two distinct and non-intergrading species (van Zyll de Jong 1983) and both species have been found now in 
the two parks. 

The wandering shrew is moderately common in GNP and MRNP. During the inventory 12 (1.3% of 
captures) were snap trapped on eight of the 47.5 snap traplines and five (21% of captures) were caught on 
two of the three pitfall traplines. The highest density from snap trapping was 2.2 captures per 100 trap nights 
during early August in the grassland-shrubland at the old ski hill site at the base of Mt. Revelstoke. The 
highest average density was in lowland meadows (small mammal association 10; 1.1 captures per 100 trap 
nights). 

HABITAT 

The wandering shrew occurs in most moist habitats in the ICH Ecoregion. Sixteen of the 17 captured 
were in the ICH Ecoregion and one was caught in the Upper Subalpine at 2200 m. These include sedge 
meadows (Hll) , alder-willow shrublands CS7, S17), open forests and closed forests (C50, C51) and avalanche 
slopes (S13). The one wandering shrew captured in an Upper Subalpine meadow (H16) appears to be an 
anomaly since none were captured elsewhere in the Subalpine. 

WATER SHREW Sorex palustris WASH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The water shrew is widespread but uncommon in Canada. It is found throughout B.C. 
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In MRNP and GNP this species is rare and found only in its specialized habitat. Munro (1945) took 
two specimens in Glacier (one at Marion Lake, the other at an unspecified location). We only captured one 
during the inventory; at Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail at 610 m. elevation. One was possibly seen in the lake 
in Glacier Circle. This shrew probably occurs throughout the two parks. Its apparent rarity may be partly an 
artifact of the low sampling intensity along streambanks compared to upland habitats. 

HABITAT 

The water shrew in GNP is a resident of small, clear streams and lake margins in the ICH and 
Subalpine Ecoregions (Munro 1945) where it feeds on aquatic invertebrates. It also occurs in the beaver canals 
at Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail. 

LITTLE BROWN BAT Myotis luclfugus LIBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The little brown bat is widespread from coast-to-coast across mainland Canada but it is absent from the far 
north. 

Prior to 1982 the little brown bat had not been recorded from MRNP and GNP but many were 
secured in Revelstoke in June 1979 (Naturalist files). During the inventory this species was recorded from both 
MRNP and GNP (Fenton el al. 1983). 

HABITAT 

The little brown bat has been recorded at pools in cedar-hemlock forest and adjoining areas in the 
ICH Ecoregion. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Little brown bats hibernate gregariously in caves and mineshafts. The Nakimu Caves in GNP have 
been inspected several times and there is no evidence of any species of bat using the caves. 

NORTHERN LONG-EARED BAT Myotis septentrionalis NOBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The northern long-eared bat has only been recently recognised as a full species. It had previously been 
regarded as a subspecies of Keen's bat (van Zyll de Jong 1979). Banfield (1974) shows the distribution of 
Keen's bat (including northern long-eared bat) to be disjunct, with distinct eastern and western Canadian 
populations. The eastern population (northern long-eared bat) extends from central Saskatchewan across southern 
Ontario and Quebec to the east coast (Banfield 1974). The western population (Keen's bat) is restricted to 
coastal B.C. Thus, the recent discovery of the northern long-eared bat in mainland B.C. considerably extends 
its range westwards (van Zyll de Jong el al. 1980). 

This species was first recorded in MRNP at Giant Cedars in June 1979, when one was caught in a 
Tuttle trap. In August 1981 and July 1982 more individuals were trapped at the same location. This species 
may also have been recorded in low elevation forest on Mt. Revelstoke (Fenton et al. 1983). 

HABITAT 

This species occurs only in the forests of the ICH Ecoregion. 
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LONG-EARED BAT Myotts ewtis LEBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The long-eared bat is a western Canadian species ranging from southwestern Saskatchewan and southern Alberta 
to B.C. 

A colony of long-eared bats was discovered in Revelstoke, in June 1978 (Naturalist files), however, 
the first Park records were five individuals trapped in August 1981 at Giant Cedars Trail. It was recorded 
there again in July 1982 and also possibly at the water supply on Mt. Revelstoke. It was also recorded at the 
East Gate of GNP on two separate nights. 

HABITAT 

This species may be widespread in low elevation forests of the ICH Ecoregion in MRNP and GNP. 

LONG-LEGGED BAT Myotis volans LLBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The long-legged bat occurs over most of western B.C. across to southwestern Alberta. 

A long-legged bat was collected by Cowan and Racey in July 1937 on Mt. Revelstoke at 1036 m. It 
was recorded in August 1981 at Giant Cedars in MRNP. In 1982 it was recorded at the East Gate, GNP on 
several nights and was found again at Giant Cedars. 

HABITAT 

This species may be widespread in low elevation forests of the ICH Ecoregion in MRNP and GNP. 

CALIFORNIA BAT Myotis californicus CABA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The California bat is found in Canada only in B.C. Two populations exist, one in the Okanagan valley, and 
the other along the southern coast and southwest mainland. 

Three California bats were collected in Revelstoke on 16 June 1979, and an adult female was found 
dead above the snowsheds at Rogers Pass on 11 January 1982 (Naturalist files). There are no other records of 
California bats in MRNP and GNP. 

SILVER-HAIRED BAT Lasionycterls nocttvagans SIBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The silver-haired bat is common across southern Canada from coast to coast. 

Prior to 1982 there were no confirmed records of this species in MRNP and GNP. However, in 1982 
one specimen was caught and others observed along the Illecillewaet River in MRNP near Lauretta. 
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HABITAT 

This species was recorded only at small ponds and backwaters in the ICH Ecoregion along the banks 
of the Illecillewaet River in MRNP. 

HOARY BAT Lasiurus clnereus HOBA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The hoary bat occurs in widely-scattered localities across Canada from Nova Scotia to Vancouver. In B.C., 
specimens have been obtained only from the extreme southern areas of the province. 

This species is perhaps the only Canadian bat that may be identified on sight by virtue of its large 
size. It was recorded in July 1937 by Cowan on Mt. Revelstoke. During July and August 1981, hoary bats 
(number unknown) were detected around the lights at West Gate, MRNP, and East Gate, GNP. In 1982, it 
was recorded at Revelstoke but not in either park. 

AMERICAN PIKA Ochotona princeps PIKA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The pika occurs in the mountains of Alberta and southern B.C. 

This species is common in MRNP and GNP. Munro (1945) recorded it as "fairly common" within 
GNP. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) considered it "moderately common" on Mt. Revelstoke and near Eva Lake. 

HABITAT 

The American pika occurs from the Alpine (highest record in GNP was 2720 m) to the ICH 
Ecoregion (lowest record in GNP was 1100 m and in MRNP was 700 m). It is most common in the Alpine 
and Upper Subalpine, in rock slides, boulder piles or scree slopes adjacent to green vegetation. It occurs within 
a wide variety of open vegetation types and closed forests but open rock piles or scree slopes form the 
essential habitat component. These often occur at a scale too small to map at 1:50,000 but are most common 
in colluvial Ecosites. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Pikas feed on a wide variety of green vegetation during the summer and gather and dry green 
vegetation for winter use under the snow. Plants recorded in pika caches in MRNP and GNP include many 
species of herbs, grasses and sedges, deciduous leaves (Alnus, Rubus and Vaccinium) and evergreen leaves 
(Cassiope, subalpine fir, whitebark pine and spruce) (Cowan and Munro 1944-45; Munro 1945; Naturalist files). 

SNOWSHOE HARE Lepus amerlcanus SNHA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The snowshoe hare occurs across Canada in northern mixed and coniferous forests. It is found throughout B.C. 

The snowshoe hare is common and widespread in MRNP and GNP. Munro (1945) reported this species 
as occuring at Glacier and being abundant in the Beaver valley. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) reported hares as 
fairly common below treeline on Mt. Revelstoke. 
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A total of 1056 snowshoe hare tracks were counted in 834.4 km-days of winter tracking (average 1.27 
tracks per km-day). 

HABITAT 

Snowshoe hares are found from the ICH Ecoregion to the Alpine. Highest densities are in the ICH 
Ecoregion (2.26 tracks/km-day), followed by the Lower Subalpine (0.54), Upper Subalpine (0.43), and Alpine 
(0.24). High densities were found in all coniferous forests (Oil , C49, C50, C51, C52, C53) in the ICH 
Ecoregion and willow shrub meadows (S7, S15) in the Lower Subalpine. They occur at lower densities in shrub 
habitats (S13, S17) and subalpine coniferous forests (C21, C25, C47, C48, 022). Tracks were recorded on 
windswept alpine ridgetops (HE3) where small amounts of forage are blown free of snow but no shrub cover 
is available. 

For the wildlife legend and Ecosite accounts (Map Supplement, Volume I), a relative density of more 
than 1.5 tracks per km-day was considered high, between 0.5 and 1.5 medium and less than 0.5, low. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The snowshoe hare remains in dense cover during the day and forages at night. It is an important 
prey item for many carnivores (particularly owls, lynx and coyote) and may be especially important in winter 
because it is common and spends much of its time above the snow. A Northern Goshawk was observed eating 
a snowshoe hare on Copperstain Creek in winter. 

Shrubs which showed evidence of browsing by hares were: Vaccintum membranaceum, Shepherdia cana
densis, Viburnum edule, Lonicera involucrata and Phyllodoce empetrlformis. 

YELLOW-PINE CHIPMUNK Eutamias amoenus YECH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The yellow-pine chipmunk occurs commonly in the mountains of south-central B.C. and southwestern Alberta. 

The yellow-pine chipmunk is widespread but uncommon in MRNP and GNP. Cowan and Munro 
(1944-45) and Munro (1945) considered this species uncommon in both MRNP and GNP. 

During the inventory, 22 yellow-pine chipmunks were captured on nine of the 47.5 snap traplines and 
one was captured on the live trap plot on the summit of Mt. Revelstoke. The highest density found was 3.8 
captures per 100 trap nights in mid August (Ecosite: NC5; vegetation type: S13). The highest average density 
was 1.6 captures per 100 trap nights in small mammal association 11A. This may under-represent actual 
densities because many yellow-pine chipmunks were hibernating while trapping was being conducted in late 
September and October. Even during mid summer yellow-pine chipmunks were observed near some traplines, 
but not captured. 

HABITAT 

The yellow-pine chipmunk occurs from the ICH Ecoregion (as low as 610m. in MRNP) to the Alpine 
(as high as 2470m. in GNP). Chipmunks are commonest at or above treeline (O10, O20, 021 and 022) and 
in open habitats below treeline (S13, H8, burns and disturbed areas). They are commonly seen along roadways. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The yellow-pine chipmunk hibernates in winter. The latest dates on which chipmunks were observed in 
1981 were 17 October in GNP and 19 October in MRNP; and in 1982 they were observed on 22 October in 
GNP and 12 October in MRNP. The earliest dates chipmunks were observed in spring were 11 May in 1982 
and 4 May in 1983 from GNP (data unavailable for MRNP). 



Figure 4.4. Hoary marmot, pika and woodchuck distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.S. Hoary marmot, pika and woodchuck distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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WOODCHUCK Marmota monax WOOD 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The woodchuck is widespread in Canada. It is found in southern interior, central and northern B.C. 

In MRNP the woodchuck is found along the summit road (Cowan and Munro 1944-45; Naturalist 
files). In GNP it has been reported at Glacier House and in the Connaught and Beaver watersheds (Munro 
1945). The only recent record prior to 1982 was one reported from the right-of-way for the Mountain Creek 
campground road (Naturalist files, 1980). During the inventory, there were no new records of woodchucks in 
MRNP. It was recorded at six locations in the Beaver and Connaught watersheds of GNP. 

The woodchuck has not been reported from the vicinity of Glacier House (now Illecillewaet 
campground) since Munro (1945). It appears that only the very similar hoary marmot now occurs there. Only 
solitary woodchucks were observed during the inventory and it does not appear to live in colonies in GNP. 
The hoary marmot is colonial because of its habitat requirement for a patchy resource i.e. rockslides or 
boulder fields but the woodchuck can live in burrows in the friable soil along roadsides from Mountain Creek 
campground to Rogers Pass. 

HABITAT 

The woodchuck is found only in the ICH Ecoregion as high as 1400m. along the MRNP summit road 
and 1330 m at Rogers Pass. Records of this species in the two Parks are from disturbed areas where 
herbaceous vegetation is established (roadsides, railway right-of-ways or burned areas) but it can also live in 
rock slides (Cowan and Guiguet 1965). 

HOARY MARMOT Marmota caligata HOMA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The hoary marmot occurs throughout the mountains of western Canada at high elevations. 

The hoary marmot is widespread and locally common in MRNP and GNP. Prior to 1981 there were 
numerous records from the summit of Mt. Revelstoke and the Eva-Miller Lakes area in MRNP and from 
areas in the TCH corridor of GNP. During the inventory, colonies were found on Avalanche Mtn., the Hermit 
Range, the Prairie and Bald Hills and numerous other locations throughout both parks. It occurs as low as 
Illecillewaet Campground and the Mt. Tupper snowsheds where its distribution overlaps with the woodchuck. 

HABITAT 

The hoary marmot lives in loose colonies in areas where it can establish burrows under boulders safe 
from predators. In MRNP and GNP the hoary marmot is found from the alpine to elevations as low as 
1370m. in MRNP and 1220m. in GNP. It is found on rockslides near meadows on colluvial Ecosites or within 
other non-forested Alpine and Subalpine Ecosites and in old rockslides (usually among boulders at the base of 
cliffs or avalanche slopes) in the ICH Ecoregion. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

This species hibernates from September until patches of vegetation are clear of snow in the spring. It 
is preyed upon by grizzly bears and Golden Eagles. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

There are records of three hoary marmots killed by traffic in Illecillewaet campground (Park Wildlife 
Cards) where it has apparently become a "campground animal" which will accept food directly from people 
(Naturalist files). 
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COLUMBIAN GROUND SQUIRREL Spermophilus columbianus COSQ 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Columbian ground squirrel occurs in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta and B.C. and in the Columbia and 
southern Cascade Mountains of B.C. 

Munro (1945) and Cowan and Munro (1944-45) both considered this species abundant. It is currently 
widespread and abundant in MRNP and GNP, occurring at all elevations. 

HABITAT 

The Columbian ground squirrel is found in all Ecoregions from the lowest elevations to as high as 
2470 m. Columbian ground squirrels are found wherever there is a well-developed herb layer for forage and 
friable soil for burrowing. In natural situations they are most common in Alpine and Subalpine herb meadows 
(H16, H18), heather meadows (L5) and in open forests near treeline (O10, O20). They also may be found in 
avalanche meadows at any elevation. 

Large, dense colonies are established in disturbed areas where there are man-made grasslands such as 
at the East Gate, Rogers Pass, and at roadsides and picnic areas throughout the parks. The wildlife legend of 
the Map Supplement for Columbian ground squirrels should be interpreted (except where footnoted) only for 
natural situations since at disturbed sites they can occur within any Ecosite. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

This species is an important prey item for predators in the summer months. It hibernates from 
September to April and emerges from hibernation while there is still snow on the ground. It emerges earliest 
(mid April) at the lowest elevations such as at the East Gate of GNP (850 m), a week or two later at 
Rogers Pass (1330 m) and later at higher elevations. It goes into hibernation earliest at lowest elevations (late 
August 1982 at East Gate), a week or two later at higher elevations (9 September 1982 at Rogers Pass) and 
a week or two later at elevations in the Upper Subalpine (20 September 1982 at the summit of Mt. 
Revelstoke). 

GOLDEN-MANTLED GROUND SQUIRREL Spermophilus lateralis GOSQ 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The golden-mantled ground squirrel is restricted to the mountains of southwestern Alberta and the Rocky and 
Columbia Mountains of southeastern B.C. 

Prior to 1982 there was only one record from MRNP at the summit of Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and 
Munro 1944-45). Munro (1945) reported it from GNP at Asulkan Pass, Bostock Summit, Mt. Abbott and Bald 
Mountain. The golden-mantled ground squirrel is widespread but uncommon in MRNP and GNP. 

HABITAT 

The golden-mantled ground squirrel is found from the Alpine to the ICH Ecoregion as low as 1250m. 
but is most common in the Subalpine (JD, RD and AB Ecosections; colluvial rubble and moraine) where it 
prefers rough, rocky or broken ground. By subjective estimation the highest density of golden-mantled ground 
squirrels found was in the recent burn at Copperstain Creek. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

This species hibernates from September to April. The latest record for this species is 20 September 
1982. The golden-mantled ground squirrel is very inconspicuous in the spring until the young emerge from the 
nest and as a result, all available records are from July, August and September and no date is available for 
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Figure 4.6. Columbian ground squirrel and golden-mantled ground squirrel distribution in GNP, from Park 
wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.7. Columbian ground squirrel distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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when it emerges from hibernation. 

RED SQUIRREL Tamiasciurus hudsonicus RESQ 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The red squirrel is widespread and abundant in forested regions across Canada and throughout B.C. 

Cowan and Munro (1944-45) considered the red squirrel fairly common to abundant in 1937 and 1942 
but uncommon in 1943 in MRNP. Munro (1945) described it as being widespread but in small numbers in 
GNP. 

The red squirrel is currently widespread and abundant in MRNP and GNP. A total of 893 red 
squirrel tracks was counted in 834.4 km-days of winter tracking (average 1.07 tracks per km-day). 

HABITAT 

Red squirrels are found in the ICH (1.57 tracks/km-day) and Lower Subalpine (1.21) Ecoregions. No 
tracks were recorded in the Upper Subalpine or Alpine. They reach high densities in coniferous forests (Oil, 
C49, C50, C51, C52, C53) on the CT Ecosites, GF2, GH1 and KX1, and coniferous forests (C21, C25, C47, 
C48) on BU2, BU3 and LKl. They occur at medium densities in tall alluvial alder groves (S17) and low 
densities in Subalpine open forests (OlO, 022). The highest density found was 11.3 tracks per km-day in LKl 
forests. 

For abundance rankings in the wildlife legend of the Map Supplement and Ecosite accounts in Volume 
1, a relative density of more than 1.5 tracks per km-day was considered high; between 0.5 and 1.5, medium; 
and less than 0.5, low. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The principal foods of the red squirrel are conifer seeds, fungi and the growing shoot tips of conifers 
in summer. The red squirrel is active all year and an important winter food source for raptors and marten. 

NORTHERN FLYING SQUIRREL Glaucomys sabrinus FLSQ 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The northern flying squirrel is widespread but uncommon in forested regions in Canada and is found 
throughout mainland B.C. 

In MRNP and GNP flying squirrels probably occur in most mature forests although the only records 
are of several at 1220m. on Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45) and one near Illecillewaet campground 
in 1974 (Naturalist files). No new records were obtained during the inventory. 

HABITAT 

This species can inhabit almost any type of forest, provided there are suitable nest sites. Winter nests 
are in hollow trees but summer nests may also be constructed of twigs and branches in tree limbs. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The flying squirrel is a nocturnal squirrel that is active throughout the year although it may undergo 
periods of inactivity in the winter. 
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BEAVER Castor canadensis BEAV 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Beavers are widespread and common across Canada. Early in this century beaver numbers were very low in 
B.C. due to overtrapping but their numbers have since increased and populations have expanded because of 
regulation of the harvest (Munro and Fyfe 1979). 

Beavers were thought to be very abundant in GNP before railway construction in the 1880's (Munro 
1945) but the population was later decimated by overharvest. Beavers apparently began recolonizing the lower 
Beaver valley by the 1920's. The first reference to beavers in GNP is in the Chief Warden's report of May 
1923 - "beaver are reported in Glacier Park on the Beaver River and Warden Cummings reports a careful 
watch to see that they are not poached out." The next references (February and March 1924) describe beaver 
as numerous or plentiful on the Beaver Flats from Cedar Creek to the North Boundary and to be increasing 
By 1929 beavers had spread further up the Beaver valley to the Beaver Meadows. The Chief Warden's report 
of December 1929 records beavers as "plentiful along the Beaver Flats [ = lower Beaver valley] and Upper 
Meadows [ = Beaver Meadows]." 

Cowan and Munro (1944-45) did not report beavers in MRNP but the wardens reported one colony 
west of Woolsey Creek in 1925 (probably at Giant Cedars or Skunk Cabbage). 

In 1945, Munro reported beavers only in the banks of the Beaver River in GNP. An. examination of 
large-scale aerial photographs of the lower Beaver valley from the years 1949, 1958, 1962, 1972, and 1978 
(Naturalists' library, Rogers Pass) in relation to our surveys of 1981 indicate no major changes in extent of 
the beaver ponds of the lower Beaver valley from 1949 to 1981. During these years nine pond sites could be 
identified which had continuous use by beavers. Six other pond sites which beavers had used for varying 
periods of time are apparently now unused. Some sites have undergone changes in location of up to 500 m. 
caused by road construction (at Beaver River picnic site and at Beaver Pit bridge site) or by the creation of 
ox-bow lakes 'eg. the most recent was at the north side of Stoney Creek fan). An examination of large-scale 
aerial photographs of the meadows area in Mountain Creek valley indicate no changes in extent of ponds from 
1949 to 1981. 

A comprehensive survey of the parks for beaver colonies was carried out in autumn 1981 (see section 
2.2.5). An additional survey of the lower Beaver valley was done in autumn 1982 (MacLaren Plansearch 1983). 
Other observations of active beaver colonies were added during pond surveys and as random observations. The 
final counts below take these three sources into account. 

In GNP the highest concentration of beaver colonies is in the lower Beaver River valley, where they 
use virtually all suitable habitat (at least 21 colonies, Fig. 4.8). Beaver colonies also occur in the Mountain 
Creek valley (five colonies), especially in the six km. meadows section above the junction with Casualty Creek 
(four colonies). Beaver also occur in the upper Beaver River valley (two to three colonies) and in the 
Illecillewaet River valley of GNP (two to three colonies) and MRNP (three sites; Fig. 4.9). The wardens' and 
naturalists' files contain one record (near Carson Cabin, Casualty Creek, GNP) from an area that was not 
covered in inventory surveys. 

Seven food caches were found in the Beaver River, all of which were probably associated with bank 
dens. Only two of these bank beaver were also known to maintain dams and pond systems adjacent to the 
Beaver River. One of these appeared to undergo a seasonal migration of about 200 m, inhabiting a bank den 
in autumn 1981 and moving to the Bufflehead Pond lodge in spring 1982 when the Beaver River was flooding 
- and moving back to a different bank den in the autumn of 1982. 

HABITAT 

Beaver occur in valley bottoms wherever there is sufficient forage and water. In MRNP and GNP this 
occurs where creeks enter the flat-bottomed Beaver, Illecillewaet and Mountain Creek valleys. Most active sites 
are associated with the GF and LR Ecosections; there are no Subalpine colonies in MRNP and GNP. The 
Beaver and Illecillewaet Rivers and Mountain Creek themselves are too fast and prone to annual flooding to be 
dammed. The density of beaver colonies per stream-km. could not be calculated by the method of Slough and 
Sadleir (1977) for comparisons with other areas since beaver only use very short sections of streams where 
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Figure 4.8. Location of beaver food caches, GNP. 

Figure 4.9. Location of beaver activity, MRNP. 
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they enter the valley bottoms. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The beaver is active all year although in winter it may remain in its lodge and rely on stored food. 
Winter food caches in the Beaver and Illecillewaet River valleys were composed mostly of alder although 
Slough (1978) has warned against interpreting this as meaning alder is a major food source since it may be 
used only to submerge more preferred foods. 

Ponds that flood large open areas and those that flood forested areas provide habitat for muskrats, 
migrating waterfowl and breeding amphibians and ducks in MRNP and GNP. Old dam sites provide sedge 
meadows for meadow vole communities. Flooded trees usually die and many sites then become available for 
hole-nesting birds such as woodpeckers, kestrels, swallows and some ducks. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Roads and railway construction in valley bottoms will intrude on beaver ponds as has already happened 
in several cases in MRNP and GNP. Beaver use culverts as canals and sometimes use them as convenient dam 
sites, occasionally flooding road or railway beds. 

Of the eleven records of beaver in MRNP prior to 1980 (Park Wildlife Cards), nine were highway 
deaths, possibly because the TCH in that area was put directly through pond habitats in several places, most 
notably at Skunk Cabbage and near Giant Cedars. 

There are no detailed records of past management actions to control beaver activity along highway and 
railway right-of-way in the two parks. Grates have been placed over culverts under the TCH in several places 
to deny access to beavers. In the Beaver valley there are few conflicts between beaver flooding and the TCH 
or CPR as these transport corridors are generally on the sidehills well above and beside (not through) beaver 
habitat. Conflicts exist in the Illecillewaet valleys of both GNP and MRNP, however, where almost all the 
sites used by beavers require regular maintenance such as destroying beaver dams to keep culverts clear. 
Long-term solutions to allow the coexistence of beaver and the highway in this area are necessary since 
beavers, besides having their own intrinsic value, create a rare and highly valuable habitat for many other 
species. In 1983, at the request of the Warden Service, the grates on highway culverts in the parks were 
removed and replaced with semi-circular fences at the upstream ends. This was done to allow free passage by 
beavers through the culverts as well as to reduce flooding problems caused by plugged culverts (J. Turnbull, 
pers. comm.). 

DEER MOUSE Peromyscus maniculatus DEMO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Deer mice occur commonly throughout Canada and B.C. 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread and abundant. Deer mice were the most commonly 
snap trapped small mammal: 324 were snap trapped (35.6% of all captures) on 32.5 of the 47.5 snap traplines 
set out. It was present on all three live trap plots (Table 3.14) but was most common on the Lauretta plot 
(maximum density of 11.9 per ha. in 1982). The highest density sampled by snap trapping was 31.0 captures 
per 100 trap nights in the Skunk Cabbage Nature Trail area (Ecosite: GF1; vegetation type: S17) in mid 
October 1981. The highest average density sampled in any small mammal association was 12.8 captures per 100 
trap nights in Small mammal association 11B. 

HABITAT 

Deer mice are found in many diverse habitats including all closed forests, open forests and shrub 
habitats in the ICH Ecoregion. They are also found in all open forests and shrub habitats in the Subalpine 
and Alpine but are absent from closed forests (C21, C47, C48, C49) in the Lower Subalpine where Gapper's 
red-backed vole predominates. They are absent from S14 shrub thickets in Lower Subalpine burns where the 
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heather vole predominates and from sedge fens and meadows in all Ecoregions. They appear to be 
opportunistic and will readily invade man-made habitats such as houses or back-country cabins. They were also 
found in low densities on sparsely vegetated moraines, talus slopes and rock-cuts formed by highway or railway 
construction. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Since deer mice are found at all elevations up to 2200m. in MRNP and GNP the breeding season 
may be shorter at high elevations and, therefore, productivity lower at high elevations (as in Colorado, Sleeper 
el at. 1976). Densities of deer mice are much lower at high elevations in MRNP and GNP than at low 
elevations. Deer mice in the ICH Ecoregion below 1400 m. were in breeding condition in October whereas 
above 1800 m. some appeared to have finished breeding for the year by August. Average litter size in these 
parks is 5.5 (N = 4). 

Densities of the deer mouse on the Lauretta live trap plot (24-30 on the 1-ha plot) were similar to 
densities found in lowland forests on the B.C. coast (Fairbairn 1978; Van Home 1982A). Because of their 
abundance deer mice are probably an important prey species for any nocturnal predator. 

BUSHY-TAILED WOOD RAT Neotoma clnerea BURA 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The bushy-tailed wood rat occurs in the mountains of western Canada and throughout mainland B.C. 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread but uncommon. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) report it 
as widespread at timberline on Mt. Revelstoke. Munro (1945) reported it as occuring throughout GNP, with 
several mentions of its occurrence by early visitors. Recent records of this species were at Nakimu caves (Park 
Wildlife Cards) and Sapphire Col (Naturalist Files). However, sightings tend to go unrecorded and this species 
is more common than the written record suggests. Records were obtained during the inventory in GNP at 
Grizzly Cabin, 30-mile Cabin, Glacier Circle, Hermit Hut and Rogers Pass. No sign or sightings were recorded 
in MRNP. 

HABITAT 

The woodrat frequents rocky areas where it can store its dried hay piles and construct its bulky nests 
free of moisture. It can occur at any elevation. The only natural nest of a bushy-tailed wood rat found in 
GNP or MRNP during the inventory was at Nakimu Caves although judging by their presence in many 
backcountry cabins they must use many natural rock outcrops, cliffs or boulder fields. 

GAPPER'S RED-BACKED VOLE Clethrionomys gapperl GAVO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Gapper's red-backed vole is widespread and abundant in the forests of Canada. 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread and abundant in forested and semi-forested areas. 
Gapper's red-backed vole was the second most commonly caught small mammal; 318 (35% of all captures) 
were snap trapped on 29 of the 47.5 snap traplines. It was present on all three live trap plots (Table 3.14) 
but reached highest densities on the Beaver plot (7.1 per ha in 1981). The highest density sampled by snap 
trapping was 24.7 captures per 100 trap nights in hemlock forest in early October 1981 (Ecosite: KX1; 
vegetation type: C50). The greatest average density sampled was 9.1 captures per 100 trap nights in small 
mammal association 3. 
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HABITAT 

Gapper's red-backed voles are found in all closed forests in MRNP and GNP and are particularly 
abundant in coniferous stands in the ICH and Subalpine Ecoregions. The species reaches its highest densities in 
the ICH Ecoregion (Table 3.13). Though less common than in the ICH it is also the most abundant small 
mammal in the Subalpine Ecoregion. The highest elevational record was 1950 m. and it may be expected as 
high as timberline (up to 2150 m.). 

It is found in most open forests (except well-drained subalpine fir-whitebark pine (Engelmann 
sprucel/tall bilberry- heather (022) forests) but densities are lower in dry and rocky aspen-western white pine/ 
mountain lover (015) and Engelmann spruce-black cottonwood/yellow dryad (023) forests. It is present in 
valley-bottom and avalanche small mammal associations but its presence and density appear to be related to 
the amount of coniferous cover present. Densities are greater in green alder/fern (S13) avalanche slopes close 
to or adjoining coniferous forests than on avalanche shrub slopes that are far from coniferous forests. 

Densities did not change from 1981 to 1982 on the live trap plots nor did densities measured by snap 
trapping differ greatly from 1981 to 1983. Based on these data there is no evidence to suggest that Gapper's 
red-backed voles in MRNP and GNP undergo cyclic population fluctuations. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Because of their high densities, Gapper's red-backed voles are an important prey item for many 
predators. In areas of high snowfall accumulation, Gapper's red-backed vole can start breeding in the spring 
(April) under a snowpack of one to two metres (Merritt and Merritt 1978). Therefore, breeding season length 
and productivity may not be greatly affected by elevation. Gapper's red-backed vole densities in the Lower 
Subalpine are only slightly lower than densities in the ICH Ecoregion. Densities in open forest in the Upper 
Subalpine were considerably lower but this may be due to habitat affinities rather than breeding season length. 
Females were found still lactating in September and October at various elevations. 

Average litter size was 4.7 (S.E.= 0.05; N= 15). 

NORTHERN BOG LEMMING Synaptomys borealis NOLE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The northern bog lemming occurs uncommonly throughout the boreal region of Canada and throughout 
mainland B.C. 

The northern bog lemming is widespread but rare in MRNP and GNP. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) 
took seven specimens from the Upper Subalpine on Mt. Revelstoke and found abundant sign. Prior to 1982 
only two specimens had been collected in GNP: one near Glacier (reported in Munro 1945) and one on 
Asulkan Glacier (Naturalist files, 1978). 

During the inventory, this species was the least common mouse or vole; only ten were captured (1.1% 
of all captures) on five of the 47.5 snap traplines set out. This is probably due to the few traplines that 
were placed in the habitat that this vole prefers but this is indicative also of the rarity of this habitat. The 
highest density of northern bog lemmings found was 2.1 captures per 100 trap nights in mid September in 
Glacier Circle (Ecosite: CE1; vegetation type: H21). The highest average density was in small mammal 
association 16 with 1.1 captures per 100 trap nights. 

HABITAT 

Northern bog lemmings prefer sedge meadows and bogs surrounded by, or near, spruce or subalpine 
fir forest. This species is most common in the Subalpine Ecoregion and is only found in the ICH Ecoregion 
in the spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) fens of the CT6 Ecosite. They are most common in sedge 
(H21) meadows including small seeps within closed subalpine coniferous forests. The highest elevation at which 
the northern bog lemming occurs is 2150 m. on the Bald Hills and the lowest is 1190 m. in the upper Beaver 
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valley. 

HEATHER VOLE Phenacomys intermedtus HEVO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The heather vole is widespread but uncommon throughout the boreal and mountain regions of Canada. 

Prior to this inventory there was only one record of this species in MRNP: from Clachnacudainn 
Icefield (Park Wildlife Cards). There were only three records for GNP: one from Balu Pass (Park Wildlife 
Cards), one from the upper Beaver valley near Beaver Glacier (Naturalist files), and one from near Glacier 
House from the early collections (Munro 1945). 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread. Fifty-eight (6.4% of all captures) were snap trapped 
on 16.5 of the 47.5 snap traplines set out. It was also present on the Mt. Revelstoke Summit live trap plot 
(one capture). The highest density sampled by snap trapping was 7.9 captured per 100 trap nights in the 
Copperstain burn during early August (Ecosite: BU1B; vegetation type: S14). This trapline defines small 
mammal association 15; therefore the highest average density for any association was also 7.9 captures per 100 
trap nights. The next highest average density was 2.1 captures per 100 trap nights in small mammal association 
11B. 

HABITAT 

The heather vole is found in the Subalpine Ecoregion and is more common there than in the ICH 
Ecoregion (Table 3.13). The highest elevation at which heather voles were found was 2250 m. on the Bald 
Hills and it may occur slightly higher in suitable habitat. The greatest density of heather voles was in a 
recent burn (S14) with willow/huckleberry shrub cover on the Bald Hills (Ecosite BU1B). It is also common in 
western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) forest and alder/skunk cabbage (S17) thickets. 

It is moderately common in Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir/tall bilberry/liverwort (C21) and western 
hemlock-western red cedar/western yew/oak fern (C50) forest, spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) open 
forest, timberline forest (O20, 021, 022, and 023), and subalpine fir-willow (S2) and green alder/fern (S13) 
avalanche slopes. It occurs uncommonly in sedge (H21) and fleabane-valerian (H16) meadows and heather-ever
lasting (L5) heath meadows. Winter latrines were seen in heather meadows in some areas but no heather voles 
were trapped. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Female heather voles that overwinter and begin reproducing in the spring can have three litters in the 
one breeding season with an average litter size of 4.00 (S.E. = 0.13; N = 5). Young from the first litter of the 
year may breed within the year of birth, even at elevations of 1950 m. Average litter size for breeding young 
of the year is 3.17 (S.E. = 0.27, N = 6). 

RICHARDSON'S WATER VOLE Arvicola richardsonl WAVO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Richardson's water vole is confined to the southern Cascade, Columbia and Rocky Mountains. It is considered 
uncommon but populations occasionally increase and the species becomes locally abundant (Racey 1960). 

Prior to 1981, in MRNP this species had been recorded only from the area between Balsam Lake and 
Eva Lake (Cowan and Munro 1944-45; Naturalist files) and none had been found in GNP. 
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Richardson's water vole is uncommon but widespread in all Ecoregions in MRNP and GNP. None were 
found in the lower Beaver valley nor in the niecillewaet valley in MRNP. Sixteen (1.8% of all captures) were 
captured on 6.5 of the 47.5 snap traplines set out and three (12% of captures) were pitfall trapped on one 
of the three lines. The highest density sampled by snap trapping was 3.8 captures per 100 trap nights near 
Illecillewaet Campground. (Ecosite: NC5; vegetation type: S13). The highest average density was 2.5 captures 
per 100 trap nights in small mammal association 11A. These densities may be misleadingly low because 
Richardson's water voles often live in discrete colonies in streambanks, which were generally sampled only 
incidentally as parts of a tract of one Ecosite. Also, adult Richardson's water voles are often too large to be 
caught in Museum Special traps. 

HABITAT 

Richardson's water vole inhabits watercourses from the ICH to the Alpine as high as 2150m. in GNP, 
often in discrete colonies that riddle stream banks with large holes. In both MRNP and GNP, abundant sign 
of Richardson's water vole was found in the Alpine and Subalpine in fleabane-valerian (H16) and sedge (H21) 
meadows, along streambanks and lakeshores, and in seepage areas in closed forests and burns. Richardson's 
water voles were also caught in the ICH Ecoregion of GNP along waterbodies in western red cedar-western 
hemlock/devil's club/oak fern (C51) forest, in spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) fens, on avalanche slopes 
and in alder/willow thickets. 

During 1982, Richardson's water voles may have undergone a population explosion similar to the ones 
reported by Racey (1960) at Alta Lake, B.C. where he reported water voles "invading" valley bottoms where 
normally they were restricted to subalpine or alpine areas. In 1982 Richardson's water voles in GNP were 
common in the ICH Ecoregion and some even took up residence in the basement of Glacier Park Lodge in 
autumn 1982. The elevational limits of the water vole appear similar to those of the northern bog lemming, 
and like the bog lemming it was not found in areas supporting the meadow vole. 

MUSKRAT Ondatra zlbethicus MUSK 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Muskrats are widespread and abundant across Canada and occur throughout B.C. except in the central Coast 
Mountains. 

Munro (1945) and Cowan and Munro (1944-45) did not record muskrats in GNP or MRNP. Muskrats 
have been reported from MRNP only in the Beaver Canals and drainage ditches of the Skunk Cabbage Trail 
area and from numerous locations in the lower Beaver valley of GNP. The highest density of Muskrat pushups 
was found in a pond in the lower Beaver valley (MG691915). 

HABITAT 

This species requires stable water levels and ample aquatic vegetation to survive. All records from 
MRNP and GNP are from areas near beaver ponds and beaver canals in the ICH Ecoregion (GFl, GF2 and 
LR1). The map legend for beaver distribution among Ecosites can be extrapolated to muskrat. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The muskrat is a large aquatic vole which is active all year. It feeds on grasses, sedges, cattails and 
other aquatic vegetation. Muskrats are preyed upon by coyotes, mink and other predators. 
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MEADOW VOLE Microtus pennsyhanlcus MEVO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The Meadow Vole is widespread and abundant across Canada. It is found throughout mainland B.C. except 
within the coastal mountain ranges. 

The only MRNP record of this species is one that Cowan and Munro (1944-45) took near Balsam 
Lake. Munro (1945) reported taking six specimens from GNP. 

In GNP this species is very restricted but locally abundant in appropriate habitat. During the 
inventory, 18 (2.0% of all captures) were captured on three of the 47.5 snap traplines and 4 (16% of 
captures) were pitfall trapped on one of the three pitfall traplines. The highest density measured was 5.0 
captures per 100 trap nights in mid October (Ecosite: GF1; vegetation type: Hl l ) . This species occurs only in 
small mammal association 17 (average 4.3 captures per 100 trap nights). 

HABITAT 

The meadow vole was caught only in the ICH Ecoregion during the inventory although Cowan and 
Munro (1944-45) reported it from the Upper Subalpine at Balsam Lake on the summit of Mt. Revelstoke. 
There is no evidence that it occurs anywhere except in the Beaver valley of GNP and the Illecillewaet valley 
of MRNP. 

Meadow voles were trapped only in water sedge-beaked sedge (Hll) meadows. They may occur in 
alder stands (S17) where these occur adjacent to sedge meadows. Munro (1945) found the Meadow Vole in 
"grassy places in the open" near Glacier. Elsewhere in the mountains the usual habitat of the meadow vole is 
in "marshy areas near streams, lakes and potholes" (Maser and Storm 1970). 

Just after snowmelt in early spring 1982, the vegetation of the sedge fen in the Beaver valley 
(MG678942) was completely flattened down and no voles were present there (visual observations) but meadow 
voles had been present in autumn 1981 and were later found in summer 1982. These meadow voles may have 
moved to adjacent shrub thickets during the winter or spring where the vegetation was not entirely flattened 
by snow. 

In pure water sedge-beaked sedge (Hll) meadows, meadow voles may be the only species of vole. At 
meadow edges (alder-willow-sedge), long-tailed voles, heather voles, Gapper's red-backed voles and deer mice 
may be found in association with meadow voles. It appears that the meadow vole and the northern bog 
lemming are mutually exclusive in their distribution in MRNP and GNP. The meadow vole occupies sedge 
meadows in the ICH Ecoregion and the northern bog lemming occupies sedge meadows in the Subalpine 
Ecoregion, only occuring in the ICH Ecoregion in spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) fens. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Populations of meadow voles may undergo very wide fluctuations in numbers from year to year. 
Meadow voles are the dominant mouse where they occur (sedge meadows) and may exclude other mice and 
voles through active aggression (Grant 1972). 

LONG-TAILED VOLE Microtus longicaudus LOVO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The long-tailed vole occurs in the mountains of western Canada. It is found throughout mainland B.C. except 
in the central Interior. 
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Cowan and Munro (1944-45) took five specimens from two sites on mid slope Mt. Revelstoke. Munro 
(1945) found the species near Glacier House. 

The long-tailed vole is widespread in MRNP and GNP. We captured 46 (5.1% of all captures) on 16 
of the 47.5 snap traplines. This species was also present on the Beaver live trap plot (two captures). The 
highest density measured by snap trapping was 3.9 captures per 100 trap nights in late August (Ecosite: HR5; 
vegetation type's: H16, S2). The highest average density measured was 2.0 captures per 100 trap nights in 
small mammal association 14. 

HABITAT 

The long-tailed vole is equally common in the ICH and Subalpine Ecoregions. The highest elevation at 
which it was recorded was 2200 m. 

The long-tailed vole in MRNP and GNP and elsewhere is usually associated with shrub habitats (Van 
Home 1982B). In MRNP and GNP it is found in avalanche and valley-bottom shrub thickets (S2, S13, S14, 
S17) and in spruce/Labrador tea/brown moss (Oil) and western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's club/oak fern 
(C51) forests where alder or red-osier dogwood occur in the understory. It is also found in dry open forest 
(015), and burn habitats dominated by shrubs (S14) and, occasionally, in subalpine meadows (H16). Moisture 
regime does not appear to affect the distribution of the long-tailed vole as it occurs from the driest sites 
(015 and moraines) to sites with standing water. The important component appears to be alder, willow or 
other shrubs, often with a fern understory. For instance, long-tailed voles invaded closed hemlock forest (C52) 
along an abandoned road that had been revegetated by alders on the Beaver live trap plot and closed 
subalpine fir forest (C21) along shrubbery in the roadside verges along the Mt. Revelstoke Summit road. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Long-tailed voles appear to be very habitat-specific and will not expand their ranges into adjacent 
apparently-suitable habitat even when all other mice and voles are removed (Hawes 1977). The average litter 
size was 3.7 from embryo counts of three females. In MRNP and GNP the breeding season of this species 
does not extend past September and young of the first litter of the year can breed in the summer of birth. 

WESTERN JUMPING MOUSE Zapus prtnceps WEMO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The western jumping mouse is confined to the Great Plains, northern B.C., and Rocky and Columbia 
Mountains and the southern Interior of B.C. 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread and moderately abundant. Munro (1945) considered it 
abundant in GNP and Cowan and Munro (1944-45) considered it scarce in MRNP. Sixteen (1.8% of all 
captures) jumping mice were captured on nine of the 27.5 snap traplines set out before mid September (after 
mid September they enter hibernation) and three (12% of captures) were pitfall trapped on one of the two 
lines set out before mid September. 

The greatest density sampled by snap trapping was 3.2 captures per 100 trap nights near Illecillewaet 
Campground (Ecosite: NC5; vegetation type: S13) and the greatest average density was 1.6 captures per 100 
trap nights in Small mammal association 11 A. This species may be more abundant than our trapping indicates 
since much trapping was conducted after jumping mice had become dormant. 

HABITAT 

The western jumping mouse occurs in a wide variety of habitats in GNP (Munro 1945). It is 
commonest in the ICH Ecoregion but occurs to 2070m. in the Upper Subalpine. The western jumping mouse is 
most common in green alder/fern (S13) thickets and shrubby areas in western red cedar-western hemlock/devil's 
club/oak fern (C51) forest. It occurs along stream courses wherever there is shrubby, herbaceous cover. It is 
also found in wet willow/horsetail (S7) shrubbery and in fleabane-valerian (H16) and sedge (H21) meadows. 
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SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

This species hibernates for most of the year with an active period of only 3 months (usually mid 
June to mid September, depending on elevation) and is dependent upon good hibernating sites. Hibernacula are 
characterised by rich organic soils with high litter content very near or adjacent to a tree or large shrub 
(Cranford 1978). 

Jumping mice can live for several years and have only a single litter, averaging 5.1 young per year 
(Clark 1971). In GNP, the single pregnant female captured had four embryos. Average adult over-winter 
survival is 75% but for young in their first winter survival varies from 30 to 60% depending on the length of 
the winter (Cranford 1978). The western jumping mouse is probably not an important prey species, because of 
its low productivity and long hibernation period. 

PORCUPINE Erethizon dorsatum PORC 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The porcupine is widespread and common throughout Canada. It is common throughout mainland B.C. except 
in the Coast Range. 

In MRNP and GNP this species is widespread but uncommon. The 97 observations from the wardens' 
records and naturalists' files prior to 1980 indicate that porcupines occur throughout the parks at all elevations 
below treeline. During the inventory, porcupines or their tracks were regularly but uncommonly observed. Only 
19 porcupine tracks were encountered in 834.4 km-days of winter tracking (average 0.023 tracks per km-day). 

HABITAT 

Porcupines are found from the ICH to the Upper Subalpine Ecoregion. Highest densities (0.07 
tracks/km-day) were in the Upper Subalpine followed by the ICH Ecoregion (0.02 tracks/km-day). High 
densities were encountered in valley-bottom spruce, lodgepole pine or subalpine fir forests (GF2; C51) and at 
treeline in whitebark pine forests(JD2, JD4, AK2; 022). Other observations of porcupines at medium or low 
densities were in closed or open forests throughout the parks. 

For abundance rankings in the wildlife legend of the Map Supplement and Ecosite accounts in Volume 
I, a relative density of more than 0.1 tracks per km-day is considered high; 0.05 to 0.10, medium and less 
than 0.05, low. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Porcupines eat the bark, shoots and leaves of a wide variety of trees, often causing deformities in 
heavily-used trees. Porcupines have only a single young each year and are thus vulnerable to high mortality. 
Porcupines, despite their protective quills, are still preyed upon by most carnivores (Woods 1973). They are 
probably an important prey item in winter when they are one of the few medium-sized prey animals available. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

This species is slow-moving and susceptible to fast-moving highway traffic. From 1962 to 1979 there 
are 24 records of highway deaths (Park Wildlife Cards) for an average of 1.4 deaths per year but this must 
be considered a minimum estimate since many highway deaths may not be recorded. During the two-and-a-half 
year period from April 1980 to September 1982, an average of 8.8 porcupines were killed per year in GNP on 
the TCH at locations throughout the highway corridor. 

The low productivity of this species, combined with its probable high importance to over-wintering 
carnivores, render any unnecessary destruction of "problem" porcupines particularly undesirable. 
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figure 4.1(1. Porcupine distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife curds. 
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Figure 4.11. Porcupine distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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COYOTE Cants latrans COYO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The coyote occurs throughout B.C. with an estimated total population of 70,000 to 100,000, and about 15% of 
these occuring in the Kootenay district (Goodchild el at. 1980). During 34 years (1920-1954) there were 
bounties paid on 713 coyotes in the Revelstoke district and 2108 in the Golden district (B.C. Game 
Commission Annual Reports), reflecting the greater abundance of coyotes in the drier, more open habitats east 
of the Purcell Mts. 

In GNP, Munro (1945) reported that coyotes were "scarce" and that it was believed that they moved 
into the park each spring with the deer and left with them in the autumn. He referred to records of coyotes 
in the Beaver valley, Flat Creek, Asulkan valley and on Mt. Abbott trail and felt that, in the light of its 
not having been mentioned by early explorers, it had only recently moved into the park. However, there are 
references in park correspondence from the 1910's and 1920's to coyotes in both GNP and MRNP. 

In MRNP, however, coyotes were considered "....fairly common...." in summer, with several records 
from the summit area of Mt. Revelstoke (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 

In MRNP and GNP coyotes are widespread but scarce in summer and migrate out of the parks in 
winter to areas of shallower snow and greater prey abundance. A few coyotes remain in the parks along the 
highway corridor. 

From 1951 to 1980 park wardens documented 132 observations of coyotes and coyote tracks, with 
sightings about equally distributed throughout the year (Fig. 4.16). Eight of these sightings included juveniles. 
During 1982 and 1983 coyote pups were observed on the TCH at MRNP West Gate and it was assumed they 
had denned on the slopes above. 

HABITAT 

Coyotes frequent a variety of open and semi-open habitats, adapting well to human disturbance and 
agriculture. In MRNP coyotes have been recorded between 518 and 1900 m elevation, with most observations 
being on disturbed land (33%), in mixed forest of coniferous and deciduous trees (38%), and along roads 
(10%). In GNP coyotes have been recorded from 730 to 1850m. with most observations being on disturbed land 
(53%), along roads (16%), in mixed forest (6%) and in marshy areas (6%) (Park Wildlife Cards). 

A total of 69 coyote tracks was counted in 834.4 km-days of winter tracking (average 0.083 tracks 
per km-day). High winter densities of coyotes were found in GF1 and GF2 Ecosites and medium densities in 
LR1 and LR2. These high densities were in spruce/cedar valley-bottom forests (C51), sedge meadows (Hll) 
and on the frozen surface of the Beaver River which was used as a travel corridor. Medium densities were 
found in valley - bottom alder groves. 

For abundance rankings in the wildlife legend of the Map Supplement and Ecosite accounts in Volume 
I, a relative density of more than 0.5 tracks per km-day is considered high; 0.5 to 0.1, medium; and less 
than 0.1, low. 

Warden records indicate a slight tendency for coyotes to move to higher elevations in summer. The 
majority of autumn and winter observations are below 915m, while the majority of spring and summer records 
are between 915 and 1220m. (Fig. 4.16). In summer, coyotes remain commonest in the habitats frequently in 
winter but range into the Upper Subalpine as well; there are records from Mt. Revelstoke and Bostock and 
Farm Passes in GNP (LWG). 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

A porcupine that had been eaten by coyotes was found in the lower Beaver valley in December 1981 
(LWG). Coyotes prey heavily on voles and have been observed in the Beaver valley searching for prey among 
the sedges and grasses of the meadows and alder shrublands. 
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Figure 4.12. Coyote distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards: summer (May to October). 
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Figure 4.13. Coyote distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards: winter (November to April). 
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Figure 4.14. Coyote distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards: summer (May to October). 
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Figure 4.15. Coyote distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards: winter (November to April). 
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Figure 4.16. Coyote observations by elevation from park wildlife cards in MRNP and GNP. 
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The abundance of small rodents in these parks and the absence of significant competition from foxes 
or wolves are offset by severe winter conditions which keep the coyote population at a relatively low level. 
The coyote's proclivity for disturbed habitats at low elevations and its need for shallow or compacted snow in 
winter combine to expose the coyotes of MRNP and GNP to frequent risk of collisions with motor vehicles 
and trains. Between 1962 and 1980 twenty coyotes were reported killed on the highway in the parks; eleven of 
these were killed between November and February (Park Wildlife Cards, Warden files, Naturalist files). 

WOLF Canis lupus WOLF 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The wolf occurs throughout mainland B.C. and Vancouver Island, mostly north of a line through Vancouver, 
Kamloops and Golden. It is scarce and localized in the southern part of its range and in mountainous areas. 
It has been exterminated in much of the Kootenay and Thompson-Okanagan districts (Petticrew 1979A). 

Wolves occur along the Big Bend of the Columbia from Golden to Revelstoke and small packs range 
along Downie Creek and the Goldstream River north of Revelstoke (Rick Bonar, B.C. Hydro biologist, pers 
comm.). Wolves figured only sparsely in the bounty returns between 1920 and 1954, with 49 having been 
registered in the Revelstoke district and 148 in the Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual Reports). 

Prior to 1982 there were only a few records of wolves in GNP or MRNP: "Warden Mann reports 
seeing one in the winter of 1939-40..." (Munro 1945), and "Warden N.C. Gardiner saw a wolf crossing the 
base of a melted slide area of Mts. Sir Donald and Uto on April 23, 1952" (Francis 1958). In May 1965 a 
"... maintenance crew reported seeing a timber wolf near the Tupper snowsheds" (Warden files). 

Parks maintenance people reported a dark wolf in the Beaver valley on 23 February 1982 and this 
animal was observed from a helicopter by Warden and Canadian Wildlife Service staff on 24 February. 

It is unlikely that wolves occur except as rare stragglers in GNP where deep snows and sparse prey 
populations preclude regular use of the area. 

HABITAT 

Wolves frequent forested and open areas where there are populations of ungulates and beavers upon 
which they prey. Roads and frozen stream and lake surfaces are used extensively as winter travel routes. All 
GNP records are from the ICH Ecoregion. 

RED FOX Vulpes vulpes REFO 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The red fox occurs throughout B.C. except for the Pacific slope. The Kootenay district, however, has fewer 
foxes than any other part of B.C. except Vancouver Island; the estimated population is fewer than 500 
(Jackson et al. 1980). During 32 years (1922-54) of trapline returns there were 258 fox skins registered in the 
Revelstoke district and 63 in the Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual Reports). 

Cowan and Munro (1945) did not report the red fox in MRNP. In GNP it was considered rare, with 
one having been seen at Stoney Creek in the winter of 1930/31 and tracks reported at Glacier in 1939 
(Munro 1945). One was reported on 11 May 1954 in the lower Beaver valley (Park Wildlife Cards); the only 
recent records are one fox which was seen several times at Illecillewaet Campground and the Rogers Pass 
compound during December 1981 and January 1982 and one reported by maintenance crews on the Beaver Hill 
in November 1982. 
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HABITAT 

Three of the five reports of foxes in GNP were in disturbed areas where the foxes may have been 
taking advantage of garbage sources. All records were in the ICH Ecoregion. Elsewhere in the province the red 
fox "....is an animal of the 'edges', living in semi-open parkland habitat, and in uplands where open meadows 
are interspersed with groves. It adapts well to civilization....and....also lives near lakeshores, river valleys and 
tundra...." (Jackson el al. 1980). The deep snow and limited winter prey base of MRNP and GNP probably 
contribute to the paucity of foxes in the parks. 

BLACK BEAR Ursus americanus BLAC 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The black bear occurs throughout Canada south of the sub-arctic treeline and throughout B.C. where there is 
an estimated population of 63,000 (Petticrew 1980). 

The black bear is common and occurs throughout GNP and MRNP (Figs. 4.17,4.18). The distribution 
of black bears in these parks cannot be assessed by analysis of park wildlife cards since more bears are 
observed in the transportation corridors than in the backcountry and several sites (campgrounds and former 
garbage pits) are over-represented. Sites where black bear observations are most numerous are disturbed sites 
where garbage or food is or has been available (see Management, below). These include Illecillewaet 
campground, Rogers Pass compound and Hotel, Hermit Pit incinerator site, Beaver Pit landfill site, Beaver 
River Picnic site, East Gate residential area and Mountain Creek campground in GNP, and the residential area 
in MRNP. Several areas which appear under-represented in Figure 4.18 contain black bear populations (eg. 
upper Beaver River valley). 

Black bear densities in MRNP and GNP cannot be estimated with available data; in fact, research 
information is not available on black bear densities anywhere in B.C. (Petticrew 1980). 

HABITAT 

Black bears occur in a wide variety of habitats, including disturbed or altered habitats where cover 
and food are available (Petticrew 1980), but they prefer valley bottoms and spruce forest associations (Jonkel 
and Cowan 1971). 

In MRNP and GNP black bears are commonest below treeline (Fig. 4.19, Table 4.9). Most park 
wildlife card observations are along low-elevation roadways. However, even on Mt. Revelstoke where the 
Summit Road extends from 457m to 1970m. elevation, 90% of black bear sightings are below 1067m indicating 
that black bears prefer lower elevations. Since GNP is at higher elevations, the average elevation of sightings 
is higher in GNP (1104 m) than in MRNP (887 m). 

Black bear sightings are predominantly in valley bottoms and lower slopes in GNP and on lower slopes 
in MRNP (there are few valley bottoms inside MRNP). The proportion of sightings on each topographic aspect 
is the same with regard to disturbed or natural habitats; black bears have probably always used the low 
elevation sites most heavily and continue to do so although some are now disturbed by highways, habitations 
and campgrounds. Habitats indicated on park wildlife cards are predominantly disturbed, but also include a 
variety of closed and open forest types up to treeline (Table 4.10). 

Most black bear sightings are in May, June and July in MRNP and in June and July in GNP (Table 
4.11). During August and September sightings decrease in both parks. During spring and early summer black 
bears forage on green herbage that may be commonest in open disturbed areas such as roadsides, but later in 
summer as berry crops ripen, bears move into forested areas where they are less likely to be observed. 
Avalanche slopes remain important all year. 
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Figure 4.17. Black bear distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.18. Black bear distribution in MRNP from park wildlife cards. 
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Table 4.9. Percentage black bear observations by topographical position in MRNP and GNP from park wildlife 
cards, 195M979. 

Sightings of groups are counted as single observations. 
Natural refers to observations in habitats other than "disturbed land", "traffic surface" and "man-made 
grassland". 

Topographic position 

Ridge crest 
Upper-slope 
Mid-slope 
Lower slope 
Valley bottom 

Totals 
(N) 

natural 
% 

0.0 
1.3 

15.0 
26.3 
57.5 

100 
(80) 

GNP 
' all 

% 

0.0 
0.3 
4.4 

26.0 
69.3 

100 
(388) 

MRNP 
natural 

% 

0.0 
10.0 
20.0 
56.7 
6.7 

100 
(60) 

all 
% 

0.0 
3.0 
9.6 

73.7 
13.6 

100 
(198) 

Table 4.10. Percentage black bear observations by habitat in MRNP and GNP from park wildlife cards, 
1951-1979. 

Sightings of groups are counted as single observations. 
Observations in "disturbed land", "traffic surface" and "man-made grassland" are not included. 

Habitat 

Mixedwood Open 
Slidepath 
Coniferous Closed 
Coniferous Open 

GNP 
% 

26.6 
22.8 
17.8 
15.2 

Wet Bottomland 7.6 
Dry-Shrubland or Dry-Grassland 5.1 
Mixedwood Closed 
Rock 
Lake 

Totals 
(N) 

3.8 
1.3 
0.0 

100.0 
(79) 

MRNP 
% 

72.2 
6.3 
7.6 
3.8 
0.0 
1.3 
2.5 
0.0 
1.3 

100.0 
(57) 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Black bears emerge in April and May and return to hibernation in October and November. Based on 
first and last sighting dates each year on park wildlife cards, the median dates of first spring sightings are 26 
April in GNP and 7 May in MRNP. The median dates of last autumn sightings are 21 October in GNP and 
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Figure 4.19. Black bear observations by elevation from park wildlife cards in MRNP and GNP. 
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Table 4.11. Percentage black bear observations by month in MRNP and GNP from park wildlife cards, 
1951-1979. 

Sightings of groups are counted as single observations. 

Month 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
May 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Totals 
(N) 

GNP 
% 

0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
3.5 

16.7 
29.4 
24.3 
13.9 
5.3 
5.8 
0.5 
0.3 

100.0 
(395) 

MRNP 
% 

0.5 
0.0 
0.5 
3.0 

25.9 
26.9 
19.3 
10.7 
7.1 
3.6 
2.5 
0.0 

100.0 
(197) 

Total 
% 

0.2 
0.0 
0.3 
3.4 

19.8 
28.5 
22.6 
12.8 
5.9 
5.1 
1.2 
0.2 

100.0 
(592) 

1 November in MRNP. No winter den sites have been recorded in either park. Ignoring sightings made in 
December, January and February, the first and second sightings in GNP from any year were made on 17 
March and 4 April respectively, and in MRNP, on 14 March and 21 April. The last and next-to-last sightings 
in GNP were made on 4 November and 1 November and in MRNP on 20 November and 18 November. 

Two major sources of unnatural mortality have been documented in these parks (Tables 4.12, 4.13). 
These are: 

collisions on the TCH and CPR mainline 
destruction and accidental deaths of problem bears 

Other probable causes of mortality of park bears include destruction of problem bears at camps, 
isolated habitations or in the city of Revelstoke, hunting, and railroad and highway collisions. 

Based on incomplete records an average of 2.6 black bears die each year on the highway in MRNP 
and GNP (Table 4.12). This average is the minimum number, since highway kills have not been consistently 
reported and do not include wounded bears that die elsewhere. Between 1970 and 1982 inclusive the yearly 
average was 3.8 highway bear mortalities. Most highway kills are during June, July and August. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The omnivorous black bear adapts to a variety of food sources, including inadequately-stored garbage 
and food handouts. This leads to bear-human conflicts and bears must consequently be captured and removed 
or destroyed. 

In the ten years between 1972 and 1981 there were 79 recorded management actions in GNP, 
involving 66 different bears. Of 55 bears captured and released, 45 were never reported again as problems 
(Tables 4.13 and 4.14). Records do not indicate whether these bears returned to natural foods in the parks or 
died. Of the ten that were reported again as problems, eight were ultimately destroyed. Management records 
are not complete and the actual number both moved and killed is higher than indicated. 
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Table 4.13. Black bear management actions, GNP (1972-1981) and MRNP 1969-1982. 

Management Action No. Remarks 

Sources: wardens files; Rogers Pass, GNP, and Revelstoke, MRNP. 

Table 4.14. Locations of black bear management actions in MRNP (1969-82) and GNP (1972-1981). 

GNP 

Mountain Cr. C.G. 
East Gate Residences 
Beaver R. picnic area 
Stoney Cr. Siding (CPR) 
Summit Compound and Hotel 
Illecillewaet C.G. 
Loop Brook C.G. 
Flat Cr. Con. Corps Camp 
Unspecified 

Total 
(N) 

% 

38.2 
1.3 
3.9 
3.9 

19.7 
19.7 
1.3 
5.3 
6.6 

100 
(76) 

MRNP 

Skunk Cabbage picnic area 
Liangs picnic area 
Base of Mt. Revelstoke 

Total 
(N) 

% 

46.2 
7.7 

46.2 

100 
(13) 

Sources as in Table 4.13. 

From 1969 to 1982 there were 13 black bears captured and released in MRNP, with none being 
reported again as problems. MRNP contains little valley-bottom habitat and relocated bears probably leave the 
park. 

Since movements of marked bears indicate that individual black bears can range over the entire length 
of GNP (Warden files), the perceived success of relocating problem bears may not be because they are moved 

GNP 
DESTROYED (1st contact) 11 
CAPTURED and released (1st contact) 55 45 never reported again as problems 

10 required later action 
DESTROYED (2nd contact) 6 
CAPTURED and released (2nd contact) 4 1 never reported again as a problem 

3 required later action 
DESTROYED (3rd contact) 2 
CAPTURED and released (3rd contact) 1 never reported again as problem 

Total: 79 

MRNP 
CAPTURED and released (1st contact) 13 none reported again as problems 
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beyond a critical distance but either because they return to natural food or because they die or are killed by 
other bears when they are released. It is unlikely that relocation of problem bears anywhere in GNP or 
MRNP will succeed in putting them out of temptation's way. The provincial policy for dealing with problem 
black bears is to destroy them (J. Turnbull, pers. comm.). There is a year-round hunting season on this 
species adjacent to MRNP and GNP. 

Until 1977, garbage was available to bears in GNP at the Hermit Pit or Beaver landfill site (McKay 
1972; Warden files). Garbage is now removed daily from the park, although non bearproof garbage containers 
are available in several areas. 

Other artifical food sources include food at campgrounds, picnic sites, residential areas and work sites, 
food handouts from motorists, and grain spills from leaking grain cars (noted at Stoney Cr. siding in 1982). 
Grain spills along the CPR line are a minor but regular occurrence at sidings. Bears feed in spring on new 
green vegetation along the TCH, at which time they may become habituated to taking food handouts from 
people who stop to view them. 

Despite the high management profile of black bears in national parks and provincial lands in B.C. 
(Petticrew 1980), there has, so far, been no biological research on black bear population densities and 
structure, habitat use or response to management actions in B.C. or the mountain national parks. 

GRIZZLY BEAR Ursus arctos GRIZ 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

"B.C. shares with Alaska and the Yukon Terrirory the bulk of the world's grizzly bear population. The grizzly 
population in B.C. is estimated at between 6000 and 7000 animals" and there are an estimated 650 grizzlies in 
the Kootenay region (Petticrew 1979). 

Grizzly bears are found throughout MRNP and GNP (Figs. 4.20, 4.21, 4.22). Mundy and Flook (1973) 
estimated that GNP had the highest density of grizzlies in the seven mountain national parks. In 1962 they 
counted what they believed to be 45 different grizzly bears in GNP, principally at garbage dumps, and 
through re-sighting tagged bears estimated a maximum park population of 74 grizzlies. Hamer (1974A) 
estimated a density of one grizzly per 31-34 km2, or a population of 40 to 43 grizzlies in GNP. 

Mundy and Flook's estimate is probably too high since grizzlies are attracted to garbage from great 
distances and no point in GNP is more than 14 km. from the park boundary. Russell et a!. (1979) recorded 
daily movements of 20 km. for male grizzlies. The small size of both MRNP and GNP means that the bulk 
of the parks' bear populations are probably transient, ranging both inside and outside the parks at different 
times. 

HABITAT 

In both MRNP and GNP grizzlies generally use snow-free, south-facing avalanche slopes and 
valley-bottom forests for foraging in early spring and summer. Use of subalpine and alpine meadows increases 
in July and August as the snow recedes, and grizzlies return to avalanche slopes later in the season as berry 
crops ripen (Hamer 1974A, 1974B; Mundy and Flook 1973). 

Park wildlife cards are of limited usefulness in determining relative habitat use since most records are 
from disturbed land and grizzlies are more readily sighted in open habitats than in closed. Grizzly sightings 
below 1219 m. in MRNP and GNP are commonest in spring and observations above 1676 m. are commonest in 
summer (Figs. 4.23,4.24). Grizzlies are observed most commonly in valley bottoms and on lower slopes in 
spring in MRNP. Summer observations are more common on upper slopes and a return to valley bottoms is 
evident in autumn (Table 4.15). In GNP, use of valley bottoms changes less from season to season, but use 
of low valleys in spring gives way in summer to use of upper side-valleys, with the average elevation of 
grizzly sightings rising from 975 m. in spring to 1250 m. in summer. 
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Figure 4.20. Grizzly bear distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards, 1951-1976. 
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Figure 4.21. Grizzly bear distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards, 1977-1982. 
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Figure 4.22. Grizzly bear distribution in MRNP from park wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.23. Grizzly bear observations by elevation and season from park wildlife cards in GNP. 

Figure 4.24. Grizzly bear observations by elevation and season from park wildlife cards in MRNP. 
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Table 4.15. Percent grizzly bear observations by topographical position in MRNP and GNP from park wildlife 
cards, 1951-1979. 

Sightings of groups are counted as single observations. 

Topographical Position Spring Summer Autumn 
(M.A.M) (J.J.A) (S.O.N) 

_ _ 

Ridge crest 2.1 5.8 4.3 
Upper slope 2.1 10.1 0.0 
Mid-slope 25.0 20.3 26.1 
Lower slope 35.4 40.6 39.1 
Valley bottom 35.4 23.2 30.4 

Total (N) 100(48) 100(69) 100(23) 

MRNP 
Ridge crest 5.3 17.4 0.0 
Upper slope 0.0 39.1 36.4 
Mid-slope 15.8 17.4 9.1 
Lower slope 31.6 17.4 0.0 
Valley bottom 47.4 8.7 54.5 

Total (N) 100(19) 100(23) 100(11) 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Food studies by faecal analysis conducted in GNP by Mundy and Flook (1973) and Hamer (1974A) 
both revealed grizzly diet to be almost entirely vegetarian. Food types which occurred as more than 10% by 
volume in any one season are: 

- sedges and grasses (highest seasonal use) 57% 
- mountain ash berries (Sorbus spp.) 38% 
- cow parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) 23% 
- huckleberries and blueberries (Vaccinium) 31% 
- unidentified forbs 15% 

Because ungulate populations are low, carrion is not a major food source in these parks. Grizzlies feed 
on carcasses of winter- and road-killed moose dumped in the Beaver valley (warden files). Grizzlies were 
reported feeding on two moose carcasses in the Beaver valley in 1982 (McLaren Plansearch 1982) but it was 
not known whether these moose were killed by bears or had died of other causes. 

A grizzly was seen trying to dig into a beaver lodge in May 1982 (RMW). Other rodents, particularly 
ground squirrels and marmots, may be preyed upon in any season (Hamer 1974A, Mundy and Flook 1973). 

No winter dens have been recorded in MRNP and only two have been found in GNP (warden files). 
One was in the Asulkan valley in a cave under overhanging rock bluffs at 2135 m. (location and aspect not 
recorded) and one in the Mountain Creek drainage at 1920 m. (MG601908, NE aspect, 15% slope). 

Based on first and last sightings in the park wildlife card file for each year in which grizzlies were 
seen before 1 May or after 1 October, the median date for first sightings is 27 March and the median date 
for last sightings is 20 October, for the two parks. The earliest and latest sightings of grizzlies in either park 
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were on 14 March and 19 November. 

Mundy and Flook (1973) reported grizzlies to have summer foraging ranges in GNP of 13-16 km. 
straight line distance in valley bottoms. Hamer (1974A) reported finding a grain-filled scat in the wet meadows 
of Mountain Creek, 23 km. from the grain spill where the bear had been feeding at Flat Creek. Mundy and 
Flook made all their observations in the transportation corridor of GNP and mostly at disturbed sites. They 
felt that while the distance of 13-16 km. may represent a single-season foraging range, longer movements may 
be more typical in spring and when grizzlies were shifting from one seasonal range to another. Consequently, 
many - or possibly most - of the grizzlies in these parks have parts of their home ranges outside the park 
boundaries (Hamer 1974A, 1974b). 

Three major sources of mortality have been documented in and near MRNP and GNP (Table 4.16). 
These are: 

- collisions on the TCH and CPR mainline 
- destruction of problem bears 
- hunting adjacent to the parks 

Other probable causes of mortality of park bears include destruction of problem bears at logging or 
railway camps outside the parks, highway and railroad mortality outside the parks, and poaching. 

Most of GNP's unnatural grizzly mortality has occurred in the Ross Peak-Cougar Creek area of the 
Illecillewaet valley (Fig. 4.25). The period during and shortly after construction of the TCH (1960-1962) 
accounts for 53% of the problem bears destroyed. At that time there was an official directive that all grizzlies 
in the Roger's Pass area were to be shot on sight (W. Laurilla pers. comm.). Four of the five bears 
destroyed in 1976 comprised a family group of a sow with three cubs. 

The average 2.83 grizzlies reported shot each year by sport hunters within 16 km. of the parks may 
contain a significant number of park bears, particularly in the Tangier River and Woolsey Creek watersheds 
where 11 of the 17 bears were lost. The kill may be somewhat higher, in fact, since it is illegal to kill 
female bears with young and any that were may not have been reported. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Bears will use virtually any available food source. Garbage was formerly dumped in GNP at the 
Beaver landfill site. After 1968 it was incinerated at the Hermit Pit and then hauled to the Beaver landfill. 
Incineration was not effective, and grizzlies continued to gather at both sites. The garbage problem was 
described and management options suggested by Mundy (1963), March (1972), McKay (1972), Mundy and Flook 
(1973) and Hamer (1974A). 

Since 1977, garbage has been hauled directly to the Revelstoke municipal dump and concentrations of 
grizzlies occur no more in GNP (Figs. 4.20, 4.21). The only remaining artificial concentrations of food used 
consistently by grizzlies is the deposit site for road-killed ungulate carcasses. Until 1982 this was at various 
sites in the Beaver valley. The current site is at the stone arch on the old CPR grade on the east end of 
Mt. Tupper. 

Garbage has never been dumped in MRNP and no grizzlies have been reported relocated or destroyed 
since files began in 1960 (Warden files). 

In GNP, 23 grizzlies have been destroyed and 25 relocated since 1960. The most active period for 
relocation and destruction of grizzlies was 1960-1962, during the construction of the TCH. Two-thirds of all 
reported management actions took place in that period. 

Since 1960 there have been five grizzly-human incidents resulting in human injury or death in GNP 
and none in MRNP (Warden files.) Four of these incidents involved sows with cubs and three of these 
resulted in serious injuries to humans. One person died in 1976 as a result of an incident on the Cougar 
valley trail. Three other incidents were on Balu Pass trail and one was on Christiana Ridge. Only in the fatal 
incident in Cougar Creek were the sow and her cubs successfully sought out and destroyed. 

Hamer (1974A) discusses some of the problems of maintaining a viable population of grizzlies in GNP. 
He suggests that the park's bear population may be too small to be self-sustaining. 
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Table 4.16. Grizzly bear mortality and management in the GNP area, 1959-1982. 

"CPR" refers to bears reported killed on the Canadian Pacific Railway in GNP. 
"TCH" refers to bears killed on the TCH by vehicles. 
"Mngt. death" refers to bears destroyed by wardens in management actions. 
Data for sport hunting kills on provincial lands within 16 km of GNP: Compulsory Inspection Data from B.C. 
Fish and Wildlife Branch, Victoria, B.C. 
n/a = data not available. 

Given an estimated population of 40 grizzlies in GNP the population can be roughly modelled based 
on life-history data available from the literature. Assuming: 
1. there is a 50:50 sex ratio 
2. there are 2.0 young per litter (Mundy and Flook 1973) 
3. adult females give birth to a litter every third year (Mundy and Flook 1973, Petticrew 1979) 
4. females mature sexually at 5 years (Pearson 1975) 
5. there is 17-20% natural mortality per year of adult females (Pearson 1975: his age structure data for 

Cause of Mortality Management 
YEAR GNP Provincial GNP 

lands 
CPR TCH Mngt. Sport Capt'd 

death hunting and 
rel'd 

1959 I n/a 1 n/a ~ ~ "' 
1960 - n/a 3 n/a 
1961 - n/a .1 n/a 6 
1962 - - 9 n/a 9 
1963 . . . n/a 
1964 - - 1 n/a 
1965 . . . n/a 
1966 - 1 - n/a 
1967 - 1 2 n/a 
1968 - - - n/a 4 
1969 . . . n/a 
1970 - - - n/a 4 
1971 - 2 - n/a 
1972 - 1 - n/a 
1973 - 2 - n/a 1 
1974 - 1 1 n/a 
1975 . . . n/a 
1976 - - 5 2 1 
1977 . . . 5 

1978 - 1 - 2 
1979 . . . 4 
1980 . . . 2 

1981 . . . 2 
1982 . . . n/a 

Totals 1 9 23 17 25 

Average 0.04 0.43 0.96 2.83 1.04 
per year 
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Figure 4.25. Locations of grizzly bears killed in management actions and on the TCH in GNP. 
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Yukon populations are comparable to B.C. populations, Petticrew 1979, and local populations, Table 
4.17), 

then, there would be only seven or eight reproductive females in the population at any given time and more 
than 50% of the population would be pre-reproductive. Only two or three litters would be produced in any 
one year. The loss of one litter would represent the loss, on average, of more than a third of the annual 
production of grizzlies in GNP. Similarly, the loss of a mature female would represent the loss of one-third 
of next year's potential production. There is too little information available to test this population model or to 
model the responses of the park grizzly population to unnatural mortality. 

Because of the small size of these parks and the low reproductive rate of grizzlies, the population 
may be highly sensitive to the loss of adult females. 

As areas adjoining MRNP and GNP are opened up by logging, the parks are increasingly becoming 
isolated reserves for grizzlies. Improved access increases legal and illegal hunting pressure, and the presence of 
isolated work camps at numerous locations in the Selkirks and Purcells increases the opportunities for grizzlies 
to be attracted to garbage and food and shot as nuisances. The provincial Fish and Wildlife Branch is 
inadequately staffed to deal with the plethora of wildlife management concerns attendant on resource 
development in the Kootenay region (J. Turnbull, Chief Park Warden, pers. comm.) It is essential that 
land-use policy for the areas adjoining these parks take into account the inability of these small parks to 
sustain a grizzly population that does not cross park boundaries (Hamer 1974A, Mundy 1963). 

Critical habitat areas such as spring feeding sites, spring refugia for sows and cubs and den sites have 
been identified and recommended as special ecological reserves by Hamer (1974A). Special preservation status, 
based on its importance to grizzlies, has been recommended for the Mountain Creek watershed (Mundy 1963, 
Marsh 1972, Hamer 1974A). Hamer (1974B) also recommends a special buffer zone adjacent to MRNP where 
park grizzlies use provincial land in early spring and are hunted. His proposal that the Clachnacudainn valley 
be afforded special protective status based on its year-round importance to grizzlies, together with public 
safety, was a factor in the closure of the Clachnacudainn trail to foot traffic. 

Means by which bear-human conflicts in the back-country could be reduced are described by Hamer 
(1974A, 1974B) and Mundy and Flook (1963). These are acknowledged in the "Bear Management Plan, Mt. 
Revelstoke and Glacier National Parks" (Warden Service 1981). 

MARTEN Maries americana MART 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Martens are common in all forested regions except some of the smaller off-shore islands in B.C. 

Partly because of their ubiquity and partly because of the high value of their fur, more martens 
have been trapped in B.C. during each of the last ten years than any other single fur-bearer (Munro and 
Jackson 1979). The species is considered to be at least three times as abundant as the fisher in the Kootenay 
Region (ibid). In the Revelstoke district 5336 marten skins were registered in 32 years (1922-54) of trapping 
returns, compared to only 809 in the Golden district. This is partly an artifact of greater trapping effort, but 
probably also reflects somewhat higher densities in the lush western forests (trapped numbers: B.C. Game 
Commission Annual Reports). 

Martens may be somewhat more abundant now than they were earlier in the century. Although early 
explorers in the Selkirks (Green 1890, Palmer 1914, Wheeler 1905) do not mention martens, Munro (1945) 
reported that martens were "....abundant in Districts Nos. 1 and 2 [of GNP]. It is most common in the 
forests between 5000 and 6000 feet but occurs also in the river bottoms and in the intervening territory 
....Little information was obtained as to the status of Marten in District No. 3....". It is possible that martens 
were somewhat less common on Mt. Revelstoke. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) say that "... In 1937 Park 
Warden Moore reported that martens were scarce but that a few remained in the extreme easterly and 
northerly portions of the park.... In 1943 martens were reported to be more numerous but evidence of their 
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Table 4.17. Ages of grizzly bears killed by sport hunters adjacent to GNP and MRNP. 
Source: Compulsory Inspection Data, B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch, Victoria, B.C. 
Data from spring hunting season, Management Units 4-28, 4-33, 4-34, 4-37 and 4-38. 

presence was not obtained." 

martens are currently common in both GNP and MRNP, occurring in all watersheds from valley 
bottoms to above timberline. A total of 1168 marten tracks were counted in 834.4 km-days of winter tracking 
for an overall average of 1.4 tracks per km-day. 

HABITAT 

The marten occurs in all Ecoregions, reaching highest densities in the Lower Subalpine and ICH 
Ecoregion (average 1.6 tracks per km-day) and lowest densities in the alpine (average 0.1 tracks per km-day). 

For abundance rankings in the wildlife legend of the Map Supplement and Ecosite accounts in Volume 
I, a relative density of more than 2.0 tracks per km-day is considered high; 0.9 to 2.0, medium; and less 
than 0.9, low. 

High densities of martens occur in closed spruce-fir forests (C21, C25) on BU Ecosites, closed 
cedar-white pine-Douglas fir forests (C52) on CT Ecosites and in open coniferous (C51) forests and alder 
groves (S17) on GF Ecosites. Medium densities occur in closed cedar-hemlock forests (C50, C51, C52) (CT 
and KX Ecosites), closed subalpine fir-mountain hemlock forests (C47) (HR and BU Ecosites) and open 
subalpine fir forests at treeline (09, O10, O20, 021 and 022) (JD Ecosites). 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The main prey species of the marten are Gapper's red-backed voles, red squirrels, snowshoe hares and 
grouse. Marten densities were highest in areas where these prey species occured at high densities. Marten also 

Age (yrs) Male Female Total 
_ . 

2 
3 4 1 5 
4 3 2 5 
5 6 2 8 
6 3 1 4 
7 4 2 6 
8 5 - 5 
9 1 - 1 

10 2 - 2 
11 1 - 1 
12 1 1 2 
13 - 1 1 
14 1 - 1 
15 
16 
17 1 1 2 
18 
19 
20 1 - 1 
25 1 1 2 

Totals 34 12 46 
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occur at very low densities in winter on windswept alpine ridgecrests (HE3). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Fur production is the primary purpose of marten management by the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch 
and habitat losses to clear-cut logging and hydropower development are recognized as the major obstacles to 
marten management (Munro and Jackson 1979). The relatively small home-range requirements of martens and 
the abundance of habitat in MRNP and GNP will probably allow these parks to sustain viable populations in 
spile of habitat destruction in neighboring areas. 

Trapping has been and continues to be a significant source of mortality of martens in the Selkirks. 
"...It seems likely that animals from Glacier park form a considerable portion of the catch by trappers who 
have lines along the park boundaries. A trapper...is reported to have taken 20 in the winter of 1941-42" 
(Munro 1942). "In the winter of 1936-37 a poacher...caught what was believed to be the only marten 
inhabiting the area adjacent to the highway near Mile Eight..." in MRNP (Munro and Cowan 1944). 

There are registered traplines along Woolsey Creek, lower Mt. Revelstoke and Tangier River and most 
trapping is directed toward marten (W. Laurilla, pers. comm.). 

Martens readily become habituated to human garbage and other artificial food sources. There are 
numerous records in the park wildlife card file of martens frequenting garbage sources and entering cabins in 
search of food. 

There have been ten recorded highway mortalities and one railroad mortality (Warden files, 1960-69, 
1978-80; 1960-1979). There were four recorded highway mortalities in GNP from April 1980 to November 1982. 
However, road and railroad mortality do not appear to be major sources of marten mortality. 

FISHER Martes pennant! FISH 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Fishers inhabit most forested regions of B.C. north of the 50th parallel of latitude, as well as areas south of 
this latitude in the Cascade and Coast Ranges. 

Despite its considerably higher value, the fisher has been from seven to 35 times less common in 
B.C. trapping returns than the marten (Munro and Jackson 1979). During 32 years (1922-54) of trapline 
returns there were only 193 fisher skins registered in the Revelstoke district compared to 5336 martens. In the 
Golden district 809 martens were registered in the same period, and no fishers (B.C. Game Commission Annual 
Reports). 

There have been no specimen records of fishers in GNP or MRNP. Munro (1945) reported that one 
"...was trapped in the winter of 1940-41 at the headwaters of Jumping Creek near the west boundary of the 
park [GNP]." In MRNP Cowan and Munro (1944-45) stated that "...tracks used to be seen in winter but none 
has been reported for the last 15 years...". 

"Warden N.C. Gardener saw fisher tracks on a moraine at Illecillewaet Glacier on March 29, 1952 and 
reported at the time that two fisher had been taken in the Albert Canyon vicinity, west of the park...He saw 
one fisher at the top of Slalom Hill, west of Glacier Station, on April 8, 1952; it had been seen previously 
in this area" (Fisher 1958). 

The only recent records prior to this inventory were of tracks reported in March 1975 and November 
1979 along the TCH in GNP (Park Wildlife Cards). Fisher tracks were observed on 17 March 1982 at Ten 
Mile on the Summit Road in MRNP (KVT) and possible fisher tracks were observed near 30-Mile in the 
Beaver River valley in March 1983 (LWG). 
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HABITAT 

Fishers are "...most numerous in mixed forests of coniferous and deciduous trees and...rarely, if ever, 
found above tree-line" (Cowan and Guiguet 1965). All MRNP and GNP observations have been in coniferous 
and mixed forests in the ICH Ecoregion. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Raine (1982) found fishers in Manitoba to avoid open areas where soft snow accumulates because they 
have difficulty traveling in snow where they sink more than 8 cm. This may partially explain the general 
paucity of fishers in the snow-bound Selkirk and Purcell Mts. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch proposes to manage fishers primarily for the production of fur 
(Munro and Jackson 1979). The branch recognizes "...large scale clear-cutting of climax forests and water 
impoundments for power..." as the major obstacles to maintenance of mustelid populations in B.C. 

In light of the limited amount of mature mixed-wood habitat available in the parks, and the low 
population densities of fishers throughout their range, it is doubtful whether either of the parks is capable of 
sustaining a viable fisher population. The flooding of the Columbia River valley and clear-cutting of 
neighboring drainages is fragmenting fisher habitat in this region and may ultimately result in extirpation of 
this species in the vicinity of the parks. 

SHORT-TAILED WEASEL Mustela ermlnea ERMI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The short-tailed weasel is the commonest and most widespread weasel in B.C., occurring throughout the 
province except on some of the smaller off-shore islands. 

Based on population estimates derived from trapping returns and potential habitat, Munro and Jackson 
(1979) estimate the weasel population of the Kootenay Region at 70,000 to 80,000, five times higher than the 
next most abundant mustelid, the marten. In 32 years (1922-54) of trapping returns, 21,532 weasel skins were 
registered in the Revelstoke district and 1,936 in the Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual Reports). 
Some of these skins may have been other species of weasel, and the higher count in the Revelstoke district is 
partly an artifact of trapping intensity. 

Munro (1945) said this species was "...reported to be distributed through the park [GNP] 
and...common during winter in the Beaver River bottom." In MRNP it was "...abundant at the upper limits of 
the sub-alpine forest on 1937" (Cowan and Munro 1944-45). Four short-tailed weasels were caught near Balsam 
and Eva Lake during 1937 field work. 

The short-tailed weasel is currently common in MRNP and GNP, being found in all watersheds, from 
valley bottoms to the alpine. A total of 414 short-tailed weasel tracks were counted in 834.4 km-days of 
tracking, (average 0.4% tracks per km-day). 

HABITAT 

The short-tailed weasel occurs in all Ecoregions being most abundant in the ICH Ecoregion (0.76 
tracks/km-day), followed by the Upper Subalpine (0.33), Upper Subalpine (0.27) and Alpine (0.07). High 
densities of short-tailed weasels were found in closed and open spruce-fir forest (C51) on alluvium, in 
valley-bottom alder groves (S17) and in snow-covered sedge meadows (Hl l ) . High densities were found in 
valley bottom Ecosites (GFl, GF2, GHl, LRl and LR2) in the ICH Ecoregion and in LKl in the Lower 
Subalpine. 
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I;or abundance rankings in the wildlife legend of Ihe Map Supplement and Hcosilc accounts in Volume 
I, a relative density of more than 0.8 tracks per km-day is considered high; 0.3 to 0.8, medium; and less 
than 0.3, low. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The short-tailed weasel is an opportunistic predator but its main prey are microtine voles and deer 
mice. Because of its narrow body-size it can hunt voles and mice in their runways under the snow. In light 
of the time weasels spend beneath the snow, their density may be under-estimated in certain habitats where 
relative densities were derived by above-snow track counts. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch proposes to manage weasels primarily as a fur resource and 
identifies no major management problems associated with this species (Munro and Jackson 1979). 

The abundance and small home-range requirements of the short-tailed weasel, its use of successional 
habitat types and the abundance of prey render its future relatively secure in MRNP and GNP. 

LONG-TAILED WEASEL Mustela frenata LOWE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The long-tailed weasel occurs in the interior of B.C. as far north as Prince George. It is not possible to 
assess its status on the basis of provincial trapping records since all three species of weasel are included 
together in published records (Munro and Jackson 1979). It is probably less abundant than the smaller 
short-tailed weasel. 

Although in GNP it was "...reported as common in the higher forests and on alpine meadows" 
(Munro 1945), there are no verified records of its occurrence. In MRNP Cowan and Munro (1944-45) 
considered the species "...not common. A large female taken in a trap...in a cedar grove near Eight Mile 
represents the only record". This specimen is stored at the B.C. Provincial Museum, specimen number 2083. 

There is one recent record; an adult was reported on the summit of Mt. Revelstoke by a warden on 
4 July 1971 (Park Wildlife Cards). No long-tailed weasels were recorded during inventory work from 1981 to 
1983. 

HABITAT 

Cowan and Guiget report that this species occurs "...from sea-level to mountain-top in almost every 
terrestrial habitat..." including "...river banks, lake-shores, rock-slides, forest edge, and prairie lands where 
ground squirrels, mice, pikas, and other small mammals occur". The two records from MRNP were from a 
cedar grove at about 1220m. (ICH Ecoregion ) and herbaceous meadow at about 1890 m (Upper Subalpine). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch proposes to manage weasels primarily as a fur resource and 
identifies no major management problems associated with this species (Munro and Jackson 1979). 
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LEAST WEASEL Afustela nivalis LEWE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The least weasel occurs sparsely throughout the northern and central parts of B.C. south to about Valemount 
and William's Lake (Cowan and Guiguet 1965, Munro and Jackson 1979). All three weasel species are treated 
as one in B.C. fur returns and consequently the abundance or distribution of this species cannot be assessed 
from these data. 

There is a single report of a least weasel family in MRNP, well south of its normal range. Warden 
W. Laurilla reported a family consisting of one adult and five young in the lower reaches of the 
Clachnacudainn watershead on 12 July 1979 (Park Wildlife Cards). A least weasel live trapped near Lauretta in 
MRNP during August 1981 (RMW.DMP) was the first confirmed record. 

HABITAT 

Cowan and Guiguet (1965) describe least weasel habitat as parkland-type habitat. The first MRNP 
record was from an open forest of mixed deciduous and coniferous trees and the second was from cedar-devils 
club forest (LRl; C51) where deer mice were abundant. Both records were in the ICH Ecoregion. 

MINK Afustela vison MINK 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The mink occurs throughout B.C. The B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch considers this to be the province's third 
most abundant mustelid species with an approximate population of 4500 in the Kootenay Region (Munro and 
Jackson 1979). 

During the years 1922 to 1954 there were 666 mink skins registered from traplines in the. Golden 
district and 3036 from traplines in the Revelstoke district. This disparity is partly an artifact of the greater 
intensity of trapping in the Revelstoke district. Mink have been reported from the Beaver and Illecillewaet 
valleys of GNP since 1925 (Park files). 

Munro (1945) considered the mink to be rare in the Rogers Pass area and scarce in the Beaver valley 
"...where signs of its presence is occasionally seen along the Beaver River. Only one animal has been 
observed... during the past three years". In MRNP Cowan and Munro (1944-45) did not record this species. 

There are few recent records of this species. A mink was seen on 17 November 1978 beside the 
Beaver River (Park Wildlife Cards). Although it has been reported that "a moderate population" of mink 
occurs along the Beaver River (LGL 1981) intensive field work during the winter of 1981/82 produced no 
verified records and it appears that mink occur only sporadically or at very low densities in the park. A mink 
was seen at Lauretta in MRNP in October 1982 (LWG) and tracks were seen beside the Beaver River in 
February 1982 (MJD) and April 1983 (LWG). 

HABITAT 

Cowan and Guiguet (1965) describe mink habitat as. "...woodland and marshes surrounding sea-shores, 
banks of rivers, lakes, and streams". In MRNP and GNP mink occur only along streams and wetlands in the 
ICH Ecoregion (GFl, GF2, LRl, LR2). All recent GNP records are from the floodplain of the Beaver. River 
which, while superficially suitable to mink, probably lacks an adequate' winter food supply to sustain a viable 
mink population. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch considers this species to be primarily a fur-bearer and it is 
managed as such. The limiting factor in MRNP and GNP appears to be the scarcity of muskrats, fish and 
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other winter food species; any enhancement of the prey base would likely result in an increase of mink. 

WOLVERINE Gulo gulo WOLV 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The wolverine occurs throughout B.C. in mountainous areas and northern forests. The Kootenay district is 
believed to support about 9% of B.C.'s total estimated population of 5,000 to 8,000 (Munro and Jackson 1979). 
Although widely-distributed, wolverines are relatively uncommon over most of their range; on the averge twice 
as many fishers are trapped in B.C. each year than wolverines. In 32 years (1922-54) 81 wolverine hides were 
registered in Revelstoke district and 14 in Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual Reports). 

In MRNP and GNP wolverines have always been present in low densities, but may have been more 
abundant formerly than they are now. Munro (1945) reported that in GNP "...fresh tracks are seen daily 
during winter patrols...and...frequently are seen in the snow along the railroad track near Glacier. The 
population in [Beaver River drainage] is estimated by Warden Martin to be approximately 12... It seems 
probable that the wolverine is more plentiful in the park than in the surrounding areas". 

From 1925 to 1967 wardens have, at various times, subjectively estimated the GNP population to be 
from five to 15 wolverines. For an area in the Rocky Mountains of Montana, Hornocker and Hash (1981) 
estimated a population of 20 wolverines in 1300 km2 (an area similar in size to GNP). Ungulates (and 
therefore carrion) were much more available there than in GNP; consequently Warden estimates of population-
are probably fairly reasonable. 

In MRNP Cowan and Munro (1944-45) reported only the tracks of one animal during several winters. 
From 1963 to 1980 there were 11 records of wolverine (Park Wildlife Cards). No additional MRNP records 
were obtained during the inventory. 

In GNP there were only 24 records of wolverine (mostly of tracks) from 1960 to 1980 (Park Wildlife 
Cards). An additional 48 records were added during the inventory from 1981 to 1983. There are records of 
three possible wolverine dens in GNP. A total of 32 wolverine tracks were recorded on a variety of Ecosites 
in the 834.4 km-days of tracking (average 0.038 tracks per km-day). 

HABITAT 

The wolverine frequents "... wooded and mountainous areas. In the summer months it often ranges 
high in the sub-alpine forest foraging about timber-line and talus slopes" (Cowan and Guiguet 1965). In 
winter, wolverines occur from the Upper Subalpine down to the ICH Ecoregion. Wolverines have been recorded 
as low as 760 m. and as high as 1980 m. in summer as well as winter. In MRNP and GNP it occurs in a 
wide range of habitats at all seasons, wolverines use, to some extent, probably every Ecosite below the Alpine 
(even if only for travel) but the map legend includes a low-high rating only for those Ecosites in which 
there have been actual observations of wolverine or of sign. 

In the map legend and Ecosite accounts of Volume I a relative density of more than 0.5 
tracks/km-day is considered high and less than 0.5 tracks/km-day, low. This simplified density scheme is used 
because of the low number of tracks recorded on track count transects. 

The wolverine is an opportunistic predator and scavenger and its daily wanderings take it through 
many habitats. Highest density was recorded on CM1, which occurs along Lower Subalpine valley-bottoms, 
where wolverines commonly travel during their wide-ranging winter movements. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

In March 1983, a wolverine was observed by wardens feeding on a mountain goat carcass at the base 
of an avalanche path near Ursus Creek. Wolverines will travel long distances in search of carrion and 
Hornocker and Hash (1981) indicate that they will follow the same routes from year to year. The longest 
single track followed in GNP was 12 km. 
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Wolverines are managed for fur production by the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch, which identifies 
habitat loss to clear-cutting and hydro impoundments as major obstacles to the management of the species. In 
its preliminary management plan the Branch acknowledges a need for more information on the critical habitat 
requirements of wolverines (Munro and Jackson 1979). 

One wolverine has been reported killed by a train in GNP. In February 1982, Park staff observed a 
wolverine caught in the descending snow of an avalanche but it was apparently unhurt. Wolverines are 
attracted to garbage and other unnatural food sources. 

STRIPED SKUNK Mephitis mephitis SKUN 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The striped skunk occurs at low elevations throughout B.C., east of the Coast Ranges, and in the Lower 
Mainland. It occurs in the Columbia valley adjacent to GNP and MRNP. Between 1922 and 1954, 695 skunk 
skins were registered in the Revelstoke district and 17 in the Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual 
Reports). 

There is only a single record of a skunk in MRNP, and none in GNP. A skunk was reported twice 
in February 1971 at the park residences on Mt. Revelstoke (Park Wildlife Cards). 

HABITAT 

Skunks frequent "...open fields, marshes, and stream-side thickets mixed with dense cover" (Cowan 
and Guiguet 1965). Both MRNP and GNP appear to have suitable habitat along the floodplains of the ICH 
Ecoregion. The only park record was at the lowest elevation of either park, in a disturbed area adjacent to a 
small creek (CT5). 

RIVER OTTER Lontra canadensis OTTE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The river otter is an uncommon resident across Canada except the far northern tundra and the semi-arid 
prairie regions (Banfield 1974). 

There are no historical records from either park although they have been seen along the Columbia 
River at Revelstoke and occur quite frequently in lakes south of MRNP (J. Mulchinock, pers. comm.). There 
are many trapping returns of otters from both the Revelstoke and Golden regions (B.C. Game Commission 
Annual Reports). 

A river otter was observed on 26 and 27 April 1982 in the lower Beaver valley of GNP (RMW); this 
was the only record for either park. 

HABITAT 

The river otter occurs in deep rivers, lakes, large marshes and ocean bays (Banfield 1974). During the 
breeding season otters may be seen travelling along any permanent water body. 

The river otter observed in GNP was in the ICH Ecoregion along small ponds formed by beaver 
activity. Although outwardly suitable to river otters, this area's lack of an adequate food supply probably limits 
use of the park area by otters. 
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COUGAR Fells concolor COUG 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Cougars occur throughout southern B.C. and Vancouver Island, having been recorded as far north as Stewart, 
Takla Lake, and Fort St. John, but the centers of abundance are on Vancouver Island and in the shallow-
snowfall areas of the Fraser, Chilcotin, Thompson and Okanagan regions and the East Kootenay (Goodchild el 
al. 1980B). Although the cougar is fairly common along the upper Columbia River as far north as the Golden 
area, it is scarce in the vicinity of MRNP and GNP. 

Between 1920 and 1952 there were bounties paid on 85 cougars in the Revelstoke district and 258 in 
the Golden district (B.C. Game Commission Annual Reports). 

There are sporadic records of cougars in MRNP and GNP, dating back to 1918. The Revelstoke 
Review of 15 February 1978 reported that sixty years previously "...CM. Field, warden of Mount Revelstoke 
National Park, warned parents to keep their children in at night. Cougars were numerous in the park...". 
During the 1940's wildlife investigations in both MRNP and GNP revealed reports of cougar tracks but no 
actual sightings (Munro 1945, Cowan and Munro 1944-45). 

On 6 March 1952 a warden saw a cougar feeding and resting near Flat Creek. Another was seen on 
Mt. Revelstoke on 25 August of the same year (Francis 1958). There were several track records during the 
early 1960's in both parks. One was seen by a warden at the GNP east gate on 12 July 1963 and one was 
reported by Dr. Derek Ford and his caving associates in the Cougar valley during 1965 (Naturalist files). 
There were no records in the late sixties or early seventies until 14 March 1974 when one was reported on 
Crossover Slide Path (Naturalist files). On 25 October 1978 a cougar walked out on the highway at the MRNP 
west gate (Naturalist files) and one was reported the following September by Bill Laurilla on the lower slopes 
of Mt. Revelstoke (Park Wildlife Cards). 

The deep snow and paucity of prey in these two parks ensure that any cougars observed there will 
be transient animals that have moved in from the more favourable areas along the Columbia River. Sightings 
will no doubt become scarcer, especially in MRNP, as hydro impoundments and logging continue to eliminate 
habitat outside the parks. No cougar or sign of cougar were encountered during inventory work from 1981 to 
1983. 

HABITAT 

Cougars frequent semi-open to forested habitats where snow depths do not become excessive and 
where ungulate prey, especially deer, is common (Goodchild et al. 1980). All park observations have been in 
the ICH Ecoregion. 

CANADA LYNX Lynx lynx LYNX 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The lynx occurs throughout B.C. east of the Coast Ranges. Based on trapping returns it has been shown that 
lynx populations undergo a fairly pronounced ten-year cycle of abundance, with peak numbers occuring about 
the middle of each decade since 1920 (Goodchild and Munro 1980). About 9% of B.C. lynx occur in the 
Kootenay region (ibid). Between 1922 and 1954 there were 743 lynx skins traded in the Revelstoke district and 
212 in the Golden district (B.C Game Commission Annual Reports). 

Lynx occur regularly at low densities in both MRNP and GNP. Munro (1945) reported lynx to be 
"rare throughout the park; tracks have been seen occasionally in winter..." in GNP. In MRNP Cowan and 
Munro (1944-45) found no lynx but stated that "...at one time tracks occasionally were seen...". 

There were several records in the mid 1950's. One was seen at Laurie tunnel near GNP on 4 April 
1952 and another was treed at Grizzly Cabin in June; one was seen at Woolsey Creek in MRNP on 29 April 
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1952 and tracks recorded at three locations (Francis 1958). 

Most lynx records in these parks are single tracks reported during the mid 1960's and 1970's (Park 
Wildlife Cards) during lynx population peaks (Goodchild and Munro 1980). More lhan half the lynx records in 
MRNP are from the wesi slope of Mt. Revelstoke, while all but one of the records from GNP are from the 
Beaver and Connaught drainages. The only two lynx tracks encountered during inventory work from 1981 to 
1983 were in the Illecillewaet valley of GNP. 

HABITAT 

Of 30 lynx or lynx track records in MRNP and GNP for which habitat data are available (Park 
Wildlife Cards), ten (33%) were in disturbed vegetation, nine (30%) were in mixed-wood forest, and four 
(13%) were in subalpine coniferous forest. The great majority was in the ICH and Lower Subalpine Ecoregions. 
Lynx generally occur in dense young forests and shrub thickets that sustain their major prey, the snowshoe 
hare. The Ecosite rating for lynx on the map legend was derived from the density of their major prey 
species, the snowshoe hare. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Park files contain two records of lynx killed on the highway and one of a lynx poached in MRNP 
(15 December 1963). A prime lynx hide in 1978/79 was worth more than $400.00. Lynx are managed on B.C. 
provincial lands primarily for commercial use as furbearers (Goodchild and Munro 1980). 

(BOBCAT) Lynx rufus 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The bobcat occurs locally throughout southern B.C. as far north as Fort St. John, however the majority of 
B.C.'s bobcats occur in the dry southern parts of the province (Goodchild and Munro 1980). Fifty percent of 
B.C.'s bobcats are believed to occur in the Kootenay region. 

There are no verified records of this species in GNP or MRNP. One was reported by warden Terry 
Gibbons in the Beaver valley in November 1965; during the same month he observed a lynx (Warden files). 

HABITAT 

Bobcats occupy a wide range of habitats especially at low elevations; they "...cannot tolerate the 
extreme cold or deep snow that the lynx can" (Goodchild and Munro 1980). and are, consequently, unlikely to 
occur except as very rare stragglers in the parks. 

UNGULATES 

One of the most important factors affecting ungulate distribution in the mountains of western Canada 
is snow depth and the resultant difficulties ungulates have in travelling and obtaining food in winter (Edwards 
1955). The Selkirk and Purcell Mts. of MRNP and GNP are areas of high snowfall and deep snowpack (Figs. 
4.26, 4.27). Mountain goat and caribou are the only species of ungulates which have historically occurred in 
the two parks on a year-round basis. Mountain goats use areas blown free of snow on mountains and caribou 
have a larger foot area than other ungulates for walking on snow. Elk, and white-tailed and mule deer 
generally migrate to areas of lower snowfall in the winter. The high Selkirk and Purcell Mountains rarely 
sustain wintering populations of these species but some valleys within the mountains provide winter habitat for 
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Figure 4.26. Average snowdepth at end of month for selected sites near MRNP and GNP. 

Figure 4.27. Average annual snow and rainfall for selected sites near MRNP and GNP. 
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moose. All species of ungulates have been recorded wintering in the parks in recent years (Naturalist Files) 
but habitat conditions are marginal. 

When reference is made to season in the moose and deer species accounts below, this refers to the 
year as divided into four 3-month seasons: 

Winter: December, January and February 
Spring: March, April and May 
Summer: June, July and August 
Autumn: September, October, and November. 

Seasons for mountain goat (McCrory 1979), elk and caribou are based on snow cover and seasonal migration 
and are described below. 

ELK Certus elaphus ELK 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Elk were once widely distributed in Canada but are now confined to the four western provinces. In B.C., elk 
were historically widely distributed but only locally abundant. At present an estimated 56% (13,400) of B.C.'s 
elk occur in the Kootenays with a further 27% in the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and lower Peace 
River drainage, 11% on Vancouver Island and the rest in widely scattered herds (Petticrew and Fyfe 1981). 

Elk numbers were very low in the Kootenays during the early 1900's, probably because of overhunting 
(Petticrew and Fyfe 1981) and elk were absent from the region of MRNP and GNP. Provincial Game 
Commission reports from 1909 to 1915 contain a few reports of a healthy and expanding elk population in the 
East Kootenays. By 1927 elk were present in the Big Bend area and the area south of GNP. Game 
Commission reports from 1932 to 1938 mentioned several times that elk were expanding their range north to 
the Big Bend and west into the Selkirks. Munro (1945) reported that elk apparently first appeared in the 
Beaver valley in 1936 and by 1943 numbered about 10. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) did not report elk as 
occuring in MRNP. 

In MRNP, except for two seen along the Illecillewaet River in March 1981, elk have never been 
recorded. A small group of elk wintered near Albert Canyon just outside the eastern boundary of the park 
(Naturalist files) but these were apparently sustained by artificial feeding by CPR staff. None were observed 
there in the winter of 1982/83 but a track was observed on Flat Creek fan, 15 km. east, in June 1983. 
During the inventory, winter elk pellets were found between the TCH and Illecillewaet River 2 km. E of the 
west gate and summer tracks were found near Skunk Cabbage trail. 

In GNP there have been 52 sightings of a total of 129 elk from 1951 to 1983 (Figs. 4.28). Banfield 
(1948) reported that elk regularly wintered in the lower Beaver valley. In 1952 a herd of seven spent the 
winter in the Beaver valley (Warden files). After 1952 there were no December, January or February records 
of elk until 1980/81 (Naturalist files) when a herd of eight wintered in the lower Beaver valley. At least four 
wintered there again in 1981/82 but none wintered there in 1982/83. Counts of elk recorded in the lower 
Beaver River valley (seasons not specified) in files maintained by the Chief Park Warden were two in 1979, 
seven in 1980, eight in 1981, one in 1982 and eight in 1983 (J. Turnbull, pers. comm.). 

In late winter and early spring elk begin moving back into the park through the lower Beaver River 
valley. There is also a late spring migration of elk into the Grizzly and Copperstain drainages from Canyon 
Creek and the Spillimacheen River; three herds totalling 52 elk were observed in Grizzly Pass in early June 
1981. By summer (July, August, September), elk are widely distributed at all elevations east of the Beaver 
River. Elk may be similarly widely distributed in the Mountain Creek watershed (McCrory and Holland 1977) 
but there are only two elk records (Park wildlife cards) from this seldom-visited watershed: one in late winter 
and one in summer. All autumn records (October, November; N = 12) are from locations along the bottom of 
the Beaver valley. 

The main elk range outside GNP is in the Purcells to the east and south of GNP. To the west of 
GNP there are no established elk populations in the Columbia Mountains. To the north of GNP in the 
Selkirks an estimated 0.4 elk are killed per year by resident hunters while to the east in the Purcells an 
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Figure 4.28. Elk distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards. 
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estimated 21 elk are killed per year (resident hunter questionnaire returns 1976-198(1, management units 4-37 
and 4-34, B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch, Victoria). 

HABITAT 

Elk undergo seasonal migrations that are reflected in the elevations at which they are found in 
different seasons (Fig. 4.29). In the summer, elk use Alpine and Upper Subalpme Ecoregion meadows (H16, 
H18, L5), open forests (09, 010, 021) and the Copperstam burn. Highly important Ecosites include JD1 and 
WR1. A few elk summer at lower elevations in the Lower Subalpme and the ICH Ecoregions in the upper 
Beaver valley where open vegetation on CE1 and AB1 is available near the valley bottom. 

In the autumn elk migrate to the ICH Ecoregion. Elk that summer in GNP must either return to 
the Columbia valley in winter where snow is shallow enough to allow them to feed on grass and sedges. Any 
that remain in the park must resort to browse, since snow depths are too deep, even in the lower Beaver 
River valley (>90 cm. for an average of 83 days each winter, 1965-1980; unpublished data, Snow Research 
and Avalanche Warning Section GNP), for elk to feed on grass. Elk that have remained to winter in the 
Beaver valley occured on GF1, GF2, LR1 and NCI. Until snow melts in late June or early July, elk remain 
in the valley bottoms (GF1, LR1 and KX1). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Between 1962 and 1979 there is only one report of an elk found dead (apparently starved; April 
1974) in the Beaver valley of GNP. There are no records of road or train-killed elk in that period. 

MULE DEER Odocoileus hemionus MULE 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Mule deer are found only in western Canada and are common throughout southern B.C. The numbers of deer 
in B.C. may have increased after settlement and the resultant clearing, logging and burning which created 
much new successional vegetation for deer (Petticrew and Jackson 1980). Mule deer have been reported from 
both MRNP and GNP since 1925. 

In MRNP, Cowan and Munro (1944-45) reported a small population that summered at timberline on 
Mt. Revelstoke and reported some along the highway but said that none wintered in the park. At present 
there is a small population that winters at low elevations both within and outside MRNP and moves to higher 
elevations in the summer (Fig. 4.31). There are 100 records from 1951 to 1979 of a total of 206 mule deer 
(Park Wildlife Cards), with sightings in all seasons. All observations were either along the TCH corridor in the 
Illecillewaet valley or on Mt. Revelstoke. 

In GNP, mule deer summer throughout the park, at all elevations but are most numerous in the 
Beaver watershed (Fig. 4.32). Munro (1945) reported that a herd of 50 summered in the upper Beaver and 
Grizzly Creek drainages, and that they wintered in the Columbia valley and returned via the Spillimacheen 
River to summer in GNP. Some also return up the Beaver valley. The present size of the population cannot 
be estimated but is probably no larger. There are regular summer records from the Illecillewaet watershed 
(Park Wildlife Cards) and tracks were seen in June 1983 along the Incomappleux River (KVT). No mule deer 
have been recorded in the Mountain Creek valley although they may be expected there in low numbers. 
Munro (1945) also reported that in 1941-42, six wintered in the Beaver valley on a "bench at 3500 feet [1070 
m] between Grizzly and Stoney Creeks." No mule deer currently occur in GNP from December until March 
and only one has been recently sighted in GNP as late as December (Naturalist files 1980). 

HABITAT 

Mule deer summer in MRNP and GNP at elevations from the ICH to the Upper Subalpine 
Ecoregions. In the Upper Subalpine they are commonest at timberline in open forests (09, O10, 021) on JD1, 
JD4 and AK.1. Some also summer at lower elevations in the Lower Subalpine and ICH Ecoregions on forested 
slopes (CT5, CT4, BU4, BUI) or in valley bottom forests (GF1, GF2, KV1, LR1, CT6; S17, C50, C51, C52, 
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Figure 4.29. Elk observations by elevation from park wildlife cards in GNP. 
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Figure 4.30. Mule deer distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards: summer (May to October). 
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Figure 4.31. Mule deer observations by elevation from park wildlife cards in MRNP and GNP. 
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Figure 4.32. Mule deer distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards. 
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C53). 

In autumn, mule deer occur most commonly in the ICH and Lower SubalpineEcoregions and by winter 
all have left the parks except for a few which may winter at the lowest elevations on Mt. Revelstoke (CT4, 
CT5). 

In spring, they return to the ICH valley-bottoms and lower slopes (GFl, GF2, KXl, LR1, CT4, CT5, 
CT6). As snow melts and green vegetation appears at higher elevations, they move progressively higher. Most 
summer records of bucks have been in the Subalpine Ecoregion, while does and fawns are more widespread. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

In GNP from 1962 to 1983, ten mule deer (average 0.5/yr) were reported killed on the TCH 
(Warden files). Eight were killed in the Beaver valley and two were killed in the Illecillewaet valley. All were 
killed between May and September. In MRNP seven mule deer (average 0.4/yr) were also reported killed on 
the TCH (five near West Gate; one near Skunk Cabbage; one near Woolsey Creek). 

WHITE-TAILED DEER Odocoileus virginlanus WHIT 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

White-tailed deer are abundant throughout southern Canada except in B.C. where they are well-established only 
in southeastern B.C. (Okanagan and Kootenays) and in the Peace River area. Whitetails have always occurred 
in B.C. although their numbers were probably fewer before settlement and the resultant clearing of land 
(Petticrew and Jackson 1980). White-tailed deer have been reported from both GNP and MRNP as early as 
1925. 

The white-tailed deer is rare and probably only transient in MRNP. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) 
reported that a few were present each summer on the lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke. The MRNP area is not 
considered by B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch to sustain populations of white-tailed deer (Petticrew and Jackson 
1980), although a small population exists along the Columbia River near the park (R. Bonar, pers. comm.). 
There have been only five sightings (Fig. 4.33) on the lower slopes of Mt. Revelstoke (Warden files 1951 to 
1979) and one sighting in the Illecillewaet valley near Woolsey Creek (Warden files, November 1951). 

Only the eastern half of GNP is considered by the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch to sustain 
white-tailed deer (Petticrew and Jackson 1980) and even there, they are not considered common. In GNP, a 
small population summers in the Beaver valley. There are 26 records from 1951 to 1983 of a total of 43 
white-tailed deer (Park Wildlife Cards, Fig. 4.34). Munro (1945) guessed that 75 white-tailed deer summered 
in the lower Beaver valley and moved to winter in the Columbia valley. The present population is probably 
smaller, judging from the scarcity of records. 

HABITAT 

Winter migrations of white-tailed deer are generally horizontal, from upper ends of valleys to areas of 
less snowfall (Petticrew and Jackson 1980). This would apply to the Beaver valley of GNP where all records 
(Fig. 4.34) are from the shrublands (S17), open wet forests and cedar-hemlock forests (C50, C51, C52) of 
the ICH Ecoregion and all are from summer (June, July, August) except one record from October. GF2, LR1, 
GFl and CT5 Ecosites are of high importance and CT6 and KXl of medium importance. Winter ranges of 
GNP white-tails are not known but they probably winter in the Rocky Mt. Trench. Depth of snow in winter 
in the Beaver valley is far too great for deer. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

From the opening of the TCH in 1962 until 1983 there are no reports of dead white-tailed deer in 
MRNP and only three reports (average 0.14/yr) of vehicle-killed white-tailed deer in GNP, on the TCH in 
the Beaver valley, all in June and July (Warden files). 
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Figure 4.33. White-tailed deer distribution in MRNP from park wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.34. White-tailed deer distribution in GNP from park wildlife cards. 
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MOOSE Atces alces MOOS 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Moose occur throughout the boreal forests of Canada. Only in this century have moose invaded much of 
southern B.C., probably due to clearing and burning of land for settlement, agriculture and logging and the 
resultant creation of successional habitats (Petticrew and Munro 1979). Prior to 1860, moose were found in 
B.C. only in the northern boreal forests and the Cranbrook area of the East Kootenays. In 1928 moose were 
completely protected and were scarce in the Kootenays but were extending their range into the Big Bend and 
Revelstoke areas by 1932 (B.C. Provincial Game Commision Annual Reports). 

Moose are absent from GNP game reports in the Chief Wardens monthly reports from 1915 to 1929. 
The Chief Warden's report of January 1930 lists the first record of a moose, one that was over-wintering at 
the headwaters of the Beaver River. By 1934 an estimated eight to ten moose were summering in the Beaver 
valley and by 1940 some of these were wintering in the lower Beaver valley. Munro (1945) reported an 
estimated six moose in the Beaver valley as the only population in GNP. Cowan and Munro (1944-45) did not 
report moose in MRNP. In 1953, two moose were seen on the ski hill in MRNP for the "first time in years" 
(Warden files). 

In GNP, a small population of moose (a minimum of nine in winter 1979-80; LGL Ltd. 1981) winter 
in the lower Beaver River valley (Grizzly Creek to the North Boundary) and the Beaver Meadows area. These 
areas account for 90% of park wildlife card records from 1951 to 1979. A population of at least six moose 
(CWS, winter 1981/82) use the Mountain Creek valley in all seasons. A single cow moose was sighted several 
times in late winter and spring 1982 in the Illecillewaet valley of GNP and a cow and calf were sighted there 
throughout the winter of 1982/83. 

In MRNP, moose occur sporadically on Mt. Revelstoke and in the Illecillewaet River valley but there 
are only 16 records from the years 1951 to 1979 (Park Wildlife Cards). These moose probably spend most of 
their lives outside the park. Moose occur in the Columbia valley at Revelstoke and northward and many 
summer on the surrounding slopes (R. Bonar, pers. comm.) including Mt. Revelstoke. 

HABITAT 

The vegetation mosaics (Hll, S7, S17, C51) of ICH floodplains, alluvial fans and lower valley slopes 
(GF1, GF2, LR1, LR2 and all CT Ecosites) form the most important moose range. These habitats are most 
valuable where willows (Salix spp.), red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) and bracied honeysuckle (Lonicera 
involucrata) comprise part of the shrub layer in the vegetation. 

Moose undergo an elevational migration to a small extent which is best illustrated in MRNP where 
many records have been collected along the Summit Road (Fig. 4.39). Throughout their range in the 
mountains, moose may undertake seasonal migrations to areas of less snowfall but the timing is extremely 
variable even among members of the same population in a single year (LeResche 1974). In years of low 
snowfall moose may not migrate at all. McCrory and Holland (1978) cite evidence that moose migrated from 
the head of the Beaver valley to the Beaver Meadows area over the course of the winter. In 1982/83, one 
moose did not migrate down valley and spent the entire winter at the head of the Beaver valley near 30-mile 
cabin. 

Seasonal snow cover is characteristic of moose habitat. Coady (1974) summarized the available data on 
moose in snow and found that all observers agreed that snow depths below 40 cm. do not hinder moose but 
that snow depths greater than 90 cm. are enough to prevent access to forage and cause starvation if 
prolonged. Moose in the Beaver valley of GNP must cope with exceptionally deep snow, because snow depths 
have exceeded 100cm in every year during which weather data has been recorded in the Beaver valley (1965 to 
1980 at East Gate, Snow Research and Avalanche Warning Section, GNP, unpub. data) and the average 
maximum snow depth is 169 ± 11.3 cm (Average ± Std. Error, N = 13, range 104-250). Snow depths exceed 90 
cm. for an average of 83± 7.8 days (N = 13, range 21-120) per winter. The snow can reach depths greater 
than 100 cm. even under heavy coniferous cover (CWS 1982). 

To study how moose cope with these depths of snow in the Beaver valley, a combined Warden/CWS 
study was conducted in 1982/83. The methods and results are already outlined in sections 2.2.9 and 3.2.9. In 
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Figure 4.35. Moose distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards: summer (May to October). 
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Figure 4.36. Moose distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards: winter (November to April). 
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Figure 4.37. Moose distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards: summer (May to October). 
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Figure 4.38. Moose distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards: winter (November to April). 
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Figure 4.39. Moose observations by elevation from park wildlife cards in MRNP. 
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Table 4.18. Moose mortality on transportation routes in GNP, 1961 to 1982. 

Source of mortality J F M A M J J A S O N D Tot. 

Vehicle (TCH) 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 2 1 12 29 

Trains (CPR) 1 1 4 6 

Total 35 

brief summary of those results, moose in the Beaver valley of GNP are most hampered in their travels in 
early winter when soft snow accumulates to depths greater than 70 cm. without consolidating into layers that 
will support them. In winter 1982/83, this period lasted until mid February. Moose prefer to use cleared or 
uncleared roads or the Beaver River during this period. After this period, snowpack metamorphism appears to 
cause changes in habitat preference. During mid February 1983 moose were observed to use open areas or 
forest openings near forage but in March when melt-freeze cycles began to affect the snowpack moose 
appeared to prefer closed forests. Later, when the surface layer was hard enough, there were few limits to 
their mobility. 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

Of 57 females sighted alone with calves 43 (75%) had single calves and 14 (25%) had twins. The 
twinning rate in moose populations is highly variable (Franzmann 1981) and its ecological causes are uncertain. 
The results of the moose browse surveys have been presented in sec. 3.2.7. The most important browse species 
in GNP are Cornus stolonifera (73.5% utilization), Lonicera involucrata (27.8%), Saltx spp. (20.6%) and Men-
zlesla glabella (12.7%). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

From August 1962 (opening of the TCH) until August 1983,sixmoose (0.29/yr) were recorded killed by 
trains on the CPR mainline and 29 moose (1.38/yr) were recorded killed by traffic on the TCH (Warden 
files). There is one record of a calf moose that apparently starved to death in mid winter after its mother 
was killed on the TCH the previous autumn (Warden files). These are minimum estimates since each of the 
files examined is incomplete and moose that were injured and died out of sight of the highway were not 
accounted for. Most moose were killed in winter (Table 4.18), particularly in December when 16 of the 
reported 35 deaths occurred (four on the CPR, 12 on the TCH). Due to incomplete records the amount of 
moose mortality on the railway prior to 1961 is not known. 

Hatler (1983) outlined many of these transportation-related mortality problems and suggested solutions 
including judicious snow-ploughing and trail-packing away from the railroad and highway to provide moose with 
alternative travel routes. 

MOUNTAIN GOAT Oreamnos amerlcanus GOAT 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

Goats are restricted to the mountainous regions of B.C., the southern Yukon, the Northwest Territories and 
Alberta. Mountain goats are found in almost all mountainous regions of B.C. except on Vancouver Island and 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. B.C. has more than half of all the mountain goats in the world (Johnston 1978). 
Over the last 20 years, many goat populations in southern B.C. have declined because of overhunting 
(Petticrew 1979C). 
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In MRNP and GNP, McCrory (1979) conducted an inventory of mountain goats summarizing all 
previously available information and presenting new information on the status, distribution, habitat use and 
population structure of goats in the parks. 

McCrory (1979) estimated there were 47-50 goats in MRNP during winter 1977-78: 16 in the bluffs 
along the north side of the TCH, four on Mt. Klotz ridge, two in the Mt. Williamson area and 25 on Mt. 
Inverness. 

The boundaries of GNP are along watershed divides except where the boundary takes a direct route 
across valley bottoms. Goats, however, tend to occupy entire mountain massifs without respect to boundaries. 
McCrory (1979) estimated there were 300 goats in GNP counting only half of those goats on massifs bisected 
by a boundary as "park goats". The total population estimate for GNP was 367: 

Upper Mountain Creek 60 
Mystic Pass - Bostock Pass 15 
Wolverine Ridge 14 
Corbin Ridge 10 
Cougar Mtn. 25 
Grizzly Mt. 2 
Mt. Tupper 50 
Mt. Shaugnessy 10 
Prairie Hills 25 
Grizzly Creek 20 
Caribou Peak - Silent Mt. 15 
Mt. Fortitude-Hope Peak 35 
Flat Creek - Asulkan Pass 20 
Sir Donald, Dawson and Bishop Ranges 66 

HABITAT 

McCrory (1979) has described MRNP and GNP goat habitat in considerable detail. 

Mountain goats- in MRNP and GNP generally winter on very limited ranges. McCrory (1979) has 
outlined these winter ranges and potential winter ranges on maps derived from his own sightings and warden 
wildlife card observations. There are 12 winter ranges identified in MRNP and 31 in GNP. The Ecosites that 
wholly or partially overlap these ranges were tallied without respect to actual area of ranges to form the basis 
of the winter map legend for goats. For summer, all available sightings were tallied with respect to Ecosite; 
again, this tally does not take into account the actual area of each Ecosite in the parks at large, and is thus 
biased towards Ecosites visible on Mt. Tupper and Cougar Mtn. visible from the TCH. Until areal estimates of 
Ecosites are available however, these methods must suffice. 

Based on these approaches, the most important Ecoregion to goats in summer is the Upper Subalpine 
followed by the Alpine. The only very highly important Ecosite is AK.5. Highly important Ecosites are: AK6, 
HR5, HE3, RD3, RD4, RD5 and RD6. 

The most important Ecoregion in winter is the Upper Subalpine followed by the Lower Subalpine. The 
only very highly Ecosite is AK6. Highly important Ecosites are AK5, HR6, HR5, NC5 and RD3. Sixty-five 
percent of the tracts used by goats are of slope class 9 (>70% slope) and 31% are of class 8 (45-70% slope). 

SPECIES ATTRIBUTES 

The populations of mountain goats in MRNP and GNP are probably stable. From 1977-78 to 1978-79 
no declines were noted (McCrory 1979). The calculated sex ratio was 113 males per 100 females. This is 
within the range of other local populations (Yoho National Park: 62.5 males per 100 females, McCrory et al. 
1978, East Kootenays: 147.9 males per 100 females, Hebert and Turnbull 1978). Productivity (Table 4.19), in 
terms of numbers of kids per 100 older animals and survival of young into the second year, is not different 
from other populations of mountain goats in the interior ranges of southern Canada and northern U.S. but is 
far below that found in quickly-increasing, recently-introduced populations. 
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Table 4.19. Mountain goat productivity in MRNP and GNP and areas near southeast B.C. 

Region YOY / 100 Adults YLY / 100 Adults 
(Mean ± Std. (Mean ± Std. 

Deviation) Deviation) 

Source 

GNP 1977 
GNP 1978 
MRNP 1977 
MRNP 1978 

30.3 
27.8 
14.3 
20.7 

17.9 
16.7 
16.7 
11.5 

McCrory 1979 
McCrory 1979 
McCrory 1979 
McCrory 1979 

Areas in eastern B.C., Alberta, 
Idaho and Montana 

27.1±9.3 
(N = 16) 

12.9±4.7 
(N = 13) 

see below* 

Newly established herds in western 
North America 

59±24.2 
(N=9) 

sources in Bailey 
and Johnson, 1978 

*Other sources: McFetridge 1978, Grand Cache, Alta. (4 estimates); Hebert and Turnbull 1978, East Kootenays, 
B.C.; Chadwick 1978, GNP, Montana; McCrory et al. 1978, Yoho National Park, B.C. (2 est.); Banfield 1947, 
Waterton Lakes NP; Brandborg 1955, Idaho-Montana (5 est.); Petrides 1948, GNP, Montana. 

Rates of natural mortality are unknown for MRNP and GNP goats except for estimates based on 
survival of kids and yearlings. Due to small numbers, only the totals for MRNP and GNP during 1977/78 and 
1978/79 (McCrory 1979) were used in this analysis. Based on an overall ratio of 27.23 kids per 100 older 
animals 16.34 yearlings per 100 adults and 14.67 two-year olds per 100 adults, 60% of kids survive to yearling 
age and 89.8% of these survive to their second winter. Age class distribution for all of B.C. from .mountain 
goat hunter harvest indicates an average annual survival of about 91% from two to ten years and 24% from 
ten to 13 years, with no goats older than 13.5 years (Petticrew 1979C). Therefore, after their first winter, 
young mountain goats survive at the same rate as adult goats with about 9% mortality per year. McCrory 
(1979) found good over-winter survival of kids in GNP and MRNP but low survival rates from spring into 
summer possibly due to poor survival when the yearlings are driven away while females are kidding. 

Numbers in most goat populations are controlled by natural mortality and poor reproductive success 
(Bailey and Johnson 1978). Survival is dependent on suitable wintering areas and weather conditions, and 
predation is not an important factor in mortality (Petticrew 1979C). Populations of goats do not have 
mechanisms to compensate for increased mortality and probably can only rarely sustain annual mortality rates 
of 5% of the total population above and beyond natural mortality (Petticrew 1979C). In GNP, avalanches 
caused six goat deaths from 1959 to 1979 (ave. 0.30/yr)(McCrory 1979). 

Unnatural causes of goat mortality include: hunting near park boundaries, collisions on the TCH, and. 
the artillery fire used to control avalanches in the highway corridor. 

Hunting pressure on mountain goats on provincial lands near the park boundaries is low (Compulsory 
Inspection Data, B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch, Victoria, unpublished). Only six were killed in a 4-year period 
(1978-1981) on mountain massifs forming the eastern boundary of GNP, at distances varying from 1.5 to 8 
km. from the boundary. Only four were killed in the area between MRNP and GNP in a six year period 
(1976 to 1981) at distances varying from 1 to 7 km. from the park boundaries. Nine of the ten goats shot 
were females. The one male shot was estimated to be two year old. One female was estimated to be two 
years old, six to be three years old and one to be twelve years old. 

During spring and summer, a population of 50 goats use the lick where winter road salt builds up at 
the entrances of the east snowsheds on the TCH in GNP (McCrory 1979). From 1980 to 1982 when accurate 
records were kept at Rogers Pass, 13 mountain goats were killed on the TCH at the snowsheds (average 4.3 
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goats killed pet ycin). 

About 90 goats winter on ranges that receive artillery fire to control avalanches. Some ranges coincide 
almost exactly with target sites for artillery fire but there is as yet no direct evidence that goats have been 
injured or killed. 

McCrory (1979) documented the use of 13 licks in or near MRNP and GNP. Only one was an 
artificial lick site; located at the snowsheds in GNP. Two were in MRNP, three near GNP and seven in 
GNP. The largest herd seen at any lick was 18 in Cougar valley. A dry soil lick was found during the 
wildlife inventory near Moonraker Peak (MG819817). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

McCrory (1979) identified two sources of goat mortality that may damage goat populations. The first 
is the use of licks near the TCH at the snowsheds in GNP. Motorists exiting the snowsheds often do not see 
goals in time to react. Several suggestions were made to control mortality including: effective warnings to 
motorists through signs and radio broadcasts, reduction of summer speed limits, removal of snow and gravel 
from the ends of the sheds, scaring goats out of the highway area, and the use of salt replacements. 
Installing artificial licks above the highway to attract goats away from the road appears to be the most 
practical method by which this mortality can effectively be reduced. 

The second source of mortality is from artillery fire. McCrory (1979) recommended further detailed 
study and developing alternatives to avalanche control at 11 target sites, either through moving the target sites 
or using different explosives or firing devices to trigger avalanches. 

MOUNTAIN CARIBOU Rangifer tarandus CARI 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION 

The literature on the woodland caribou - of which the mountain caribou is a distinct variant - has, since 
earliest times, been full of references to declining populations and local extirpations. Where some ungulate 
species, like white-tailed deer and moose, may have benefitted from man's impact on the landscape, the 
caribou appears to be unable to tolerate modern man. 

Caribou have disappeared from most of the contiguous United States and eastern Canada, are 
decreasing in the northern Prairie Provinces and western Alberta, have "... decreased alarmingly throughout 
most of B.C." (Edwards 1954), and will in all likelihood be gone from the southern half of B.C. by the end 
of this century. 

Woodland caribou formerly occurred in Maine, New York, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Prince 
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and parts of southern Ontario, but they are now gone (Hamer 
1974A). In the west, except for a population of fewer than 20 which range into Washington and Idaho from 
B.C., they have disappeared from the mountain states. In BNP and JNP caribou continue to occupy most of 
their traditional ranges but declines have been documented in all populations (Stelfox 1978) and the perceived 
decline of populations north and east of Jasper have led to closure of hunting and a proposal that the 
mountain caribou be designated a threatened species (Bloomfield 1980C). 

In B.C. caribou are considered to have declined during this century, particularly in the Bulkley -
Prince George region and the southern half of the province (Petticrew 1979B); they have disappeared from the 
southern Rockies and the Similkameen drainage (BC Game Commission 1956). They still occur in the northern 
Rocky Mountains, the Monashee, Purcell and Selkirk Mountains, most of the northern half of the province, 
and in the area roughly bordered by Terrace, Vanderhoof and Bella Coola. The province-wide population is 
estimated at 10,000 to 20,000 caribou, with between 300 and 700 in the Kootenay region (Petticrew 1979B). 

There is an estimated population of about 200 in the Monashee and Selkirk Mountains between 
Revelstoke and Mica Creek (K. Simpson, BC Fish and Wildlife Branch, pers. comm.). Since 1970 there have 
been only 32 sightings of caribou or their tracks recorded in GNP and only nine in MRNP (Park wildlife 
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Figure 4.40. Mountain caribou distribution in GNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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Figure 4.41. Mountain caribou distribution in MRNP, from Park wildlife cards. 
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cards). 

No comprehensive census of caribou in the vicinity of these parks has ever been conducted; as a 
result it is difficult to determine not just the present status of the species but also the extent to which its 
status has changed in the last century. Caribou are consistently, if sparsely, mentioned in the accounts of 
exploration and wildlife surveys in the area, however, and have always been one of the predominant large 
mammals in the area. 

During Moberley's exploration of the Tangier River valley, north of what is now GNP, "... the party 
killed a grizzly... and also a caribou" (Wheeler 1905). The Rogers expedition of 1881, eleven years later, also 
"... killed caribou, mountain goat and bear and restocked our larder". They shot at least one caribou near the 
head of the Illecillewaet. "On the descent from Syndicate Peak we found our other four Indians smoking the 
meat of a caribou which they had killed the day before..." (Rogers, A. in Wheeler 1905). 

Fleming (1884), near Lauretta, described travelling on caribou trails "... far up on the mountainside... 
The caribou paths frequently lead to recesses in the mountains or to alder swamps near the river". In 1895 
Ernest Thompson Seton described the mountain caribou taxonomically, on the basis of a specimen from the 
Illecillewaet valley. 

Wheeler (1905) saw a caribou on 31 July 1901 on a ridge between Greeley and Twin Creeks, south 
of what is now MRNP. In October 1902 he visited Bald Ridge, on the east side of what is now GNP, and 
reported that "... caribou are plentiful and several herds were seen in the parklands of the southern 
portion...". 

By the turn of the century, Macoun (in Wheeler 1905) believed that "...the caribou... and mountain 
goat... are also growing scarce...". That caribou may, in fact, have already been under pressure from hunters 
and forest fires in some areas is suggested by several comments in early writings. 

For example, on the same trip on which Wheeler saw caribou on Bald Ridge he visited a mine on 
Copperstain Creek and a hunter's shack near Grizzly Pass. There were mines operating in several locations in 
the vicinity of what is now GNP (Marsh 1970) and the whole area was thoroughly prospected; it can be 
assumed that the prospectors lived as much as possible on wild game. More hunting pressure would have come 
from CPR section gangs; "... every five miles of the track is under the charge of a special section gang of 
ten or twelve navvies and their 'boss'... Besides the section gangs, each trestle bridge has its special watcher 
who...lives in a little hut by himself" (Green 1890). 

This period was also one of extensive habitat destruction. "The one thing which spoiled the prospect... 
was the charred and burnt forest. In some places the timber was destroyed all the way from the railway down 
the the river and up to the mountain summits beyond" (Green 1890). "Alas! ...the advance of civilization has 
swept nature out of existence; the fire-demon has done his work and excepting along the immediate bottom 
of the valley, nothing remains of the grand forest..." (Wheeler 1905). Very little of the CPR corridor 
remained un-burned by the early twentieth century (Marsh 1970). 

The primeval forests of the Beaver and Illecillewaet valleys were possibly valuable caribou habitats, as 
they would have supported heavy growths of the arboreal lichens critical to caribou in winter. Ironically, the 
quality of the habitat may have hastened its disappearance; "... the greatest danger of these forest camps is, 
of course, that of setting fire to the dry lichens (which hang like beards to the trees)..." (Palmer 1914). 

Caribou evidently ranged throughout the areas that are now MRNP and GNP before the beginning of 
the twentieth century. Since then, they have suffered a major decline south of the CPR line but may be 
more or less holding their own north of it. The following notes describe the known populations or areas of 
concentrated observations and summarize, so far as is possible given the paucity and patchiness of data, the 
past and present status of each of these. 

Beaver River/Bald Ridge 

Wheeler (1905) saw several herds of caribou on Bald Ridge in October 1902 and considered them 
"plentiful". The first population estimate available is Sime's (1975) report that up to 500 congregated in the 
area of Bald Ridge in the autumns of 1924 to 1936. He shot a bull from a herd of 56 in 1938. Munro 
(1945) reported that about 30 caribou frequented the Beaver watershed, summering in the meadows and low 
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forests along the Beaver River and wintering along Bald Ridge. This population may have been part of "... 
quite a large herd... reported in the Upper Duncan... " in the late twenties (BC Game Commission Annual 
Reports). By the late 1970's, however, there were only about 15 along Bald Ridge (McCrory 1979). A single 
caribou was reported by a CWS volunteer near Caribou Peak on 7 August 1981, but during a helicopter and 
foot survey of the entire Bald Range on 12 August 1981, no caribou or tracks were seen. Three tracks were 
seen near 30-mile Cabin in June 1982 (KVT). 

A very pronounced decline appears to have taken place in this part of GNP. If Sime's estimate of 
500 caribou is taken to be overly-liberal, the caribou population has still declined from his actual count of 56 
and Munro's estimate of 30, to fewer than 15. There have been no park records of more than three animals 
since the early sixties and only two records since 1977. If this population is the same one frequenting the 
Duncan headwaters it may have alternative ranges that would be used some years outside the park. However, 
in the last decade much of the upper Duncan watershed has been clearcut; this habitat loss and the historical 
loss to fire of much of the mature timber in the Beaver valley, may account for the decline of this caribou 
population. 

Mountain Creek 

The Mountain Creek watershed has been rarely visited. The historical status of caribou here is not 
known. Hamer (1974) estimated at least 25 caribou frequented the mountains between Mountain Creek and 
Tangier River and found caribou to be present in the Mountain Creek watershed at all times of the year. A 
caribou track and pellets were observed near Carson Cabin in June 1982 (KVT). 

Illecillewaet headwaters 

Although the Rogers expedition killed at least one caribou in the Rogers Pass area, and a hunter was 
employed at Glacier House who "...shot game for the hotel kitchen..." around 1895 (Marsh 1970), the Rogers 
Pass area does not appear to have been an important caribou range. In the 1940's there was believed to be 
only a single bull in the area. "The tracks of this animal have been seen in winter in the Asulkan valley" 
(Munro 1945). The tracks of several caribou were reported in the Cougar valley on 12 April 1967 (Park 
wildlife cards). There are few other records on file. 

Incomappleux valley 

The Incomappleux area has been visited possibly less frequently than the Mountain Creek watershed. 
The reported migrations of caribou up Flat Creek (see below) may have referred to animals moving into this 
drainage. There are no references to caribou by early explorers of this area (Green 1890, Wheeler 1905) and 
only two observations of caribou in this area have been reported by wardens. A bull was seen on 3 February 
1952 and a cow and a calf were reported on 19 July 1978 (Park wildlife cards). No caribou or caribou sign 
were observed during visits by the wildlife inventory to this watershed. 

Bostock and Flat Creeks 

Since the turn of the century caribou have been known to frequent the Bostock and Flat Creek 
valleys. Bostock Creek was known as Cariboo Creek prior to 1932 and the old name was considered "...most 
suitable, as each spring and fall the caribou pass up and down this creek during the period of migration" 
(Russell 1932). In 1912 the Flat Creek crossing of the CPR line was described by a railroad surveyor as being 
"...greatly trampled down and horns had been rubbed on the trees.." (McCrory 1979), a description which 
could indicate that the area had been used for feeding. There is no evidence to suggest that this population 
exceeded the 30 animals reported by Munro (1945). The only recent report of a caribou in the Illecillewaet 
valley at Flat Creek was one track in September 1977 (McCrory 1979). From one to seven caribou have been 
seen along Bostock Creek and on Mt. Fidelity between 1972 and 1979 (Warden files). 

Bill Laurilla, a park warden who was stationed at Flat Creek in the late 1950's, recalls being told by 
train crewmen that they used to see caribou on the line at Flat Creek during their migrations. The evidence 
suggests that the caribou may not have been migrating through the area so much as congregating in the 
alluvial forests during the autumn. 
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Corbin Pass and Jumping Creek 

Eight kilometres downstream from the mouth of Flat Creek is another area where caribou traditionally 
crossed the Illecillewaet valley, travelling between the Corbin Pass area and Jumping Creek. According to 
Hamer (1974), CPR trains were given "slow orders" in order to avoid collisions with caribou gathered along the 
Illecillewaet track section in the early part of the century. 

The number of caribou using the Jumping Creek crossing (or autumn range) cannot be estimated 
from the available data; however, it is possible that this was the same population using the adjacent Flat 
Creek area, although Hamer (1974) felt that the two populations were distinct. There are third-hand accounts 
of "large herds" at Jumping Creek at the turn of the century but none were ever documented and no one 
alive today can recall them. Munro (1945) says that "...at that place a number of animals...have been killed 
in recent years. No recent information concerning this point is available but probably at no time did a large 
number use this crossing". 

Archie McQuilkan, a retired CPR employee living in Revelstoke, recalls that eight or ten caribou used 
to be around Jumping Creek some winters and that his train killed one at the bridge there around fifteen 
years ago (there is a record of a train-kill in the Chief Warden's monthly report for December 1961). Carl 
Gunnarson, another retired train man, used to hunt caribou north of Revelstoke but never saw any along the 
railway. Cliff Stoodley worked on the CPR since 1928 and never saw any caribou although he recalls hearing 
stories of caribou. It is possible that the alluvial .forests at Flat Creek and Jumping Creek were important 
seasonal ranges but have been abandoned due to their development and to excessive disturbance. Caribou are 
still recorded rarely and in small numbers (no records of more than seven) on Corbin Pass and Mt. Fidelity 
(Hamer 1974, Park Warden files). In the winter of 1982/83 a small herd (fewer than 15) were reported 
feeding on lichens in a logging area on the side of Corbin Ridge outside the park. 

Mt. Revelstoke 

A small population of caribou has ranged for many years from the summit area of Mt. Revelstoke 
through the headwaters of Coursier, St. Cyr and West Wcolsey Creeks to provincial lands in the La Forme 
Creek watershed north of the park. In a letter dated 7 October 1925 the park superintendent reported that, 
"...at some seasons of the year, a herd of caribou frequents the northern sections of the Park...this herd of 
caribou numbers about fifty head". 

Cowan and Munro (1944-45) reported that "Small numbers of caribou were summering on Mt. 
Revelstoke in 1937..." and that "...when the Big Bend Highway was opened (1940) a relatively large number, 
presumably part of the park herd, .was killed at two crossings of the Columbia River, one eight miles, the 
other 40 miles north of Revelstoke". 

On 12 December 1970 eight caribou were seen near the head of Coursier Creek, but since then until 
1982 no more than two were reported at any time. Tracks of three were seen near Heather Lake in June 
1982. Keith Simpson of the B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch (pers. comm.) estimates that about 20 caribou 
range through the La Forme Creek drainage and move into the park on occasion. One caribou, radio-collared 
by his team several kilometres north of the park, was located on Mt. Revelstoke in 1981. A herd of eighteen 
was observed by Keith Simpson and later by Park Wardens near Jade Lakes in January 1983. 

Greeley 

Archie McQuilkan (pers. comm.) says that the old CPR engineers told him that a lot of caribou used 
to cross the railroad at Greeley, on their way from MRNP to winter around the Arrow Lakes, and that they 
used to have to stop the trains for them. In what would seem to be a reference to the same crossing, Cliff 
Stoodley (pers. comm.) says that he has heard that 70 or 80 years ago "vast herds" used to cross the line 
about seven miles east of Revelstoke. These are the only references to caribou moving south from MRNP; 
there are no other recent records in the Illecillewaet watershed of MRNP. 

Any attempt to assess the abundance and distribution of caribou is hindered by a number of factors. 
Caribou populations are generally small and dispersed. Except in late summer and again in late winter, caribou 
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spend most of their time in heavily wooded areas where they are not readily found. Their movements cover 
large areas but rarely follow fixed routes (Evans 1954). 

Evans describes the tendency of caribou to use a seasonal range for one or more years and then 
abandon it in favour of a more distant one. Consequently, the disappearance of caribou from a traditional 
area such as old Illecillewaet may not indicate that those animals are permanently lost so much as that they 
are elsewhere. Keith Simpson (pers. comm.) has found that caribou alter their normal movements in order to 
exploit the abundant, although temporary, supplies of lichens provided by tree-felling during logging operations; 
perhaps the caribou picture in MRNP and GNP has been skewed in the last decade by the movement of 
caribou to logging areas outside the parks. In the absence of more detailed study the status of caribou in 
these parks - whether stable, changed or diminished - must remain a matter of much conjecture based on 
little evidence. 

HABITAT 

Caribou use a variety of habitats on a seasonal basis, reacting to forage availability, snow 
characteristics and extremes of temperature as these change over the year. Edwards and Ritcey (1959) described 
a double migration pattern in Wells Gray Provincial Park where caribou move down to lowland forests in late 
autumn, ascend to timberline in January, descend again to the valley bottoms in April, and then return to 
timberline in May or June. This model has come to be commonly accepted but it has been shown to vary 
among different populations depending on local climate, vegetation and terrain (Bloomfield 1980B; Hamer 
1974A; Herbison 1973). 

As one of the major elements in the environment of the Selkirk and Purcell Mts., snow plays a 
major role in caribou ecology. Deep, soft snow impedes caribou movement; firmer, old snow does not. Snow 
pack prevents caribou from getting highly nutritious sedges, forbs, and evergreen shrubs, but it also enables 
them to reach arboreal lichens on which they depend during much of the winter. "Ecologically, caribou are 
opportunists who rapidly skim the highest quality forage in the vegetative period...These animals are survival 
artists who rapidly shift to the most favourable locality at the required time over great distances so as to 
circumvent the negative effects of cold and snow while capitalizing on their benefits" (Geist 1974, cited by 
Hamer 1974A). 

In GNP Hamer (1974A) described the seasonal habitat preferences of caribou based on his 
observations, park wildlife cards, and literature review. Limited field work and extensive interviews with local 
residents allowed Herbison (1973) to describe seasonal habitats of caribou in the Duncan and Lardeau valleys, 
south of GNP. Bloomfield (1979) did the most extensive analysis of habitat, but his work was in the Prince 
George area under somewhat different environmental conditions. Keith Simpson, a biologist with the B.C. Fish 
and Wildlife Branch, is currently conducting a study of caribou which involves radio-telemetry and regular 
censuses in the region north and west of MRNP; his results should be highly applicable to MRNP, except that 
much of his work involves caribou that are using logging areas. 

In the absence of more detailed study, caribou habitat requirements in MRNP and GNP can only be 
extrapolated from these studies in other areas. Evans (1954) feels that habitat use is somewhat opportunistic 
and that caribou may use one habitat at a certain time one year and be in an entirely different area the 
following year. Bloomfield (1980A) and Hamer (1974A) refer to autumn and spring low-elevation forest habitats 
as being critical since they provide the latest and earliest sources of green vegetation to compensate for the 
poor-quality lichen forage (Bergerud 1975) upon which caribou survive during the winter. Bergerud (1975) does 
not feel that caribou are limited by the availability of lichen forage, but none of the examples he uses to 
support his argument are drawn from areas sustaining the heavy snow accumulation typical of our area. 

Arboreal lichens are virtually the only food available to caribou during mid and late winter. As 
logging of neighbouring valleys continues, the mature lichen-producing forests inside MRNP and GNP may 
become proportionately more important to local caribou populations. At present they may be relatively 
unimportant as caribou take advantage of the abundant forage made available by logging operations; however, 
this is a one-time food source that will eventually be depleted and may never again be available. 

The critical spring and autumn ranges are low-elevation forests where dense tree canopies catch much 
of the snowfall and prevent it from covering the herbaceous ground vegetation deeply. The difference in snow 
accumulation in forested and open areas is readily apparent in logging areas adjacent to the parks. Mature 
alluvial forests are becoming increasingly scarce at low elevations in the Selkirks and Purcells and it can be 
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anticipated that such stands in MRNP and GNP will become more critical in the future. 

Based on our data and habitat studies in other areas, it can be assumed that caribou rely most 
heavily on the Upper and Lower Subalpine Ecoregions in MRNP and GNP. The ICH Ecoregion is possibly 
important in spring and autumn when caribou feed within heavily forested alluvial fans and terraces (LR1, 
KX1). Other imporant Ecosites include JD1, JD2, JD3, JD4; WR1; LK1; CM1; CE1. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Every study published since the 1950s dealing with caribou in B.C. has identified habitat loss due to 
logging and fires, and excessive mortality due to legal and illegal hunting, as the major cause of declines in 
caribou numbers. Flooding of valley bottoms for hydro power has removed further habitat and blocked 
traditional movement corridors. At least three major corridors across the Columbia valley were flooded by the 
Mica Dam (Hamer 1974A) and two more will be flooded by the Revelstoke Dam (Cowan and Munro 1944-45; 
K. Simpson pers. comm.). In addition, the loss of the most productive and accessible forest land to dams in 
the Big Bend of the Columbia has already led to increased demand for timber sales in the tributary valleys in 
the Selkirks and Monashees (B.C. Forest Service files). Exploitative land use patterns, accelerated population 
pressure and resource demand, and the susceptibility of caribou to overkill (Bergerud 1975) all combine in an 
unreconcilable situation; there is little long-term hope for the caribou of southern B.C. 

Since the early 1970's there has been growing concern that caribou may disappear from MRNP and 
GNP. In light of the potential importance of these parks as islands of intact caribou habitat, park wardens, 
naturalists and wildlife biologists (Hamer 1974A, McCrory and Holland 1978) have become increasingly interested 
in determining the caribou's status - both past and present - and habitat requirements, and the extent to 
which the parks may hope to preserve the species. Attempts to answer these questions have been hindered by 
the scarcity and patchy distribution of caribou in the vicinity of the parks and by a lack of manpower and 
funding. 

Before management plans to protect and nurture caribou populations in these parks can be prepared, 
there is a need for much more accurate inventories of the existing caribou populations, combined with an 
intensive study of their habitat requirements. Such a study was beyond the scope of the present wildlife 
inventory. To a certain extent, the current B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch's Big Bend caribou study may 
provide the requisite habitat data, and the ecological land classification may provide a means of determining 
the amount and distribution of potential habitat. However, there are limitations to the extent to which Fish 
and Wildlife data can be integrated with the land inventory data for GNP which is higher and farther east 
than the Fish and Wildlife core study area. The productivity, home-ranges and regional habitat needs and 
pressures must be determined for each caribou herd ranging into GNP and MRNP for effective management 
plans to be devised. An effective monitoring program is also necessary to detect changes in caribou populations 
and patterns. 
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5. MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

During the wildlife inventory some issues or potential issues related to species and habitat management 
in MRNP and GNP came into focus. Where these affect individual species they are discussed in the species 
accounts (section 4); major points are summarized here. In addition, we outline the more important wildlife 
habitats in MRNP and GNP and some of the potential issues in habitat management that may affect species 
management. 

It is anticipated that this report, Volumes I and II, will be major tools for the preparation of wildlife 
management plans. Because of the predictive capability of the map and wildlife legend, the user can develop 
maps and concepts that are beyond what are presented in this report. Such interpretations can provide new 
insights into land use planning and wildlife management. The inventory has an important role to play in 
wildlife habitat management in MRNP and GNP. 

CRITICAL WILDLIFE AREAS 

We recommend that management strategies be devised for protecting critical wildlife areas. Critical 
wildlife areas include specific geographical areas or locations, such as the Beaver valley moose winter range, or 
habitats of high importance to wildlife, defined on the basis of Ecosites. Highly important Ecosites are 
identified in the Ecosite accounts in Volume I; their distribution can be determined from the Map Supplement. 
Protection of wildlife values in such areas need not necessarily exclude use or development. Depending on the 
species for which the area is critical, there will be periods of time when the area can be used without 
harming wildlife, and there will be types of activities that will not disturb the area. Wildlife constraints can 
be assessed by reviewing the appropriate species accounts, above. 

A preliminary list of critical wildlife areas follows: 

* Cougar valley: avalanche meadows are very heavily used by grizzly bears in summer. 
* South face of Mt. Tupper: contains the largest mountain goat population in GNP. This population is subject 

to habitat modification along the TCH, unnatural mortality at artificial salt sources along the TCH, 
and unknown impacts from avalanche control by artillery fire. 

* Clachnacudainn Cliffs: the well-drained slopes and cliffs of the NC6 Ecosite have a vegetation type (015), 
bird community (26) and small mammal association (14) that are unique in MRNP and GNP. The 
area is only one of two in MRNP and GNP where the northern alligator lizard is found; this is 
the northernmost locality for the species in North America. The area supports the largest wintering 
herd of mountain goats in MRNP, as well as summering mule deer and denning coyotes. 

* The lower Beaver valley, Mountain Creek meadows and the small local wetlands in the Illecillewaet valley: 
these areas support wetland communities of birds, amphibians and mammals, associated with the GF 
and LR Ecosections, that are unique in the parks. Many of these wetlands are maintained in their 
productive state by beavers. These wetland contain the most species and the highest densities of 
wildlife of any areas in MRNP and GNP; consequently they are highly sensitive to disturbance. 

* The open Upper Subalpine slopes of MRNP: Caribou range in the western half of MRNP in late winter, 
and may be vulnerable to disturbance in this period. 
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TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR 

Since 1981, the program to twin the CPR main line through Rogers Pass has focussed attention on 
the impacts of major transportation routes on the park environment and wildlife. Since transportation corridors 
are essential to the national interest we recommend that the Ecological Land Classification report, including this 
Volume, be used to ensure that corridor development causes minimal impairment to wildlife and habitat. Some 
direct effects of the highway and railway on wildlife are discussed in the mountain goat, moose and other 
species accounts, above. 

The major conflict within the transportation corridor is competition for a very limited habitat; the 
most important areas to many species of wildlife are valley bottoms and these are also the most attractive 
areas for road and railway development. 

For example in MRNP the wetlands of the ICH Ecoregion (GF Ecosection) occupy only 0.2% of the 
total park area, yet they also have been modified extensively by highway and recreation facility development. 
Management plans for each watershed should take into account the availability of wetlands in each watershed 
and their importance to wildlife. Innovative plans are needed to allow beaver and their wetlands to coexist 
with highways and railroads in the limited space available to both. 

BEARS 

Grizzly Bear 

Grizzly bear populations in MRNP and GNP are small (see grizzly bear species account) and the 
parks do not support self-contained populations. As a result, the population may be particularly sensitive to 
additional losses beyond natural mortality- particularly now that access to the parks is increasing from .all sides. 
Grizzly bear management in the parks is increasingly influenced by land use policy adjacent to the parks. For 
the MRNP and GNP grizzlies to be effectively protected, information on the extent to which the park bears 
range outside the parks is needed. Detailed productivity and habitat data are also needed, and effective 
monitoring of unnatural mortality outside the parks. Previous studies of the grizzly bear in GNP (Mundy 1963; 
Hamer 1974a) provide some information on habitat use; the intensive study currently being done by K. 
Simpson, B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch may provide further answers. To reduce grizzly mortality from control 
actions to protect recreationists, it has been recommended before that Clachnacudainn and Mountain Creek 
watersheds be given special protective status (Mundy 1963, Hamer 1974a, Marsh 1972). Most grizzly sightings by 
wildlife inventory staff were in the Incomappleux and Flat Creek watersheds, and we recommend that the 
Incommappleux be given similar status. 

Black Bear 

Black bears are one of the principal large mammals of the Columbia Mountains environment, and one 
of the least well understood. In GNP there are an average of eight black bear problems per year that result 
in the handling or destruction of bears. The impact of such intensive management on the black bear 
population cannot be measured since nothing is known of MRNP and GNP black bear population or habitat 
dynamics. In light of the intensive management of black bears in these parks, and their evident choice of the 
same low elevation habitats favoured by man, we recommend that detailed research be conducted into 
population size, productivity, habitat use and other aspects of black bear ecology. 
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MOOSE 

The resident moose populaton of GNP sustains mortality on both the TCH and CPR mainline, which 
transect the primary winter range. Moose mortality on the TCH and, in the future, on the new CPR Beaver 
grade, has been identified as a significant problem in the maintenance of this population (Damas and Smith 
1982; Hatler 1983; also see species account). Elimination of unnatural mortality of moose on the highway and, 
in the future, on the new CPR grade, based on data collected during this inventory, is essential to the 
maintenance of GNP's moose population. 

In winter 1982/83 a Warden/CWS study was initiated to study how snowpack factors affect mobility 
and habitat use by moose in the lower Beaver valley. Preliminary results appear to support some of Hatler's 
(1983) recommendations for keeping moose off transportation corridors. We recommend continuation of this 
study through a series of winters. It would provide moose ecology information from an environment which is 
unlike any now documented (see species account above). It would also provide research data upon which sound 
management strategies could be developed. 

MOUNTAIN GOAT 

During the inventory (see section 3.7, above), goats were observed to use portions of Mt. Tupper and 
Cougar Mtn. where avalanche control artillery fire is directed. The potential for mortality or displacement of 
goats in these areas has been reported earlier (McCrory 1979). The Mt. Tupper population also sustains 
mortality from collisions with vehicles on the TCH; these collisions result from the use of road salt by goats. 
In light of the low productivity of goats and high recorded mortality (see species account, above), means 
should be found to prevent goats being killed on the TCH. Such means could include attracting the goats 
elsewhere with salt, temporary fencing at entrances and exits of snowsheds, or other means. 

CARIBOU 

The pronounced decline of mountain caribou in GNP during this century points out the need for 
detailed knowledge of population size, movements, productivity, habitat requirements and mortality factors in 
the Purcell and central Selkirk Mountains. The imminent extirpation of the mountain caribou from GNP does 
not seem unlikely. Special protection of the population which ranges through the St. Cyr and Coursier 
watersheds and the northwestern part of MRNP may be required to ensure that MRNP and GNP continue to 
support this unique animal. 
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